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About This Manual
This manual discusses other issues related to managing an SQL/MX system.
In this manual, references to SQL/MX Release 2.x indicate SQL/MX Release 2.3.1, and subsequent
releases and SQL/MX Release 3.x indicates SQL/MX Release 3.0 and subsequent releases, until
indicated in a replacement publication.

Supported Release Version Updates (RVUs)
This publication supports J06.14 and all subsequent J-series RVUs and H06.25 and all subsequent
H-series RVUs, until otherwise indicated by its replacement publications. Additionally, all
considerations for H-series throughout this manual will hold true for J-series also, unless mentioned
otherwise.

Audience
This manual is intended for database administrators and application programmers who are using
NonStop SQL/MX through MXCI—the SQL/MX conversational interface—or as embedded SQL
to access databases.
Readers of this manual should know:

• The fundamentals of NonStop SQL/MX

• The fundamentals of the NonStop system

Related Documentation
This manual is part of the HP NonStop SQL/MX library of manuals, which includes:
Introductory Guides

Describes SQL differences between NonStop
SQL/MP and NonStop SQL/MX.

SQL/MX Comparison Guide for SQL/MP Users

Describes basic techniques for using SQL in the
SQL/MX conversational interface (MXCI). Includes
information about installing the sample database.

SQL/MX Quick Start

Reference Manuals

Describes the syntax of SQL/MX statements, MXCI
commands, functions, and other SQL/MX
language elements.

SQL/MX Reference Manual

Describes the SQL/MX administrative command
library (MACL) available with the SQL/MX
conversational interface (MXCI).

SQL/MX Connectivity Service Administrative
Command Reference

Describes the features and functions of the
DataLoader/MX product, a tool to load SQL/MX
databases.

DataLoader/MX Reference Manual

Describes SQL/MX messages.SQL/MX Messages Manual

Defines SQL/MX terminology.SQL/MX Glossary

Programming Manuals

Describes how to embed SQL/MX statements in
ANSI C and COBOL programs.

SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
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Specialized Guides

Describes how to plan for, install, create, and
upgrade a SQL/MX database.

SQL/MX Installation and Upgrade Guide

SQL/MX Management Manual

Describes how to understand query execution
plans and write optimal queries for an SQL/MX
database.

SQL/MX Query Guide

Describes the SQL/MX data structures and
operations to carry out the knowledge-discovery
process.

SQL/MX Data Mining Guide

Describes how SQL/MX integrates transactional
queuing and publish/subscribe services into its
database infrastructure.

SQL/MX Queuing and Publish/Subscribe Services

Describes how to produce formatted reports using
data from a NonStop SQL/MX database.

SQL/MX Report Writer Guide

Describes how to install and manage the SQL/MX
Connectivity Service (MXCS), which enables

SQL/MX Connectivity Service Manual

applications developed for the Microsoft Open
Database Connectivity (ODBC) application
programming interface (API) and other connectivity
APIs to use SQL/MX.

Describes how to use stored procedures that are
written in Java within SQL/MX.

SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java

Describes how to install NSM/web and
troubleshoot NSM/web installations.

NSM/web Installation Guide

Migration Guides

Describes how to migrate databases and
applications from SQL/MP to SQL/MX.

SQL/MP to SQL/MX Database and Application
Migration Guide

Online Help
The SQL/MX Online Help consists of:

Overview and reference entries from the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.

Reference Help

Individual messages grouped by source from the
SQL/MX Messages Manual.

Messages Help

Terms and definitions from the SQL/MX Glossary.Glossary Help

Context-sensitive help topics that describe how to
use the NSM/web management tool.

NSM/web Help

Context-sensitive help topics that describe how to
use the Visual Query Planner graphical user
interface.

Visual Query Planner Help

Contents and reference entries from the SQL/MX
Database Manager User Guide.

SQL/MX Database Manager Help

The NSM/web, SQL/MX Database Manager, and Visual Query Planner help systems are accessible
from their respective applications. You can download the Reference, Messages, and Glossary
online help from the HP Software Depot at http://www.software.hp.com. For more information
about downloading the online help, see the SQL/MX Release 3.2 Installation and Upgrade Guide.
These manuals are part of the SQL/MP library of manuals and are essential references for
information about SQL/MP Data Definition Language (DDL) and SQL/MP installation and
management:
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Related SQL/MP Manuals

Describes the SQL/MP language elements,
expressions, predicates, functions, and statements.

SQL/MP Reference Manual

Describes how to plan, install, create, and
manage an SQL/MP database. Describes

SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide

installation and management commands and
SQL/MP catalogs and files.

New and Changed Information
The HP NonStop SQL/MX Release 3.1 Installation and Management Guide is consolidated with
HP NonStop SQL/MX Release 3.1 Migration Manual and is split into two manuals:
• HP NonStop SQL/MX Release 3.2 Installation and Upgrade Guide—Starting with SQL/MX

Release 3.2, information related installation and upgrade of SQL/MX is available in this single
manual.

• HP NonStop SQL/MX Release 3.2 Management Manual—The contents related to management
of an installed SQL/MX database is included in this manual.

This new manual (691120–001) includes the following changes:

• Added a new section “PROTOTYPE” (page 22)

• Added a note in “Using RDF to Set Up a Backup System” (page 55)

• Updated the section “Moving Programs From Development to Production” (page 211)

• Updated the section “Reasons Not to Move a Program and Reuse Its Compiled Modules”
(page 211)

• Added a new section “Moving a Program and Reprocessing Modules Using the mxrpm Tool”
(page 214)

Document Organization

Provides an introduction to managing an SQL/MX
database.

“Introduction to SQL/MX Database Management”
(page 17)

Presents conceptual information about SQL/MX tables and
describes how to plan for them.

“Understanding and Planning SQL/MX Tables” (page 28)

Describes security and planning.“Planning Database Security and Recovery” (page 41)

Describes system defaults.“Reviewing and Setting System Defaults” (page 67)

Describes how to create an SQL/MX database.“Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72)

Describes how to query SQL/MX metadata.“Querying SQL/MX Metadata” (page 104)

Describes how to add, alter, and drop objects from an
SQL/MX database.

“Adding, Altering, and Dropping SQL/MX Database
Objects” (page 149)

Describes how to reorganize SQL/MX tables and maintain
the data.

“Reorganizing SQL/MX Tables and Maintaining Data”
(page 176)

Describes how to manage SQL/MX applications.“Managing Database Applications” (page 209)

Describes how to perform recovery operations on an
SQL/MX database.

“Performing Recovery Operations” (page 232)

Describes methods for managing an SQL/MX distributed
database.

“Managing an SQL/MX Distributed Database” (page 263)

Describes how to measure SQL/MX database performance.“Measuring Performance” (page 281)
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Describes how to enhance database performance.“Enhancing SQL/MX Database Performance” (page 290)

Describes how to use MXTOOL to obtain Guardian names
for the NonStop Transaction Management Facility (TMF),
the Remote Database Facility (RDF), and Measure.

“Using Guardian Names with TMF, RDF, and Measure”
(page 306)

Notation Conventions

General syntax notation
This list summarizes the notation conventions for syntax presentation in this manual.
UPPERCASE LETTERS. Uppercase letters indicate keywords and reserved words.
Type these items exactly as shown. Items not enclosed in brackets are required. For
example:
MAXATTACH

lowercase italic letters. Lowercase italic letters indicate variable items that you
supply. Items not enclosed in brackets are required. For example:
file-name

computer type. Computer type letters within text indicate C and Open System
Services (OSS) keywords and reserved words. Type these items exactly as shown.
Items not enclosed in brackets are required. For example:
myfile.c

italic computer type.Italic computer type letters within text indicate C and
Open System Services (OSS) variable items that you supply. Items not enclosed in
brackets are required. For example:
pathname

[ ] Brackets. Brackets enclose optional syntax items. For example:
TERM [\system-name.]$terminal-name

INT[ERRUPTS]

A group of items enclosed in brackets is a list from which you can choose one item
or none. The items in the list can be arranged either vertically, with aligned brackets
on each side of the list, or horizontally, enclosed in a pair of brackets and separated
by vertical lines. For example:
FC [ num ]

[ -num ]

[ text ]

K [ X | D ] address

{ } Braces. A group of items enclosed in braces is a list from which you are required
to choose one item. The items in the list can be arranged either vertically, with
aligned braces on each side of the list, or horizontally, enclosed in a pair of braces
and separated by vertical lines. For example:
LISTOPENS PROCESS { $appl-mgr-name }

{ $process-name }

ALLOWSU { ON | OFF }

| Vertical Line. A vertical line separates alternatives in a horizontal list that is
enclosed in brackets or braces. For example:
INSPECT { OFF | ON | SAVEABEND }
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… Ellipsis. An ellipsis immediately following a pair of brackets or braces indicates
that you can repeat the enclosed sequence of syntax items any number of times.
For example:
M address [ , new-value ]…

[ - ] {0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9}…

An ellipsis immediately following a single syntax item indicates that you can repeat
that syntax item any number of times. For example:
"s-char…"

Punctuation. Parentheses, commas, semicolons, and other symbols not previously
described must be typed as shown. For example:
error := NEXTFILENAME ( file-name );

LISTOPENS SU $process-name.#su-name

Quotation marks around a symbol such as a bracket or brace indicate the symbol
is a required character that you must type as shown. For example:
"[" repetition-constant-list "]"

Item Spacing. Spaces shown between items are required unless one of the items is
a punctuation symbol such as a parenthesis or a comma. For example:
CALL STEPMOM ( process-id );

If there is no space between two items, spaces are not permitted. In this example,
no spaces are permitted between the period and any other items:
$process-name.#su-name

Line Spacing. If the syntax of a command is too long to fit on a single line, each
continuation line is indented three spaces and is separated from the preceding line
by a blank line. This spacing distinguishes items in a continuation line from items
in a vertical list of selections. For example:
ALTER [ / OUT file-spec / ] LINE

[ , attribute-spec ]…

Publishing history
This guide supports HP NonStop SQL/MX Release 3.2 until otherwise indicated by its replacement
publication. The publication date and part number indicate the current edition of the document.

Publication DateProduct VersionPart Number

August 2012HP NonStop SQL/MX Release 3.2691120-001

HP Encourages Your Comments
HP encourages your comments concerning this document. We are committed to providing
documentation that meets your needs. Send any errors found, suggestions for improvement, or
compliments to docsfeedback@hp.com.
Include the document title, part number, and any comment, error found, or suggestion for
improvement concerning this document.
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1 Introduction to SQL/MX Database Management
This section provides an introduction to managing an SQL/MX database. For more information
about managing an SQL/MP database, see the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.
Managing an SQL/MX relational database typically involves managing sets of continuously active
programs, as well as the database itself. In this environment, you will need to add new applications
and disk volumes and repair or change existing applications, all without affecting other applications
currently running on your system.
This section addresses these topics:

• “SQL/MX Database Features” (page 17)

• “Naming Database Objects” (page 21)

• “SQL/MX Metadata” (page 22)

• “SQL/MX Database Object Types” (page 23)

• “The SQL/MX Environment” (page 24)

• “Database Management Tasks” (page 25)

• “SQL/MX Database Management Tools” (page 26)
In this manual, the descriptions of managing a database are based on these assumptions about
the database environment at your site:

• An application includes database components (tables, indexes, and views) and the programs
that access the database. Database definitions, configuration, and distribution can significantly
affect application performance. An SQL/MX database that contains SQL/MX tables, SQL/MP
tables, or both, is an integral part of an application.

• The database is a production database, not a test database. The database must be consistent,
accurate, and available.

• Application development is ongoing. New or changed applications need to be integrated
with existing applications.

• Central database management is required. The database management tasks might be
performed by groups of people, but these tasks should be administered by a single person or
group.

The database management environment for NonStop SQL/MX includes:

• The SQL/MX relational database management system (RDBMS)

• Database management tools

SQL/MX statements, SQL/MX utilities, and SQL/MX conversational interface (MXCI)
commands

◦

◦ Guardian and HP NonStop Open System Services (OSS) utilities

◦ HP products for database security, conversion, and reorganization

For more information, see “Planning Database Security and Recovery” (page 41).

SQL/MX Database Features
The SQL/MX RDBMS supports these features:

• “Distributed Databases” (page 18)

• “Database Protection and Recovery” (page 18)

• “Data Integrity” (page 19)
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• “Multiple Character Sets” (page 20)

• “Database Security” (page 20)

• “Parallel Processing” (page 20)

• “High Availability” (page 21)

Distributed Databases
An SQL/MX database distributed across multiple nodes in an Expand network provides a high
level of transparency, location independence, read and update capability, and data integrity.
Objects in the same database can reside on different compatible nodes. The partitions of a table
or index can also be spread across compatible nodes.
A distributed database can be managed by a central site, by each independent distributed site,
or by a combination of these.
For SQL/MX distributed databases with SQL/MX tables, local autonomy is limited because of the
absence of true metadata replication from local to remote nodes. As such, local node autonomy
is confined to local data whose metadata exists on the local node.
For more information, see “Managing an SQL/MX Distributed Database” (page 263).

Database Protection and Recovery
An SQL/MX database is protected by:

• The HP NonStop Transaction Management Facility (TMF), which audits database changes
and provides automatic recovery.
TMF provides automatic online recovery of audited SQL/MX objects and files by using audit
trails. A transaction currently in progress can be aborted if a failure or error condition is
detected. TMF terminates the transaction and restores the database to its state before the
beginning of the transaction. TMF provides two additional recovery mechanisms:

◦ Volume recovery, which recovers the database in the event of a disk crash or system
failure.

◦ File recovery, which reconstructs specific audited files when the current copies on the
data volume are not usable (for example, if a system or media failure jeopardizes the
consistency of one or more audited files).

• The HP NonStop Remote Database Facility (RDF), which monitors changes made to a production
database on a local (primary) system and maintains a copy of that database on a remote
(backup) system.
The RDF subsystem enables you to use the backup database as a read-only resource to balance
the overall workload and improve response times. Activities at the backup system can include
querying the database, processing heavy batch-reporting loads, and consolidating data from
multiple sites into one central site. For more information, see the RDF/IMP, IMPX, and ZLT
System Management Manual.

• The Guardian Backup and Restore 2 utility, which you can use to perform tape backups and
restore SQL/MX objects. You can also save database creation and loading scripts in OBEY
command files or write an automated program to handle TMF and backup and restore
operations.
Use Backup and Restore 2 to back up to tape and restore to disk SQL/MX objects, OSS
program files, and other components, as required to properly recover your database. Restore
2 uses BRCOM, the command-line user interface from which you enter and manage BACKUP
and RESTORE commands for SQL/MX objects and OSS objects. For more information about
the BRCOM command syntax, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.
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To back up and restore SQL/MP tables or other SQL/MP objects, you must use the T9074
BACKUP and RESTORE utilities. For more information, see SQL/MP Installation and
Management Guide, SQL/MP Reference Manual, and the Guardian Disk and Tape Utilities
Reference Manual.
Utilities provide backup functionality for SQL executables and program modules stored in OSS
files. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

For more information, see “Planning Database Security and Recovery” (page 41) and the
“Performing Recovery Operations” (page 232).

Data Integrity
The database management system protects the database by ensuring that entered data meets the
definitional requirements. Application programs, therefore, do not need to perform data checking.
These data definition features ensure definitional integrity:

• Column definitions

• ANSI views

• Constraints

• Indexes
These features provide additional data integrity for SQL/MX databases:

• Database changes are monitored by TMF.

• Database access is restricted to SQL/MX statements.

• Integrity constraints on tables are enforced by the DBMS (database management system).
Referential integrity constraints, for example, depend on several layers of software for checking,
including the executor and disk processes.

• Database consistency is maintained by concurrency control.
TMF provides data integrity. Database updates performed as part of a TMF transaction are either
all committed to the database when the transaction completes or all backed out if the transaction
does not complete. With the TMF two-phase commit protocol, an update changes a database from
one consistent state to another; an incomplete transaction does not change the database. TMF
transactions can be distributed across multiple nodes.
SQL/MX database access is restricted to SQL/MX statements, including Data Manipulation
Language (DML), Data Definition Language (DDL), Transaction Control, Resource Control and
Optimization, Stored Procedures, and Trigger statements. For more information about SQL/MX
statements, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
For each SQL/MX table, you can define up to five types of integrity constraints (Not Null, Unique,
Primary Key, Check, and Referential Integrity) that NonStop SQL/MX checks before allowing an
INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operation to change a row in a table. If the change would violate
the constraint, NonStop SQL/MX prohibits it.
Concurrency control for database access provides different degrees of database consistency to
meet different needs. For any DML statement, you can specify access options by using the FOR
option ACCESS clause and, for a SELECT statement, by using this same clause, you can also
specify access options for individual tables referenced in the FROM clause. The possible settings
for options in a DML statement are: READ COMMITTED, READ UNCOMMITTED, SERIALIZABLE
or REPEATABLE read, SKIP CONFLICT, and STABLE. These access modes are maintained by shared
or exclusive locks on rows, sets of rows, partitions, and tables. For more information, see the
SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Multiple Character Sets
NonStop SQL/MX allows you to associate one of these character sets with a literal or host variable:

Default single-byte 8-bit character set for character data types. It supports English and other Western
European languages.

ISO88591

Double-byte Unicode character set in UTF16 big-endian encoding. All Basic Multilingual Plan (BMP)
characters are included. Surrogate characters are treated as two double-byte characters.

USC2

For more information about supported character sets, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual. For
more information about the supported character sets for NonStop SQL/MP, see the SQL/MP
Reference Manual.

Database Security
Authorization to operate on SQL/MX tables, views, and stored procedures in Java (SPJs) is
maintained by the GRANT and REVOKE statements.
SQL/MX programs and files stored in OSS space are subject to the same security rules as any
other files stored there.
For more information, see “Planning Database Security and Recovery” (page 41).

Parallel Processing
NonStop SQL/MX performs these types of parallel processing:

• Parallel query processing

• Parallel join operations

• Parallel index maintenance

• Parallel index loading

• Parallel sorting

• Parallel input-output operations
Parallel query processing can provide speed-up and scale-up. Speed-up is the reduction of response
time, which you can accomplish by spreading the database over multiple partitions. Scale-up is
the maintenance of a constant response time even though the database is growing, which you can
accomplish by increasing the number of partitions.
When tables and indexes are partitioned across multiple disks, NonStop SQL/MX can use a
different process for each partition during query execution. This approach reduces the time for
scans and other set-oriented processing by a factor equivalent to the number of partitions when
there is no contention in the CPU-controller-disk path; that is, when every participating disk is
primary to a different CPU.
Parallel join operations are performed by the SQL/MX executor during query processing.
Parallel index maintenance reduces the effect of multiple indexes on performance. Each index on
a table is automatically updated whenever a row is inserted into the table and whenever a value
is updated in any key column of the index. Multiple indexes on a table can be updated in parallel
by different disk processes or by the same disk process servicing multiple requests.
Indexes are loaded in parallel. Parallel index loading speeds the loading of a partitioned index
by loading all partitions at the same time.
Parallel sorting is performed by the executor server processes (ESPs).
Parallel input-output operations are performed on multiple partitions by different disk processes. A
single disk process can also perform parallel I/O by buffering operations in cache.
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High Availability
These SQL/MX features help to ensure high availability for databases:

• Online dumps using the TMFCOM DUMP FILES command, with complete support for TMF file
recovery to recover a database in case of a disaster.

• Online database reorganization capabilities such as online partition moving, partition splitting,
and table and index row redistribution with concurrent read and update capability. For more
information, see “Reorganizing SQL/MX Tables and Maintaining Data” (page 176).

• Parallel table reorganization (using FUP RELOAD) and index loads (using POPULATE INDEX)
to reduce the time required to load the object.

• Automatic recompilation, which eliminates the need to terminate program execution when
changes in database structure or the environment make rebinding necessary.

• The ability to defer name resolution in SQL/MX statements until execution time.

Naming Database Objects

ANSI Logical Names
Names for SQL/MX objects are organized hierarchically. Database objects exist in schemas,
which are themselves contained in catalogs. Catalogs are collections of schemas. Schema names
must be unique within a given catalog.
You name tables, views, and other SQL/MX objects by using a three-part ANSI logical name:
catalog-name.schema-name.object-name

In this three-part name, catalog-name is the name of the catalog, schema-name is the name
of the schema, and object-name is the simple name of the object. Each of the parts is an SQL
identifier.
NonStop SQL/MX automatically qualifies an object name with the current default catalog and
schema name unless you explicitly specify catalog and schema names with the object name. These
terminology guidelines apply to ANSI names:

• A fully qualified or three-part ANSI name uses all three of its parts
(catalog-name.schema-name.object-name).

• A two-part ANSI name omits the catalog name (schema-name.object-name).

• A one-part or simple ANSI name omits the catalog and schema names (object-name).
The two-part name schema-name.object name is qualified implicitly by the current default
catalog. The one-part name object-name is qualified implicitly by the default schema and
catalog.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Guardian Physical Names
The underlying Guardian physical names of SQL/MX objects and SQL/MP objects are qualified
with the system node, volume, and subvolume names. For example, SQL/MP tables and views are
created with Guardian physical names of the form:
[\node.] [[$volume.]subvol.]filename

In this four-part name, \node is the name of a node on an HP NonStop system, $volume is the
name of a disk volume, subvol is the name of a subvolume, and filename is the name of a
Guardian disk file or the name of an SQL/MP table or view.
SQL/MX data is stored in files with Guardian physical names. In turn, these files are associated
with ANSI names.
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For more information about using Guardian physical names for SQL/MP objects, see the SQL/MP
Reference Manual and the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.

DEFINE Names
Use class MAP DEFINE names as logical names for SQL/MP tables or views in DML statements.
When NonStop SQL/MX compiles such statements, it replaces the DEFINE name in the statement
with the associated Guardian physical name. You can create DEFINE names within MXCI or names
can be inherited from the TACL process or the OSS shell.
You cannot assign DEFINE names to SQL/MX tables or views. However, you can use prototyped
host variables to name SQL/MX tables or views in C and COBOL programs. For more information,
see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

PROTOTYPE
You can dynamically change the name of a table or a view in an embedded SQL statement using
a host variable to provide the table name during execution. After you declare a host variable for
the table name, you can use the PROTOTYPE to specify the host variable within an embedded SQL
statement. You must initialize the value of the PROTOTYPE host variable before executing the
embedded SQL statement. For more information on the PROTOTYPE host variables for SQL/MP
and SQL/MX objects, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

Object Namespaces
Multiple objects with the same logical name can exist in the same schema, provided each belongs
to a different namespace. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Using ANSI Names for SQL/MP Objects
NonStop SQL/MX supports the use of ANSI names (SQL/MP aliases) to query SQL/MP database
objects. The mapping from ANSI logical name to physical SQL/MP partition is stored in the
MP_PARTITIONS table in the definition schema.
For more information about logical-to-physical name mapping using SQL/MP aliases, see the
SQL/MX Reference Manual.

SQL/MX Metadata
NonStop SQL/MX stores system metadata for all SQL/MX format objects in SQL/MX tables,
automatically creating and maintaining metadata as users create, alter, drop, or update SQL/MX
objects. The metadata maintains an accurate record of the information that constitutes the definition
of SQL/MX objects and how the objects are used by other SQL/MX objects.
System metadata about objects is stored in numerous tables in system schemas and definition
schemas. You cannot modify data in these system metadata tables directly. However, they are
secured for PUBLIC SELECT access so that you can query them. Table 1 (page 22) describes these
metadata tables and the schemas in which they are stored.

Table 1 SQL/MX Metadata Schemas

Schema ContentsSchema Name

One set of five system schema tables resides in the system
catalog under this schema. Use these system metadata

SYSTEM_SCHEMA

tables, which record the existence of catalogs and schemas,
to find the correct user catalog on which to perform data
lookup. When the catalog is located, the definition schema
is read to obtain details about the object being queried (for
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Table 1 SQL/MX Metadata Schemas (continued)
Schema ContentsSchema Name

example, a list of Guardian locations for a table’s
partitions).

The SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table resides in the system catalog
under this schema. This user metadata table contains the

SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA

default settings for options and other attributes used with
MXCI commands and SQL/MX statements.

Five NonStop SQL/MX Connectivity Service (MXCS) tables
reside in the system catalog under this schema. For more
information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

MXCS_SCHEMA

The stored procedure VALIDATEROUTINE and
VALIDATEROUTINE2 reside in the system catalog under
this schema. This schema contains no metadata tables.

SYSTEM_SQLJ_SCHEMA

One set of schema definition tables resides in each user
catalog under this schema. These system metadata tables

DEFINITION_SCHEMA _VERSION_vernum

are created for a given catalog when the first CREATE
SCHEMA statement is executed for the catalog. They store
and maintain definitions of the objects in the catalog.

Three histogram tables (HISTOGRAMS,
HISTOGRAM_INTERVALS, and

user schemas

HISTOGRAM_FREQ_INTERVAL) reside in each user schema.
These user metadata tables describe how data is distributed
with respect to a column or group of columns within a table.
The optimizer uses these statistics to create efficient access
plans.

The SYSTEM_SECURITY_SCHEMA tables reside in
NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename. This metadata contains

SYSTEM_SECURITY_SCHEMA

system metadata that holds node-wide security related
information.

NOTE: VALIDATEROUTINE2 is the internal SPJ of system_SQLJ_schema that is supported on
systems running J06.05 and later J-series RVUs and H06.16 and later H-series RVUs. However,
VALIDATEROUTINE is used on systems running J06.04 and earlier J-series RVUS and H06.15 and
earlier H-series RVUs.

For more information, see “Querying SQL/MX Metadata” (page 104) and the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

SQL/MX Database Object Types
Table 2 (page 23)describes SQL/MX object types. For more information about SQL/MP objects,
see the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide and the SQL/MP Reference Manual.

Table 2 SQL/MX Object Types

DescriptionSQL/MX Object Type

A logical representation of data in which a set of records is represented as a
sequence of rows, and the set of fields common to all rows is represented by columns.

Table

A column is a set of values of the same data type with the same definition. The
intersection of a row and column represents the data value of a particular field in a
particular record. Every table must have one or more columns, but the number of
rows can be zero. There is no inherent order of rows within a table.
An SQL/MX table is described in an SQL/MX schema and its data is stored in one
or more physical files in the Guardian environment. An SQL/MX table name must
be a fully qualified ANSI name of the form:
catalog-name.schema-name.object-name

A table that has a logical name and an associated physical file that resides in the
Guardian environment. A view is derived from a query that determines how to create

View
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Table 2 SQL/MX Object Types (continued)
DescriptionSQL/MX Object Type

the view contents from other tables or views. SQL/MX views conform to the
ANSI/ISO/IEC 9075:1999 SQL standard, more commonly referred to as SQL:1999,
for their definition and security.

An alternate access path to a table (alternate key) that differs from the primary access
path (clustering key) defined when the table was created. An SQL/MX index includes
columns for the alternate key and the underlying table’s clustering key.

Index

A stored procedure is an type of user-defined routine (UDR) that operates within a
database server. NonStop SQL/MX supports stored procedures written in the Java

Stored procedures in Java (SPJs)

language (SPJs). The body of an SPJ is a static Java method, which is stored in a
class file either inside or outside a Java archive (JAR) file in the OSS file system. An
SPJ is registered in NonStop SQL/MX and invoked by NonStop SQL/MX when an
application issues a CALL statement.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java.

Constraints protect the integrity of data in a table by restricting the values in a
particular column or set of columns to those that meet specified conditions. The
SQL/MX constraints are:

Constraints

• Not Null, which is a constraint that identifies the column or columns that cannot
contain nulls.

• Unique, which is a column or table constraint that identifies the column or set of
columns that cannot contain more than one occurrence of the same value or set
of values.

• Primary key, which is a column or table constraint that identifies the column or
set of columns that constitute the primary key for a table. A primary key is also
a unique key.

• Check, which is a column or table constraint that identifies the condition that must
be satisfied for each row in a table. Check constraints cannot contain
non-ISO88591 string literals.

• Referential integrity, which identifies the column or columns in a table that can
contain only values matching those in a column or set of columns in the referenced
table.

A three-part ANSI name that maps to the underlying Guardian physical name of an
SQL/MP object.

SQL/MP alias

A mechanism that resides in the database and specifies that when a particular
operation—an INSERT, DELETE, or UPDATE—is performed on a particular table,
NonStop SQL/MX should automatically perform one or more additional actions.

Trigger

The portion of a partitioned table or index that resides in a single physical Guardian
file. Multiple partitions can reside on the same disk volume. A table that has only
one partition is a nonpartitioned table.

Partition

The SQL/MX Environment
The SQL/MX query compiler and executor operate on SQL/MX database objects and SQL/MP
database objects. From the SQL/MX conversational interface, MXCI, you can perform DDL and
DML operations and most SQL/MX commands on SQL/MX objects. From MXCI, you can also
perform DML operations—but not DDL operations—on SQL/MP tables. MXCI commands are
SQL/MX extensions that typically affect the attributes of an MXCI session. MXCI runs as an OSS
process and must be started within the OSS environment.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

OSS Environment
Several SQL/MX processes and utilities run in the OSS environment. Consequently, OSS must be
installed and running on your system to run NonStop SQL/MX. For more information, see the
SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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OSS is an open computing interface to the HP NonStop system. The OSS environment coexists
with the Guardian environment and provides a fully independent alternative to it. OSS interoperates
with the HP NonStop operating system and makes use of many of its unique features, such as fault
tolerance and parallel processing. However, OSS is not an operating system, and it does not
replace portions of the operating system.
The OSS environment is case-sensitive. All commands issued in the OSS environment must be typed
in the proper case, as specified in the examples provided in this and other SQL/MX manuals. For
more information, see the OSS Shell and Utilities Reference Manual.

Privileges Required to Execute SQL/MX Utilities
To perform a specific SQL/MX utility and SQL/MX operation, you must have the user privileges
that are required for that utility or operation. For example, a super ID is required to execute certain
utilities. For these utilities, the super ID can use a user alias.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

MXCS
MXCS comprises all server components that support the HP NonStop ODBC/MX driver, the
JDBC/MX driver, DataDirect’s SequeLink product, and the SQL/MX API for the NonStop
environment. MXCS consists of the MXCS Association Server, the MXCS Configuration Server,
and the MXCS SQL Server.
For more information, see SQL/MX Connectivity Service Manual and the SQL/MX Connectivity
Service Administrative Command Reference.

NonStop Server for Java
To create and execute SPJs in NonStop SQL/MX, you must install the HP NonStop Server for Java
on a NonStop system. Use the NonStop Server for Java to compile and execute Java applications.
For details about this product, see the NonStop Server for Java Programmer’s Reference. For
installation instructions, see the README file on the product CD. For version requirements, see the
SQL/MX Installation and Upgrade Guide.

JDBC/MX Driver
To create and execute SPJs in NonStop SQL/MX, you must install the JDBC/MX driver on a NonStop
system. The JDBC/MX driver enables a Java application to use NonStop SQL/MX to access an
SQL/MX or SQL/MP database. For details about this product, see the JDBC Driver for SQL/MX
Programmer’s Reference. For installation instructions, see the README file on the product CD. For
version requirements, see SQL/MX Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Database Management Tasks
Managing an SQL/MX database involves the tasks required to create the database, ensure its
availability to users, and perform required changes. Because the database is an integral part of
the application, measuring application performance and tuning the database configuration to
enhance performance are also database management tasks.
The tasks of SQL/MX database administrators (DBAs) include:

• Installing the SQL/MX software

• Upgrading to later releases of SQL/MX software or downgrade to earlier releases

• Determining database layouts and data dictionary plans

• Planning for database security, integrity, and recovery

• Creating and loading databases

• Querying catalog tables for information about databases
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• Altering databases

• Managing databases and programs

• Reorganizing and moving databases

• Managing database applications

• Performing recovery operations

• Managing distributed databases

• Assembling and optimizing queries

• Measuring and enhancing performance

SQL/MX Database Management Tools
NonStop SQL/MX supports these types of SQL/MX statements:

Creates, deletes, or modifies the definition of a catalog, schema, or object, or the
authorization to use an object.

DDL

Queries and modifies database tables.DML

Specifies user-defined transactions and sets attributes for the next transaction.Transaction Control

Compiled once and then executed any number of times within the current session.Prepared SQL

Embedded in SQL programs written in C, C++, COBOL, or Java.Embedded-only SQL/MX

Locks or unlocks tables and their indexes to limit other accesses to the tables during DML
statement execution.

Resource Control and
Optimization

Regulates the execution default options, plans, and performance of DML statements.Control

Sets the value of the NAMETYPE attribute, which in turn determines whether object naming
is ANSI or Guardian for the current session.

Object Naming

Creates, alters, or deletes an SQL/MP alias for an SQL/MP table.SQL/MP alias

The SQL/MX extensions that typically affect attributes of an MXCI session.MXCI commands

Tools that run with NonStop SQL/MX or from the OSS shell and perform such tasks as
importing data, duplicating files, fixing database discrepancies, and migrating metadata.

SQL/MX utilities

SQL/MX statements, Guardian utilities, and SQL/MX utilities are the basic tools of the SQL/MX
database administrator. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
NonStop SQL/MX imposes these restrictions on the types of operations you can run on SQL/MP
tables:

• DDL and utility operations on SQL/MP tables must be run from NonStop SQL/MP, either from
SQLCI or an SQL/MP application. You cannot invoke DDL or utility operations on SQL/MP
tables from NonStop SQL/MX.

• DML operations on SQL/MP tables can be run from NonStop SQL/MX.
Through its Guardian environment, the NonStop OS provides additional utilities and subsystems
for managing an SQL/MX database. Collectively, these utilities and subsystems are known as the
NonStop Tools. You use these tools primarily in recovery operations, in moving a database, or in
reorganizing a database online. Table 3 (page 26) summarizes these software products.

Table 3 NonStop Tools for SQL/MX Database Management

DescriptionProgram

Copies Guardian files and OSS files from disk to magnetic tape.BACKUP

Loads and maintains SQL/MX and SQL/MP databases (designed for large DSS tables).DataLoader/MX

Moves disk file extents to yield more usable space on a disk.DCOM
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Table 3 NonStop Tools for SQL/MX Database Management (continued)
DescriptionProgram

Disk Space Analysis Program; analyzes use of space on disk volumes, reporting on factors
such as free space availability and extent allocation.

DSAP

Checks internal consistency of structured files and reports consistency errors. The FCHECK
verifies the integrity of individual SQL/MX data rows, checking row length and field offsets
to make sure they are within acceptable limits.

FCHECK

File Utility Program; reorganizes SQL/MX files while they are in use, licenses programs, and
uses INFO to obtain useful information about SQL/MX objects and files. The FUP commands

FUP

INFO, LISTLOCKS, LISTOPENS, and RELOAD support the use of ANSI names for SQL/MX
objects.

Collects performance statistics on SQL/MX objects, including information about processes,
SQL/MX statements, and file activity.

Measure Product

The OSS command line utility from which you can run the FIXUP, GOAWAY, INFO, and
VERIFY OSS command-line utilities.

mxtool

Copies Guardian files from magnetic tape to disk. The files on tape must have been written
by BACKUP.

RESTORE

Protects network and system resources, such as Guardian disk volumes, from unauthorized
access.

Safeguard Product

Performs various operations on peripherals and operating system resources, including disk
volumes, in the SQL/MX database environment.

Subsystem Control
Facility (SCF)

Tandem Advanced
Command Language
(TACL)

• Provides the command interpreter for the Guardian environment.

• Provides an interactive user interface to a NonStop system through the operating system.

• Enables users to run various system utilities, such as FUP, BACKUP, and RESTORE.

Updates histogram statistics for one or more groups of columns in an SQL/MX table and
physical statistics for table partitions. The histogram statistics are used to devise optimized
access plans.

UPDATE STATISTICS

Monitors disk input and output and cache memory use.VIEWSYS
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2 Understanding and Planning SQL/MX Tables
An understanding of the types of organizations of SQL/MX tables and their key-sequenced file
structure is essential for effective use and functioning of the database.
This section presents conceptual information about SQL/MX tables and describes how to plan for
them, including:

• “Planning Object Naming” (page 28)

• “Understanding SQL/MX Table and File Structures” (page 29)

• “Using Keys in SQL/MX Tables and Indexes” (page 30)

• “The Key-Sequenced File Structure” (page 31)

• “Planning Table and Index Partitioning” (page 33)

• “Determining a Database Layout” (page 34)
For more information, see “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72).
For more information about understanding and planning SQL/MP tables, see the SQL/MP Installation
and Management Guide.

Planning Object Naming
When you plan your SQL/MX database, you should develop and implement a strategy for naming
database objects that effectively serves the short-term and long-term needs of your database. To
do this, you must consider and plan for certain realities that govern ANSI naming for SQL/MX
database objects:

• “Avoid Renaming Nodes” (page 28)

• “Avoid Changing Object Names or Moving Database Objects” (page 28)

• “Understand the Schema Ownership Rule” (page 29)

• “Avoid Using Duplicate Catalogs on Multiple Distributed Nodes” (page 29)
For more information about using ANSI names, see “Introduction to SQL/MX Database
Management” (page 17), and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Avoid Renaming Nodes
After an SQL/MX database node has been installed and initialized, do not attempt to change the
node name. The node name is recorded in system metadata entries and file labels throughout the
database. The node number is not recorded anywhere.

Avoid Changing Object Names or Moving Database Objects
You should develop and implement an object-naming strategy that prohibits changing object names
or moving named objects. This strategy is important because many production databases contain
hundreds or thousands of database objects and hundreds of programs or MXCI scripts that reference
the original object names. No automated tools exist to perform programmatic updates.
The best way to avoid changing object names is to carefully plan for and develop in advance
object names that can be retained over the years and to enforce a policy against changing names.
To help in this endeavor, do not name objects with company, project, product, or employee names
that might need to be changed.
Starting with the SQL/MX Release 3.1, a new feature is introduced to modify the ANSI and
Guardian names of some objects. For more information on this feature, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.
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Understand the Schema Ownership Rule
Starting with the SQL/MX Release 3.1, new security features are introduced. For more information
on these features, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Avoid Using Duplicate Catalogs on Multiple Distributed Nodes
If you create catalogs with the same name on two or more nodes, each node can access only the
objects in the local catalog. You cannot join the tables or indexes in the same-named catalogs on
different nodes.

Understanding SQL/MX Table and File Structures
A relational database consists of two structural levels, the logical and the physical:

• The logical level includes the tables and views you access directly through SQL statements.
When you request an operation on the database or a display of its contents, you work with
the database at the logical level.

• The physical level underlies the logical level and is composed of physical files on disks.
Each SQL/MX table and index, and each partition of a table or index, is implemented as a pair
of Guardian physical files representing:

• A data fork, where the user data resides

• A resource fork, where the runtime metadata resides
If a table or index is not partitioned, then it has just one data fork and one resource fork.
Table and index files are managed by the SQL/MX file system and are accessed implicitly through
the DP2 disk process. When a table or index is dropped, both its data fork and resource fork are
also dropped.
The data you insert into tables and views is stored in these underlying files. Tables and indexes
are associated with their corresponding physical files through entries in the system metadata. Views
are associated with physical files through their underlying tables.
When you create a table, you establish the characteristics of the underlying file by specifying them
as parameters in the CREATE TABLE statement. That is, you create the file implicitly through this
statement rather than directly through an explicit file-creation statement.
Data transfers to and from the files are done in terms of logical records and key fields within those
records. Each file has a unique clustering key associated with it, which contains a unique value
used to order and identify records in the file.
The large block support feature enables you to create tables on physical disk blocks of size 32768
bytes (32 KB) instead of the default size of 4096 bytes (4 KB). You can specify the disk block size,
while creating a table, using the CREATE TABLE command. Increasing the disk block size allows
packing more records in each disk block and is convenient for reading multiple records sequentially.
However, the large block support feature might not be useful for random access, where only one
or a few records are accessed at a time. Therefore, you must select a disk block size depending
on the type of most frequently used queries to the database. By default, the table is created with
4096 bytes (4 KB) disk block size.
SQL/MX tables use the key-sequenced file structure. Other table and file structure types are not
supported by NonStop SQL/MX.
“Using Keys in SQL/MX Tables and Indexes” (page 30) describes the key types used with SQL/MX
tables and indexes. “The Key-Sequenced File Structure” (page 31) discusses the structure of
key-sequenced files. An understanding of the key-sequenced file structure can help you plan the
best use of disk storage space when sizing your SQL/MX database, implementing economical
table-access methods, and analyzing various performance trade-offs. This understanding is also
essential for anyone using the FCHECK utility to operate on physical file structures.
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Using Keys in SQL/MX Tables and Indexes
At the physical level, a key is a field or group of fields that the system can use to order records
and to identify records for processing. SQL/MX tables and indexes use the keys described in this
subsection.

Primary Key
A primary key is the column or set of columns that define a unique key for an SQL/MX table. The
primary key is a constraint and must conform to the ANSI rules for constraints.
All columns defined for the primary key must be defined as NOT NULL. If you want to use the
primary key as the clustering key, the primary key constraint must be defined as NOT DROPPABLE.
For more information, see “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72), and the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

Clustering Key
NonStop SQL/MX organizes records of a table or index by using a B-tree based on the clustering
key. Values of the clustering key act as logical row-IDs. The values of the set of columns that make
up the clustering key must be unique for each table row.
For more information, see “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72), and the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

SYSKEY
A SYSKEY (or system-defined clustering key) is a clustering or storage key defined by NonStop
SQL/MX instead of the user. SQL/MX tables with no user-defined clustering key have a clustering
key defined by NonStop SQL/MX and stored in a column named SYSKEY.
You can use the primary key as the clustering key. If you do not, NonStop SQL/MX appends a
SYSKEY to the specified clustering key column list. If you do not specify a clustering key list, SYSKEY
alone becomes the clustering key.
For more information, see “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72), and the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

Partitioning Key
You specify a partitioning key through the PARTITION BY clause of the CREATE TABLE or CREATE
INDEX statement. The FIRST KEY option of the PARTITION clause specifies the beginning of the
range for a range-partitioned table or index partition. The FIRST KEY clause specifies the lowest
values in the partition for columns stored in ascending order and the highest values for columns
stored in descending order. Hash partitions have a partitioning key that translates into a hash
value. All rows that translate into the same value are assigned to the same hash partition. All these
column values are referred to as the partitioning key.
For more information, see “Creating and Using a Partitioning Key” (page 81), “Creating Indexes
for SQL/MX Tables” (page 95), and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Foreign Key
The foreign key is the column or set of columns specified in the FOREIGN KEY clause of ALTER
TABLE or CREATE TABLE, immediately following the FOREIGN KEY keywords. The foreign key
columns can contain only values that match those in the column or set of columns specified in the
REFERENCE clause of ALTER TABLE or CREATE TABLE.
The two foreign key columns must have the same characteristics (data type, length, scale, precision),
and there must be a UNIQUE or PRIMARY KEY constraint on the column or set of columns specified
in the REFERENCE clause.
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The Key-Sequenced File Structure
All SQL/MX tables are key-sequenced files, which store rows (records) that contain a clustering
key. New rows are stored in sequence by clustering key value. A user performing update operations
can update or delete rows and lengthen or shorten values in a varying-length column (VARCHAR,
NCHAR VARYING) when the column is not part of the clustering key.
Rows are stored in a key-sequenced file logically in ascending or descending order, according to
their clustering key values, as defined by the use of the ASCENDING or DESCENDING specification
in the CREATE TABLE statement.
For more information, see the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide and the SQL/MP
Reference Manual.

Types of Key-Sequenced File Access
You can access key-sequenced files either sequentially or randomly. Sequential access is preferable,
for example, when generating a report of the quantity on hand of all parts in an inventory file.
Random access is preferable when you want to identify the vendor of a particular part. The SQL/MX
optimizer determines whether sequential or random access is performed.
When NonStop SQL/MX reads a key-sequenced file by its clustering key, each read operation
retrieves the record containing the next sequentially higher key value. When NonStop SQL/MX
reads the file through an alternate index, each operation randomly accesses the table.
If you do not use an index, access occurs by the clustering key. Access can begin with the first
record in the file or can be requested for only a specified range of records in the file.

Key-Sequenced Tree Structure
Key-sequenced files are physically organized as one or more bit-map blocks and a B-tree structure
of index blocks and data blocks. Bit-map blocks within a structured file organize the file’s free
space.
Figure 1 (page 32) illustrates a sample tree structure for a key-sequenced file.
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Figure 1 Key-Sequenced B-Tree Structure

Each data block contains a header plus one or more data records, depending on the record size
and data-block size. For each data block, an entry in an index block contains the value of the key
field for the first record in the data block and the address of that data block.
The position of a new record inserted into a key-sequenced file is determined by the value of its
clustering key field. If the data block is determined to be full when NonStop SQL/MX attempts to
insert a new record into it, a block split occurs: the disk process allocates a new data block, moves
part of the data from the old block into the new block if not at the end of the file, and gives the
index block a pointer to the new data block.
Key-sequenced files are also used to store indexes. When an index block fills up, it is split in a
similar manner: a new index block is allocated, and some of the pointers are moved from the old
index block to the new one. The first time a split occurs in a file, the disk process must generate a
new level of indexes. The disk process does this by allocating a higher-level index block containing
the low key and a pointer to the two or more lower-level index blocks, which in turn point to many
data blocks. The disk process must do this again each time the highest-level block is split.
The disk process can perform a three-way block split, when appropriate, creating two new blocks
and distributing the original block’s data and pointers plus the new record or pointer among all
three.
In a key-sequenced file, data blocks are chained together with forward and backward pointers
stored in the header of each block. Data records within each block are stored in key-value sequence.
This storage arrangement enhances the sequential performance for tables stored in key-sequenced
files. Index blocks, however, are not chained.
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Planning Table and Index Partitioning
With medium to very large databases, it is often necessary to use partitioned tables and indexes
to break down the data into smaller and more manageable units. Each partition can be managed
individually and can function independently of the other partitions.
Partitioning can provide significant benefits to a wide variety of applications by improving
manageability, performance, and availability. It is not unusual for partitioning to improve the
performance of certain queries or maintenance operations by an order of magnitude.

Range Partitioning and Hash Partitioning
NonStop SQL/MX supports range partitioning and hash partitioning.
Range partitioning uses ranges of column values to map rows to partitions. Range partitions are
ordered by defining the lower and upper boundary for a specific partition. Rows from all tables
or indexes that contain key values that fall within a certain range are placed on a particular disk.
For example, rows for employee numbers 1-500 might be placed on disk 1, rows for employee
numbers 501-1000 placed on disk 2, and so on. This approach offers good performance for
range-based queries and reasonable performance for exact-match queries involving the partitioning
key. You can also put multiple partitions on the same disk.
Hash partitioning uses a hash function on the partitioning columns to stripe data into partitions.
The hash function is applied to the value of a table or index’s clustering or partitioning key. The
output of this function causes the data for that row to be targeted for placement on a particular
disk. The user has no control over row-to-partition mapping.
Fo more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Using Range Partitioning
Range partitioning is useful when your data has logical ranges and boundaries into which it can
be subdivided and distributed (for example, months of the year). Range partitioning is optimal
when the data is evenly distributed across the range. If partitioning by range causes partitions to
vary dramatically in size because of unequal distribution (for example, many more records for the
year 2004 than 1999), consider hash partitioning.

Advantages of Range Partitioning

• The location of data among the range partitions is intuitive and easy to discern. Partitioned
data is not randomly spread across the entire database as it is with hash partitioning.

• Range partitioning provides superior performance for sequential access, for point queries on
partitioning attributes, and for range queries on partitioning attributes where only one or a
few disks need to be accessed.

Disadvantages of Range Partitioning

• Each range partition must be defined by the user.

• Keeping the range partitions balanced and equal in size might require considerable time and
effort.

• The size of range partitions can differ substantially because of the amount of data that is
mapped to each specific partition (“hot spots”). Partitions that contain the most recent data
tend to be larger and queried much more frequently than partitions that contain older data.
This can cause suboptimal performance for certain operations like DML.

Using Hash Partitioning
Use hash partitioning if your data is not easily distributed among ranges or to evenly distribute
data across a specified number of partitions. Creating and using hash partitions gives you a highly
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tunable method for data placement because you can influence availability and performance by
spreading these evenly sized partitions across I/O devices (striping).
Hash partitioning achieves many of the scan reduction benefits of range partitioning without
requiring you to know the distribution of the partitioning key in advance. In addition, use hash
partitioning in a “decoupled” fashion to cluster data on a key other than the partitioning key. This
approach is useful when you want to co-locate hash partitions of related tables and indexes.

Advantages of Hash Partitioning

• Hash partitioning automatically provides balanced and even distribution of data across
available disks, helping to prevent skewing. Hash partitioning is equally efficient as range
partitioning for queries involving exact matches on clustering key values because the search
can be confined to one disk volume.

• Hash partitioning is well suited for sequential access and point queries on partitioning attributes.

Disadvantages of Hash Partitioning

• It can be more difficult to remove specific data from a hash-partitioned database than a
range-partitioned database because it is randomly distributed across the entire database.

• Hash queries are inefficient when compared to a table that is range partitioned on the query
columns.

• Partition management operations (ADD and DROP) can be expensive for very large
hash-partitioned tables because the existing data in the table has to be redistributed evenly
to all the partitions of the table.

Determining a Database Layout
Users and applications can access your SQL/MX database with:

• SQL/MX tables only

• SQL/MX views only

• A combination of SQL/MX tables and views

NOTE: If your SQL/MX database contains SQL/MX and SQL/MP tables, users and applications
can access both SQL/MX or SQL/MP tables.

In addition, indexes can be an efficient underlying mechanism for data access.
For more information, see the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.

Using SQL/MX Tables
You can use SQL/MX tables to externalize all the data to the user. Using tables is the most direct
method because views, constraints, and indexes ultimately depend on their underlying tables.
Advantages to using only tables as the external database scheme include:

• All other SQL/MX objects (views, indexes, constraints, and so on) are directly or indirectly
dependent on the tables.

• Recovery and management methods are simplified.
Disadvantages include:

• Although you can restrict access to specified table columns when you use GRANT to provide
a user with UPDATE or REFERENCES privileges to a table, the GRANT SELECT, DELETE,
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INSERT, and ALL privileges provide the user with access to all columns in the table. To protect
your tables from access by unauthorized users, provide GRANT privileges to table views.

• Alterations to tables generally have a greater impact on application code that uses the tables
directly. For example, an application should not use SELECT * to retrieve values from a table,
because adding a column to the table would mean that the application must change.

Using Views
A view is a logical table derived from one or more tables. A view can include any SQL query from
one or more tables or other views. You can create more than one view on a table or combination
of tables.
Use views to externalize some or all of the data to the user.
A view can have the same structure as an underlying table, or the view can be different. Views
do not store data physically on the disk.
In general, views have these advantages and uses:

• To enable the apparent structure of retrieved data to be different from the actual stored data.

• To enable logical renaming of columns.

• To redefine headings for columns.

• To present only the columns and rows a user needs to work with instead of all the columns
and rows in underlying tables or views.

NOTE: A view does not insulate the programs that use it from being invalidated by changes to
the table definition. Even changes that do not directly affect the view require that the programs be
explicitly SQL compiled to be revalidated. The requirement for explicit compilation is the same as
if the programs used the table directly.

ANSI Views
SQL/MX views conform to the SQL:1999 standard and have these attributes:

• You can change the data in the underlying table through a view if the view is updatable. A
view that references more than one table is not updatable.

• A view can be secured separately from the underlying tables or views. Users of the view do
not need to have access privileges to these underlying objects to access the view.

Use updatable views to:

• Provide validity checks on the underlying table for inserts and updates.

• Provide restrictions so that only certain information can be presented to a user by masking
rows and columns of the underlying table from displays or updating. If an updatable view is
defined with the WITH CHECK option, through the view you can only insert or update rows
that the WHERE clause of the view query evaluates to true.

Using Only Views to Externalize Data
Experienced database administrators have observed that having applications use only views as
the external interface for the database scheme has certain advantages for both programs and ad
hoc queries.
Advantages include:

• The physical database structure of the tables is not externalized to programmers or other users.

• The database file layout can be normalized independent of a program or of a user’s
interpretation.

• New tables and views can be easily created and integrated with the existing scheme.
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• Ad hoc queries are limited to data returned by views. Restricting users to using only views
can prevent them from accessing sensitive data.

• Views provide the same performance as the tables.

• Views can help provide data integrity.
Disadvantages include:

• You cannot update views that provide views to more than one table.

• Managing the database is more difficult because of the greater number of objects.

Determining When to Use Indexes
Use indexes to improve performance and to verify constraints. An index is an alternate access
path to a table, which should differ from the clustering key path defined for the table at creation.
For example, an index might provide shorter access time when the data is requested in the order
of the index key, and the optimizer chooses the index path over the full table path.
When compiling a statement, NonStop SQL/MX selects the query execution plan for a statement
by choosing the best access path to the data. If an index exists, NonStop SQL/MX evaluates using
the index. Indexes give the optimizer more possible access options.
Each index is assigned a name and is physically stored in a separate key-sequenced file. Index
files are not tables, and they cannot be queried directly through NonStop SQL/MX. They are only
a tool for providing faster access to tables.

Precreating Indexes or Managing Constraint-Created Indexes
NonStop SQL/MX automatically creates an index for you whenever you create a UNIQUE
constraint, droppable PRIMARY KEY constraint, or REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY constraint. The
constraint, in turn, uses the created index to validate the constraint’s operation. An index that is
created when you create a constraint uses the table’s primary partition’s attributes with respect to
size and location. The index is created unpartitioned.
To specify your own attributes for an index:

• If you have not yet created the constraint that requires a supporting index, first create the index
using the desired attributes, then create the constraint.

• If you have already created the constraint and want to change the attributes of the supporting
index, use ALTER TABLE to change its MAX EXTENTS and use MODIFY to change its location
or to add one or more partitions.

Creating Indexes With the NO POPULATE Option
If you need to create an index on a table that is already populated, use the NO POPULATE option,
and then run the POPULATE INDEX utility to load the index. Because CREATE INDEX executes in
a single TMF transaction, it could experience TMF limitations (for example, transaction timeout) if
a large amount of data must be moved. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Performance Benefits of Indexes
Indexes can improve performance by eliminating the need for the disk process to access the
underlying table. If the query can be satisfied by the columns contained in the index, the underlying
table is not accessed. By using only the index, you reduce I/O to the table.
For example, consider this query in which ATABLE has a unique index named AINDEX, which
contains columns A and B, in that order, from ATABLE:
SELECT A,B FROM ATABLE;

The query can be satisfied by accessing only AINDEX, which contains all the columns requested.
This type of index-only retrieval can be effective on both unique and nonunique indexes.
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A second use of an index is to eliminate a run-time sort of data columns by providing an access
path to the data in the order of the desired selection or by reverse order:
SELECT A,B FROM ATABLE

ORDER BY A, B;

A third use of an index is to avoid a full table scan:
SELECT ITEM_NAME, RETAIL_PRICE

FROM INVNTRY

WHERE RETAIL_PRICE = 100;

Without an index on RETAIL_PRICE and assuming RETAIL_PRICE is not the leading column on the
table’s clustering key, NonStop SQL/MX must scan the table and evaluate the predicate that follows
against each of the rows in the table. An index on RETAIL_PRICE would improve query performance
dramatically.
An index on RETAIL_PRICE might not help the next query, which contains an inequality predicate,
however, because ITEM_NAME is not part of the index. Also, if the selection predicate has high
selectivity (for example, relatively few rows have a RETAIL_PRICE of more than 100), the query
can still benefit from using an index instead of a full base table scan:
SELECT ITEM_NAME, RETAIL_PRICE

FROM INVNTRY

WHERE RETAIL_PRICE > 100;

To retrieve the ITEM_NAME values for the selected rows, NonStop SQL/MX bundles many of the
rows’ base table clustering key into a file system request. Within the disk process, the ITEM_NAME
columns are read from the base table by using random access.
If the query selects only columns included in the index, the index on RETAIL_PRICE can help.
Including ITEM_NAME in the index could result in index-only access, which would improve the
performance of this query.

Evaluating the Benefits of a New Index
Creating alternate indexes can help the performance of some, but not all, queries. In some
applications, determining when an index could be efficient might be easier than in others. Examine
the WHERE clauses and ORDER BY clauses of the SELECT statements in your application. You
should consider creating indexes on only the most frequently used columns.
In general, indexes are an efficient way to access data when:

• The number of rows retrieved is small with respect to the total number of rows.

• The result is presented in a certain order or grouped according to certain columns, such as
queries that use a DISTINCT, GROUP BY, ORDER BY, or UNION clause, which can require
a sort operation if indexes are not available.

• An application has many queries that reference a column in a table.

• All the necessary information can be obtained from the index (index-only access).

• The column is an argument of the MIN or MAX function.
Index performance is affected by the ratio of INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE operations to the use
of the index, either as a selection predicate for selecting rows or to satisfy ORDER BY. For example,
an index might be built to support one execution of a SELECT statement. However, the benefit to
the SELECT statement would be far outweighed by the processing required to build the index.
When a column that is also an index column is updated, both the table and index require updating.
The system automatically updates the index when it updates the table. Updating the index slightly
degrades performance for the update operation. The index, however, might improve performance
for the selection operation.
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The use of an alternate index does not ensure that the optimizer will choose the index as the access
path. Index use depends highly on selectivity, described in the SQL/MX Query Guide. In general,
these guidelines apply:

• If the query can be satisfied with an index-only access, the optimizer normally uses the index.

• Low selectivity of a predicate means that many rows are selected. For base table access
through an index, the optimizer performs a random access read against the table. If predicate
selectivity becomes too low, the optimizer scans the table instead of using the index.

Use the EXPLAIN function, which is described in the SQL/MX Query Guide, to determine if the
extra index will be used by NonStop SQL/MX for a particular query. Queries that update index
columns incur the overhead of having one more index to update.

Defining an Index
When you define an index, consider these guidelines:

• For unique indexes, the sum of the lengths of the columns in the index cannot exceed 2048
bytes.

• For nonunique indexes, the sum of the lengths of the columns in the index plus the sum of the
length of the clustering key of the underlying table cannot exceed 2048 bytes.

• For varying-length columns (VARCHAR, NCHAR VARYING), the length referred to in these
limits is the defined column length, not the stored length. The stored length includes a few
extra bytes in which the RDBMS records the data length of the item. For example, if the index
includes VARCHAR columns, the actual stored record length would be a few bytes larger for
each VARCHAR column than the defined column length.

• If there are ordering requirements, consider defining the sequence of columns so that it meets
those requirements. Otherwise, a sort will be necessary to fulfill the ordering requirements.

• If an index is unique, define it as unique. NonStop SQL/MX can access the index more
efficiently if the index is unique and you specify equality predicates on all index columns.

• To create a REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY constraint on a table, you must have a UNIQUE or
PRIMARY KEY constraint defined on the column or set of columns that make up the referenced
column list. If the referenced column list does not exist, the column list associated with the
PRIMARY KEY is used. A UNIQUE constraint is not sufficient.

• In general, do not explicitly include clustering key columns in an alternate index. These columns
are already stored at the end of the index. However, if you do use clustering key columns for
positioning or in an ORDER BY clause, consider including those columns as part of the alternate
index. This approach might avoid a sort operation.

• If you frequently access a set of columns that is almost contained within your index, consider
adding the remaining columns to the alternate index to create index-only access for such
queries. This approach increases storage requirements and update processing of those columns,
so you should evaluate these trade-offs.

• If you access a set of information—the same values in several rows, such as all names equal
to Smith—consider using clustering-key access for that data instead of alternate index access.

Defining the Key for an Index
The clustering key for an index file includes these columns:

• Indexed columns: the columns located in the column list in the CREATE INDEX statement.

• For nonunique indexes: columns of the clustering key of the underlying table. These columns
are required to identify rows uniquely in the index. The clustering key of a nonunique index
automatically includes the columns of the clustering key of the underlying table to associate
the indexed columns with the rows of the table. In a unique index, the columns of the clustering
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key of the underlying table are not included in the clustering key of the index, but are physically
included in the index file.

The clustering key for an index can contain columns with null values. However, two null values in
the same column are treated as equal values for purposes of unique constraint violation checking.
In calculating the length of an index key, consider the extra bytes added to the length of any column
that is not specified as NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE. For more information, see the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.

Creating Indexes for Specific Situations
This subsection describes creating indexes for these situations:

• “Creating an Index for Frequently Used Columns” (page 39)

• “Avoiding Sort Operations” (page 39)

• “Creating Indexes for MIN and MAX Functions” (page 40)

• “Creating Indexes to Improve OR Operations” (page 40)

Creating an Index for Frequently Used Columns
If an application has many queries that reference a column in a table, creating an index on that
column might improve the performance of some of the queries. For example:
SELECT QTY_ORDERED, RETAIL_PRICE FROM INVNTRY

WHERE RETAIL_PRICE = 100 ;

If there is no index on RETAIL_PRICE, NonStop SQL/MX must scan the table and evaluate the
predicate (RETAIL_PRICE = 100) against each of the rows in the table.
An index on both columns (QTY_ORDERED and RETAIL_PRICE) would enable an index-only access.
That is, NonStop SQL/MX could retrieve all required data from the index and not have to read
the table. For example:
CREATE INDEX RPRICE

ON INVNTRY (RETAIL_PRICE, QTY_ORDERED) ;

For more information on how an index performance is affected by using the index as a predicate
for selecting rows or to satisfy ORDER BY, see “Evaluating the Benefits of a New Index” (page 155).
For another example, suppose that applications frequently access the EMPLOYEE table by employee
name (and the clustering key is EMPNUM). To speed the execution of these queries, create an
index of employee names based on the LAST_NAME and FIRST_NAME columns, as shown:
CREATE INDEX XEMPNAME

ON EMPLOYEE (LAST_NAME, FIRST_NAME) ;

Avoiding Sort Operations
Indexes can help the performance of queries that might require a sort operation, such as queries
that contain one or more of these keywords:

• DISTINCT

• GROUP BY

• ORDER BY

• UNION without ALL
Consider this query:
SELECT qty_ordered, retail_price FROM INVNTRY

ORDER BY QTY_ORDERED, RETAIL_PRICE ;
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If the INVNTRY table is large, the cost of sorting the table might be very high. An index on the
columns QTY_ORDERED and RETAIL_PRICE, defined as follows, might mean that no sort is required
to satisfy the ORDER BY clause:
CREATE INDEX RPRICE

ON INVNTRY (QTY_ORDERED, RETAIL_PRICE) ;

To avoid a sort, define an index on the same columns that appear in the ORDER BY clause. The
sequence of these columns in the ORDER BY clause should then match the sequence of columns in
the index. Ordering requirements should be explicitly stated, however.
The index can cover a superset of the ORDER BY columns, a good approach when the ORDER BY
column is the leading column of the index. (For example, when the index is on PART_NUMBER,
SUPPLIER and ORDER_BY is on PART_NUMBER.)
For more information about using the Multidimensional Access Method (MDAM) to reduce the
number of indexes you need for queries, see the SQL/MX Query Guide.

Creating Indexes for MIN and MAX Functions
Indexes can also improve the processing of the MIN and MAX functions. For example, consider
these two queries.
Suppose that an index exists on the RETAIL_PRICE column. The same index can be used to read
both the MIN and the MAX example:
SELECT MIN(RETAIL_PRICE) FROM INVNTRY ;

SELECT MAX(RETAIL_PRICE) FROM INVNTRY ;

The first query can be evaluated by reading a single row from the index (the optimizer chooses a
forward read) to satisfy MIN (RETAIL_PRICE). The second query can be evaluated by reading a
single row from the index (the optimizer chooses a backward read) to satisfy MAX (RETAIL_PRICE).

NOTE: If you specify both the MIN and MAX functions in a single query, a scan of the index is
necessary.

Creating Indexes to Improve OR Operations
Indexes help improve the performance of the OR operator if the predicates involved reference
index columns.
The term key prefix refers to a set of contiguous key columns taken from the leftmost key column
onwards. For example, if an index contains three key columns (A, B, C), there are three key prefixes:
A, AB, and ABC. The prefix ABC corresponds to the full key, the other prefixes form a partial key.
In this example, COL1 and COL2 are key prefixes from two different indexes. NonStop SQL/MX
uses the indexes to retrieve all the rows that satisfy the predicate that COL2 = 20 or COL1 = 10:
SELECT * FROM T

WHERE COL1 = 10 OR COL2 = 20 ;

Evaluating the query by using the indexes is much more efficient than scanning the entire table.
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3 Planning Database Security and Recovery
Database security and recovery are essential topics to consider before creating an SQL/MX
database. Planning for security is the primary protection against unauthorized user intervention.
Security, however, cannot eliminate errors by authorized users. Planning for recovery is essential
for protecting your database. Your recovery plan should include protection against disk failures,
software failures, application errors, other equipment failures, catastrophic disasters, and human
errors of all types.
This section addresses these topics:

• “Planning Database Security” (page 41)

• “Planning Database Recovery” (page 44)

• “Using TMF for Transaction Recovery, Database Consistency, and Database Recovery”
(page 47)

• “Using RDF to Set Up a Backup System” (page 55)

• “Using Backup and Restore 2 for SQL/MX Database Recovery” (page 60)
This section applies specifically to SQL/MX databases. For more information about planning
security and recovery for an SQL/MP database, see the SQL/MP Installation and Management
Guide.
For more information about performing recovery operations on an SQL/MX database, see
“Performing Recovery Operations” (page 232).

Planning Database Security
Planning for database security is the primary protection against unauthorized user intervention.
When planning your SQL/MX database security, consider:

• What are the requirements for security on the system or network?

• How many different users access the same database?

• How should schemas be defined so that the correct people have the authorization to change
and remove objects from the metadata?

• What are the needs or restrictions of all users of your system, or a network of systems?
For related information, see:

• “Authorization Requirements for Adding Database Objects” (page 150)

• “Authorization Requirements for Altering Database Objects” (page 161)

• “Authorization Requirements for Dropping Database Objects” (page 167)

• “Managing Permissions for Files in OSS Space” (page 218)

• “Managing Permissions for Files in Guardian Space” (page 218)

• “Securing User Modules” (page 220)

• “Managing Network Security” (page 271)

Planning Guidelines
When you plan your SQL/MX database security you should consider:

• “Database Access and Security” (page 42)

• “OSS File and Directory Security” (page 42)

• “Safeguard Security” (page 43)
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Database Access and Security
Access to SQL/MX database objects is governed by access privileges. Access privileges for
SQL/MX tables, views, and indexes are provided through the GRANT and REVOKE statements.
For more information about assigning and removing access privileges for SQL/MX objects, see
“Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database Objects” (page 78) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
For more information about Guardian security, see the Security Management Guide.

OSS File and Directory Security
Like Guardian files, each OSS file has an owner and a security string that determines access to
the file. Even though the security string associated with an OSS file provides a function similar to
that of the Guardian file security string, its format differs substantially.

Permission Codes
The OSS environment uses permission codes to provide security for disk files. Directories are also
protected by permission codes because they are considered to be a special type of file. The
permission code, also known as permission bits, specifies who has read, write, and execute access
permission for the file or directory. You protect your files and directories by setting and altering
their permission codes as necessary.
The permission code for a file or directory allows you to grant or deny read, write, and execute
permissions for each of three separate classes of users: the file owner, the file group, and all others.
The access permissions are defined as follows:

• r (read) to view or print a file, or read a directory.

• w (write) to change or delete a file, or add or delete directory entries.

• x (execute) to execute the file as a program, or search a directory.

• X for S_IXUSR, S_IXGRP, or S_IXOTH in the “execute” position.

• s to set user ID or set group ID, in the owner or group “execute” position.

• t to test segment (the sticky bit), in the others “execute” position.

• s for an AF_UNIX socket under types.

• - for “regular” file under types.
Users on the system are classified as one or more of the following:

• u (user/owner)

• g (group)

• o (all others; also known as “world”)
Unlike Guardian files, no purge permission exists for OSS files. Write permission for a file allows
the contents to be deleted, but write permission for the file’s directory is also required to remove
the file name. The first character of the permission code indicates the file type. A dash (-) character
in this position indicates an ordinary file, and the letter d indicates a directory.
The remainder of the permission code consists of three sets of three characters specifying permissions
for the file owner, file group, and all others, respectively. A dash in any of these positions indicates
that the permission is denied. For example, a permission code of -rwxr-xr-- indicates that the file
owner can read, write, and execute the file; members of the file group can read and execute the
file; and all others can read the file.
For more information, see the Open System Services User’s Guide.
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File and Directory Commands
Only the file owner or the super ID can alter a file’s permission bits and thereby control access to
that file. For detailed descriptions of the commands to alter these bits, see the Open System Services
User’s Guide.
Like the FILEINFO and FUP INFO commands in the Guardian environment, the ls command in the
OSS environment allows users to display information, including the permission codes, for their files
and directories. Users can change the permissions by using the chmod command, which performs
a function similar to that of the FUP SECURE command in the Guardian environment. In addition,
the file’s group can be changed by using the chgrp command.
Unlike the FUP GIVE command in the Guardian environment, the OSS chown command cannot
be used by the file owner to transfer ownership of a file. Only the super ID can transfer file ownership
by using the chown command.
OSS automatically assigns default permissions to files and directories when they are created. The
umask command can be used to establish a user mask, which specifies the maximum permissions
that can be applied to a file or directory when it is created.
The super ID can include a umask command in the /etc/profile file to specify the user mask for all
users who log on to the shell. An individual user can also include a umask command in his or her
profile file to establish a personal user mask.

Safeguard Security
For additional security protection, use the Safeguard product to restrict access to physical Guardian
volumes and subvolumes containing the distributed SQL/MX product component files.

NOTE: SQL/MX module files and some database software components reside in the OSS file
space and are subject to OSS system security.

Safeguard and SQL/MX File Security
Safeguard security protection for Guardian files is not extended to SQL/MX files. Safeguard
bypasses SQL/MX files for security violations at the volume and subvolume level so that any volume
or subvolume protection provided by Safeguard does not apply to SQL/MX objects. As a result,
SQL/MX files can be created on a disk volume that is protected by Safeguard. SQL/MX INITIALIZE
SQL and CREATE SCHEMA operations can create SQL/MX metadata tables on any local disk
that is not managed by SMF.
NonStop SQL/MX recognizes the Guardian user ID, which can be added by SAFECOM, and
records it in the SQL/MX metadata and file labels. However, NonStop SQL/MX does not recognize
or consider the Guardian user group.
NonStop SQL/MX uses its own security mechanism to authorize access to SQL/MX objects, and
Safeguard contains code that specifically supports the SQL/MX security mechanism. Security for
a given SQL/MX object is set at object creation time and is independent of Safeguard security
settings. Subsequent changes to privileges for an SQL/MX object are performed by GRANT and
REVOKE statements independent of Safeguard regulations. Privileges for accessing SQL/MX objects
are stored in SQL/MX metadata tables and the underlying file labels. These privileges are not
visible to unauthorized users. For more information, see the “Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database
Objects” (page 78).

OSS Interoperability With Safeguard Security
Safeguard security features affect your use of the OSS environment in these ways:

• All system users are added and managed by using SAFECOM USER commands.

• All user aliases are added and managed by using SAFECOM ALIAS commands.

• All file-sharing groups are added and managed by using SAFECOM GROUP commands.
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• Safeguard volume protection records can control who is authorized to create disk files on
specific disk volumes.

• Safeguard process-protection records can control who is authorized to use specific process
names.

Safeguard access control lists cannot be used to protect OSS files. Access to OSS files is controlled
by OSS file-permission bits.

User Administration
Authentication records for all system users, including those who work in the OSS environment,
must be added and managed by using SAFECOM USER commands. Some attributes defined in
a user-authentication record apply exclusively to the OSS environment. These attributes include the
user’s primary group, initial working directory, initial program, and initial program type.
A user’s initial working directory in the OSS environment is specified by the INITIALDIRECTORY
attribute in the authentication record for that user. The initial directory is where the user is placed
in the OSS environment when the osh command is executed.

File-Sharing Groups
File-sharing groups are particularly important in the OSS environment. Each user has a group list
that contains the names of all groups to which that user belongs. When the user attempts to access
a file, the file’s group permissions are granted to that user if the user’s group list includes the name
of the file’s group. If the file’s group does not appear on the user’s group list, the group permissions
are denied, and the user is granted the permissions specified for all other users.
File-sharing groups are created and managed by using SAFECOM GROUP commands.

Volume Create Authority
Each time an OSS file is created, the Safeguard software checks whether a Safeguard
volume-protection record exists for the physical volume on which the file is to reside. If a such a
volume-protection record exists, the user creating the file must have create (C) authority on the
access control list for that volume. If the user does not have create authority on that access control
list, the Safeguard software denies the file-creation attempt.

Enabling OSS Safeguard Auditing
SCF turns on the audit-enabled attribute for the OSS Name Server. SAFECOM turns on the
AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS and sets AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS and AUDITPROCESS- ACCESS-FAIL.
For more information, see the Open System Services Management and Operations Guide.

Planning Database Recovery
HP provides several recovery mechanisms, including:

• Mirrored disk volumes are a primary protection against disk failures. These volumes also
provide the ability to repair and maintain disk volumes online, without interrupting application
processing. For more information about how to use mirrored disk volumes, see the Guardian
User’s Guide and the Guardian Disk and Tape Utilities Reference Manual.

• The TMF subsystem provides the best online protection against application or equipment
failures. When used correctly, the TMF subsystem protects the database from program failures
that would leave the database inconsistent because of incomplete transactions.

• RDF maintains replicated databases at a remote site that can be used for contingency planning.
As end users modify the local database, RDF replicates those changes in the remote database,
keeping it continuously up to date. For more information, see the RDF/IMP, IMPX, and ZLT
System Management Manual.

• The use of backup tapes for data files can provide a way to protect data in an offline mode.
Tapes can be physically removed from the site and saved for possible disaster recovery.
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Fault-tolerant hardware and software strategies provide maximum protection against most equipment
failures, power failures, and some catastrophic failures. This protection, however, does not eliminate
your need to plan carefully to protect database and application software. After formulating a
comprehensive recovery strategy, practice carrying out the plan on a regular, consistent basis.

Using Guardian Physical Names for SQL/MX Objects
For more information about using the MXGNAMES utility with TMF to facilitate the use of Guardian
physical names for SQL/MX objects, see SQL/MX Reference Manual.
When you plan the recovery strategies that involve TMF and RDF, you must consider many options,
limits, and caveats. For comprehensive information about these and other topics related to TMF
and RDF, see these manuals:

• Backup and Restore 2 Manual

• RDF/IMP, IMPX, and ZLT System Management Manual

• SQL/MX Reference Manual

• TMF Operations and Recovery Guide

• TMF Planning and Configuration Guide

• TMF Reference Manual

Database Recovery Guidelines
When planning backup strategies, consider these guidelines:

GuidelineTopic

In planning database recovery, it is important to properly follow the rules for naming
SQL/MX subvolumes and files. For more information, see “SQL/MX Subvolume
Naming Guidelines” (page 73).

SQL/MX subvolume and file
naming guidelines

For SQL/MX Release 3.2, the user interfaces to the TMF, RDF, and Measure
subsystems require Guardian physical file names instead of ANSI logical names.

Using Guardian names with TMF,
RDF, and Measure

Use the MXGNAMES utility to generate the portions of the subsystem command lines
that contain Guardian file names. For more information, see “Using Guardian Names
with TMF, RDF, and Measure” (page 306).

All SQL/MX files are audited. Therefore, use TMF online dumps as the primary
method for preserving SQL/MX objects, as described in “Using TMF for Transaction

Audited files

Recovery, Database Consistency, and Database Recovery” (page 47). Preserving
files by using BACKUP is not effective for recovery if any files are open during the
backup operation. Even if you use the OPEN option, the image saved during the
dump of the database might not be consistent.

If your system has only one tape drive, be careful not to perform a long backup at
a time when the TMF subsystem might also need to dump an audit trail to tape.

Tape management

Before starting the backup, verify the status of the TMF audit trails to make sure no
dump is currently queued. If the TMF subsystem reaches its maximum file limit during
a period when the tape drive is unavailable for audit trail dumping, the TMF
subsystem suspends transaction processing until an audit trail is dumped.
If your system has multiple tape drives, you can use one drive for backups and
another for the TMF audit-trail dumps.
Backup and Restore 2 has many options that can filter the objects backed up or
restored, improve the performance of tape handling, ignore errors, and verify tape
validity. For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.

If an SQL/MX object has the UNRECLAIMED FREESPACE (F) or INCOMPLETE SQLDDL
OPERATION (D) attribute set, do not attempt to back up, move, or duplicate the
object until the attribute is reset.

Unreclaimed free space
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Recovering Dropped Database Objects
The method for recovering an accidentally dropped SQL/MX object depends on whether that
object is a catalog, table, index, or view.
Recovery of a single view or index is usually a straightforward operation. Recovery of a table or
catalog, however, can be complex and difficult if there are multiple dependent objects. So, for
safety's sake, you should take these precautions to prevent accidental loss of an object or to simplify
the recovery process if it does become necessary:

• Ensure that the SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL Control Query Default (CQD) remains set on.

CAUTION: When set ON, the SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL attribute preserves the DDL
(including full Guardian file names) required to re-create SQL/MX tables and indexes if they
are dropped. The SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL attribute is set ON by default, and HP
recommends that you do not change or override this setting. Otherwise, recovery of dropped
SQL/MX objects becomes much more difficult and you will probably need to work closely
with your HP NonStop service provider to accomplish the recovery.
The SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL attribute only affects the DROP TABLE statement, not the
DROP VIEW statement or the DROP INDEX statement. Therefore, it only protects you against
dropping an entire table, and thus against losing the data in that table.
SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL does not protect against losing the definitions of indexes or
views that were individually dropped. To ensure that individual indexes and views can be
re-created if necessary, you should either run the SHOWDDL command immediately after
issuing the CREATE VIEW or CREATE INDEX statement or save the actual DDL used for such
statements.
Always remember that no DDL is ever saved for a view, regardless of whether the view was
dropped individually or as part of a DROP TABLE, CASCADE command.
This discussion assumes that the SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL attribute setting is ON.

• Maintain OBEY command files containing current MXCI command scripts for recreating your
SQL/MX tables, indexes, and views. In particular, you must maintain scripts for creating all
views, because NonStop SQL/MX does not save the DDL for views. You can use the MXCI
SHOWDDL command to display the DDL syntax used to create an object.

• Save GRANT and REVOKE statements that you execute. The SHOWDDL command does not
display security information for tables. When a table is dropped, the security information is
saved in the form of DELETE and INSERT statements on the security-related metadata tables.
For more information, see the “Recovering Table Privileges” (page 238).

• If you alter an object, be sure to alter the OBEY file used to create that object too.

• Any time you perform an MXCI DDL operation, also request a TMF online dump for the affected
object. With each new dump, you decrease the number of tapes that must be processed during
any future recovery operation.

• Maintain a hard copy of the entire TMF catalog, using the TMFCOM INFO DUMPS,
OBEYFORM command.

• Whenever you request a TMF online dump, back up that dump to tape and use the TMFCOM
INFO DUMPS, OBEYFORM command to obtain a hard copy with that tape. For good TMF
practice, be sure to maintain a backup copy of the entire TMF catalog on tape.

◦ If you perform the dumps with separate groups of disks (for example, a dump for each
group attached to a particular processor), the dumps for your SQL/MX objects and
catalogs will be scattered among numerous tapes. The advantage of this approach is
that you are less likely to miss a vital object during the recovery process. The disadvantage
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is that it requires a lot of work: you need to continually keep track of all interdependent
objects, and process many tapes during recovery.

◦ If you perform collective dumps of the SQL/MX catalog and all its objects, this command
might enable faster recovery, but you must continually update the SQL OBEY (script) files
that you use to rebuild SQL/MX objects.

NOTE: You can use OBEY command files containing TMFCOM command scripts for
TMF tasks that you perform repeatedly.

Finally, before dropping any individual view or index, be sure to save a current OBEY (script)
command file to re-create the view or index. You can obtain this file by issuing the necessary
SHOWDDL commands.
Before dropping a table, run the SHOWDDL command or be sure that the
SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL attribute is ON to ensure that you can re-create the table and its
indexes as they were defined at the time of the drop.
Also, make sure that you have the following items at hand:

• Current online dumps of the objects.

• Hard copies of the TMF catalog and the object dumps, obtained with the TMFCOM INFO
DUMPS, OBEYFORM command.

Using TMF for Transaction Recovery, Database Consistency, and Database
Recovery

TMF protects SQL/MX databases by managing database transactions, monitoring database activity
through the use of audit trails, and enabling database recovery.

TMF Concepts
The use of TMF requires an understanding of these TMF elements:

• Transactions

• Audit trails

• Audit files

• Audit dumps

• Online dumps
A brief overview of these elements follows. For more information, see the TMF Planning and
Configuration Guide.

Transactions
A transaction, in general, is a multistep operation with a designated beginning and end that
changes a database. For example, a transaction for an airline reservation could include the
operations of adding a reservation to the airline passenger list, issuing a ticket, and adding the
ticket price to the accounts receivable table. Transactions associated with SQL/MX operations are
called TMF transactions because TMF manages these transactions.
A TMF transaction can span numerous database changes that affect multiple files on multiple disk
volumes and nodes. TMF can abort an incomplete transaction if a failure occurs during the
transaction to ensure consistency. Either all or none of the changes in a transaction are applied
to the database. During normal processing, TMF also maintains the necessary locks on data to
ensure consistency of the database.
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Audit Trails
If a system, disk, or program fails during a transaction, TMF uses audit trails to restore the files to
their original state before the start of the transaction. Each audit trail is a series of files in which
TMF records information about transaction changes to a database. The information includes:

• Before-images, which are copies of data records before a transaction changes them.

• After-images, which are copies of the changed records.

Audited Files
Files protected by TMF are called audited files. All SQL/MX files (including files created for tables)
are audited by TMF, and changes to them are logged to audit trails.

Audit Dumps
An audit dump is a copy of an audit trail file written to a tape or disk volume by an audit dump
process. If audit dumping is configured, audit dumps occur automatically when an audit trail file
becomes full. You can configure an audit dump process for each audit trail. You can reconfigure
an audit dump process while TMF is running. Audit dumps are used by the file recovery process.
They remain either on audit-restore volumes or on the audit dump medium (disk or tape) until they
are no longer needed for recovery.

Online Dumps
TMF online dumps contain audited database files. If database files are damaged or lost, you can
avoid data loss by restoring the files from online dumps to disk, and then applying audit trail
images to reconstruct the files. Unlike backups, online dumps can be made while transactions are
being processed by database applications (that is, while TMF is running, and are essential to most
file recovery operations).

Levels of Database Recovery With TMF
TMF provides three mechanisms for database recovery:

• “Transaction Backout” (page 48)

• “Volume Recovery” (page 49)

• “File Recovery” (page 49)
The consistency of an SQL/MX database is ensured if a TMF recovery operation completes without
errors. TMF recovery methods protect both SQL/MX metadata and SQL/MX objects.

Transaction Backout
Transaction backout provides automatic online recovery for aborted transactions. A transaction is
aborted when an event prevents the transaction from being committed.
Possible events include:

• Program suspension or abnormal termination because of an error or specific programmatic
request.

• Processor failure.

• Communication failure between participating nodes of a network-distributed transaction.
TMF handles backout operations without operator intervention by using the audit trails automatically
cycled by TMF. The TMF backout process uses before-images in audit trails to undo the effects of
an aborted transaction.
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Volume Recovery
Volume recovery recovers the database in the event of a disk crash or system failure. When TMF
is restarted after a failure, volume recovery is initiated automatically for each accessible data
volume on the system (except for volumes explicitly disabled in TMF).
To recover the files, the volume recovery process reapplies committed transactions to ensure they
are reflected correctly in the database, and then backs out all transactions that were incomplete
at the time of the interruption.

File Recovery
File recovery reconstructs specific audited files when the current copies on the data volume are not
usable; for example, if a system or media failure jeopardizes the consistency of one or more audited
files. A file could require file recovery for one or more reasons, including:

• A disk failure (irreparable media failure) occurs.

• A volume or system failure occurs, and volume recovery cannot recover the file.

• A file is mistakenly dropped.

• An application program incorrectly changes the database.
File recovery includes restoring online dumps from tape to disk, applying the afterimages from the
audit trail to the database records, and then backing out all transactions that were incomplete at
the time of the system interruption or failure.

NonStop SQL/MX Requirements for TMF
TMF audits all SQL/MX files (including the files created for tables, indexes, and views) to ensure
both the integrity of the database and timely recovery from media failures or incomplete transactions.
As a general rule, TMF must be available when users are running SQL/MX application programs
or using MXCI. In particular, TMF is required for:

• DDL statements.

• SQL/MX compilations, whether explicit or requested interactively through MXCI or through
dynamic SQL/MX applications.

• DML statements performing INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operations on tables or views.

• SELECT statements not using BROWSE ACCESS on tables or views.
Some previously compiled programs or previously prepared DML statements execute successfully
when TMF is unavailable if the statements do not require TMF transactions. These DML statements
include queries (SELECT statements or cursor operations) that specify BROWSE access on tables
and views.
Nevertheless, even these queries and statements fail if automatic recompilation is required (for
example, if an object in the access path becomes unavailable).

Guidelines for Configuring TMF
Before you install NonStop SQL/MX, the appropriate product version of TMF must be installed,
configured correctly, and active for transaction processing on a system. The guidelines discussed
next apply to configuring TMF for use with NonStop SQL/MX.

Determining a Level of Data Protection
Configure TMF for the level of protection your application needs. The minimum level of protection
uses the automatic recovery features of TMF backout and volume recovery. Audit dumps and online
dumps allowing file recovery are optional.
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Size Considerations
When determining the size requirements of TMF for NonStop SQL/MX, consider these guidelines:

• DDL statements execute within system-defined TMF transactions, generating audit-trail entries.
DDL statements that refer to large tables can generate a large volume of audit-trail entries.
Transaction volume includes database use by both application programs and MXCI interactive
capabilities. The interactive volume might be minimal or might generate many audit-trail entries.

• You should estimate INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE transaction activity for each table and
view.

• If you are performing parallel UPDATE and DELETE operations, consider increasing the amount
of audit trail space available to TMF. For more information, see the TMF Operations and
Recovery Guide.

• If you have TMF configured to dump audit-trail files to tape, you should have at least two tape
drives available to prevent suspension of TMF transactions. If you have only one tape drive
and the drive fails, TMF suspends all new transactions if the maximum number of audit-trail
files that has been configured is reached.

Specifying TMF Attributes
When specifying TMF attributes, consider these guidelines:

• You can define a separate audit trail for each volume or audit more than one volume in the
same audit trail.

• The volume or volumes containing the audit trails must have sufficient free space to
accommodate the extents required for the number of audit-trail files. If there is insufficient
space to create a new audit-trail file, transactions can be suspended while the TMF operator
dumps older audit-trail files to tape and frees enough space to continue.

• The amount of audit-trail data generated can vary, depending on the setting of the
AUDITCOMPRESS attribute for the audited database files. Using AUDITCOMPRESS saves
system resources for update operations. Using NO AUDITCOMPRESS enables you to read
TMF audit-trail files with complete before and after images. AUDITCOMPRESS is the default
for audited tables.

For more information, see the TMF Planning and Configuration Guide.

Guidelines for Creating and Managing Online Dumps
Correct handling of online dumps is essential for effective functioning of file recovery protection.
TMF does not determine a schedule for updating online dumps. You must decide on an online
dump schedule that satisfies the needs of your business operations. You can make online dumps
without stopping your applications.
When working with online dumps, consider these guidelines:

• When you create an online dump, in order to prevent it from being purged when a database
is dropped, ensure that the online dump contains partitions from multiple database tables.
You should never create an online dump that contains all the partitions of a single table and
no partitions from any other table. If you do not follow this practice, you will be unable to use
TMF to recover accidentally dropped database tables.

• You can send online dumps to disk or tape. Dumping to tape uses one tape drive completely
and some system resources. You might not want to schedule online dumps and backups (see
“Using Backup and Restore 2 for SQL/MX Database Recovery” (page 60)) at the same time
or during peak hours of application processing.

• You should coordinate online dumps with application activity. For example, if your site performs
a series of batch processing or weekly updates at a particular time each week, you should
follow those operations with online dumps of database objects. Therefore, if a file recovery
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is necessary, your online dumps already reflect the batch updates. TMF would need to apply
only those database changes that occurred after online dumps were taken.

• When you create a new table and want to provide file recovery protection for it, make an
initial online dump of the table after creation.

• Certain DDL and statements and utility commands invalidate previous online dumps. For
instance, whenever you load tables, update metadata, create new indexes, partition tables
or indexes, or restructure or move the database, you should always make new online dumps
to ensure the new status of the database is recorded correctly. See “Operations That Impact
TMF Online Dumps” (page 51).

• TMF can retain online dumps of several generations of each file. The number of generations
retained depends on the RETAINDEPTH option of TMF configuration parameters. Each
generation of an online dump provides a starting point for a file recovery operation. You gain
greater reliability by keeping extra generations of online dumps, but the site needs additional
tape management for the online dumps and audit trails.

For more information, see the TMF Operations and Recovery Guide.

Operations That Impact TMF Online Dumps
Some SQL/MX operations impact TMF online dumps and require specific recovery actions. For
example, some operations invalidate TMF catalog entries, which invalidates TMF online dumps.
These SQL/MX operations delete or significantly alter the file labels or the file contents.

CAUTION: If the TMF catalog entries are incorrect and a problem occurs with the database, you
could lose the ability to use TMF file recovery operations to recover the database.

To keep file recovery protection for these files, you must make new TMF online dumps after any
of these operations. Even if the operation fails to complete properly, file labels or file contents might
be affected. Plan to make new TMF online dumps even if one of these operations is unsuccessful.
If you need to recover an affected table or index to a point before the SQL/MX operation that
invalidated the applicable dump, the TMF file recovery process might require that you manually
modify the online and audit dump entries in the TMF catalog by using the TMF ALTER DUMPS or
ADD DUMPS command. To preserve consistency, this type of recovery must include not only the
tables or indexes directly affected but also all partitions of each table or index and all logically
related objects in the database.

CAUTION: If a full recovery of a table is needed and the catalog is not going to be recovered,
the timestamps can cause inconsistencies that leave the table unusable.

For more information on making online dumps, see the TMF Operations and Recovery Guide.
Table 4 (page 51) summarizes SQL/MX operations that can invalidate online dumps.

Table 4 SQL/MX Operations That Impact TMF Online Dumps

Recovery StrategyEffectOptionOperation

Make online dumps of all partitions of
the new index to provide TMF file
recovery protection.

Does not invalidate any
existing online dumps.

POPULATE (or no
option specified)

CREATE INDEX

After the population has been
completed through a separate

Does not invalidate any
existing online dumps.

NO POPULATE

POPULATE INDEX command, make
new online dumps of the new index
to provide TMF file recovery
protection.

Make online dumps of the target
object after the DUP operation to

Does not invalidate any
existing online dumps.

DUP
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Table 4 SQL/MX Operations That Impact TMF Online Dumps (continued)

Recovery StrategyEffectOptionOperation

ensure TMF file recovery protection.
(This includes dumps of the table’s
partitions, plus dumps of partitions
associated with dependent indexes.)

Make online dumps of the target
object after the fastcopy operation to

Invalidates online dumps for
the target tables and target
indexes.

Fastcopy

ensure TMF file recovery protection.
(This includes dumps of the table’s
partitions, and dumps of partitions
associated with dependent indexes.)

Make a new online dump for all the
affected files to provide TMF file
recovery protection.

Turns on the audit bit for the
named file. Does not invalidate
any online dumps.

-a=onFIXUP utility

Online dumps are not needed until the
file’s audit bit is turned on.

Turns off the audit bit for the
named file, invalidates all
online dumps of the partition.

-a=off

Make new online dumps for all
partitions of the affected table.

Turns off the audit bit for an
empty table that does not have

IMPORT utility

any dependent indexes,
invalidates online dumps of all
partitions of this table.

Make an online dump of the new
partition to retain TMF file recovery
protection.

Does not invalidate online
dumps of existing partitions.

ADD (split range
partition)
(add hash partition)

MODIFY utility
(MODIFY INDEX and
MODIFY TABLE)

Make a new online dump of the
moved partition to retain TMF file
recovery protection.

Creates a new partition and
deletes the existing partition,
invalidating online dumps.

MOVE (simple move)

No action needed.Does not invalidate any online
dumps of the reused partition.

REUSE

Redo the online dumps of the restored
object to ensure TMF file recovery
protection.

Does not invalidate any
existing online dumps.

RESTORE

Using the TMF DUMP FILES Command
The TMF DUMP FILES command takes a series of Guardian file sets as its arguments. A file set is
an individual file name or a wild card representing multiple files. You can specify entire SQL/MX
schemas, using wild cards of the form DUMP FILES $*.subvolume.* to specify every Guardian
file in the SQL/MX schema whose schema subvolume is subvolume. You can then use an exclude
file list to specify individual files in the given schema that are not to be dumped. This process can
be repeated for each schema and subvolume combination.
For more information about using the MXGNAMES utility with TMF to facilitate use of the TMF
DUMP FILES command, see “Using Guardian Names with TMF, RDF, and Measure” (page 306).
In situations where large numbers of individual file names are to be included or excluded, note
that:

• The file set information for a given TMF DUMP FILES command cannot exceed 28 KB in length.
If the number of Guardian names to be specified exceeds this limit, specify them in multiple
commands.

• When specifying individual file names, it is also necessary to specify resource fork names.
TMF does not automatically include or exclude resource forks in an operation. They must be
included or excluded as part of the specified Guardian file set.
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For example, if an SQL/MX table to be dumped has the definition:
CREATE TABLE CAT.SCH.T056T11

(
WREN INT NO DEFAULT -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
, JUNCO INT NO DEFAULT -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
, BLACKBIRD INT DEFAULT NULL
, CONSTRAINT CAT.SCH.T056T11_104569472_0002 PRIMARY KEY (WREN
ASC, JUNCO ASC) NOT DROPPABLE
, CONSTRAINT CAT.SCH.T056T11_104569472_0001 CHECK
(CAT.SCH.T056T11.WREN IS NOT NULL AND CAT.SCH.T056T11.JUNCO
IS NOT NULL) NOT DROPPABLE
)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA1.ZSDADLON.NSPD2Q00
PARTITION
(

ADD FIRST KEY (30)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA2.ZSDADLON.N0FK2Q00
, ADD FIRST KEY (170)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA3.ZSDADLON.N75R2Q00
, ADD FIRST KEY (190)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA4.ZSDADLON.OFVY2Q00
, ADD FIRST KEY (300)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA5.ZSDADLON.ONL42Q00
)

STORE BY (WREN ASC, JUNCO ASC)
;
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX T056IN6 ON CAT.SCH.T056T11

(
BLACKBIRD ASC
)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA1.ZSDADLON.R70U5Q00
PARTITION
(
ADD FIRST KEY (150)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA2.ZSDADLON.SFQ15Q00
, ADD FIRST KEY (180)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA3.ZSDADLON.SNG85Q00
);

The corresponding DUMP FILES command to dump only the files in this table would be:
DUMP FILES &
( &

$DATA1.ZSDADLON.NSPD2Q00,&
$DATA2.ZSDADLON.N0FK2Q00,&
$DATA3.ZSDADLON.N75R2Q00,&
$DATA4.ZSDADLON.OFVY2Q00,&
$DATA5.ZSDADLON.ONL42Q00,&
$DATA1.ZSDADLON.R70U5Q00,&
$DATA2.ZSDADLON.SFQ15Q00,&
$DATA3.ZSDADLON.SNG85Q00,&
$DATA1.ZSDADLON.NSPD2Q01,&
$DATA2.ZSDADLON.N0FK2Q01,&
$DATA3.ZSDADLON.N75R2Q01,&
$DATA4.ZSDADLON.OFVY2Q01,&
$DATA5.ZSDADLON.ONL42Q01,&
$DATA1.ZSDADLON.R70U5Q01,&
$DATA2.ZSDADLON.SFQ15Q01,&
$DATA3.ZSDADLON.SNG85Q01 &

)
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Note how individual resource fork names are accounted for. Alternately, the same list could have
been specified:
DUMP FILES &
( &

$DATA1.ZSDADLON.NSPD2Q0?,&
$DATA2.ZSDADLON.N0FK2Q0? &
$DATA3.ZSDADLON.N75R2Q0?,&
$DATA4.ZSDADLON.OFVY2Q0?,&
$DATA5.ZSDADLON.ONL42Q0?,&
$DATA1.ZSDADLON.R70U5Q0?,&
$DATA2.ZSDADLON.SFQ15Q0?,&
$DATA3.ZSDADLON.SNG85Q0? &

)

In this case, the final question mark (.SNG85Q0?) includes both the data fork and the resource
fork.

TMF Considerations in Using MXCI
• For DML statements, MXCI generates TMF transactions for individual statements if the

AUTOWORK session option is set to ON. If you set AUTOCOMMIT to OFF, disabling automatic
transaction generation for DML statements, NonStop SQL/MX will start a transaction for you
if necessary. The SQL/MX statements that explicitly control transactions are BEGIN WORK,
COMMIT WORK, and ROLLBACK WORK. AUTOCOMMIT ON is the default.

• With AUTOCOMMIT set to either ON or OFF, you can explicitly define a TMF transaction,
also called a user-defined TMF transaction. Use a user-defined TMF transaction to ensure that
several statements are either all executed successfully or all rolled back.
These commands and statements make up a complete user-defined TMF transaction:

◦ BEGIN WORK;

◦ SELECT...;

◦ INSERT...;

◦ DELETE...;

◦ COMMIT WORK;

• For many utility statements, the utility operation generates the appropriate number of TMF
transactions for the operation, reducing the overhead associated with TMF audit trails and
ensuring that the necessary locks are acquired for the operations. These operations do not
allow or do not recommend using user-defined TMF transactions and work the same way
regardless of the value of AUTOCOMMIT. Utilities include DUP, FASTCOPY, MODIFY,
POPULATE INDEX, PURGEDATA, RECOVER, and UPDATE STATISTICS.

• It is not recommended that user-defined transaction be started certain for DDL operations
including CREATE INDEX, ALTER TABLE ADD CONSTRAINT, ALTER TABLE ADD COLUMN,
compound CREATE SCHEMA, or DROP SCHEMA.

• Only one user-defined TMF transaction can be active at a time in an MXCI session. You must
commit or roll back the current user-defined transaction before starting another.

Using TMF In Recovery Operations
All SQL/MX files are audited by TMF. Therefore TMF provides the most comprehensive and robust
means of recovery. With TMF volume recovery and file recovery mechanisms, you can recover
SQL/MX catalogs and objects after a system or disk volume failure. You can also use file recovery
to recover a dropped object or a database to a specified time. These recovery operations, and
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others, are described next. For more information about volume recovery and file recovery, see the
TMF Operations and Recovery Guide.

Using TMF to Recover Dropped SQL/MX Objects
TMF is your primary means of recovering dropped SQL/MX objects. For specific recovery
procedures, see:

• “Recovering Range Partitions” (page 236)

• “Recovering SPJs” (page 237)

• “Recovering Tables” (page 237)

• “Recovering Views and Indexes” (page 248)

Using RDF to Set Up a Backup System
The RDF subsystem monitors changes made to a production database on a local (primary) system
and maintains a copy of that database on a remote (backup) system. Because it applies changes
to the backup database as soon as they are detected on the primary system, the RDF subsystem
keeps the backup database continuously up to date with changes made by business applications
on the primary system. You are able, therefore, to switch your business operations from the primary
system to the backup system with minimal interruption and loss of data in the event of unexpected
or planned outages of the primary system.

NOTE: If you run SQL DDL operations with Shared Access on RDF-protected objects, you must
be certain that the operation is committed on your primary system before you attempt to perform
the operation on your RDF backup system.

The RDF subsystem also enables you to use the backup database as a read-only resource to balance
the overall workload and improve response times. Activities at the backup system can include
querying the database, processing heavy batch-reporting loads, and consolidating data from
multiple sites into one central site. For more information, see the RDF/IMP, IMPX, and ZLT System
Management Manual.
RDF configuration enables users to map volumes on the primary node to different volumes on the
RDF backup node. Except for this volume-to-volume mapping, the rest of the primary and backup
file names must match exactly. This subsection describes how to create an RDF backup database
with the correct file names, populate the backup database, and synchronize it with the primary
database.
You can create RDF backup databases online or offline. Offline creation uses Backup and Restore
2 and requires that the primary database be taken offline until the backup database is created
and RDF replication has started. Online creation of the backup database allows the primary
database to remain online while the backup database is being created and populated.
Online creation uses several methods to create tables on the RDF backup node. These tables can
be populated using INSERT...SELECT. To use this technique, you must configure either the primary
or backup catalog as a remote catalog by using the SQL/MX distribution REGISTER CATALOG
command. Operations such as the INSERT...SELECT statement need to involve tables from both
catalogs. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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NOTE: The format of the TMF audit records for SQL/MX objects changed in SQL/MX Release
3.0. As a result, the R2.3.x systems cannot apply the new format (R3.x) audit information whereas,
R3.x systems can apply R2.3.x audit information. The R2.3.x primary systems can replicate audit
trail content to R3.x disaster recovery systems. This allows you to upgrade the backup system to
R3.x and test the upgrade prior to production. When the R3.x system becomes the active node,
the constraints are:
• R2.3.x systems cannot handle the R3.x audit trail content and therefore cannot act as a disaster

recovery site for the R3.x system.
• R2.3.x systems must be upgraded to R3.x before starting the RDF replication from R3.x systems.

Using Guardian Physical Names for SQL/MX Objects
For more information about using the MXGNAMES utility with RDF to facilitate the use of Guardian
physical names for SQL/MX objects, see “Using Guardian Names with TMF, RDF, and Measure”
(page 306).

Configuring Disk Volumes for RDF
You perform disk volume configuration for RDF as you do for SQL/MX databases. HP recommends
that volume names match exactly on the primary and backup nodes. If they do not, they can be
remapped for RDF with the RDF SET VOLUME configuration command.

Creating RDF Backup Catalogs
Create RDF backup catalogs with different names from their corresponding primary node catalogs
to enable:

• Certain database creation and population features to work with the catalog distribution feature.

• Migration to future versions of NonStop SQL/MX that might involve optional catalog-to-catalog
replication.

You cannot define the primary or backup catalogs as remote catalogs on their respective nodes.
That is, you should create primary catalogs on the primary node and register them on the backup
node. Conversely, create backup catalogs on the backup node and register them on the primary
node to ensure that each automatic catalog reference exists on the same nodes as its corresponding
database.
For example, if the primary catalog is named CAT, you can create the backup catalog as CATB:
CREATE CATALOG CATB [LOCATION $DATA03];

Execute this statement on the RDF backup node. The optional location clause specifies that you
place the metadata files on volume $DATA03.

Creating RDF Backup Schemas
SQL/MX schemas are created with a designated subvolume name where all Guardian files
associated with objects in that schema are placed. This subvolume name is stored in the
SCHEMATA.SCHEMA_SUBVOLUME column in the system schema entry for each user schema.
For example, if the node name is NODE1, this query returns the schema subvolume name for a
schema called CAT.SCH1:
SELECT S.schema_subvolume

FROM nonstop_sqlmx_node1.system_schema.schemata S,

nonstop_sqlmx_node1.system_schema.catsys C

WHERE S.schema_name = 'SCH1' AND C.cat_name = 'CAT' AND

S.cat_uid = C.cat_uid;
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When you create the schema on the RDF backup node, create it with the same schema subvolume
name as that on the primary node.

Using Backup and Restore 2 to Create Offline RDF Backup Databases
Use Backup and Restore 2 to specify:

• An RDF backup catalog name that is different from the primary catalog, using the TGT
CATALOG syntax.

• The physical location of SQL/MX objects as they are restored, using the LOCATION option
to restore an SQL/MX table file to a different location.

Using the Target Catalog Option of RESTORE
You should specify a different RDF backup catalog name using the TGT CATALOG syntax of the
RESTORE command.

NOTE: It is strongly recommended that, while the target catalog names differ, the RDF backup
schema and table names match the primary ones exactly. RDF actually uses the specified physical
partition locations to map files on the primary node to those on the backup node. As a result, the
RDF backup database could be created with different schema and table names. This approach is
not recommended because it is harder to manage and makes it difficult or impossible to use ANSI
name-based capabilities in the future.

Using the LOCATION Option
For more information about using MXGNAMES to generate a RESTORE LOCATION clause for use
with RDF, see “Using Output Files With RESTORE to Create an RDF Backup Database” (page 307).
Use the LOCATION option to specify all or part of the physical location of SQL/MX objects as
they are restored. You can specify one or more mappings from source-volume to dest-volume,
or source-filename to dest-filename. For example:
LOCATION

( source-to-dest-mapping )

( ( source-to-dest-mapping

[ , source-to-dest-mapping ] … ) )

where source-to-dest-mapping is one of:

• source-volume dest-volume, where both names are of the form [\node.]$volume.
All files on each source-volume are restored to the indicated dest-volume with new,
system-generated subvolume and file names.
Do not use this option to create an RDF backup database. If you omit the node name, the
name of the local node is used.

• source-filename dest-filename, where both names are full Guardian file names of
the form [\node.]$volume.subvolume.filename.
Each source-filename specified is restored to the exact dest-filename to which it is
mapped. The main purpose of this option is to restore a database with the exact same file
names as the source database. Use this option if you are using RESTORE to create an RDF
backup database in which every partition of the source object must be explicitly mapped to
its correct destination. The destination file names must conform to the SQL/MX Guardian file
naming conventions, or the RESTORE operation fails. If you omit the node name, the name of
the local node is always used.
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Source files not explicitly mapped with the LOCATION clause will have their destination location
generated by the system, using the default volumes and internally generated file names, as for any
newly created table.

Creating an RDF Backup Database With Identical File Names
Suppose that an SQL/MX table has these source locations:
\NODE1.$DATA01.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100

\NODE1.$DATA02.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100

\NODE1.$DATA03.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100

Suppose that the desired RDF primary-to-backup volume mappings are:
\NODE1.$DATA01 ==> \NODE2.$DATA0A

\NODE1.$DATA02 ==> \NODE2.$DATA0B

\NODE1.$DATA03 ==> \NODE2.$DATA0C

When restoring the files, the necessary LOCATION clause would look like this:
LOCATION (

\NODE1.$DATA01.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100 TO

\NODE2.$DATA0A.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100,

\NODE1.$DATA02.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100 TO

\NODE2.$DATA0B.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100,

\NODE1.$DATA03.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100 TO

\NODE2.$DATA0C.ZSDABCDEF.FILEX100,

)

NOTE: Do not specify logical partition names in the LOCATION clause. The RESTORE operation
always preserves the logical partition name of each source location as the logical partition name
of the target location. These names are not necessary for short-term RDF support, but make a variety
of ANSI name-based operations more convenient in the future.

Creating an Online Backup Database
To create the backup database with the primary database online:
1. Create the backup catalog and schema as described in “Creating an RDF Backup Database

With Identical File Names” (page 58).
2. Using the REGISTER CATALOG command, set up catalog references for both the primary and

backup catalogs so that both catalogs are visible from both nodes (which is why they need
different names).

3. Create DDL scripts for all replicated database objects. Use the LOCATION clause to specify
the Guardian file names, making sure that they are the same on the backup system as the
primary system. Change the primary catalog name to the backup catalog name for each table
created. Alternately, the catalog name can be removed, and a default catalog name can be
used.

4. Execute the DDL statements in the specified order to create the backup database.

Populating an Online Backup Database
For each table, execute statements of the form:
INSERT INTO backup table SELECT * FROM primary table

NOTE: The INSERT...SELECT statement refers to a table in the backup and primary catalog.
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Synchronizing an RDF Backup Database
Whether created and populated online or offline, an RDF backup database must be synchronized
with the primary database before use. This process is described in the RDF/IMP, IMPX, and ZLT
System Management Manual.

Using RDF to Recover Dropped Tables
NonStop SQL/MX can automatically save the DDL for any individually dropped table, which can
be retrieved later if the dropped table needs to be re-created. In addition, if the table needs to be
recovered with TMF or re-created for use in an RDF backup database, the full Guardian file names
are preserved and can be used to create identical file names.
You might not want the EMS log and OSS file space occupied by dropped table information. To
control the saving of dropped table DDL, use a control query default:
control query default SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL 'OFF';

Alternately, you can change the setting in the system defaults table:
insert into

system-catalog.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS

(ATTRIBUTE, ATTR_VALUE) values ('SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL',

'OFF');

The default setting is ON to ensure that you do not lose DDL for individually dropped objects
without intending to do so. Note that the DDL is saved only for user base tables that are explicitly
dropped with a DROP TABLE statement, DDL is not saved for tables that are implicitly dropped.
For example:

• DROP SCHEMA CASCADE statement

• DROP TRIGGER statement

Retrieving Saved DDL
The DDL for a CREATE TABLE statement is written to an OSS file named
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl/catalog.schema.tablename-yyyymmddtimestamp. ddl.
For example, if the table CAT.SCH.TAB01 is dropped at 11:57:15 am on April 23, 2011, the
saved DDL file is:
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl/CAT.SCH.TAB01-20110423-115715.ddl

If the table name contains a delimiter in this list, the delimiter is replaced by an underscore in the
OSS file name:

• " (quotes within the delimited name)

• & (ampersand)

• () (parentheses)

• * (asterisk)

• , (comma)

• / (forward slash)

• ; (semicolon)

• <> (angle brackets)

• ? (question mark)

• [] (square brackets)

• | (bar)

• \ (back slash)
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In each case, the quotes delimiting the identifier are removed. For example, if the table
CAT.”S&C%H”.”T*A*B?01” is dropped at 12:57:15 am on April 24, 2011, the saved DDL file
would be:
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl/CAT.S_C_H.T_A_B_01-20110424-215715.ddl

If the three-part ANSI name exceeds the maximum OSS file name length of 248, it is truncated to
248 characters.
Files with similar names can be distinguished by:

• The trailing timestamp portion of the name.

• The contents of the file, which always indicates the full ANSI name of the table.

NOTE: NonStop SQL/MX does not remove these files. You must remove unwanted files from this
location.

Using Backup and Restore 2 for SQL/MX Database Recovery
Use Backup and Restore 2 to back up to tape and restore to disk SQL/MX objects, OSS program
files, and other components, as required to properly recover your database.
Backup and Restore 2 uses BRCOM, the command-line user interface from which you enter and
manage BACKUP and RESTORE commands for SQL/MX and OSS objects. For more information
about the BRCOM command syntax, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.
To back up and restore SQL/MP tables or other SQL/MP objects, you must use the T9074 BACKUP
and RESTORE utilities. For more information, see the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide,
the SQL/MP Reference Manual, and the Guardian Disk and Tape Utilities Reference Manual.

NOTE: The backup recovery method provided through Backup and Restore 2 is different from
the recovery methods provided through the TMF subsystem. The Backup and Restore 2 method is
normally used as a secondary recovery scheme. Also, remember that an SQL/MX object recovered
by TMF might not be consistent with the current metadata description of the object.
This subsection contains general guidelines for using Backup and Restore 2 for SQL/MX objects,
including:

• “Frequency of Backups” (page 62)

• “Backup Objects Hierarchy” (page 63)

• “SQL/MX Objects Backed Up Explicitly” (page 63)

• “SQL/MX Objects Backed Up Implicitly” (page 64)

• “SQL/MX Objects Not Restored by BRCOM” (page 64)

• “Other Restrictions on Backup and Restore 2 Operations” (page 65)

• “Backing Up and Restoring OSS Program Files and SPJs” (page 65)

• “Using the RESTORE SHOWDDL ON Option to Re-Create Objects” (page 66)
Table 5 (page 61) describes how SQL/MX and OSS objects are managed by Backup and Restore
2. For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.
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Table 5 Backup and Restore of SQL/MX and OSS Objects

RESTORE CommandBACKUP Command
SQL/MX or OSS
Object

Explicitly restores the named catalog and all
subordinate objects.

Explicitly backs up the named catalog and all
subordinate objects. See “Backing Up Catalogs”
(page 63).

Catalog

Explicitly restores the named schema and all
subordinate objects. Unless specifically

Explicitly backs up the named schema and all
subordinate objects. Unless specifically

Schema

excluded, a schema is automatically restored
when its associated catalog is restored.

excluded, a schema is automatically backed up
when its associated catalog is backed up. See
“Backing Up Schemas” (page 63).

Explicitly restores the named table. Unless
specifically excluded, a table is automatically

Explicitly backs up the named table. Unless
specifically excluded, a table is automatically

Table

restored when its associated catalog or schema
is restored.

backed up when its associated catalog or
schema is backed up. See “Backing Up Tables
and Partitions” (page 63).

Explicitly restores the named partitions of a
named table when you specify the TPART object

Explicitly backs up the named partitions of a
named table when you specify the TPART object

Partition

type. To restore both the SQL data in a tabletype. To back up both the SQL data in a table
partition and its metadata, also specifypartition and its metadata, also specify
SQLDATA ON. To restore the DDL informationSQLDATA ON. To back up the DDL information
in a table partition and its metadata, specify
SQLDATA OFF.

in a table partition and its metadata, specify
SQLDATA OFF. See “Backing Up Tables and
Partitions” (page 63).

All constraints except REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY
can be restored with Backup and Restore 2. To

Unless you specify the CONSTRAINTS
EXCLUDED option, all SQL/MX constraints are

Constraints

restore a REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY constraint,automatically backed up when you back up
run the OBEY command file for the constrainttheir catalog, schema, or table. See

“Constraints” (page 64). generated by the RESTORE SHOWDDL ON
command. See “Using the RESTORE SHOWDDL
ON Option to Re-Create Objects” (page 66).

Explicitly restores the named index. Unless
specifically excluded, an index is automatically

Explicitly backs up the named index. Unless
specifically excluded, an index is automatically

Index

restored when you restore its associated catalogbacked up when you back up its associated
or schema. See “Backing Up Indices and Index
Partitions” (page 64).

catalog or schema. See “Backing Up Indices
and Index Partitions” (page 64).

Explicitly restores the named partitions of a
named index when you specify the IPART object

Explicitly backs up the named partitions of a
named index when you specify the IPART object

Index partition

type. To restore the SQL data in a table partitiontype. To back up the SQL data in an index
and its metadata, specify SQLDATA ON. Topartition and its metadata, specify SQLDATA
restore the DDL information in an index partitionON. To back up the DDL information in an index
and its metadata, specify SQLDATA OFF. Seepartition and its metadata, specify SQLDATA
“Backing Up Indices and Index Partitions”
(page 64).

OFF. See “Backing Up Indices and Index
Partitions” (page 64).

To restore only the metadata for index partitions,
specify the SQLDATA OFF option and do not

To back up only the metadata for index
partitions, specify the SQLDATA OFF option and

Index partition
metadata

specify INDEXES EXCLUDED when you restoredo not specify INDEXES EXCLUDED when you
the index’s table. The metadata is restored, and
the user data is not.

back up the index’s table. The metadata is
backed up, and the user data is not.

Does not automatically restore SPJs. You can
run the OBEY command file for the SPJ

When you back up a catalog or schema,
BACKUP automatically backs up the SQL/MX

SPJ

generated by the RESTORE SHOWDDL ONmetadata of all SPJs therein. To back up the Java
command to reregister SPJs. See “Using thebytecode of the SPJ Java methods, which are
RESTORE SHOWDDL ON Option to Re-Create
Objects” (page 66).

stored in class or JAR files in OSS directories,
you must specify OSS backup objects. See
“Backing Up and Restoring SPJ Metadata
Information” (page 65) and “Backing Up and
Restoring SPJ Class or JAR Files” (page 65).
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Table 5 Backup and Restore of SQL/MX and OSS Objects (continued)

RESTORE CommandBACKUP Command
SQL/MX or OSS
Object

Use OSS backup objects to restore program
executables or user modules in one or more sets
of OSS directories and subdirectories.

Does not automatically back up program
executables or user modules. You back up
program files or executables by specifying OSS

OSS program
executable file or
user module

backup objects. See “Backing Up and Restoring
Program Executables and User Modules”
(page 65).

A trigger cannot be restored with Backup and
Restore 2. To restore a trigger, run the OBEY

A trigger is automatically backed up when you
back up the associated catalog, schema, or
table.

Trigger

command file for the trigger generated by the
RESTORE SHOWDDL ON command. See
“Using the RESTORE SHOWDDL ON Option to
Re-Create Objects” (page 66).

A view cannot be restored with Backup and
Restore 2. To restore a view, run the OBEY

A view is automatically backed up when you
back up the associated catalog or schema.

View

command file for the view generated by the
RESTORE SHOWDDL ON command. See
“Using the RESTORE SHOWDDL ON Option to
Re-Create Objects” (page 66).

Frequency of Backups
Although you cannot know with certainty whether you will ever need to use your backup tapes,
you should schedule backups regularly as a general precaution. In addition, you should back up
affected volumes or possibly the entire system when special events take place, such as equipment
changes, configuration changes, and major software changes.

NOTE: You can use the BRCOM BACKUP command to back up all supported SQL/MX objects
(all catalogs and all subordinate objects) on your system with the “CAT[ALOG] *” SQL/MX object
specification.

Daily Backups
To provide a high degree of protection, you can use Backup and Restore 2 to perform daily
backups. Then the maximum amount of data lost from a failure never exceeds one working day.
A daily backup should either be a full backup of all database objects or a limited backup of specific
objects. If you use limited daily backups, you should also perform periodic full backups, as explained
in “Periodic Full Backups” (page 62).

Periodic Full Backups
A full backup performed periodically might be adequate for protecting your database. The time
between periodic backups should not exceed the maximum amount of work that would be
acceptable to lose or redo if a catastrophic failure occurred.
This command performs a full backup on all database objects:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, (MX(CATALOG*));

Daily Timestamp Backups
For large databases, a full backup can be inefficient. For some applications, the amount of change
to database files is uneven. Some files might change frequently, while other files seldom change
from day to day.
BACKUP provides a mechanism to perform a partial backup automatically on only those files that
have changed since the last backup date. You can filter certain objects, such as files with a specified
user ID, files created or modified within a certain timestamp expression, or files with a certain file
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code. By using the WHERE expression, you can back up only SQL/MX files that have been modified
from a certain date.
If you perform partial backups, you must perform a full backup periodically to ensure that all files
have been saved.
This example uses a qualified file set list to restrict the backup to files that were modified since the
date of the last full backup:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, (MX((CATALOG*) WHERE (MODTIME AFTER 10 JAN
2004)));

Backup Objects Hierarchy
For more information about the SQL/MX object hierarchy supported by Backup and Restore 2,
see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.

SQL/MX Objects Backed Up Explicitly

Backing Up Catalogs
SQL/MX catalogs are backed up only when specified, not by default. When you back up a catalog,
all of its subordinate objects (for example, schemas and tables) are backed up as well unless they
are specifically excluded.
You can specify the MX CATALOG backup object to back up one or more catalogs:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX CATALOG mycat1;

You can also use it to specify every catalog in the SQL/MX file system.
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX CATALOG CAT*;

You can specify either CAT or CATALOG in the BACKUP command. The CAT * object specifier,
which directs BACKUP to back up every catalog and its subordinate objects, effectively backs up
every file in the SQL/MX file system.

Backing Up Schemas
When you back up a schema, all of its subordinate objects are backed up as well unless they are
specifically excluded.
You can back up one or more schemas, either implicitly, by backing up associated catalogs, or
explicitly, by identifying the SCHEMA backup object:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX SCHEMA mycat1.sch1;

BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX SCHEMA mycat1.sch1, mycat1.sch2;

Backing Up Tables and Partitions
When you back up a table, all its subordinate objects (for example, partitions) are backed up as
well unless they are specifically excluded.
You can back up one or more tables, either implicitly, by backing up associated schemas or
catalogs, or explicitly, by specifying the MX TABLE or MX TBL backup object:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX TABLE cat1.sch1.table1;

BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX TABLE cat1.sch1.table1,

cat1.sch1.table2;

You can back up one or more table partitions, either implicitly, by backing up associated tables,
or explicitly, by using the PARTITION backup object specification:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX (TPART cat1.sch1.table1 PARTITION (part1)),
PARTONLY ON;
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BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX (TPART cat1.sch1.table1 PARTITION (part1,
part2))

BR+>, PARTONLY ON;

You can use the BACKUP job option PARTONLY only when a database has partitioned tables and
indexes. PARTONLY enables you to back up and restore individual components of a partitioned
database. (For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.)
You cannot use the PARTONLY option with the INDEXES INCLUDED option.

CAUTION: Use caution when using PARTONLY in Backup and Restore 2 operations for partitioned
tables. It is possible to make the primary and secondary partitions of a table inconsistent, both
with each other and with indexes (for example, by performing DML operations on only one of two
backed up partitions before you restore both).

Backing Up Indices and Index Partitions
When you back up an index, all its subordinate objects (for example, partitions) are also backed
up unless they are specifically excluded.
To back up one or more indices, take a backup of their associated schemas or catalogs implicitly
or specify the MX INDEX or MX IND backup object explicitly:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX INDEX cat1.sch1.index1;

BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX INDEX

cat1.sch1.index1,cat1.sch1.index2;

To back up one or more index partitions, take a backup of their associated indices implicitly or
use the PARTITION backup object specification explicitly
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX (IPART cat1.sch1.index1 PARTITION(part1)),
PARTONLY ON;

BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, MX (IPART cat1.sch1.index1 PARTITION(part1,
part2))

BR+>, PARTONLY ON;

SQL/MX Objects Backed Up Implicitly

Constraints
PRIMARY KEY, NOT NULL, UNIQUE, CHECK, and REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY constraints are
automatically backed up when their associated tables are backed up. You can choose not to have
table constraints backed up by using the CONSTRAINTS EXCLUDED backup job option. Using
CONTRAINTS EXCLUDED, however, does not prevent the backup of PRIMARY KEY constraints
that are NOT DROPPABLE or the backup of NOT NULL constraints.
For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.

SQL/MX Objects Not Restored by BRCOM
You cannot use Backup and Restore 2 to restore these SQL/MX objects:

• GRANT and REVOKE privileges

• Referential integrity constraints

• SPJs

• Triggers

• Views
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However, except for GRANT and REVOKE privileges, you can capture the DDL for the CREATE
statements executed for these objects and use this information to manually re-create these objects
after a Restore operation. For more information, see the “Using the RESTORE SHOWDDL ON
Option to Re-Create Objects” (page 66). For more information, see the “Example: Recovering
Table Privileges” (page 239).

Other Restrictions on Backup and Restore 2 Operations
These Backup operations are not currently supported:

• Parallel BACKUP

• BACKCOPY or parallel BACKCOPY
It is important to distinguish between multiple backup jobs, which are supported, and parallel
BACKUP of the type where two identical tapes are written simultaneously, which is not supported.
To back up two copies of the data, use the BACKUP command twice rather than using the
BACKCOPY or parallel BACKUP commands. To back up three copies of the data, use the BACKUP
command three times. For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.
Other restrictions include:

• You cannot currently BACKUP or RESTORE SQL/MX, SQL/MP, or Enscribe objects to the
same tape set. However, you can issue a single command to back up all objects.

• If a failure occurs, a BACKUP operation cannot be automatically restarted.

• Currently, there is no support for media catalog.

Backing Up and Restoring OSS Program Files and SPJs

Backing Up and Restoring Program Executables and User Modules
Program executables and user modules in the SQL/MX environment are stored in OSS directories.
To back up these files, use OSS backup objects to specify their OSS directory locations:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, OSS (/usr/embedsqlprogs, /usr/embedsqlcbl,
/usr/javaclasses, /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES);

To restore program executables and user modules, use OSS restore objects to specify the original
OSS directory locations and optional target locations under which the original directories are
restored:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, OSS (/usr/embedsqlprogs, TARGET /newdir),
(/usr/embedsqlcbl, TGT /newdir), /usr/javaclasses,
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES);

For more information about backing up and restoring OSS objects, see the Backup and Restore 2
Manual.

Backing Up and Restoring SPJ Metadata Information
Information about an SPJ is stored in the SQL/MX metadata tables. When you back up a catalog
or schema, Backup and Restore 2 automatically backs up the SQL/MX metadata for all SPJs in
the catalog or schema.
Backup and Restore 2 does not automatically restore SPJ metadata information. To restore it, run
the OBEY command file for the SPJ generated by the RESTORE SHOWDDL ON command. For
more information, see “Using the RESTORE SHOWDDL ON Option to Re-Create Objects” (page 66).

Backing Up and Restoring SPJ Class or JAR Files
An SPJ consists of a Java method within a Java class or JAR file stored in an OSS directory. To
back up class or JAR files, use OSS backup objects to specify their OSS directory locations:
BR> BACKUP $tape-drive, OSS (/usr/jarfiles, /usr/spjclasses);
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To restore class or JAR files, use OSS restore objects to specify the original OSS directory locations
and optional target locations under which the original directories are restored:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, OSS ((/usr/jarfiles, TARGET /newdir),
(/usr/spjclasses, TGT /newdir));

For more information about backing up and restoring OSS objects, see the Backup and Restore 2
Manual.

Using the RESTORE SHOWDDL ON Option to Re-Create Objects
Every backup operation captures the DDL from all SQL/MX CREATE statements that have been
executed. This capture always occurs; there is no backup job option to prevent it.
When the SHOWDDL option of the RESTORE command is turned ON (the default is OFF), the
restore operation automatically generates an OSS EDIT file that corresponds to each CREATE
statement that has been executed. The information that is used to generate OSS EDIT files during
the restore operation is collected during the backup operation.
OSS EDIT files can be edited and used as MXCI OBEY command files to regenerate these SQX/MX
objects that Backup and Restore 2 does not restore:

• REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY constraints

• SPJs

• Triggers

• Views
The formats for naming OSS EDIT files generated by SHOWDDL are:

For Object TypeSHOWDDL File Name

REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY constraintSHOWDDL1_RI_Constraints

SPJSHOWDDL1_Stored_Procedures

TriggerSHOWDDL1_Triggers

ViewSHOWDDL1_Views

In the file name, the number after SHOWDDL identifies the number of OSS EDIT files that have
been created for those objects. For example, when the first file, SHOWDDL1_Stored_Procedures,
is full, Backup and Restore 2 generates a new file with the number 2,
SHOWDDL2_Stored_Procedures, into which it places the remaining SHOWDDL information.
This process of creating new OSS EDIT files continues until all SHOWDDL information for those
objects has been written to disk.
The OSS EDIT files are overwritten with every new execution of Backup and Restore 2 where the
SHOWDDL option is set to ON, and the same location for the files is specified.
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4 Reviewing and Setting System Defaults
NonStop SQL/MX uses system-defined default settings for attributes associated with compiling and
executing queries. The system-defined default settings, which are hard-coded settings, are optimal
in most cases. Under some circumstances, however, you might want to override a specific
system-defined default setting. System-defined default settings can be overridden on a system level
(affecting all applications) by inserting a row into the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table, or in a specific,
limited context by executing any of these statements:

• CONTROL QUERY DEFAULT

• CONTROL TABLE

• SET TABLE
This section identifies the system defaults that are new for SQL/MX Release 3.2. It also identifies
those defaults that you must change after you install SQL/MX Release 3.1 and before you run your
applications. Sometimes, an alternate setting might be required, but the default setting is retained
to ensure backward-compatibility with existing applications.
This section addresses these topics:

• “Setting and Updating System Defaults” (page 67)

• “Consequences of Inserting Rows Into the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS Table” (page 68)
For comprehensive information about system defaults and the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS metadata table,
see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Setting and Updating System Defaults
The SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table is defined in schema SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA of catalog
NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename. The SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table contains only one row, inserted
by the InstallSqlmx script for the NATIONAL_CHARSET default, until you insert additional
rows that contain default settings. To update the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table, you must be the super
ID or a user to whom the super ID has granted UPDATE privileges. All other users have SELECT
privileges on this table.
The statements in this example insert a default into the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table on \MYSYS to
set the default setting for the transaction isolation level:
SET SCHEMA nonstop_sqlmx_mysys.system_defaults_schema;

INSERT INTO SYSTEM_DEFAULTS

(ATTRIBUTE, ATTR_VALUE)

VALUES ('ISOLATION_LEVEL', 'SERIALIZABLE');

The statements in this example update the current default setting for the transaction isolation level
on \MYSYS:
SET SCHEMA nonstop_sqlmx_mysys.system_defaults_schema;

UPDATE SYSTEM_DEFAULTS

SET ATTR_VALUE = 'READ COMMITTED'

WHERE ATTRIBUTE = 'ISOLATION_LEVEL';

The system-defined default settings can be viewed in MXCI using the showcontrol all command
or by using following query:
select * from table(compilercontrols()) where type = 'CQD' and state =
'DEF_TAB';
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The COMPILERCONTROLS is the table-valued stored procedure, which is implemented from the
compiler. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Consequences of Inserting Rows Into the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS Table
Changes you make through the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table are permanent until changed by a DELETE
statement or another UPDATE statement. However, the values you insert into the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS
table do not affect your current session immediately. You must exit and then reenter the MXCI
session for these values to take effect as system-level default settings. In addition, these insertions
do not affect previously compiled modules until you recompile them.
If an attribute has a value in the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table and a CONTROL QUERY DEFAULT
statement, a CONTROL TABLE statement, or a SET TABLE statement is issued for that attribute, the
value specified by CONTROL QUERY DEFAULT takes precedence over the value in the
SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table for the current session.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

System Default Settings to Review After Installing Current Release of
SQL/MX

Alternative Settings for Selected System Defaults
Table 6 (page 68) lists the system defaults that you must review, if changed, after you install the
current release of SQL/MX and before you run your applications. For more information, see the
SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Table 6 Settings for Selected System Defaults (page 1 of 5)

Alternative SettingDefault ValueSystem Default

The value OFF means histograms are only fetched
for columns of a table that are involved in a
statement.

The default value is ON.CACHE_HISTOGRAMS

A value of less than 3600 seconds means the cached
histograms are refreshed more frequently than once
per hour.

The default value is 3600.CACHE_HISTOGRAMS_
REFRESH_INTERVAL

You should set the value of this attribute to the
average value of 4KB block disk cache settings for
all volumes in the system.

The default value is 1024.DP2_CACHE_4096_BLOCKS

The value ON allows FFDC dial-outs to occur when
the compiler terminates abnormally or detects an
internal error.

The default value is OFF.FFDC_DIALOUTS_FOR_ MXCMP

The value IEEE means that the IEEE float format is to
be used.

The default value is IEEE.FLOATTYPE

Any disk volume to be used tor UPDATE STATISTICS
temporary files.

For SQL/MX tables, the
default is a blank. If you do

HIST_SCRATCH_VOL

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

not set this value, NonStop
SQL/MX uses the default
volume specified by the
_DEFAULTS define for
SQL/MX tables and the
volume of the table’s primary
partition for SQL/MP tables.

The value NSK is appropriate if the system uses
physical Guardian names (NSK). The NSK setting

The default value is ANSI.NAMETYPE

applies to the resolution of unqualified SQL/MP
object names.
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Table 6 Settings for Selected System Defaults (page 1 of 5) (continued)

Alternative SettingDefault ValueSystem Default

The value ISO88591 is appropriate if ISO88591 is
the preferred national character set.

The default value is UCS2.NATIONAL_CHARSET

A value for NATIONAL_CHARSET is set when you
run the InstallSqlmx script during installation of
NonStop SQL/MX. This value can be changed only
by reinstalling NonStop SQL/MX. For more
information, see SQL/MX Installation and Upgrade
Guide.

The value ON means that, by default, a NOT NULL
column constraint is DROPPABLE.

The default value is OFF.NOT_NULL_CONSTRAINT_
DROPPABLE_OPTION

A value from 0 to 18 specifies the minimum scale
for the result of an arithmetic operation when the
precision exceeds 18.

The default value is 0.PRESERVE_MIN_SCALE

The value ON means that, by default, a PRIMARY
KEY column constraint is DROPPABLE.

The default value is OFF.PRIMARY_KEY_CONSTRAINT_
DROPPABLE_OPTION

The value 0 deactivates the query cache in the current
session.

The default value is 1024.QUERY_CACHE

A very large value means that all the cache entries
could be displaced to accommodate one very large

The default value is 10.QUERY_CACHE_MAX_ VICTIMS

query. A value of 0 means that, when the cache
becomes full, no cache entries (pinned or unpinned)
can be displaced, and no new entries can be entered
into the cache.

A value greater than the number of columns in a
composite key indicates all columns of the key are

The default value is 255.QUERY_CACHE_REQUIRED_
PREFIX_KEYS

required. The value 0 means that the presence of
any one column of a composite primary or partition
key in an equality key predicate is sufficient to make
that predicate cacheable. A value greater than zero
but less than the number of columns in the key
indicates that the first n columns of the key must be
present in a key predicate for that predicate to be
considered cacheable.

The value CLEAR means that all subsequent query
cache entries are unpinned, and all pinned entries

The default value is OFF.QUERY_CACHE_
STATEMENT_PINNING

in the cache are also unpinned. The value ON means
that all subsequent query cache entries into the cache
are pinned.

The value ON means that NonStop SQL/MX
generates a warning when a statement is

The default value is OFF.RECOMPILATION_WARNINGS

automatically recompiled in an application (because
of various factors). A warning is also generated when
a similarity check passes. Set this default to ON only
if your application needs to receive warning
messages when automatic recompilations take place,
or if it needs to know if a similarity check has passed.
When automatic recompilation occurs, NonStop
SQL/MX always logs an EMS event regardless of
the setting of this CQD.
The value OFF means that NonStop SQL/MX will
not generate this warning.

This default affects the behavior of a new referential
constraint specified with NO ACTION.

The default value is SYSTEM.REF_CONSTRAINT_NO_
ACTION_LIKE_RESTRICT

OFF means that SQL issues error 1301; SYSTEM
means that SQL issues warning 1302 saying that it
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Table 6 Settings for Selected System Defaults (page 1 of 5) (continued)

Alternative SettingDefault ValueSystem Default

behaves like RESTRICT; ON means that NO ACTION
behaves like RESTRICT, without warning or errors.

DDL is saved only if SAVE_DROPPED-TABLE_DDL is
set to the default ON setting. HP recommends that

The default value is ON.SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL

you do not change this default value in production
environments. In development and testing
environments, or for specific applications where
tables are frequently created and dropped, it is
recommended that the value be set to OFF. Under
these conditions, DDL files accumulate quickly and
there is no automated cleanup mechanism. For more
information, see “Removing Unneeded DDL Files”
(page 237).

Set to a list of scratch disk volumes, where each item
in the list has the form \node.$volume, and the items

The default is for the system
to determine what disks to
use.

SCRATCH_DISKS

in the list are separated by a comma (,). Use this
default to restrict scratch disks to the volumes
specified.

Set to a list of scratch disk volumes, where each item
in the list has the form \node.$volume, and the items

The default is for the system
to determine what disks to
use.

SCRATCH_DISKS_ EXCLUDED

in the list are separated by a comma (,). Use this
default to exclude certain volumes from being used
for scratch disks.

Set to a list of scratch disk volumes, where each item
in the list has the form \node.$volume, and the items

The default is for the system
to determine what disks to
use.

SCRATCH_DISKS_ PREFERRED

in the list are separated by a comma (,). Use this
default to indicate preference for volumes to be used
for scratch disks.

Set to a list of disk volumes, where each item in the
list has the form \node.$volume, and the items in the

The default value is the
current default location of the
creator of the first trigger.

TEMPORARY_TABLE_
HASH_PARTITIONS

list are separated by a comma (,). Use this default
to indicate how the triggers temporary tables are to
be hash-partitioned.

The time in hundredths of seconds to wait for a lock
before returning an error. The range of values you

The default is 6000 in
hundredths of seconds, which
is equivalent to 60 seconds.

TIMEOUT

can enter is from -1 to 2147483519. The value -1
directs NonStop SQL/MX not to time out. The value
0 directs NonStop SQL/MX not to wait for a table
lock. If the lock cannot be acquired, an error is
returned immediately.

Set to OFF to specify no application-specific JVM
startup options in the SPJ environment. Set to

The default value is OFF.UDR_JAVA_OPTIONS

ANYTHING to enable NonStop SQL/MX to select
the JVM startup options for an SPJ environment. CALL
statements compiled with this setting are serviced in
an SPJ environment chosen by NonStop SQL/MX.

Set to a value from 1 to 4096 to change the default
length of untyped parameters converted to the
VARCHAR type during compilation of a query.

The default value is 255
characters.

VARCHAR_PARAM_DEFAULT_
SIZE
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Settings Required to Achieve ANSI Compliance
Table 7 (page 71) lists the system default settings required to achieve ANSI compliance. If these
settings are used, all except these will have a significant negative impact on the performance of
your database:

• NAMETYPE

• RECOMPILATION_WARNINGS

• REF_CONSTRAINT_NO_ACTION_LIKE_RESTRICT

Table 7 System Default Settings to Achieve ANSI Compliance

ANSI-Compliant ValueDefault ValueSystem Default

SERIALIZABLEREAD COMMITTEDISOLATION_LEVEL

ANSIANSINAMETYPE

ONOFFNOT_NULL_CONSTRAINT_ DROPPABLE_OPTION

ONOFFPRIMARY_KEY_CONSTRAINT_ DROPPABLE_OPTION

FALSETRUEREADONLY_CURSOR

OFFOFFRECOMPILATION_WARNINGS

ONONREF_CONSTRAINT_NO_ ACTION_LIKE_RESTRICT
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5 Creating an SQL/MX Database
When you install and initialize NonStop SQL/MX on a system node, NonStop SQL/MX creates
the system catalog and several system schema. After the installation is complete, you can create
your own user catalogs and schemas. Creating a catalog updates the system schema. The definition
schema for a user catalog is created when you create the first schema in that catalog. For more
information , see the “Creating SQL/MX Metadata” (page 75).
Before you create your SQL/MX database, read:

• “Preparing to Create Your SQL/MX Database” (page 72)

• “SQL/MX Subvolume and File Naming Guidelines” (page 72)
Creating an SQL/MX database involves these basic tasks:

• Create catalogs and schemas. See “Creating Catalogs” (page 76) and “Creating Schemas”
(page 77).

• Understand how to assign the appropriate user access privileges for SQL/MX objects. See
“Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database Objects” (page 78)

• Create SQL/MX tables. See “Creating SQL/MX Tables” (page 79).

• Create partitions for the SQL/MX tables. See “Creating and Managing Partitions for SQL/MX
Tables” (page 82).

• Create indexes on the tables. See “Creating Indexes for SQL/MX Tables” (page 95).

• Create partitions for SQL/MX indexes. See “Creating and Managing Partitions for SQL/MX
Indexes” (page 97).

• Create constraints on one or more columns of a table. See “Creating Constraints on SQL/MX
Tables” (page 98).

• Create a view of a table. See “Creating Views of SQL/MX Tables” (page 100).

• Create triggers. See “Creating Triggers” (page 101).

• Create stored procedures. See “Creating Stored Procedures in Java” (page 101).

• Improve database performance in an OLTP environment. See “Database Design Guidelines
for Improving OLTP Performance” (page 101).

For more information, see the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.

Preparing to Create Your SQL/MX Database
Before you begin to create your SQL/MX database, first plan the database and define its layout
as described in “Understanding and Planning SQL/MX Tables” (page 28). Also plan your security,
TMF requirements, RDF requirements, and recovery mechanisms as described in “Planning Database
Security and Recovery” (page 41).
After you create the database, you can load the data into the SQL/MX tables, compile your
application programs, and start running your applications. For more information, see “Managing
Database Applications” (page 209).

SQL/MX Subvolume and File Naming Guidelines
Before you build your SQL/MX database, familiarize yourself with the rules for naming SQL/MX
subvolumes and files. These rules are always followed when NonStop SQL/MX generates file
names and are enforced by NonStop SQL/MX for user-specified names. These rules are in addition
to Guardian naming rules already enforced by the Guardian file system.
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NOTE: NonStop SQL/MX additionally restricts system-generated names by excluding vowels to
prevent names containing actual words that could be unexpected or misleading.

SQL/MX Subvolume Naming Guidelines
• The subvolume name must begin with the letters ZSD, followed by a letter, not a digit (for

example, ZSDa, not ZSD2).
• The subvolume name must be exactly eight characters long.

• All Guardian files representing data in a particular schema must have the same subvolume
name regardless of the volume on which they reside. This subvolume name must match the
subvolume name indicated in the SCHEMA_SUBVOLUME column of the system schema table
NONSTOP_SQLMX_system-name.SYSTEM_SCHEMA.SCHEMATA.

• For RDF database creation, if you explicitly specify the subvolume that is already in use by
the primary database, use the REPEAT USE ALLOWED clause to avoid receiving an error
when executing the CREATE SCHEMA statement.

Examples of valid SQL/MX subvolume names are:

• ZSDBMM3K

• ZSDADMM8

The REPEAT USE ALLOWED clause of CREATE SCHEMA specifies that NonStop SQL/MX allow
subvolume names to be reused. If the subvolume name is in already in use, the schema is created
anyway and a warning is issued. If you omit this clause, the subvolume name you enter must not
be in use by any other schema. If the subvolume name has been used for another schema, an error
is generated. For more information, see the “Using the Subvolume Option in the CREATE SCHEMA
Statement” (page 74).
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

SQL/MX Data File Naming Guidelines
• The file name must end with the digits “00” (zero zero).

• The file name must be exactly eight characters long.

• The file name must match the designated schema subvolume name for the schema in which
the object is being created. Otherwise, an error is generated.

Examples of valid names for SQL/MX files are:

• WDE6TI00

• HEPQTI00

• SS8BSI00

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Resource Forks
NonStop SQL/MX maintains substantial information about data files in companion files known as
resource forks. Resource forks are located in the same volume and subvolume as data files and
have the same name as their corresponding data file, with the final “0” (zero) changed to “1”
(one).
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Resource forks contain similar information to Guardian file labels, but have the capacity to store
a much greater variety and quantity of information. Examples of data fork/resource fork pairs are:

• $DATA.ZSDADMM8.WDE6TI00 / $DATA.ZSDADMM8.WDE6TI01

• $DATA.ZSDADMM8.HEPQTI00 / $DATA.ZSDADMM8.HEPQTI01

• $DATA.ZSDADMM8.SS8BSI00 / $DATA.ZSDADMM8.SS8BSI01

Data files are sometimes referred to as data forks to distinguish them from resource forks. Under
normal circumstances, you are not expected or permitted to refer explicitly to resource forks by
name. The one significant exception is TMF recovery using Guardian file names.

Designating Wild Cards in SQL/MX Schema Names
An SQL/MX schema has a designated subvolume in which every partition belonging to that schema
must reside. Therefore, in general, a Guardian wild card of the form $*.subvolume.* can serve
as convenient shorthand for every Guardian file in the SQL/MX schemas whose schema subvolume
is subvolume.

NOTE: If you do not specify a subvolume name for a schema’s partitions when you create a
schema, NonStop SQL/MX provides a unique subvolume name by default. In doing this, NonStop
SQL/MX establishes and maintains a one-to-one correspondence between schemas and subvolumes.
All files in a schema subvolume are SQL/MX files. The DP2 process does not allow other types of
files to be created in a schema subvolume.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Using the LOCATION Clause
Both CREATE TABLE and CREATE INDEX include a LOCATION clause for specifying the physical
locations of partitions. The complete syntax for this LOCATION clause is:
LOCATION [\node.]$volume[.subvolume.file-name] [NAME partition-name]

where subvolume is the name of the designated schema subvolume for the schema in which the
table or index is being created, and file-name is a Guardian file name that conforms to the
rules specified in “SQL/MX Subvolume Naming Guidelines” (page 73). Otherwise, an error is
generated.
When you create SQL/MX tables and indexes, you would typically use the LOCATION clause to
partition data on particular volumes, without regard to the Guardian subvolume and file name
assigned to these partitions. However, it might be necessary to re-create a file with the exact same
Guardian names that it was given when first created.
When you use a subvolume in the LOCATION clause, it must be the one that is defined for the
schema.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Using the Subvolume Option in the CREATE SCHEMA Statement
The CREATE SCHEMA statement accepts an optional subvolume name, a nonstandard HP extension.
This option enables you to create an RDF backup database. The subvolume name of each backup
schema must match the subvolume name of the corresponding primary schema. If you are not
creating an RDF backup of the database, you should omit the optional subvolume, in which case
NonStop SQL/MX generates a new and unique subvolume name for the schema. In all cases, the
schema subvolume name is written to the SCHEMA_SUBVOLUME column of the system schema
table NONSTOP_SQLMX_system-name.SYSTEM_SCHEMA.SCHEMATA.
The format of the CREATE SCHEMA statement is:
CREATE SCHEMA schema-clause [schema-element]
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where schema-clause is one of:

• schema

• schema AUTHORIZATION auth-id

• schema AUTHORIZATION auth-id location-clause

• schema location-clause

location-clause is:
LOCATION subvolume [reuse-clause]

reuse-clause is:
REPEAT USE ALLOWED

schema-element is one of:

• table-definition

• view-definition

• grant-statement

• index-definition

One use of the schema subvolume is to identify all Guardian files in an schema for use with
Guardian-based commands for TMF, RDF, and other subsystems. Unless you use the REPEAT USE
ALLOWED clause of CREATE SCHEMA, NonStop SQL/MX prevents you from specifying a
subvolume name that is already in use by another schema. If you use this clause, you will receive
a warning and the operation will succeed. Using REPEAT USE ALLOWED is recommended only
when creating an RDF backup database.
If you do reuse a schema subvolume, a Guardian wild card of the form
\system.$*.subvolume.* identifies the physical files from all schemas that are using this
subvolume name. This might affect your future ability to refer only to objects in specific schemas
when issuing commands to TMF or RDF.
The subvolume name must conform to the rules for schema subvolumes described in “SQL/MX
Subvolume Naming Guidelines” (page 73). Otherwise, an error is generated.
This example creates a schema with a subvolume name of ZSDABCDE:
CREATE SCHEMA sch2 AUTHORIZATION jsmith LOCATION ZSDABCDE;

This example creates a schema with a subvolume name of ZSDSCHEM:
CREATE SCHEMA myschema LOCATION ZSDSCHEM;

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Correcting File Name Problems
When a table or index is created with precise file names, there is a possibility that a file already
exists with the same name as one of the partitions to be created. Typically, the solution is to move
the partition that already exists. Use the MODIFY utility to specify a name for the partition to be
moved. This file can exist on the same volume as the original, or on a different volume.
For details and examples, see the information about MODIFY in the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Creating SQL/MX Metadata
NonStop SQL/MX creates system metadata and user metadata tables that maintain records of the
information that defines SQL/MX objects and track the use of those objects by other SQL/MX
objects.
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When NonStop SQL/MX is installed and initialized on a node, the system catalog,
NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename, and its schemas are automatically created. These metadata schemas
are:

• SYSTEM_SCHEMA schema, which contains the five system schema tables used for catalog
reference and recording catalog and schema information.

• SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA schema, which contains the default settings for options and
other attributes used with MXCI commands and SQL/MX statements.

• MXCS_SCHEMA schema, which contains the metadata information needed by MXCS.

• SYSTEM_SQLJ_SCHEMA, which contains the stored procedures VALIDATEROUTINE and
VALIDATEROUTINE2.

• DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_version schema, which contains the definition schema
tables used to maintain information about SQL/MX objects. A set of these tables is created
specifically for the system catalog.

• SYSTEM_SECURITY_SCHEMA, which contains dedicated tables to support system administrators
and other security-related features.

A set of definition schema tables is also created for each user catalog when you create the first
schema for that catalog. As you add more schemas and objects to the catalog, these definition
schema tables are updated to describe them.
You can use SELECT to view the contents of SQL/MX metadata tables, but only the super ID user
can modify their content. For example, only the super ID user can perform ALTER, DROP, DELETE,
INSERT or UPDATE statements on metadata tables.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Creating Catalogs
You begin building your SQL/MX database by creating user catalogs. A catalog:

• Is the named logical object that contains descriptions of a set of schemas.

• Is owned by the authorization ID that creates the catalog, but this authorization ID has no
special capabilities other than the ability to register or unregister the catalog.

• Can contain multiple schemas, each of which can be owned by a different user.

• Cannot contain any other catalogs.

Catalog Naming
The catalog name is an SQL identifier that represents the first part of the three-part ANSI logical
name of the form catalog.schema.name. The catalog’s SQL identifier must be unique among
catalogs on the node.
It is permissible for two nodes (for example, nodes \A and \B) in a distributed SQL/MX environment
to have catalogs with the same name. Each node can access its own catalog and the objects in it
by using location-independent ANSI names. However, node \A cannot access anything in the
same-named catalog on node \B, and vice versa. For this reason, it may be best to avoid naming
a catalog with the same name used by a catalog on another node. If you intend to register the
remote catalog from either node, do not use the same catalog names.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Rules for Creating and Dropping Catalogs
• Any user on a node can create a catalog on that node.

• Any user on a node can drop an empty catalog.
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• A nonempty catalog cannot be dropped.

• In a distributed database environment, only the super ID user and the person who creates a
catalog can register and unregister it. For more information, see the “Managing an SQL/MX
Distributed Database” (page 263).

Examples for Creating a Catalog
To create a user catalog, enter:
CREATE CATALOG mycat;

To create a user catalog on the local node and use the LOCATION clause to specify the location
of the metadata tables for the catalog, enter:
CREATE CATALOG mycat LOCATION $DATA08;

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Creating Catalogs for Single-Node and Distributed Systems
From NonStop SQL/MX, you must create a catalog on the node where it will reside. You cannot
create catalogs for remote nodes from the local node.
In a distributed database environment, use the REGISTER CATALOG command to register a catalog
from the local node for remote nodes. Remote nodes on which a catalog has been registered
contain information about that catalog in their system metadata. For more information, see the
“Managing an SQL/MX Distributed Database” (page 263).

Reserved Catalogs
Catalog names beginning with NonStop_SQLMX_ are reserved for the first part of the schema
names and metadata tables that reside in the system catalog. You are not allowed to create or
drop catalogs with these reserved names.

Creating Schemas
After you have created a catalog, you can begin to create its schemas.
A schema is a named collection of SQL/MX database objects, including tables, views, indexes,
and so forth. Each object is described in exactly one schema, although an object can refer to
objects that are described in other schemas. A schema cannot contain other schemas.

Schema Naming
The schema name is an SQL identifier that represents the second part of the three-part ANSI name
of the form catalog.schema.name. The schema’s SQL identifier must be unique within the
catalog. NonStop SQL/MX automatically qualifies a schema name with the current default catalog
name unless you explicitly specify a catalog name with the schema name. For example:
cat2.schema2

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Rules for Creating and Dropping Schemas
A schema is the unit of object ownership. A user who creates a schema is the owner of that schema.

NOTE: Starting with SQL/MX Release 3.1, new features related to the ownership of schemas
and its objects, and the transfer of ownerships are introduced. For more information on these new
features, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Examples for Creating Schemas
This example creates a user schema that is owned by the regular user, sql.gdavis, who creates it.
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CREATE SCHEMA mycat.myschema;

This example creates a schema that is owned by the user sql.gdavis and located on the volume
ZSDA142A:
CREATE SCHEMA mycat.myschema AUTHORIZATION "sql.gdavis" LOCATION
ZSDA142A;

The authorization ID must be the current authorization ID unless it is a super ID user. A super ID
user can specify any currently valid authorization ID as the owner of the schema. For more
information, see the “Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database Objects” (page 78) and the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.
This example creates a schema and uses the LOCATION clause to specify the schema subvolume:
CREATE SCHEMA mycat.myschema LOCATION ZSDXMJH2;

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database Objects
In NonStop SQL/MX, Guardian and Safeguard security are not applicable. Security for SQL/MX
tables and views is implemented by the ANSI standard schema ownership rules and by using the
GRANT statement to grant access privileges to specified users.
The schema in which a table or view is located is the unit of object ownership. The user who creates
the schema is the owner of that schema. NonStop SQL/MX grants these privileges to the person
with the authorization ID of the schema owner:

• Create and drop tables, views, and other objects in the schema.

• Perform SELECT, DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE operations on tables and views in the schema
and create constraints (REFERENCES) on tables in the schema.

For more information on the ownership of schemas and their objects, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.
For more information about using GRANT and REVOKE on SQL/MP objects, see the SQL/MP
Installation and Management Guide. For more information about using the GRANT, GRANT
EXECUTE, REVOKE, and REVOKE EXECUTE statements to implement and change security on SPJs,
see the SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java.
You cannot assign SQL/MX privileges to SQL/MP objects, and GRANT and REVOKE do not
support SQL/MP objects. For more information about assigning security for SQL/MP objects, see
the SQL/MP Reference Manual and the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.

Granting and Revoking Access Privileges to SQL/MX Database Objects
Use the GRANT statement to grant access privileges to one or more users for an SQL/MX table
or view. You identify users with authorization IDs, which are valid Guardian user names enclosed
in double quotes. You grant privileges to perform specific statements (SELECT, DELETE, INSERT,
UPDATE), to create referential constraints (REFERENCES), or to perform all privileges that apply to
the object type. Use the WITH GRANT OPTION to specify that users to which privileges are granted
are authorized to grant the same privileges to other authorization IDs.
To grant a privilege on an SQL/MX table or view, you must have that privilege and also have the
right to grant that privilege. That is, the privilege must be issued to you through the WITH GRANT
OPTION and not have been revoked.
Granting privileges on a view does not grant that privilege to the corresponding column of the
underlying table.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Examples for Granting Privileges
This example grants SELECT privileges on a table, but not the privilege of granting SELECT privileges
to others:
GRANT SELECT ON TABLE persnl.employee TO "sql.user1";

This example grants SELECT and DELETE privileges on a table, including the privilege of granting
SELECT and DELETE privileges to others:
GRANT SELECT, DELETE ON TABLE sales.odetail

TO "sql.user1", "sql.user2" WITH GRANT OPTION;

This example grants UPDATE privileges on the named columns to PUBLIC:
GRANT UPDATE (start_date, ship_timestamp)

ON TABLE persnl.project to PUBLIC;

Revoking Access Privileges
Use the REVOKE statement to revoke access privileges for an SQL/MX table or view from specified
users. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Access Privileges for SQL/MX Utilities
For more information about the minimum user privileges required to access the SQL/MX utilities,
see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Creating SQL/MX Tables
Tables are the foundation of an SQL/MX database. All data physically resides in tables. When
you create a table with the CREATE TABLE statement, you specify the definition of each data column
and the attributes of the physical file in which the table is to be stored. Carefully consider the file
attributes to ensure that the table meets the needs of your application.
The CREATE TABLE statement stores the table definition in the definition schema of the table’s
catalog and creates the table, which physically exists as one or more disk files.
All Guardian files underlying SQL/MX objects use the key-sequenced file organization with format
2. You cannot use entry-sequenced or relative organizations with SQL/MX tables. Before creating
an SQL/MX table, you should understand the key-sequenced type of table organizations and
column, key, and index design considerations. For more information, see “Understanding and
Planning SQL/MX Tables” (page 28).
For more information about loading tables, see the guidelines for loading tables in “Reorganizing
SQL/MX Tables and Maintaining Data” (page 176).

Security Rules for Creating and Altering SQL/MX Tables
Table security ultimately defines much of the security for indexes and views.
The rules for creating and altering tables are:

• To create an SQL/MX table or other object (including index, view, SPJ, or SQL/MP alias),
you must own its schema or be a super ID user acting on behalf of the owner.

• To alter a table, you must own its schema or be a super ID user acting on behalf of the owner.
For more information, see the “Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database Objects” (page 78).
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Creating and Using Keys
Create and use these keys for SQL/MX tables and their indexes:

• Primary key. See “Creating and Using a Primary Key” (page 80).

• Clustering key. See “Creating and Using a Clustering Key” (page 80).

• SYSKEY. See “Using the SYSKEY” (page 81).

• Partially decoupling the clustering and partitioning keys. See “Partially Decoupling the Clustering
Key and the Partitioning Key” (page 82).

• Partitioning key. See “Creating and Using a Partitioning Key” (page 81) and “Creating Indexes
for SQL/MX Tables” (page 95).

Creating and Using a Primary Key
A primary key is the column or set of columns that defines a unique key for a table. Primary key
columns cannot contain nulls, so each one must be declared NOT NULL.
Use the PRIMARY KEY constraint clause in CREATE TABLE to specify the table columns of a primary
key. For NonStop SQL/MX, you use the primary key to:

• Specify one or more columns that uniquely define and identify each row.

• Provide an implicit method for defining the columns of the clustering key, but only if the primary
key is NOT DROPPABLE. You can use a primary key that is NOT DROPPABLE as the clustering
key. If the primary key is droppable, you cannot use it as the clustering key.

The PRIMARY KEY constraint is one of several types of constraints that you define for an SQL/MX
table. Each table or index can have only one PRIMARY KEY constraint but multiple occurrences of
other types of constraints. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Example for Creating an SQL/MX Table With a User-Defined Primary Key
This example creates a single-partition SQL/MX table with a user-defined primary key:
CREATE TABLE CAT1.SCHEMA1.ORDERS

(ORDERNUM DECIMAL (6) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
ORDER_DATE DATE NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
DELIV_DATE DATE NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
SALESREP DECIMAL (4) UNSIGNED,
CUSTNUM DECIMAL (4) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (ORDERNUM))
ATTRIBUTES EXTENT (100,100)
MAXEXTENTS 24;

Creating and Using a Clustering Key
The clustering key consists of one or more columns (fields) whose values uniquely identify the rows
of a table and determine the order in which the rows are stored and retrieved by the DP2 disk
process. The combined value of all clustering key columns for a given row acts as the logical row
identifier (row-ID) for that row, and so must be unique for the table.
When you create an SQL/MX table, you specify the clustering key column or columns that the DP2
process uses to access table records.
Create a clustering key by using one of these methods:

• Use STORE BY key-column-list in CREATE TABLE to specify the columns that compose
the clustering key. The key columns must be specified as NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE and
cannot have a combined length of more than 2048 bytes.

• Use STORE BY PRIMARY KEY to base the clustering key on the primary key columns. This
STORE BY option requires that a primary key first be defined in the PRIMARY KEY constraint
for CREATE TABLE and that it is NOT DROPPABLE. If the primary key is defined as DROPPABLE,
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you cannot use it as the clustering key. If you attempt to use it, NonStop SQL/MX returns an
error.

• If you omit the STORE BY clause and do not specify a PRIMARY KEY that has the NOT
DROPPABLE option, the clustering key storage order is determined by the SYSKEY only.

Before deciding which columns to use in your clustering key, carefully consider these guidelines:

• Each SQL/MX table and index must have just one clustering key. Each column of a clustering
key can be in either ascending or descending order. The columns need not be contiguous.

• The columns of the clustering key cannot contain null values. If you do not specify NOT NULL
for a clustering key column, an error is returned.

• After you have defined the clustering key, you cannot change the choice of which columns
compose the clustering key.

When using the STORE BY key-column-list option to define the columns of a clustering key,
consider whether the defined set of columns is the most appropriate with respect to the actual intent
of the table. If a column is used as the main access path to a table, consider defining it as the
clustering key.
For example, suppose that the column employee number from the table EMPLOYEE is one of
the clustering key columns. However, if most table access is by employee name, you should consider
defining employee name as the clustering key. The key must include enough information to make
it unique (perhaps by including employee number as another column of the clustering key).
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Example for Creating an SQL/MX Table Using the STORE BY Clause
This example shows a CREATE TABLE command that uses the STORE BY clause to assign two of
the table’s columns, ORDERITEM and ORDERNUM, to the table’s clustering key. If you do not
specify a Primary key, a SYSKEY column is added. NonStop SQL/MX generates a SYSKEY column
and appends that to the clustering key.
CREATE TABLE SALES.ODETAIL

( ORDERITEM NUMERIC (6) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
ORDERNUM NUMERIC (4) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
PARTNUM NUMERIC (6) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
UNIT_PRICE NUMERIC (8,2) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
QTY_ORDERED NUMERIC (5) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL )

STORE BY (ordernum, partnum);

Using the SYSKEY
A SYSKEY (system-defined key) is a column-defined key by NonStop SQL/MX rather than by the
user. Tables in key-sequenced files with no user-defined clustering keys have their clustering keys
defined by NonStop SQL/MX and are stored in a column named SYSKEY. The SYSKEY column’s
data type is LARGEINT SIGNED. If a table has a user-defined, non-unique clustering key, the
SYSKEY is appended to the clustering key to ensure its uniqueness.
When you insert a record in an SQL/MX table with a SYSKEY column, the key-sequenced file
system automatically generates a value for the SYSKEY column. You cannot supply the value.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Creating and Using a Partitioning Key
The partitioning consists of the columns you specify in the PARTITION BY clause of CREATE TABLE
and CREATE INDEX statements.
The partitioning key determines how data is distributed into partitions that are associated with
table or index objects. For a range-partitioned table or index, the partition key uses the FIRST KEY
option to specify the beginning of the range for the table or index partition. The FIRST KEY clause
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specifies the lowest values in the partition for columns stored in ascending order and the highest
values in the partition for columns stored in descending order. These column values constitute the
partitioning key.
You specify the first value allowed in the associated partition for that column of the partitioning
key as a literal. If there are more storage key columns than literal items, the first key value for each
remaining key column is the lowest or highest value for the data type of the column (the lowest
value for an ascending column and the highest value for a descending column).
When you create range partitioned tables, the set of columns you specify for the partitioning key
can be identical to or a subset of the clustering key columns, and you can specify the columns in
any order.
When you create hash partitioned tables, the subset of columns you specify for the partitioning
key can be the same as or less than the clustering key columns, and you can specify the columns
in any order.
For more information, see the “Creating Indexes for SQL/MX Tables” (page 95) and the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.

Partially Decoupling the Clustering Key and the Partitioning Key
Decoupling the clustering key from the partitioning key in a table or index allows the columns that
make up the keys to differ. NonStop SQL/MX does not support full decoupling, where all the
columns in the two keys differ. However, NonStop SQL/MX does support partial decoupling,
where partitioning key columns can be a subset of clustering key columns and the columns can be
in a different order.

Creating and Managing Partitions for SQL/MX Tables
Create partitions by using the PARTITION clause in a CREATE TABLE statement. Use the MODIFY
utility to split an existing table or index into partitions or to add or drop partitions. For more
information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
Partitioning enables you to divide a table to your specifications, putting some rows in one physical
location and other rows in other locations. Partitions can reside on one system or across many
systems in a network.
SQL/MX tables can use range partitioning or hash partitioning:

• With range partitioning, you define key ranges for each partition, and each record is assigned
to the partition whose range includes the value of its partitioning key.

• With hash partitioning, NonStop SQL/MX uses a hash function on the values of the partitioning
key, and each record is assigned to a partition based on the result. Records are evenly
distributed across partitions, enabling you to maintain partitions of approximately equal size
even if you do not know the range values.

In general, you should use range partitioning when you need to group data by clearly defined
range values. Use hash partitioning when you need to balance the data fairly evenly across disk
volumes and the manner by which it is grouped is not important.
When you create either range-partitioned or hash-partitioned tables, the columns you specify for
the partitioning key can be the same as or fewer than the clustering key columns. You can specify
these columns in any order to create a decoupled range partitioned or a decoupled hash partitioned
index.
To promote parallel processing of queries and parallel index maintenance, you should partition
data across available disk volumes. For a very large table or a table used at different geographical
sites, use partitions to make the data more accessible and reduce the time required for table scans
by a factor almost equal to the number of partitions.

NOTE: SQL/MX tables must have a user-defined clustering key to have partitions. You can
partition any table or index provided its clustering key is not just the SYSKEY.
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Performance Benefits of Partitioning

• Partitions are independent of one another and only the accessed partition needs to be available.
The query plan stores the primary partition. If the primary partition cannot be found, the
alternate partitions are checked, starting with local partitions.

• Partitions improve transaction throughput by allowing simultaneous disk access to different
partitions of the same table.

• Partitions require no special access procedures. NonStop SQL/MX manages partition access
for you automatically.

• Partitions enable NonStop SQL/MX to more readily process queries in parallel.

• Partitions allow you to have tables larger than the size of a single disk volume.
Partitioning the indexes of a table enables NonStop SQL/MX to take maximum advantage of
parallel index updates. You can either partition index rows to reside on the same disks (co-location)
or on separate disks.
For more information, see the “Optimizing Index Use” (page 302).

Restrictions on Creating and Placing Partitions

• When you create a hash-partitioned table with a single partition, you can add additional
hash partitions to the table. However, you cannot change the partitioning scheme to range
partitioning.

• If you do not specify a partitioning scheme when you create a single-partition table, you can
only add range partitions to the table. You cannot add hash partitions to the table.

• You cannot create SQL/MX tables or other SQL/MX objects on an SMF volume. Nor can you
use SMF to manage the distribution of partitions across physical disk volumes.

• You can put more than one partition on a single disk, but this approach slows down parallel
query processing and is not recommended in a production environment.

Naming Partitions
Use the NAME clause of CREATE TABLE or CREATE INDEX to name a partition. The partition name
is an SQL identifier that must be unique among the set of partitions for a given table or index.
All table and index partitions must have names. If you do not specify one, a system-generated
name is assigned to the partition. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Recommended Maximum Number of Partitions
HP recommends that you limit the number of partitions in an SQL/MX table or index to no more
than 512. If you exceed this recommended limit, you might get an MXCMP internal error because
of a shortage of virtual memory space.

Prohibition Against Using Floating-Point Columns in Partitioning Keys
The floating-point data type is an approximate—not an exact—data type. Any key expression that
results in a floating-point value that is close to a partitioning key boundary might fail to access the
correct partition.
Therefore, NonStop SQL/MX does not support the use of floating-point data type columns in
partitioning keys. Attempts to create SQL/MX tables or indexes with floating-point partitioning key
columns fail with error message 1124. Attempts to perform DML from NonStop SQL/MX on
SQL/MP tables with floating-point partitioning key columns fail with error message 1120. For more
information, see the SQL/MX Messages Manual.
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Using HASHPARTFUNC to Plan and Build Hash-Partitioned Tables
NonStop SQL/MX uses the HASHPARTFUNC function to hash partition data. NonStop SQL/MX
passes column values and the number of partitions, n, to HASHPARTFUNC. The function then
returns a hash value in the range 0 through n-1, where n is the number of partitions. This hash
value determines the partition where a row with the given colum value(s) will be stored.
For a description of HASHPARTFUNC function syntax and examples, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.
When planning a new or modified hash-partitioned table, you can use HASHPARTFUNC to:

• Identify the hash partition into which a given row will go.

• Determine the number of rows that will be assigned to a given number of hash partitions.

• Experiment with different combinations of partitioning key columns and numbers of hash
partitions to find the one that evenly balances distribution of your table data.

• Preorder existing table data for efficient insertion into a new hash-partitioned table.
HASHPARTFUNC is evaluated only on the variables you enter with the function. It does not refer
to any underlying table.
HASHPARTFUNC is sensitive to the datatypes of its parameters. Therefore, when using
HASHPARTFUNC, make sure the variables passed to it are of exactly the same datatype as the
planned table. You can use the CAST function to force a given value to a particular datatype.
HASHPARTFUNC is also sensitive to the number of partitions you specify. Therefore, when using
the HASHPARTFUNC, make sure this number matches the exact number of partitions you plan for
your new or modified table.
You can use HASHPARTFUNC on a nonpartitioned, range-partitioned, or hash-partitioned table
to determine what the data distribution would be if you were to hash partition the table in various
ways, with different numbers of partitions and different partitioning keys.

Guidelines for Creating a Partitioning Key
The partitioning key consists of columns from the clustering key for the planned table. However,
the partitioning key columns do not have to be in the same order as the clustering key, and the
partitioning key uses the same columns or a subset of the columns of the clustering key.

Guidelines for Creating a Balanced Hash-Partitioned Table
To create a hash-partitioned table with a fairly balanced distribution of data across the partitions:

• Make sure that you have an appropriate number of partitions relative to the unique entry count
of the partitioning key. The partitioning key unique entry count refers to the total number of
unique values derived from the columns that comprise the partitioning key.

• Make sure that the partitioning key generates a sufficiently large unique entry count.
To create a hash-partitioned table where the distribution of data across the partitions is fairly
balanced, make sure that the unique entry count of the partitioning key is at least 50 times greater
than the number of partitions. For example, if the single-column partitioning key for a table with
1000 rows produces a unique entry count of 1000, you should distribute the data across no more
than 20 hash partitions.
This guideline poses problems for hash-partitioned tables with a relatively low unique entry count.
Also, the lower a table’s unique entry count, the higher the probability for data skew. For example,
data skew is proportionately greater in a table with a unique entry count of 100 and two partitions
than in a table with a unique entry count of 1000 and 20 partitions. One solution is to use a
partitioning key that produces a higher unique entry count.
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Using DDL_DEFAULT_LOCATIONS to Distribute Primary Range Partitions
You can use the DDL_DEFAULT_LOCATIONS system default to specify one or more default volumes
for the primary range partition in a CREATE statement that does not include a LOCATION clause.
If DDL_DEFAULT_LOCATIONS specifies more than one default volume, it chooses one at random
for the location specification. This arrangement might be particularly useful for an application that
creates small, short-lived tables as part of processing a more complex task.
Because CREATE statements do not allow more than one default location,
DDL_DEFAULT_LOCATIONS never needs to select more than one location for a given CREATE
statement. This approach is a simple but effective method to distribute primary partitions evenly
across the set of volumes specified in DDL_DEFAULT_LOCATIONS.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Special Considerations for Decision Support Systems (DSS) Applications
DSS applications typically require periodic addition and deletion of data. Further, access must be
well balanced. For NonStop SQL/MX, the partitioning key can be different from the clustering
key. The choice of leftmost primary key column—and the partitioning strategy—can greatly affect
access. Choose a leftmost key column that minimizes contention while allowing acceptable load
and delete performance. Possibilities include a date column (if access is distributed evenly across
date values), a nondate column in the clustering key (if access across the date column is weighted
toward specific ranges), or an artificial partition number value, with rows distributed across all
partitions.
Further, when defining partitions for a DSS application, consider one or more of these strategies:

• Mirror the volume associated with the primary partition to maximize availability. Queries and
programs that reference the primary partition require its availability when accessing data.

• Mirror the volume that contains the SMD tables.

• Configure mirrored disks on separate channels to maximize performance. Use this strategy
for volumes containing primary and secondary partitions where possible.

Examples for Creating Partitioned SQL/MX Tables

Example for Creating an SQL/MX Table With a Single Range Partition
CREATE TABLE cat1.sch1.ordersr
(location char(16) not null not droppable,
 ordernumber integer unsigned not null not droppable,
 ordertime timestamp,
 primary key (location, ordernumber) not droppable)
location $DATA01;

Example for Creating an SQL/MX Table With Multiple Range Partitions
CREATE TABLE cat1.sch1.ordersr
(location char(16) not null not droppable,
 ordernumber integer unsigned not null not droppable,
 ordertime timestamp,
 primary key (location, ordernumber) not droppable)
location $DATA01
partition(
 add first key ('Chicago') location $DATA02,
 add first key ('New York') location $DATA03 );

Example for Creating an SQL/MX Table With a Single Hash Partition
CREATE TABLE cat1.sch1.ordersh
(location char(16) not null not droppable,
 ordernumber integer unsigned not null not droppable,
 ordertime timestamp,
 primary key (location, ordernumber) not droppable)
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location $DATA01
hash partition;

Example for Creating an SQL/MX Table With Multiple Hash Partitions
CREATE TABLE cat1.sch1.ordersh
(location char(16) not null not droppable,
 ordernumber integer unsigned not null not droppable,
 ordertime timestamp,
 primary key (location, ordernumber) not droppable)
location $DATA01
hash partition(
 add location $DATA02,
 add location $DATA03);

Additional Guidelines for Creating Tables
• When moving a table from a development environment to a production environment, changes

made to the partitioning scheme of the table from one environment to the next can cause
similarity check failures in embedded SQL programs that query the table. These would include:

◦ Changing the columns that compose the table’s partitioning key.

◦ Changing from range partitioning to hash partitioning.

◦ Changing the number of partitions in the table.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

• Specify table attributes that are best for the performance, access, size, and protection of the
data in the table:

◦ Use EXTENTS, MAXEXTENTS, and ALLOCATE, if applicable, for controlling the size of
the table.

◦ Use AUDITCOMPRESS to minimize the amount of audit-trail resources required. Use NO
AUDITCOMPRESS if you need to read the complete before-images and after-images
directly from the audit trails.

◦ Use the CLEARONPURGE attribute to control the security and the ability to write to or
drop a table. CLEARONPURGE controls the erasure of data from the disk when an
SQL/MX table or index is dropped. When you drop an object that has the NO
CLEARONPURGE attribute, the system deallocates disk space, but does not physically
destroy the data in that disk space. This approach improves the performance of the drop
statement by reducing the number of writes to the disk, but when that disk space is
allocated to a new file, other users might be able to read data left by the object that
previously used the space. CLEARONPURGE increases security for sensitive data by
causing the system to overwrite deallocated disk space when a table or index is dropped.

• Create tables from OSS files that you use as OBEY command files within MXCI. Because
CREATE TABLE statements can be very long, it is easier to correct errors in an OSS file than
interactively in MXCI. Optionally, do a SHOWDDL and send the results to an OSS file.

• Consider creating dependent objects at the same time you create a table. To simplify these
operations, put all statements (such as CREATE TABLE, CREATE VIEW, and CREATE INDEX)
in the same OSS OBEY command file. Alternately, you can incorporate these create statements
into the CREATE SCHEMA statement.

• Use the LIKE option in the CREATE TABLE statement to create a table like the existing table,
source-table. This approach omits constraints (with the exception of the NOT NULL and
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PRIMARY KEY NOT DROPPABLE constraints), headings, and partitions unless
include-option clauses are specified.
Optionally, create the new table with the same constraints and headings as the source table.
Alternately, override these attributes and create the new table with different constraints and
headings.

• When you use the CREATE TABLE statement, for SQL/MX tables, note that it does not provide
the SIMILARITY CHECK clause used with SQL/MP because similarity checking is always on
for NonStop SQL/MX.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
For more information about CREATE TABLE attributes for SQL/MP that are not supported by NonStop
SQL/MX, see the SQL/MX Comparison Guide for SQL/MP Users.

Managing Table Data

Defining Table Columns
To ensure the validity of your database, you must first define columns correctly for the use of the
data and assign data types that provide the best design for your application. It is the database
administrator’s task to consider how the data is used and to assign appropriate data types and
constraints.
When you define a column, you specify the column name, data type, and, optionally, other column
attributes. To define columns for a table, you can specify the column definitions in the CREATE
TABLE statement or in the ALTER TABLE with the ADD COLUMN clause. However, HP recommends
that you avoid using the ALTER TABLE with the ADD clause if possible insofar as table performance
is degraded by adding columns.

Specifying Column Names

• A column name is an SQL identifier that can be up to 128 characters in length. The column
name must begin with a letter unless it is delimited by double quotes. It must be unique among
column names. It cannot be a reserved word unless it is delimited by double quotes. Regular
SQL identifiers are not case-sensitive but delimited names are. For more information, see the
SQL/MX Reference Manual.

• Use descriptive column names for your application to help programmers and users remember
the names correctly.

• Nondelimited column names can be specified in the CREATE TABLE statement in any
combination of uppercase and lowercase letters. For example, these three column names are
equivalent: LOCATION, Location, and location.

Specifying Data Types for Columns
Each column in a table is associated with a data type. These basic formats of data can be stored
in columns:

• Character data

• Numeric data

• Datetime data

• Time interval data
When determining the data type and attributes for a column, consider these guidelines:

• NonStop SQL/MX supports the ISO88591 character set and several other character sets for
character data. For more information, see the “Defining Character Data” (page 88).

• Specify a column default value for each column. For more information, see the “Using Default
and Null Values” (page 93).
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• Specify the HEADING and UPSHIFT attributes for your application’s use, if applicable. For
more information, see “Specifying Column Attributes” (page 94).

• Collation of numeric values occurs with negative numbers preceding positive numbers.

• For the purpose of sorting, the null value is considered to be greater than all other values.

• For compatibility of SQL/MX data types, two data types are comparable if a value of one
data type can be compared to a value of another data type. Two data types are compatible
if a value of one data type can be assigned to a column of the other data type. Compatible
data types are also comparable.
Any numeric data type can be compared with all other numeric data types in DML comparison
expressions. Character strings can be compared only if they are of the same character set.
Character strings and numeric data types are not compatible with each other and cannot be
compared directly by NonStop SQL/MX. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

• You cannot use a datetime data type with SQL/MX data types other than interval in arithmetic
expressions or comparisons. Interval values can be multiplied or divided by scalar data types
and added to or subtracted from datetime data types.

• A SIGNED column is required for a number with 10 or more digits.

Performance Considerations
To achieve maximum performance when defining columns:

• Define the column data type so that the values stored in the column match the use of the data
in applications. To improve application performance, try to eliminate unnecessary data
conversion in programs.

• For the best performance, varying-length columns should be trailing. Fortunately, NonStop
SQL/MX automatically puts fixed-length columns before varying-length columns (VARCHAR,
NCHAR VARYING) in table rows, independent of what you specify. For all other data types,
the column structure within the table does not affect the performance of queries or updates.

• Define columns as numeric if they contain numeric-only values. NonStop SQL/MX calculates
its execution plan more accurately for numerically defined data.

• Do not define columns as SIGNED numeric unless they need to be signed. Signed columns
are less efficient than unsigned columns.

• Avoid specifying odd-length strings, such as CHAR (1), CHAR (3), or VARCHAR (5) for columns
that have a single byte character set (for example, ISO88591).

• Two moves are required to handle the filler required when an odd-length string precedes a
number, INTERVAL, varying-length, or nullable column.

• Define data types to match those used in host variables or by users, or encourage those who
use and program the system to match the data types in the database, including datetime data
type ranges. This strategy minimizes data type translations. For example, a NUMERIC data
type in DDL might translate to a double data type for the host variable in C code. In this
instance, you could change the DDL definition to FLOAT(52) so that the two match and do not
require translation.

Defining Character Data
NonStop SQL/MX includes both fixed-length character data and variable-length character data.
The data types for character data are:

CHARFixed-length characters
PIC
NCHAR, NATIONAL
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CHAR, or NATIONAL
CHARACTER

CHAR VARYINGVariable-length characters
VARCHAR
NCHAR VARYING or
NATIONAL CHAR
VARYING

For NonStop SQL/MX, the maximum row size is approximately 32 KB, provided the Control Query
Default DEFAULT_BLOCKSIZE is set to 32768. However, the actual row size is less because of
bytes used by the header, null indicator, column length indicator, and other system features. For
more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
Fixed-length and variable-length character data can be associated with a character set by specifying
the CHARACTER SET clause on the host variable declaration.
A character data type is compatible with another character data type with the same character set.
It is not compatible with numeric, datetime, or interval data types, or with character data associated
with a different character set.
You can specify one of these two character sets for an SQL/MX table column:

• ISO88591 is a default single-byte 8-bit character set for character data types. It supports
English and other Western languages.

• USC2 is a double-byte Unicode character set in UTF16 big-endian encoding. All Basic
Multilingual Plan (BMP) characters are included. Surrogate characters are treated as two
double-byte characters.

You define the national character set for NCHAR and NCHAR VARYING columns in SQL/MX
tables when you run the InstallSqlmx script to initialize NonStop SQL/MX. The value for the
InstallSqlmx -n option can be ISO88591, UCS2, KANJI, or KSC5601. However, if you
specify KANJI or KSC5601 and later attempt to create an SQL/MX table with an NCHAR column,
you receive an error message because SQL/MX tables do not support the KANJI or KSC5601
character sets. If you do not specify a value for the -n option, the national character set defaults
to UCS2. For more information, see SQL/MX Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Restrictions on Using Character Set Data
Use only ISO88591 characters in these contexts:

Where FoundISO88591 Field

CREATE INDEX, CREATE TABLEBY partitioning-column

CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLECHECK constraint text

CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, CREATE VIEWColumn default values

CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLEColumn HEADING text

CREATE TABLE, CREATE INDEX, MODIFY TABLEFIRST KEY values

CREATE PROCEDUREsql-datatype character string data types

Names of catalogs, schemas, tables, views, indexes,
constraints, and columns

SQL/MX names

CREATE VIEWView text

CREATE CATALOG, CREATE TABLE, CREATE INDEX,
CREATE VIEW, DUP, PURGEDATA, MODIFY, RESTORE

$volume specification

In addition, user data fields must use either ISO88591 or USC2.
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Defining Numeric Data
Numeric data types are either exact or approximate. Exact numeric data types can represent a
value exactly. Approximate numeric data types do not. NonStop SQL/MX supports these exact
and approximate numeric data types:

Exact numeric data typesNUMERIC
SMALL INT
INTEGER
LARGEINT
DECIMAL
PICTURE

Approximate numeric data typesFLOAT
REAL
DOUBLE PRECISION

FLOAT is compatible with other numeric data types. NonStop SQL/MX performs implicit data
conversion from other numeric types to handle arithmetic or comparison operations when required.
A column of an exact numeric type can accept a floating-point number. Also, a column of the
FLOAT data type can accept either a floating-point number or an exact numeric type. These rules
apply both to columns of an SQL/MX object and to a host variable field.
SQL/MX tables require IEEE floating-point data. SQL/MP tables require Tandem floating-point
data. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
When NonStop SQL/MX performs arithmetic operations on operands that have mixed data types,
the data type allowing the largest value is used to evaluate the numbers. For instance, if a REAL
number is used and REAL is the data type that allows the largest value, all other numeric data types
are converted first to REAL and then used in the expression.

Defining Datetime and Time Interval Data
The data types for datetime data are:

Contains a date in the external form yyyy-mm-dd.DATE

Contains a time in the external form hh:mm:ss.TIME

Contains a timestamp in the external form yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss[.ffffff]. The
optional fractional seconds portion can be from zero to six digits long.

TIMESTAMP

The data type for time interval data is:

Duration of timeINTERVAL

Columns of the DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP, and INTERVAL data types contain information about
dates, times, and time intervals. A comparison of these data types follows, denoting in each case
the data type, its meaning, and the range of data allowed in fields of a value of this type. The
fields in these data types are not equivalent to columns.
A column value of type DATE is made up of these contiguous fields:

0001 to 9999YearYEAR

01 to 12Month of yearMONTH

01 to 31Day of MonthDAY

The maximum value of DAY depends on the length of the month.
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An item of type TIME indicates a time of day based on a 24-hour clock and is made up of these
contiguous fields:

00 to 23Hour of dayHOUR

00 to 59Minute of hourMINUTE

00 to 59Second of minuteSECOND

A column value of type TIMESTAMP is made up of these fields:

0001 to 9999YearYEAR

01 to 12Month of yearMONTH

01 to 31Day of monthDAY

00 to 23Hour of dayHOUR

00 to 59Minutes of hourMINUTE

00 to 59Second of minuteSECOND*

*The SECONDS field can have an optional fractional part of from zero to six digits in length.
The maximum value of DAY depends on the length of the month.
A column value of type INTERVAL is made up of these contiguous fields:

Not constrainedNumber of yearsYEAR

Constrained to 01 through 12 if a YEAR field value is present but is
otherwise not constrained

Number of monthsMONTH

or

Not constrainedNumber of daysDAY

00 to 23. Constrained only if the DAY field value is present.Number of hoursHOUR

00 to 59. Constrained only if the HOUR field value is present.Number of minutesMINUTE

00 to 59. Constrained only if MINUTE field value is present.Number of secondsSECOND*

*The SECOND field can have an optional fractional part of from zero to six digits in length.
An INTERVAL column is defined to have a range of these contiguous fields, specified by a required
start-date-time field and an optional end-date-time field. You can specify a precision for any
start-date-time field.

NOTE: NonStop SQL/MX does not support the use of columns of the SQL/MP type DATETIME
in SQL/MX tables or views. However, you can use SQL/MX datetime functions to select individual
fields from any DATETIME column in an SQL/MP table except FRACTION-only. For more information
about using SQL/MX datetime functions on DATETIME data, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Guidelines for Date and Time Interval Data
When you define a column to hold date and time, date, time, or time interval values, use these
general guidelines:

• A column of the DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP type holds a value that represents a date or an
instant in time, and a column of the INTERVAL type holds a value that represents a time interval,
or duration.

• The range of fields defined for an INTERVAL column can limit the value stored, as shown:

INTERVAL YEARCOLUMN_1

INTERVAL HOUR (3)COLUMN_2

INTERVAL YEAR TO MONTHCOLUMN_3

INTERVAL DAY TO MINUTECOLUMN_4

• The fields in a datetime or INTERVAL value have this implied order: YEAR, MONTH, DAY,
HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND.

• Possible default values for an INTERVAL column are:

A valid INTERVAL literalDEFAULT interval-literal

Initialized to the null valueDEFAULT NULL

• You cannot use a datetime column with other SQL/MX data types in arithmetic expressions
or comparisons, except for interval or datetime data types. This table shows the results of
arithmetic operations involving datetime and interval values:

ResultSecond OperatorOperatorFirst Operand

INTERVALDatetime-Datetime

DatetimeINTERVAL+ or -Datetime

DatetimeDatetime+INTERVAL

INTERVALINTERVAL+ or -INTERVAL

INTERVALNumeric* or /INTERVAL

INTERVALINTERVAL*Numeric

NumericINTERVAL/INTERVAL

• A negative value is not a valid entry for a datetime column. An interval column, however, can
contain negative values.

• Interval values can be multiplied or divided by positive or negative numeric values.

• The result of adding or subtracting two INTERVAL values is an INTERVAL value.

• The result of adding or subtracting an INTERVAL value to or from a datetime value is a datetime
value.

• Carries and borrows can occur when adding or subtracting an INTERVAL value to or from a
datetime value. For example, subtracting INTERVAL ‘1’ MONTH from TIMESTAMP ‘2004-01-01
12:00:00’ results in TIMESTAMP ‘2003-12-31 12:00:00’. That is, the month field is changed
and a borrow occurs from the year field.

• If an arithmetic expression causes invalid data, an SQL/MX error is generated.
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Using Default and Null Values
In NonStop SQL/MX, a null value is a marker that indicates that a column in a specified row has
no value. The null value is not treated as a normal data value. It serves only as a placeholder
necessary for certain relational operations. To an application interacting with a database, the null
value indicates “unknown” or “do not know.”
The DEFAULT and NULL clauses determine the value used when a column value is not supplied for
a row during data entry. The DEFAULT and NULL variations you can use and their effects on the
data allowed in columns are discussed next.
The DEFAULT and NULL clauses are independent of each other and must be specified separately.
The options for DEFAULT clause values apply in defining columns as follows:

• Use the NO DEFAULT clause in a column definition to specify that the column has no default
value, as you might when you want your application to explicitly supply values for the column.
The NO DEFAULT clause ensures that any inserted or updated row contains a value for the
column. The system does not allow the insert if the column value is omitted. The NO DEFAULT
restriction applies to inserts and updates made either directly to the table or through updateable
views. In particular, these guidelines apply:

◦ Declaring NO DEFAULT for a column requires the application to supply a value for the
column. The supplied value can be a null value.

◦ Declaring NO DEFAULT NOT NULL for a column requires the application to supply a
value. The supplied value cannot be a null value.

• Use the DEFAULT literal clause in a column definition when a literal default value for the
column is acceptable. The data type of the literal must be compatible with the data type of
the column, as follows:

◦ Declaring a column with DEFAULT literal specifies using the default value if no entry
is made for the column. The column can contain a null value.

◦ Declaring a column with DEFAULT literal NOT NULL specifies using the default value
if no entry is made for the column. The column cannot contain a null value.

◦ For a character column, literal must be a string literal of no more than 240 characters
or the length of the column, whichever is less.

◦ For a numeric column, literal should be a numeric literal. NonStop SQL/MX issues
warning or error messages if the literal exceeds the defined length of the column. For
example:
– If the number of digits to the right of the decimal point exceeds the scale of the

column, NonStop SQL/MX issues a warning message that the value was truncated.
– If the number of digits to the left of the decimal point exceeds the number in the length

(or length minus scale, if you specified scale for the column), NonStop SQL/MX
issues an error message.

◦ For a datetime column, literal must be datetime literal with a precision that matches
the precision of the column.

◦ For an INTERVAL column, literal must be an INTERVAL literal that has the range of
INTERVAL fields defined for the column.
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• Use the DEFAULT NULL clause to specify that the column takes on a null value if no value is
supplied for it.

• Use the NOT NULL clause to specify that the column cannot contain null values. If you omit
NOT NULL, nulls are allowed in the column. If you specify both NOT NULL and NO DEFAULT,
each row inserted in the table must include a value for the column.

◦ Use of the DROPPABLE clause with NOT NULL means that you can later drop the NOT
NULL constraint by using the ALTER TABLE statement. Dropping NOT NULL requires that
you know the name of the constraint, either by using the CONSTRAINT constraint-name
clause when the table is created or by using the SHOWDDL command to obtain the
constraint name.

◦ Use of the NOT DROPPABLE clause specifies that the NOT NULL constraint is permanent.
Less space is required to store a column if the column has a permanent NOT NULL
constraint, and updates and inserts are faster.

◦ If the NOT NULL constraint does not include the [NOT] DROPPABLE clause, NonStop
SQL/MX first checks the default value of the
NOT_NULL_CONSTRAINT_DROPPABLE_OPTION attribute in the CONTROL QUERY
DEFAULT statement. If a default value is not specified, NonStop SQL/MX next checks the
value of the NOT_NULL_CONSTRAINT_DROPPABLE_OPTION attribute in the
SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table. If the default attribute OFF (NOT DROPPABLE) is not specified
in either in the CONTROL QUERY DEFAULT statement or the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table,
DROPPABLE is used. Use SHOWDDL to display the default used.

The use of a column as a key column or the partitioning of a table affects use of the NULL clause,
as follows:

• A column specified in the PRIMARY KEY or CLUSTERING KEY clause of a CREATE TABLE
statement cannot allow null values. Therefore, you should use the NOT NULL clause to define
primary key or clustering key columns. If you provide a null value, NonStop SQL/MX returns
an error message.

• A column used in nonunique index keys can contain null values.

• A column used as a unique key for a single-column index can contain null values, but you can
use only one row with a null value. Therefore, you might want to define this type of column
as NOT NULL. If you define the unique key through a unique constraint, the column must be
NOT NULL.
Unique multicolumn indexes can contain columns with null values. The same rule applies as
for single-column unique indexes; that is, the index can have at most one row of all null values
in the columns. Null values are treated as all other values and therefore cause duplication of
rows in the same way.

• For partitioning an index, a null value is considered greater than other values and equal to
other instances of the null value. Consequently, in ascending columns, a null value is sorted
after nonnull values, while in a descending column, a null value is sorted before nonnull values.
Use the NULL keyword in the FIRST KEY clause to specify a null value in a partitioning key.

Specifying Column Attributes
In addition to defaults, a column definition in CREATE TABLE can specify HEADING and UPSHIFT
attributes, which can be used by application programs.

HEADING Attribute
The HEADING attribute associates heading text with a column to enable applications to refer to
an alternate heading in place of the column name itself. A column can have a default heading up
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to 128 bytes in length if it is displayed with a SELECT statement in MXCI. The heading name is an
SQL identifier that can be delimited and its characters must be from the ISO88591 character set.
If you specify a heading that is identical to the column name, INVOKE and SHOWDDL do not
display that heading. If you specify NO HEADING for the column, the application uses the column
name as the default.

UPSHIFT Attribute
The optional UPSHIFT attribute of the character types directs NonStop SQL/MX to upshift characters
before storing them in a column. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Defining Corresponding Columns in Different Tables
Data type cross-matching between tables is the responsibility of the database administrator. Make
sure that corresponding columns used in different tables are defined with the same characteristics:
data type, size, default values, and constraints.
For example, a part-number column defined in several tables should have the same definition. Do
not define one column as PIC X(4) and another as PIC 9(4). By using the same column definition,
you ensure that applications can perform join operations during data retrieval or predicate
comparisons.

Understanding Data Type Correspondence With Host Languages
For more information about data type correspondence between NonStop SQL/MX and the host
programming languages used for embedded SQL/MX, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual
for C and COBOL.

Creating Indexes for SQL/MX Tables
An index provides an alternate access path to a table that differs from the inherent access path
(clustering key). Indexes can improve application performance for data retrieval operations by
providing the optimizer with a greater choice of access paths.
Each row in an SQL/MX index contains:

• The columns specified in the CREATE INDEX statement.

• The clustering key of the underlying table.
An index name is an SQL identifier. Indexes have their own name space within the schema, so an
index name can be the same as a table or constraint name. However, no two indexes in a schema
can have the same name.
If an existing index includes the selection columns for an SQL/MX statement, the optimizer may
use the index as an access path to the data. For more information, see “Understanding and Planning
SQL/MX Tables” (page 28).

Rules for Creating and Accessing Indexes
An index does not have its own privilege settings. An index always has the same security as the
table it indexes, so only users authorized to access the table can access the index.

• To create an index, you must own the schema for the underlying table or be a super ID user.

• Whenever you perform an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operation on an indexed table, you
access the index.

• Whenever you perform a SELECT operation on an indexed table, you can also access the
index. However, you cannot SELECT an index directly, independent of its table, unless you
use an index-only query plan or you force an index-only scan with CONTROL QUERY SHAPE.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

For more information, see “Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database Objects” (page 78).
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Creating an Index
To create an index, use the CREATE INDEX statement. If the underlying table contains data, the
creation process automatically loads the index unless you specify NO POPULATE.
When you define an alternate index, first consider the column-related guidelines described under
“Managing Table Data” (page 87).
When you create an index, specify UNIQUE to ensure that the values (including the null values)
in the column or set of columns that make up the index field cannot contain more than one
occurrence of the same value or set of values. For indexes with multiple columns, the values of the
columns as a group determine uniqueness, not the values of the individual columns. If you do not
specify UNIQUE, duplicate values are allowed. The columns specified for the index are not required
to be declared NOT NULL. When you create a nonunique index, column values can be duplicated.
Index uniqueness is achieved by attaching the clustering key value of the table. A nonunique index
consists of the columns specified in CREATE INDEX and the clustering key. For more information,
see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
In a unique index, key length is determined solely by the length of the columns you specify. In a
nonunique index, the length of your largest clustering key is determined by the length of the index
columns and the clustering key. Clustering key length must therefore be considered in planning the
size of nonunique indexes.
Also consider primary key definitions, as noted in “Understanding and Planning SQL/MX Tables”
(page 28), and “Creating and Using Keys” (page 80). Determine if the clustering key is the most
appropriate based on actual use of the table.

Guidelines for Creating Indexes

• If you are creating an index on a large table that is already populated, use the NO POPULATE
option and then run the POPULATE INDEX utility to load the index. Because CREATE INDEX
executes in a single TMF transaction, it could experience TMF limitations (for example,
transaction timeout) if a large amount of data is to be moved. For more information, see the
SQL/MX Reference Manual.

• CREATE INDEX locks out INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE operations on the table being indexed.
If other processes have their table rows locked when the operation begins, CREATE INDEX
waits until its lock request is granted or a timeout occurs.

• Define index columns with NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE to save extra bytes of storage space
for each column.

• Indexes you create before a table is loaded are loaded automatically as the table is loaded.

• Indexes are automatically loaded in parallel.

• Indexes can be updated in parallel by the disk process while the table is being updated. To
take full advantage of parallel updating, you should create a table’s indexes on separate disk
volumes, with each disk volume configured for a separate processor. The performance effects
of parallel updates are discussed in “Enhancing SQL/MX Database Performance” (page 290).

• You should perform an UPDATE STATISTICS on the table before populating the index using,
at a minimum, the ON EVERY KEY option.

• Index creation can be a long operation, depending on the size of the table and the load on
the system. NonStop SQL/MX supports only default locking, which requires a shared table
lock on the underlying table. The shared table lock ensures that no users can modify rows
during the creation of the index. This lock can prohibit access to the table by other users.

• All SQL/MX indexes that are not created with the NO POPULATE option are audited.
Immediately after creating an audited index, make a TMF online dump of the index to prepare
for possible file recovery, which might be faster than rebuilding the index.
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• If an index is added or removed, query execution plans can be rendered inoperable. The
SQL/MX executor will perform a similarity check on such a plan and, if necessary, automatically
recompile it. To avoid this, you can explicitly SQL compile the program. For specific guidelines,
see the information on similarity checks and automatic recompilation in the SQL/MX
Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

• To influence the optimizer’s choice of index, use the CONTROL QUERY SHAPE statement. For
more information, see the SQL/MX Query Guide and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Examples—Creating an Index for SQL/MX Tables
This example creates an index on two columns of a table:
CREATE INDEX xempname
 ON persnl.employee (last_name, first_name);

This example creates and partitions a unique index (one that could be used to support a UNIQUE,
PRIMARY KEY, or referential constraint) on a table:
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX XEMP
ON persnl.employee (LAST_NAME, EMPNUM)
LOCATION $data1
ATTRIBUTE NO AUDITCOMPRESS;

Creating and Managing Partitions for SQL/MX Indexes
Like SQL/MX tables, indexes can be range partitioned, decoupled range partitioned, and hash
partitioned.
Use the MODIFY INDEX utility to manage range-partitioned and hash-partitioned indexes. For more
information, see the information on using MODIFY to manage table and index partitions in
“Reorganizing SQL/MX Tables and Maintaining Data” (page 176).
An important consideration when you partition indexes is whether to co-locate the index partitions
with the base table partitions. For more information on co-location, see the information on using
co-located indexes in “Enhancing SQL/MX Database Performance” (page 290).

Examples for Creating a Range-Partitioned Index
This example creates a range-partitioned index on two columns of a table:
CREATE INDEX xempname

ON persnl.employee (last_name, first_name);

This example creates and partitions a unique index (one that could be used to support a UNIQUE,
PRIMARY KEY, or referential constraint) on a table:
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX XEMP
ON persnl.employee (LAST_NAME, EMPNUM)
LOCATION $data1
ATTRIBUTE NO AUDITCOMPRESS
PARTITION (ADD FIRST KEY 'E' LOCATION $data1,
     ADD FIRST KEY 'J' LOCATION $data2,
     ADD FIRST KEY 'O' LOCATION $data3,
     ADD FIRST KEY 'T' LOCATION $data3);

Examples for Creating a Hash-Partitioned Index
This example creates a hash-partitioned index on two columns of a table:
CREATE INDEX xempname
ON persnl.employee (last_name, first_name)
HASH PARTITION;

This example creates and hash-partitions a unique index (one that could be used to support a
UNIQUE, PRIMARY KEY, or referential constraint) on a table. The partitioning key consists of the
index columns LAST_NAME and EMPNUM:
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CREATE UNIQUE INDEX XEMP
ON persnl.employee (LAST_NAME, EMPNUM)
LOCATION $data1
ATTRIBUTE NO AUDITCOMPRESS
HASH PARTITION
(ADD LOCATION $data2,

ADD LOCATION $data3,
ADD LOCATION $data4,
ADD LOCATION $data5);

Creating Constraints on SQL/MX Tables
Constraints are rules that protect the integrity of data in a table by restricting the values in a
particular column or set of columns to those that meet the conditions of the constraints. NonStop
SQL/MX enforces the constraint criteria when the constraint is created, when table rows are
updated and or inserted, and when table rows are deleted.

Rules for Adding and Dropping Constraints
• To add a constraint that refers to a column in another table, you must have REFERENCE

privileges on that column and own the schema of the table on which you are creating the
constraint.

• To drop a constraint, you must own the schema of the table on which the constraint has been
defined.

For more information, see “Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database Objects” (page 78).

Creating, Adding, and Dropping Constraints
To create constraints on an SQL/MX table when you create the table, use the NOT NULL, UNIQUE,
PRIMARY KEY, CHECK, or FOREIGN KEY REFERENCES clauses of the CREATE TABLE statement.
To add constraints to an existing table, use the UNIQUE, PRIMARY KEY, CHECK, or FOREIGN
KEY REFERENCES clauses of the ALTER TABLE statement.
Define constraints either on a single column (column constraint) or on a set of columns (table
constraint). Create a NOT NULL column constraint by using CREATE TABLE and drop NOT NULL
by using ALTER TABLE. All other constraints can be added or dropped by using ALTER TABLE.
All NOT NULL constraints defined when you create a table are propagated to CHECK constraints.
For example, C1 INT NOT NULL is changed to CHECK, where CHECK C1 is NOT NULL in the
metadata. To add a NOT NULL constraint during an ALTER TABLE operation, you can use a CHECK
constraint. However, this CHECK constraint must be droppable.
Similarly, all column constraints are propagated to table constraints. You can define column
constraints only with CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE...ADD COLUMN statements. ALTER
TABLE...ADD COLUMN adds constraints only to the new column being created.
For greater efficiency, specify a NOT NULL or PRIMARY KEY constraint as NOT DROPPABLE at
table creation time. If a NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE constraint is added to a new column by
using ALTER TABLE, a separate CHECK constraint is added.
If you define several NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE constraints on a table, NonStop SQL/MX
automatically combines them into one constraint. This approach ensures that, at run time, only one
constraint check is performed. If you perform a SHOWDDL, all constraint information is shown as
one constraint. Combining constraints is implemented only for NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
constraints.
To drop a constraint, use an ALTER TABLE statement that specifies the name of the constraint to be
dropped.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Naming Constraints
When you create a constraint, either specify a name for it or let NonStop SQL/MX name it.
Constraint names are three-part logical ANSI names. Constraints have their own namespace within
a schema, so a constraint can have the same name as a table, index, or view in the schema.
However, two constraints in a schema cannot have the same name.
If you do not specify a constraint name, NonStop SQL/MX constructs an SQL identifier as the name
for the constraint and qualifies it with the catalog and schema of the table. The SQL identifier
consists of the first 20 characters of the table name concatenated with a system-generated unique
identifier. Use the SHOWDDL command to display this generated constraint name.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Constraints Implemented With Indexes
NonStop SQL/MX uses unique indexes to implement all UNIQUE constraints, including PRIMARY
KEY constraints, if the PRIMARY KEY constraint is not the clustering key. NonStop SQL/MX uses
nonunique indexes to implement the foreign key portion of all referential constraints added with
ALTER TABLE.
When you add one of these constraints, NonStop SQL/MX determines if a supporting index for
that constraint already exists. If it does not, NonStop SQL/MX automatically creates and loads a
new index—if possible, with the same name as the constraint— only if the supporting index does
not already exist.
The index NonStop SQL/MX creates to enforce constraints is nonpartitioned, uses the default extent
sizes, and is created in the same location as its parent table’s primary partition. Therefore, if the
parent table contains a large amount of data, the index might not be large enough to hold the
data or the disk might run out of space. If NonStop SQL/MX cannot create the supporting index,
the ADD CONSTRAINT operation fails.
If, after creating the constraint, you want to change the attributes of the default index, you can use
the MODIFY command to add or move partitions and the ALTER TABLE command to change the
MAXEXTENTS value.
When working with large tables, you should create the supporting index for each table before
you create the constraint. You precreate the index by issuing a CREATE [UNIQUE] INDEX on the
columns you want to specify in the constraint. UNIQUE is required for the PRIMARY KEY and
UNIQUE constraints. Then you issue the ALTER TABLE ADD CONSTRAINT statement.
When you precreate the index, you can specify the particular attributes you want for the index
(for example, index size, number and location of partitions, and index location) instead of relying
on possibly inadequate default values of an index created as a by-product of creating a table
constraint.
For more information, see “Precreating Indexes or Managing Constraint-Created Indexes”
(page 36)and the “Creating Indexes for SQL/MX Tables” (page 95).

Guidelines for Creating Constraints
• Aggregate functions and subqueries are not allowed in the search condition defining a CHECK

constraint.
• To make the best use of constraints that are implemented by indexes, create your indexes

before you create your constraints.
• Use the NOT DROPPABLE option on a NOT NULL constraint to reduce the space required for

the table. In a column that allows nulls—or that might allow nulls at a later time—extra bytes
are added in each row to store the null indicator. If you specify that the NOT NULL constraint
is NOT DROPPABLE, NonStop SQL/MX creates the table without these extra bytes.
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Examples for Creating Constraints for SQL/MX Tables
To add a UNIQUE table constraint to an existing table:
ALTER TABLE persnl.project

ADD CONSTRAINT projtimestamp_uc

UNIQUE (projcode, ship_timestamp);

To add a FOREIGN KEY constraint to an existing table:
ALTER TABLE persnl.project

ADD CONSTRAINT projlead_fk

FOREIGN KEY (projlead) REFERENCES persnl.employee;

Creating Views of SQL/MX Tables
SQL/MX views comply with the SQL:1999 standard. The SQL/MP notions of shorthand and
protection views do not apply to SQL/MX views.
To create an ANSI view, use the CREATE VIEW statement. The columns specified for a view can
be from one SQL/MX table or—through the use of UNIONS, JOINS, or subqueries— from several
SQL/MX tables. You cannot use columns from SQL/MP tables.
Use the CREATE VIEW statement to define new column names for a view, instead of using the
column names from the underlying tables. When using the view, applications use the view-defined
column names. Applications can also use views to rename, reorder, and project subsets of columns
from one or more tables.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual. For background information about
views, see “Understanding and Planning SQL/MX Tables” (page 28).
For more information about formulating queries before you create views for your SQL/MX database,
see the SQL/MX Query Guide

Rules for Creating and Accessing Views
• A view can have a single underlying table or multiple tables.

• To create a view, you must have SELECT privileges for the underlying table.

• Granting a privilege on a view does not grant that privilege to the corresponding column of
the underlying table.

See “Access Privileges for SQL/MX Database Objects” (page 78) for more information.

Examples for Creating Views for SQL/MX Tables
This example creates a view on a single table without a view column list:
CREATE VIEW SALES.MYVIEW1 AS

SELECT ordernum, qty_ordered FROM SALES.ODETAIL;

This example creates a view with a column list:
CREATE VIEW SALES.MYVIEW2

(v_ordernum, t_partnum) as
SELECT v.ordernum, t.partnum

FROM SALES.MYVIEW1 v, SALES.ODETAIL t;

This example creates a view with a CHECK OPTION:
CREATE VIEW SALES.MYVIEW3

(ordernum HEADING 'Number of Order') AS
SELECT ordernum FROM SALES.ODETAIL

WHERE partnum < 1000 WITH CHECK OPTION;
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This example creates a view from two tables by using an INNER JOIN:
CREATE VIEW MYVIEW4

(v_ordernum, v_partnum) AS
SELECT od.ordernum, p.partnum

FROM SALES.ODETAIL OD INNER JOIN SALES.PARTS P
ON od.partnum = p.partnum;

Creating Triggers
Use the CREATE TRIGGER statement to create triggers on SQL/MX tables. A trigger is a mechanism
that sets up the database to perform certain actions automatically in response to the occurrence
of specified events. To create a trigger, you must own its schema or be the super ID user. You must
also own the schema where the subject table resides and have appropriate privileges on the
referenced table.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Guidelines on Using Triggers
• Do not use triggers on SQL/MX user metadata tables, system metadata tables, or MXCS

metadata tables.
• You cannot define triggers on SQL/MP objects. SQL/MP objects cannot be referenced in a

trigger.

Trigger Temporary Tables
When you create the first trigger on a table, NonStop SQL/MX automatically creates one trigger
temporary table for all triggers on that table. The trigger temporary table stores results that are
generated while one of the base table’s triggers is activated. NonStop SQL/MX drops the trigger
temporary table when the last trigger defined on that table is dropped.

Creating Stored Procedures in Java
Use the CREATE PROCEDURE statement to register an existing Java method as an SPJ within an
SQL/MX database. For more information, see the SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java.

Database Design Guidelines for Improving OLTP Performance
To improve database performance in an online transaction processing (OLTP) environment, observe
these guidelines when you design an SQL/MX database:

• Make columns NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE unless null values are needed. Null processing
imposes disk space and performance overhead that should be avoided whenever possible.

• Align fields on appropriate boundaries:

Align character data types as follows:◦
– Align ASCII character types on one-byte boundaries.

– Align UCS2 character types on two-byte boundaries.

◦ Align numeric data types as follows:
Align smallint on two-byte boundaries.–

– Align int on four-byte boundaries.

– Align largeint on eight-byte boundaries.
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◦ Use fillers as required to attain proper alignment:
Recommended: CREATE TABLE t1, where column a is SMALLINT NOT NULL, c
is SMALLINT NOT NULL, and b is INT NOT NULL.

–

– Not recommended: CREATE TABLE t1, where column a is SMALLINT NOT NULL,
b is INT NOT NULL, and c is SMALLINT NOT NULL.

◦ Unaligned fields cannot choose bulk move.

• Avoid using signed numeric data types. Signed numbers are expensive to process and
expensive to encode for key access. Unsigned numbers do not need encoding.

• Avoid using DECIMAL data types when scale and precision are not needed. For example,
use INT instead of NUMERIC(8,0).

• Use numbers instead of characters whenever possible. For example, an INT field is better
than a CHAR(8) field for numeric employee IDs.

• Use VARCHARs carefully:

Length processing of VARCHARS is expensive.◦
◦ Use fixed character data types if maximum data length is “small.”

◦ Use VARCHARS if the variance of data size is large.

• Do not put character fields between noncharacter fields.

The C/C++ preprocessor generates an extra null terminator.◦
◦ Bulk move degradation results.

• Use datetime fields carefully:

Datetime operations are expensive.◦
◦ Use datetime fields if datetime arithmetic is needed in an SQL query (for example, where

date-col + interval '1' day > date '2001-09- 11').

◦ Use LARGEINT or CHAR if datetime is needed for storage and retrieval only.

• Where possible, avoid adding columns to a table:

Added columns turn off internal expression optimizations.◦
◦ If you add a column, reload the table.

Accessing an SQL/MP Database From NonStop SQL/MX
From NonStop SQL/MX, you can run queries on an SQL/MP database located on the same node.
Such queries must conform to these guidelines:

• Perform DML operations only. From NonStop SQL/MX, you cannot perform DDL operations
or utility operations on SQL/MP database objects. If you want to perform DDL operations and
utility operations on SQL/MP database objects, you must do so from NonStop SQL/MP.

• Use either valid SQL/MP aliases or Guardian names for SQL/MP objects.

• Make sure that all SQL/MP objects comply with the Guardian security conventions as described
in the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.
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• You can mix SQL/MP and SQL/MX tables in the same DML statement. You can join an
SQL/MP and SQL/MX table, create a union of them, and insert data from an SQL/MP table
into an SQL/MX table and visa versa.

• You cannot create a view that references both an SQL/MP table and an SQL/MX table.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Comparison Guide for SQL/MP Users.
For instructions and examples on executing DDL statements from SQLCI, see the SQL/MP Installation
and Management Guide and the SQL/MP Reference Manual.
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6 Querying SQL/MX Metadata
Use the commands described in this section to obtain the information you need to manage a
database. This section addresses these topics:

Metadata overview • “Commands for Displaying Information” (page 105)

• “SQL/MX Metadata Tables” (page 106)

• “Understanding ANSI External and Internal Names” (page 111)

Querying system tables • “Displaying System Schema Information” (page 112)

• “Displaying Catalog Information” (page 118)

• “Displaying Schema Information” (page 121)

• “Displaying Users With Catalog and Schema Creation Rights” (page 124)

Querying objects and other tables • “Displaying Users With Catalog and Schema Creation Rights” (page 124)

• “Displaying Information About Views” (page 128)

• “Displaying Information About SQL/MP Aliases” (page 130)

• “Displaying Information About SPJs” (page 131)

• “Displaying Index Information” (page 131)

• “Displaying Partition Information” (page 134)

• “Displaying Constraint Information” (page 136)

• “Displaying Column Information” (page 138)

• “Displaying Information About Privileges” (page 144)

Obtaining other information • “Displaying Object Integrity and Consistency” (page 146)

• “Displaying Version Numbers” (page 147)

NOTE: For some metadata information, NSM/web provides an alternative to writing complex
queries. The NSM/web graphical user interface automatically displays all the catalogs, schemas,
and tables on a local node. For more information, see the NSM/web Installation Guide or the
NSM/web Online Help.

NonStop SQL/MX stores information about object structures in file labels, resource forks, and
metadata, as follows:

Contain file structure information and security settings. Use the MXCI SHOWLABEL command
to obtain file-label information. Most of the information in file labels is the same as the
metadata.

File labels

Are label extensions that contain SQL/MX information that is not available in the label or
is too large to fit into a standard file label. The resource fork name is derived from the

Resource forks

SQL/MX object's Guardian file name. Use the MXCI SHOWLABEL command to obtain
the Guardian file name. Most of the information in resource forks is the same as the
metadata.

Contain a description of all objects in a database. This information includes the object
type (for example, table or view) and object attributes (for example, partitioning scheme

Metadata

and redefinition time), and ownership information. To obtain metadata information, use
one or both of these methods:
• Use the MXCI SHOWDDL command.

• Use SELECT statements, as described in this section, to query the metadata.
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Commands for Displaying Information
Topics in this subsection:

• “DISPLAY USE OF Command” (page 105)

• “mxtool INFO Command” (page 105)

• “SHOWLABEL Command” (page 105)

• “mxtool VERIFY command” (page 105)

• “SHOWDDL Command” (page 106)

DISPLAY USE OF Command
Use the MXCI DISPLAY USE OF command to display a list of modules and, for each module, to
display a list of dependent objects (tables and indexes) that are used by the module. This command
is especially useful for assessing the impact of DDL changes on module files before the changes
are performed.
By using the wild-card character (*), you can obtain information for a single module file or for a
set of module files.
This command has no impact during the execution of SQL queries.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

mxtool INFO Command
Use the mxtool INFO command to display information about a database, including
SQL/MX-related information for a given Guardian file set list.
Because access to metadata is open to all users, anyone can run the mxtool INFO command.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

SHOWLABEL Command
Use the MXCI SHOWLABEL command to display file-label information about SQL/MX objects
(tables, trigger temporary tables, views, and indexes), including the version and physical location.
The SHOWLABEL command also displays information about utility operations in progress that
affect the current state of a specified object. SHOWLABEL does not support SQL/MP objects or
SQL/MP aliases.
The SHOWLABEL command is similar to the SQL/MP FILEINFO, DETAIL command.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

mxtool VERIFY command
Use the mxtool VERIFY command to detect and display inconsistencies in the database, including:

• Inconsistencies between an SQL/MX table, view, or stored procedure in Java (SPJ) and its
structural representation in the resource fork.

• Inconsistencies between an SQL/MX table, view, or SPJ and its structural representation in
the corresponding file labels.

• Inconsistencies between an SQL/MX table and its dependent indexes.

• Incorrectly defined dependent partitionable objects.
The mxtool VERIFY command is similar to the SQL/MP VERIFY command.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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SHOWDDL Command
Use the MXCI SHOWDDL command to display the DDL syntax equivalent to the syntax that was
used to create an SQL/MX table, view, or SPJ and its dependent objects. This command also
supports SQL/MP alias names. You can choose to display the DDL for the underlying SQL/MP
object and its dependent objects either in SQL/MX or in SQL/MP DDL syntax. The command is
especially useful for displaying a thorough description of an object as it exists in metadata.
Note that the SHOWDDL output is derived from current metadata and, therefore, might not match
the DDL originally used to create the object.
SHOWDDL is also useful for displaying the names that NonStop SQL/MX generates for constraints
when there is no user-supplied name.
The INVOKE command is related to the SHOWDDL command, but INVOKE displays only
information about the columns of a table or view. In comparison, you can use the SHOWDDL
command to see a table, view, or SPJ (and its dependent objects) as it exists in the metadata, and
then use the output to create a replica of the object, including its dependent objects.
For more information, see the HP NonStop SQL/MX Release 3.2 Reference Manual.

SQL/MX Metadata Tables
Figure 2 (page 106) shows the SQL/MX metadata table structure.

Figure 2 SQL/MX Metadata Table Structure

• SQL/MX metadata tables are quite different from SQL/MP catalogs.

• Each node contains a single NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename catalog. This catalog contains
metadata pertinent to the node as a whole. Figure 2 (page 106) shows the metadata schemas
and catalogs in the NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename catalog.

• Typically, a node has additional user catalogs; Figure 2 (page 106) does not show these user
catalogs. A user catalog also contains a DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3100 schema,
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along with the tables shown in Figure 2 (page 106) for that schema. User catalogs do not
contain the other metadata schemas shown in Figure 2 (page 106).

• There is one set of statistics tables per schema. These are not shown in Figure 2 (page 106).
Figure 3 (page 108) lists the SQL/MX metadata tables located in the system catalog, including the
primary keys for each table.
Use this table as a reference for the examples later in this section. For more information about
each metadata table, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Figure 3 SQL/MX Metadata Tables
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Starting with SQL/MX Release 3.1, a new schema, called SYSTEM_SECURITY_SCHEMA is
introduced. Figure 4 (page 110) displays the tables in the new schema.

Figure 4 SQL/MX Metadata Tables
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Understanding ANSI External and Internal Names
ANSI SQL objects have both external and internal names. When objects are created in NonStop
SQL/MX, they are given external names. However, when the same objects are stored in the
metadata, they are stored by their internal name. You need to be aware of external and internal
naming when performing metadata queries.
When you use an object name in a search condition, such as a comparison predicate, use the
internal name. When you use the name as part of the table in a table-ref clause (for example,
the FROM clause), use the external name.

Regular Identifiers and Object Naming
If the object name is a regular identifier, the external name is not case sensitive. However, the
internal name is always stored in uppercase:

Internal NameExternal NameExample

MYTABLEmytableCREATE TABLE mytable . . .

Delimited Identifiers and Object Naming
If the object name is a delimited identifier, the external name is enclosed in double quotes and
any double quotes found inside the name are doubled. The internal name is the same name (case
intact), but the surrounding double quotes are removed, and the doubled up double quotes are
replaced with only one double quote:

Internal NameExternal NameExample

My "Delimited""MyCREATE TABLE "My

Table""Delimited""""Delimited"" Table" ...

Table"

This query uses internal and external names:
>> select substring (object_name, 1, 15) as TABLENAME,
      case object_security_class
        when 'UM' then 'USER METADATA TABLE'
        when 'UT' then 'USER-DEFINED TABLE'
        when 'SM' then 'SYSTEM METADATA TABLE'
        when 'MU' then 'OTHER'
     end as SECURITY_CLASS,
     create_time,
       object_owner as owner
       from "my "" catalog".definition_schema_version_3000.objects
       where object_type = 'BT'and schema_uid =
         (select schema_uid
         from nonstop_sqlmx_figaro.system_schema.schemata
         where schema_name = 'SALES' and cat_uid =
               (select cat_uid
                from nonstop_sqlmx_figaro.system_schema.catsys
                where cat_name = 'my " catalog'
                )
          )
      for read uncommitted access
      order by object_name;

Note that "my "" catalog" is in external format, and 'SALES'and 'my " catalog'are in
internal format. The query does not work correctly if the internal and external names are incorrect.
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Displaying System Schema Information
Topics in this subsection:

• “Locating System Schema Tables” (page 112)

• “Locating System Defaults Schema Tables” (page 114)

• “Locating MXCS Schema Tables” (page 117)
This table shows the locations of system schema information:

Schema Location on Each NodeSchema Table Type

NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename.SYSTEM_SCHEMASystem schema tables

NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMASystem defaults schema tables

NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename.MXCS_SCHEMAMXCS (ODBC) schema tables

For more information about system schema tables, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
Schema NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename.SYSTEM_SQLJ_SCHEMA on each node contains only
an SPJ; no tables are associated with it. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Locating System Schema Tables
On a local node, the anchor file $SYSTEM.ZSQLMX.MXANCHOR contains a pointer to the location
of the system catalog. The system catalog contains the SYSTEM_SCHEMA, which contains tables
that define the location of all the catalogs and schemas visible on the local node. The underlying
Guardian names of the tables in this schema have preassigned names and belong to the preassigned
subvolume ZSD0.

• This example uses the Guardian FILES command from a TACL prompt to list the locations of
the associated Guardian files for system schema tables on a local node.

NOTE: Beginning with SQL/MX Release 2.2, you can specify fully-qualified ANSI names
for SQL/MX tables and indexes in the FUP INFO command. FUP will perform a FUP INFO on
each of the corresponding Guardian files for that object as if the Guardian names had been
entered directly.
If you do use ANSI names with FUP INFO, the FUP command line cannot exceed 132
characters. Do not use ANSI names that span more than one input line and require an
embedded “&” line continuation character. One alternative would be to accept an input file
and read the ANSI names out of that file, limiting it to names of 255 characters or less because
EDIT files have that limit.

1> fup copy $system.zsqlmx.mxanchor
SQLMX_MetaData_Loc=$DATA02

1 RECORDS TRANSFERRED

2> volume $data02.zsd0
$DATA02 ZSD0 3> files

$DATA02.ZSD0

CATREF00 CATREF01 CATSYS00 CATSYS01 SCHEMA00 SCHEMA01
SCHREP00 SCHREP01

4> fup info catref00, detail

$DATA02.ZSD0.CATREF00 27 Jan 2011, 19:05

SQL METADATA TABLE
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ANSI NAME
NONSTOP_SQLMX_DMR15.SYSTEM_SCHEMA.CAT_REFERENCES
RESOURCE FORK \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD0.CATREF01
SYSTEM METADATA \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD0
VERSION 1200
TYPE K
FORMAT 2
CODE 564
EXT ( 128 PAGES, 256 PAGES, MAXEXTENTS 512 )
PACKED REC 30
BLOCK 32768
KEY ( COLUMN 0, ASC ,
COLUMN 1, ASC )
AUDIT
BUFFERED
AUDITCOMPRESS
OWNER -1
SECURITY (RWEP): *SQL
DATA MODIF: 27 Jan 2011, 16:42, OPEN
CREATION DATE: 27 Nov 2009, 19:40
REDEFINITION DATE: 27 Nov 2009, 19:40
LAST OPEN: 27 Jan 2011, 17:14
EOF: 98304 (0.0% USED)
EXTENTS ALLOCATED: 1
INDEX LEVELS: 1
PARTITION ARRAY FORMAT2ENABLED

• This example also uses TACL commands to locate the MXCS schema tables on ZSD1.
1> fup copy $system.zsqlmx.mxanchor
SQLMX_MetaData_Loc=$DATA08

2> volume $data08.zsd1
3> files

$DATA08.ZSD1

ASSOC200 ASSOC201 B7NMCJ00 B7NMCJ01 DATASO00 DATASO01
DTQSFJ00 DTQSFJ01 ENVIRO00 ENVIRO01 NAME2I00 NAME2I01
PX1KHJ00 PX1KHJ01 Q4DNDJ00 Q4DNDJ01 RESOUR00 RESOUR01
Z9FPGJ00 Z9FPGJ01

$DATA02 ZSDI 9> fup copy $system.zsqlmx.mxanchor
SQLMX_MetaData_Loc=$DATA02

1 RECORDS TRANSFERRED

$DATA02 ZSDI 10> volume $data02.zsd1

$DATA02 ZSD1 11> files

$DATA02.ZSD1

ASSOC200 ASSOC201 DATASO00 DATASO01 ENVIRO00 ENVIRO01
NAME2I00 NAME2I01 RESOUR00 RESOUR01

$DATA02 ZSD1 12> fup info assoc200, detail

$DATA02.ZSD1.ASSOC200                  27 Jan 2011, 14:09

SQL ANSI TABLE

ANSI NAME NONSTOP_SQLMX_DMR15.MXCS_SCHEMA.ASSOC2DS
RESOURCE FORK \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD1.ASSOC201
SYSTEM METADATA \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD0
VERSION 1200
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TYPE K
FORMAT 2
CODE 563
EXT ( 128 PAGES, 256 PAGES, MAXEXTENTS 512 )
PACKED REC 48
BLOCK 4096
KEY ( COLUMN 0, ASC ,
COLUMN 1, ASC )
AUDIT
BUFFERED
AUDITCOMPRESS
OWNER -1
SECURITY (RWEP): *SQL
DATA MODIF: 19 Jan 2011, 17:24, OPEN
CREATION DATE: 27 Nov 2009, 19:40
REDEFINITION DATE: 27 Nov 2009, 19:40
LAST OPEN: 26 Jan 2011, 0:37
EOF: 12288 (0.0% USED)
EXTENTS ALLOCATED: 1
INDEX LEVELS: 1
PARTITION ARRAY FORMAT2ENABLED

• This is an example from the OSS prompt:
# cat /G/system/zsqlmx/mxanchor
SQLMX_MetaData_Loc=$DATA02

# ls /G/data02/zsd0
catref00   catsys00   schema00   schrep00
catref01   catsys01   schema01   schrep01

# /usr/tandem/sqlmx/bin/mxtool info \$data02.zsd0.catsys00

Hewlett-Packard NonStop(TM) SQL/MX MXTOOL Utility 3.0

(c) Copyright 2003, 2004-2010 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.

File Name: \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD0.CATSYS00
Object Schema Version: 3000
Ansi Name: NONSTOP_SQLMX_DMR15.SYSTEM_SCHEMA.CATSYS
Ansi NameSpace: TA

Locating System Defaults Schema Tables
On a local node, the anchor file $SYSTEM.ZSQLMX.MXANCHOR contains a pointer to the location
of the system catalog. Every system catalog contains a special schema called the
SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA, which contains the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table. The associated
Guardian file name for the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table is randomly generated; it is not preassigned
like tables in the SYSTEM_SCHEMA.
Use the SHOWLABEL command to locate the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table.

• In this example, for a node called \DMR15, the physical Guardian name of the
SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table is $ DATA02.ZSD5VXWZ.M26FB700:
showlabel
nonstop_sqlmx_dmr15.system_defaults_schema.system_defaults;

=============================================================

GuardianName: \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD5VXWZ.M26FB700

AnsiName:
NONSTOP_SQLMX_DMR15.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS

AnsiNameSpace: TA

ObjectSchemaVersion: 3000
ObjectFeatureVersion: 1200
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Owner: SUPER.SUPER

RedefTimestamp: 27 Nov, 2009 19:40:05 ( 212126091005566063
)
CreationTimeStamp: 27 Nov, 2009 19:40:17 ( 212126091017586769
)
LastModTimestamp: 19 Jan, 2011 16:35:46 ( 212162195146818505
)
LastOpenTimeStamp: 28 Jan, 2011 11:38:12 ( 212162954892302515
)

SMDtable: F
File Organization: Key-sequenced
Block Length: 4096
File Code: 563

Row Format: PACKED FORMAT
AuditCompress: T
Audited: T (If F, a Utility operation is in progress or has
failed)
Broken: F
Buffered: T
ClearOnPurge: F
Corrupt: F (If T, a Utility operation is in progress or has
failed)
CrashLabel: F
CrashOpen: F

IndexCompress: F
IncompletePartBoundChg: F (If T, a Utility operation is in progress or has failed)
RedoNeeded: F
RollfwdNeeded: F
UndoNeeded: F
UnreclaimedSpace: F (If T, a Utility operation is in progress or has failed)

Primary Extent Size: 128 Pages
Secondary Extent Size: 256 Pages
Max Extents: 512
Extents Allocated: 1
EOF: 32768

Index Levels: 1

• In the following example on a node called \DMR15, a SELECT statement to access information
from the PARTITIONS, OBJECTS, SCHEMATA, and CATSYS tables to display volume and
subvolume of the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table is used. Then it uses the ls command on that volume
and subvolume to get a list of the default schema table names. The additional files in the
subvolume $DATA08.ZSDA984F are the user metadata tables that contain histogram
information.
# mxci
Hewlett-Packard NonStop(TM) SQL/MX Conversational Interface 3.1

(c) Copyright 2003, 2004-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.
>> set schema
nonstop_sqlmx_dmr15.definition_schema_version_3100;

--- SQL operation complete.

>>select substring(object_name, 1, 23) as table_name,
substring(p.system_name, 1, 15) as system,
p.data_source,
p.file_suffix
from partitions p, objects o
 where
  o.object_type = 'BT' and
  o.object_name = 'SYSTEM_DEFAULTS' and
  o.object_uid = p.object_uid and
  o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_dmr15.system_schema.schemata
   where
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    schema_name = 'SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA' and
    cat_uid =
    -- get catalog uid for CAT
    (select cat_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_dmr15.system_schema.catsys
    where cat_name = 'NONSTOP_SQLMX_DMR15'
    )
   )
for read uncommitted access;

FILE_SUFFIX
------------------

DATA_SOURCE
-----------

SYSTEM
--------

TABLE_NAME
-------------

ZSDA984F.M26FB700$DATA08\DMR15SYSTEM_DEFAULTS

--- 1 row(s) selected.
>> exit;

# ls /G/data08/zsda984f
bd2xt800   d96rs800   fpjcx800   hpz9p800   l2jnr800
q956v800   bd2xt801   d96rs801   fpjcx801   hpz9p801
l2jnr801   q956v801

# mxtool info \$data08.zsda984f.fpjcx800

Hewlett-Packard NonStop(TM) SQL/MX MXTOOL Utility 3.1

(c) Copyright 2003, 2004-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.

File Name: \DMR15.$DATA08.ZSDA984F.FPJCX800
Object Schema Version: 3000
Ansi Name:
NONSTOP_SQLMX_DMR15.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS
Ansi NameSpace: TA

• This example uses the SHOWLABEL command to locate the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table; only
part of the output is included.
>>showlabel nonstop_sqlmx_<system
name>.system_defaults_schema.system_defaults;
=============================================================

GuardianName: \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD5VXWZ.M26FB700

AnsiName:
NONSTOP_SQLMX_DMR15.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA.SYSTEM_DEFAULTS

AnsiNameSpace: TA

ObjectSchemaVersion: 3000
ObjectFeatureVersion: 1200

Owner: SUPER.SUPER

RedefTimestamp: 27 Nov, 2009 19:40:05 ( 212126091005566063
)
CreationTimeStamp: 27 Nov, 2009 19:40:17 ( 212126091017586769
)
LastModTimestamp: 19 Jan, 2011 16:35:46 ( 212162195146818505
)
LastOpenTimeStamp: 28 Jan, 2011 12:12:35 ( 212162956955297202
)

SMDtable: F
File Organization: Key-sequenced
Block Length: 4096
File Code: 563

Row Format: PACKED FORMAT
AuditCompress: T
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Audited: T (If F, a Utility operation is in progress or has failed)
Broken: F
Buffered: T
ClearOnPurge: F
Corrupt: F (If T, a Utility operation is in progress or has failed)
CrashLabel: F
CrashOpen: F

IndexCompress: F
IncompletePartBoundChg: F (If T, a Utility operation is in progress or has failed)
RedoNeeded: F
RollfwdNeeded: F
UndoNeeded: F
UnreclaimedSpace: F (If T, a Utility operation is in progress or has failed)

Primary Extent Size: 128 Pages
Secondary Extent Size: 256 Pages
Max Extents: 512
Extents Allocated: 1
EOF: 32768

Index Levels: 1

Locating MXCS Schema Tables
On a local node, the anchor file $SYSTEM.ZSQLMX.MXANCHOR contains a pointer to the location
of the system catalog. The system catalog contains the MXCS_SCHEMA, which contains tables
used by MXCS and the user metadata tables. The MXCS schema tables are located on the same
volume as the system schema tables, but in the subvolume ZSD1. The underlying Guardian names
of the tables in this schema have preassigned names.
This example uses TACL commands to locate the MXCS schema tables.
1> fup copy $system.zsqlmx.mxanchor
SQLMX_MetaData_Loc=$DATA02

1 RECORDS TRANSFERRED
2> volume $data02.zsd1

3> files
$DATA02.ZSD1

ASSOC200  ASSOC201  DATASO00  DATASO01  ENVIRO00  ENVIRO01
NAME2I00  NAME2I01  RESOUR00  RESOUR01
4> fup info assoc200, detail

$DATA02.ZSD1.ASSOC200           28 Jan 2011, 12:25

    SQL ANSI TABLE
    ANSI NAME NONSTOP_SQLMX_DMR15.MXCS_SCHEMA.ASSOC2DS
    RESOURCE FORK \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD1.ASSOC201
    SYSTEM METADATA \DMR15.$DATA02.ZSD0
    VERSION 1200
    TYPE K
    FORMAT 2
    CODE 563
    EXT ( 128 PAGES, 256 PAGES, MAXEXTENTS 512 )
    PACKED REC 48
    BLOCK 4096
    KEY ( COLUMN 0, ASC ,
            COLUMN 1, ASC )
    AUDIT
    BUFFERED
    AUDITCOMPRESS
    OWNER -1
    SECURITY (RWEP): *SQL
    DATA MODIF: 19 Jan 2011, 17:24, OPEN
    CREATION DATE: 27 Nov 2009, 19:40
    REDEFINITION DATE: 27 Nov 2009, 19:40
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    LAST OPEN: 28 Jan 2011, 3:01
    EOF: 12288 (0.0% USED)
    EXTENTS ALLOCATED: 1
    INDEX LEVELS: 1
    PARTITION ARRAY FORMAT2ENABLED

Displaying Catalog Information
This subsection discusses:

• “Displaying a Catalog UID” (page 118)

• “Displaying all Catalogs Visible on a Node” (page 118)

• “Determining Whether a Catalog is Local or Remote” (page 119)

• “Displaying all Schemas in a Catalog” (page 119)

• “Displaying the Guardian Location of the Metadata Tables for a Catalog” (page 119)

• “Displaying the Attributes of a Catalog” (page 120)
Related topic:

• “Displaying all Tables in a Catalog” (page 125)
The CATSYS table on each node is the system schema table that lists all catalogs visible from the
node. For more information about all metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in this manual or
the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Displaying a Catalog UID
Because catalog names can be up to 128 characters in length, each catalog is assigned a unique
identifier (SQL/MXUID). Use the catalog UID to efficiently join between metadata tables to display
relationships.
This example displays, for each catalog, the catalog name, the catalog UID, and all the nodes
where the catalog is visible:
>> set schema nonstop_sqlmx_figaro.system_schema;
>> select substring(cat_name, 1, 20) as cat_name, cr.cat_uid,
  node_name
 from catsys cs, cat_references cr
 where cs.cat_uid = cr.cat_uid
 and cr.replication_rule='A'
 for read uncommitted access
 order by cs.cat_name;

NODE_NAME
---------

CAT_UID
--------------------

CAT_NAME
-------------------—

\FIGARO
\FIGARO

6739902643326133620
6739902642481382249

CAT
NONSTOP_SQLMX_FIGARO

\FIGARO
\FIGARO

6742156871006226409
6742156872955712923

PSDB
SAMDBCAT

Displaying all Catalogs Visible on a Node
The CATSYS table contains one (and only one) row for each catalog that is visible on that node.
This example displays a list of all the visible catalogs on a local node (where node-name is the
name of the local node):
>> select cat_name from nonstop_sqlmx
    _node-name.system_schema.catsys;

CAT_NAME
--------------------
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CAT
DISTRIB_CAT
NONSTOP_SQLMX_AZTEC

Determining Whether a Catalog is Local or Remote
The CAT_REFERENCES table contains at least one row for each catalog that is visible on the local
node. It can contain more than one row for each such catalog, but only the row that has the value
'A' in the REPLICATION_RULE column contains the name of the node where the metadata for the
catalog resides.
If the NODE_NAME in the row where REPLICATION_RULE = 'A' is the local node, then the catalog
is local; otherwise, it is remote.
In this example, the local node is \AZTEC and catalog FIGARO_CAT was created on \FIGARO
and then registered on \AZTEC:
>> select substring(cat_name,1,20) as cat_name,
 case cr.replication_rule
  when 'A' then 'LOCAL'
   else 'REMOTE'
 end as LOCATION
 from catsys c, cat_references cr
 where c.cat_uid=cr.cat_uid
 and cr.node_name = '\AZTEC';

LOCATION
-------------

CAT_NAME
-------------------

LOCALNONSTOP_SQLMX_AZTEC
LOCAL
REMOTE

CAT
FIGARO_CAT

Displaying all Schemas in a Catalog
This example displays a list of all schemas in a catalog:
>> set schema nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(schema_name, 1, 30) as schema_name,
 schema_uid
 from schemata s, catsys c
 where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
  and s.cat_uid = c.cat_uid
 order by schema_name
 for read uncommitted access;

SCHEMA_UID
--------------------

SCHEMA_NAME
------------------------------

1950548695223685006
1950548695240365422

DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
INVENT

1950548695235454934
1950548695238563835

PERSNL
SALES

Displaying the Guardian Location of the Metadata Tables for a Catalog
• This example displays the Guardian subvolumes where the system and user tables are located

for schemas in the catalog SAMDBCAT:
>> set schema nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(schema_name, 1, 30) as schema_name,
  local_smd_volume, schema_subvolume
from schemata s, catsys c
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where s.schema_name = 'DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_<schema version>'
  and c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
  and s.cat_uid = c.cat_uid
order by schema_name
for read uncommitted access;

SCHEMA_SUBVOLUME
----------------

LOCAL_SMD_VOLUME
----------------

SCHEMA_NAME
------------------------------

ZSD8F9M1$SYSTEMDEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000

--- 1 row(s) selected.

• This example uses the FILES command from the TACL prompt to display the list of files in the
definition schema. The table names are hard-coded names.
1> files $data08.zsdaj6mx

$DATA08.ZSDAJ6MX

CKCOLU01
COLUMN01

CKCOLU00
COLUMN00

ACPTHC01
COLPRI01

ACPTHC00
COLPRI00

ACCPTH01
CKTBLU01

ACCPTH00
CKTBLU00

KYCLU001KYCLU000DDPLKS01DDPLKS00DDLKS001DDLKS000
MVRGRP01MVRGRP00MPPART01MPPART00MODULE01MODULE00
MVSJCL01MVSJCL00MVSCOL01MVSCOL00MVS00001MVS00000
OBJECT01OBJECT00MVSUSE01MVSUSE00MVSTIN01MVSTIN00
REPLIC01REPLIC00REFCON01REFCON00PARTNS01PARTNS00
TBLCON01TBLCON00ROUTIN01ROUTIN00RIUU0001RIUU0000
TRGCU001TRGCU000TBLTEX01TBLTEX00TBLPRI01TBLPRI00
VCOLTA01
VIEWS001

VCOLTA00
VIEWS000

TRIGS001
VCOLU001

TRIGS000
VCOLU000

TRGUSD01
VCOLTC01
VWTBLU01

TRGUSD00
VCOLTC00
VWTBLU00

Displaying the Attributes of a Catalog
This example is a combination of the previous examples. It displays all catalog attributes:
>> set schema nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select
  substring(c.cat_name,1,10) as name,
  case c.replication_rule
   when 'A' then 'AUTOMATIC'
   when 'M' then 'MANUAL'
   else 'UNKNOWN'
  end as rep_rule,
  c.local_smd_volume as smd_vol,
  c.local_user_schema_count as schema_cnt,
  c.cat_owner as owner
 from catsys c
 where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
 for read uncommitted access;

OWNER
-----------

SCHEMA_CNT
-----------

SMD_VOL
--------

REP_RULE
---------

NAME
----------

655350$DATA08AUTOMATICSAMDBCAT
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Displaying Schema Information
This subsection discusses:

• “Displaying a Schema UID” (page 121)

• “Displaying all Schemas Visible on a Node” (page 121)

• “Displaying all Objects in a Schema” (page 122)

• “Displaying the Attributes of a Schema” (page 123)

• “Displaying the Owner of a Schema” (page 123)
Related topics:

• “Locating System Schema Tables” (page 112)

• “Locating System Defaults Schema Tables” (page 114)

• “Displaying all Tables in a Schema” (page 126)

• “Displaying all Views in a Schema” (page 129)

• “Displaying the Schema Version” (page 147)

• “Displaying the System Schema Version” (page 147)

• “Displaying the Object Schema Version (OSV)” (page 147)
The SCHEMATA table on each node is a system schema table that describes all the schemas visible
from the node. For more information about all metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in this
manual or the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Displaying a Schema UID
Because schema names can be up to 128 characters in length, each schema is assigned a unique
identifier (UID). Use the schema UID to efficiently join between metadata tables to display
relationships.
This example, run on the system in which the catalog is defined, displays a schema name, the
schema UID, and the node where the schema is defined:
>> set schema nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(schema_name,1,30) as schema_name,
 s.schema_uid, node_name
 from schemata s, catsys c, cat_references cr
 where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
  and c.cat_uid=s.cat_uid
  and c.cat_uid=cr.cat_uid
  and cr.replication_rule='A';

NODE_NAME
---------

SCHEMA_UID
--------------------

SCHEMA_NAME
------------------------------

\DMR15
\DMR15

1950548695223685006
1950548695240365422

DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
INVENT

\DMR15
\DMR15

1950548695235454934
1950548695238563835

PERSNL
SALES

Displaying all Schemas Visible on a Node
This example selects information from the CATSYS and SCHEMATA tables to display a list of all
the schemas visible on a node:
>>set schema nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema;

--- SQL operation complete.
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>>select substring(schema_name,1,30) as schema_name, cat_uid, schema_uid from
nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata;

SCHEMA_UID
--------------------

CAT_UID
--------------------

SCHEMA_NAME
------------------------------

3675445194285370963
3675445194291605119

3675445194283461677
3675445194283461677

DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3100
U4SCH

36776969926318544983677696992630416073DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3100
36776969926384626333677696992630416073U1SCH
36799487411114664443679948741094715385DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3100
36799487411179374963679948741094715385SCHU2
36799487450554526843679948745044608021DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3100
36799487450621064733679948745044608021SCHU3
36822004657835599893682200465783544535DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3100
36822004657918619903682200465783544535MXCS_SCHEMA
36822004657918492453682200465783544535SYSTEM_DEFAULTS_SCHEMA
36822004657836219243682200465783544535SYSTEM_SCHEMA
36822004657915508273682200465783544535SYSTEM_SECURITY_SCHEMA
36822004657918959933682200465783544535SYSTEM_SQLJ_SCHEMA
3682200716849609564
3682200716856171166

3682200716839720065
3682200716839720065

DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3100
U8SCH

--- 16 row(s) selected.

Displaying all Objects in a Schema
This example selects information from the CATSYS, SCHEMATA, and OBJECTS tables to display
a list of all the objects within the SALES schema in the SAMDBCAT catalog. You can use a similar
set of SELECT statements to display all the views or indexes on a node.
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (object_name, 1, 25) as object_name,

   object_name_space as name_space,
   object_type as type,
   case object_security_class
    when 'UT' then 'User Table'
    when 'SM' then 'System Metadata'
    else 'OTHER'
   end as sec_class
 from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.catsys c,
   nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata s,
   objects o
 where c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
  and c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
  and s.schema_uid = o.schema_uid
  and s.schema_name = 'SALES'
 order by object_name
 for read uncommitted access;

SEC_CLASS
----------

TYPE
----

NAME_SPACE
----------

OBJECT_NAME
-------------------------

User Table
User Table

VI
BT

TA
TA

CUSTLIST
CUSTOMER

User TableNNCNCUSTOMER_412443172_5188
User TablePKCNCUSTOMER_817253172_5188
User TableCCCNDATE_CONSTRNT
OTHERBTTAHISTOGRAMS
OTHERPKCNHISTOGRAMS_249558842_5188
OTHERNNCNHISTOGRAMS_948848842_5188
OTHERBTTAHISTOGRAMS_FREQ_VALS
OTHERPKCNHISTOGRAMS_FREQ_VALS_3649
OTHERNNCNHISTOGRAMS_FREQ_VALS_8547
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HISTOGRAM_INTERVALS
HISTOGRAM_INTERVALS_62116

OTHER
OTHER

BT
NN

TA
CN

HISTOGRAM_INTERVALS_83646 OTHERPKCN
MVS_TABLE_INFO_UMD OTHERBTTA
MVS_TABLE_INFO_UMD_231635 OTHERNNCN
MVS_TABLE_INFO_UMD_782835 OTHERPKCN
MVS_UMD OTHERBTTA
MVS_UMD_326725152_5188 OTHERNNCN
MVS_UMD_462235152_5188 OTHERPKCN
MVS_USED_UMD OTHERBTTA
MVS_USED_UMD_251445152_51 OTHERNNCN
MVS_USED_UMD_343845152_51 OTHERPKCN
ODETAIL User TableBTTA
ODETAIL_545675672_5188 User TablePKCN
ODETAIL_793765672_5188 User TableNNCN
ORDERS User TableBTTA
ORDERS_347711272_5188 User TableNNCN
ORDERS_917521272_5188 User TablePKCN
ORDREP User TableVITA
PARTS User TableBTTA
PARTS_386351772_5188 User TableNNCN
PARTS_836161772_5188 User TablePKCN
XCUSTNAM User TableIXIX
XORDCUS User TableIXIX
XORDREP
XPARTDES

User Table
User Table

IX
IX

IX
IX

Displaying the Attributes of a Schema
This example displays most of the attributes (in other words, SCHEMA_OWNER,
SCHEMA_VERSION, SCHEMA_SUBVOLUME, and others) for the schema SAMDBCAT. SALES:
>> set schema nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema;
--- SQL operation complete.
>> select
   substring(s.schema_name, 1, 15) as name,
   s.schema_owner as owner,
   s.schema_version as version,
   s.schema_subvolume as subvol,
   case s.current_operation
    when ' ' then 'NONE'
    when 'UG' then 'UPGRADE'
    when 'DG' then 'DOWNGRADE'
    when 'RP' then 'REPLICATE'
    when 'UR' then 'UNREPLICATE'
    else 'UNKNOWN'
   end as CUR_OP
 from schemata s
 where
   s.schema_name = 'SALES' and
   cat_uid =
    (select cat_uid from catsys where cat_name='SAMDBCAT')
 for read uncommitted access;

CUR_OP
-----------

SUBVOL
--------

VERSION
-----------

OWNER
-----------

NAME
---------------

NONEZSDS53DQ300065535SALES

Displaying the Owner of a Schema
This example queries the SCHEMATA system schema table and returns the owner ID:
>> set schema nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema;
--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(schema_name, 1, 30) as schema_name,
    schema_owner
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 from schemata s, catsys c
 where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
    and s.cat_uid = c.cat_uid
 for read uncommitted access;

SCHEMA_OWNER
------------

SCHEMA_NAME
------------------------------

65535
65535

DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
INVENT

65535
65535

PERSNL
SALES

Displaying Users With Catalog and Schema Creation Rights
This section discusses the following topics:

• “Displaying Users With Catalog Creation Rights” (page 124)

• “Displaying Users With Schema Creation Rights” (page 124)

Displaying Users With Catalog Creation Rights
In the following example, only Guardian users whose user IDs are 44801 and 44802 can create
catalogs in the system:
>> select grantee, privilege_type from
NONSTOP_SQLMX_COBOLT.SYSTEM_SECURITY_SCHEMA.MGM_PRIVILEGES where
PRIVILEGE_TYPE like '%CC%';

PRIVILEGE_TYPE
--------------

GRANTEE
-----------

CC44801

CC44802

--- 2 row(s) selected.

Displaying Users With Schema Creation Rights
In the following example, only the Guardian user whose user ID is 44802 can create schemas in
the catalog, CAT1:
>> select substring (c.cat_name, 1, 10) as cat_name, m.grantee,
m.privilege_type from NONSTOP_SQLMX_COBOLT.SYSTEM_SCHEMA.catsys
c, NONSTOP_SQLMX_COBOLT.SYSTEM_SECURITY_SCHEMA.MGM_PRIVILEGES m
where c.cat_uid = m.target_uid;

CAT_NAME
----------

PRIVILEGE_TYPE
--------------

GRANTEE
-----------

CAT1CS44802

--- 1 row(s) selected.

Displaying Table Information
This subsection discusses the following topics:

• “Displaying all Tables in a Catalog” (page 125)

• “Displaying all Tables in a Schema” (page 126)

• “Displaying all DDL Locks on a Table” (page 127)
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• “Displaying the Attributes of a Table” (page 127)

• “Displaying all Tables on a System” (page 128)
Related topics:

• “Locating System Schema Tables” (page 112)

• “Locating System Defaults Schema Tables” (page 114)

• “Determining Whether a Table has Indexes” (page 131)

• “Displaying all Indexes for a Table” (page 132)

• “Displaying the State of Indexes for a Table” (page 134)

• “Displaying all Partitions for a Table or Index” (page 134)

• “Determining Whether a Table Has Constraints” (page 136)

• “Displaying all Constraints on a Table” (page 137)

• “Displaying all Columns in a Table” (page 138)

• “Displaying all Privileges for a Table” (page 144)
For more information about metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in this manual or the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.
All queries for information about a specific table object must access information from the CATSYS,
SCHEMATA, and OBJECTS tables, and from the appropriate specific table (for example, the COLS
table or the PARTITIONS table).

Displaying all Tables in a Catalog
This example displays all base table objects in the catalog SAMDBCAT:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (object_name, 1, 25) as table_name,
   substring(schema_name, 1, 30) as schema_name
 from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.catsys c,
    nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata s,
    objects o
 where c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
   and c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
   and s.schema_uid = o.schema_uid
   and o.object_type = 'BT'
 order by schema_name, table_name
 for read uncommitted access;

SCHEMA_NAME
------------------------------

TABLE_NAME
-------------------------

DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000

ACCESS_PATHS
ACCESS_PATH_COLS

DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000CK_COL_USAGE
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000CK_TBL_USAGE
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000COLS
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000COL_PRIVILEGES
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000DDL_LOCKS
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000DDL_PARTITION_LOCKS
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000EXCEPTION_USAGE
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000KEY_COL_USAGE
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000MP_PARTITIONS
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000MVGROUPS
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000MVS
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000MVS_COLS
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000MVS_JOIN_COLS
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000MVS_TABLE_INFO
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MVS_USED
OBJECTS

DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000

PARTITIONS DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
REF_CONSTRAINTS DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
REPLICAS DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
RI_UNIQUE_USAGE DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
ROUTINES DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
SCH_PRIVILEGES DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
SEQUENCE_GENERATORS DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
SG_USAGE DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
SYNONYM_USAGE DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
TBL_CONSTRAINTS DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
TBL_PRIVILEGES DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
TEXT DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
TRIGGERS DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
TRIGGERS_CAT_USAGE DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
TRIGGER_USED DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
VWS DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
VW_COL_TBL_COLS DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
VW_COL_USAGE DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
VW_TBL_USAGE DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_3000
HISTOGRAMS INVENT
HISTOGRAMS_FREQ_VALS INVENT
HISTOGRAM_INTERVALS INVENT
MVS_TABLE_INFO_UMD INVENT
MVS_UMD INVENT
MVS_USED_UMD INVENT
PARTLOC INVENT
PARTSUPP INVENT
SUPPLIER INVENT
T1 INVENT
DEPT PERSNL
EMPLOYEE PERSNL
HISTOGRAMS PERSNL
HISTOGRAMS_FREQ_VALS PERSNL
HISTOGRAM_INTERVALS PERSNL
JOB PERSNL
MVS_TABLE_INFO_UMD PERSNL
MVS_UMD PERSNL
MVS_USED_UMD PERSNL
PROJECT PERSNL
CUSTOMER SALES
HISTOGRAMS SALES
HISTOGRAMS_FREQ_VALS SALES
HISTOGRAM_INTERVALS SALES
MVS_TABLE_INFO_UMD SALES
MVS_UMD SALES
MVS_USED_UMD SALES
ODETAIL SALES
ORDERS
PARTS

SALES
SALES

Displaying all Tables in a Schema
This example displays all table objects in the schema SALES and catalog SAMDBCAT. Table objects
include base tables, views, MP aliases, and SPJs:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (object_name, 1, 25) as table_name,
   object_name_space as name_space,
   object_type as type,
   case object_security_class
     when 'UM' then 'User Metadata'
     when 'UT' then 'User Table'
     when 'SM' then 'System Metadata'
     else 'OTHER'
   end as sec_class
 from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.catsys c,
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   nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata s, objects o
 where c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
   and c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
   and s.schema_uid = o.schema_uid
   and s.schema_name = 'SALES'
   and o.object_name_space = 'TA'
 order by object_name_space, table_name
 for read uncommitted access;

SEC_CLASS
---------------

TYPE
----

NAME_SPACE
----------

TABLE_NAME
-------------------------

User Table
User Table

VI
BT

TA
TA

CUSTLIST
CUSTOMER

User MetadataBTTAHISTOGRAMS
User MetadataBTTAHISTOGRAMS_FREQ_VALS
User MetadataBTTAHISTOGRAM_INTERVALS
OTHERBTTAMVS_TABLE_INFO_UMD
OTHERBTTAMVS_UMD
OTHERBTTAMVS_USED_UMD
User TableBTTAODETAIL
User TableBTTAORDERS
User Table
User Table

VI
BT

TA
TA

ORDREP
PARTS

Displaying all DDL Locks on a Table
This example (when run on the node on which the metadata is located) displays the DDL locks on
the table SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTOMER:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (o1.object_name from 1 for 25) as lock_name,
   l.operation as util,
   l.status,
   substring (l.process_id from 1 for 25)
 from objects o, objects o1, ddl_locks l
 where o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER'
   and o.object_uid = l.base_object_uid
   and l.object_uid = o1.object_uid
   and o.schema_uid = (select schema_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata
    where
     schema_name = 'SALES' and
     cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid
     from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.catsys
     where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
     )
   )
 for read uncommitted access
 order by l.object_uid;

(EXPR)
----------------------

STATUS
-----------

UTIL
----

LOCK_NAME
-------------------------

\DMR15.$:2:619:15659164IMCUSTOMER_LOCK

Displaying the Attributes of a Table
This example displays some of the attributes of the base tables defined in the SAMDBCAT.SALES
schema:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;
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--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(object_name, 1, 15) as TABLENAME,
  case object_security_class
   when 'UM' then 'USER METADATA TABLE'
   when 'UT' then 'USER-DEFINED TABLE'
   when 'SM' then 'SYSTEM METADATA TABLE'
   when 'MU' then 'OTHER'
  end as SECURITY_CLASS,
  create_time,
  object_owner as owner
 from objects
 where object_type = 'BT'
  and schema_uid =
   (
    select schema_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata
     where
      schema_name = 'SALES' and
      cat_uid =
      (select cat_uid
      from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys_nam>.system_schema.catsys
      where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
      )
   )
 for read uncommitted access
 order by object_name;

OWNER
-----------

CREATE_TIME
--------------------

SECURITY_CLASS
---------------------

TABLENAME
---------------

65535
65535

212159239083886027
212159239072602110

USER-DEFINED TABLE
USER METADATA TABLE

CUSTOMER
HISTOGRAMS

65535212159239072602110USER METADATA TABLEHISTOGRAMS_FREQ
65535212159239072602110USER METADATA TABLEHISTOGRAM_INTER
65535212159239072602110OTHERMVS_TABLE_INFO_
65535212159239072602110OTHERMVS_UMD
65535212159239072602110OTHERMVS_USED_UMD
65535212159239086666918USER-DEFINED TABLEODETAIL
65535
65535

212159239084274760
212159239086955851

USER-DEFINED TABLE
USER-DEFINED TABLE

ORDERS
PARTS

Displaying all Tables on a System
Displaying all tables on a node (system) is a two-step process. To display all tables on a node,
you must:
1. Run a query that displays all the catalogs on a node (see “Displaying all Catalogs Visible on

a Node” (page 118)).
2. Run a query for each catalog that displays all the tables for that catalog (see “Displaying all

Tables in a Catalog” (page 125)).
If your database is distributed over multiple nodes, you must run a query for each node that displays
the catalogs on that node.

Displaying Information About Views
Topics in this subsection:

• “Displaying all Views in a Schema” (page 129)

• “Displaying the Attributes of a View” (page 129)
Related topics:

• “Displaying all Columns in a View” (page 139)

• “Displaying all Privileges for a View” (page 145)
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The VWS table is the definition schema table that lists all views in a catalog. Text for views is stored
separately in the TEXT table. For more information about all metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108)
in this manual or the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
All queries for information about a specific view must access information from the CATSYS,
SCHEMATA, and OBJECTS tables, and from the VWS table.

Displaying all Views in a Schema
This example displays all views in the schema SALES in the catalog SAMDBCAT:
>>set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>>select substring (object_name, 1, 25) as view_name,
    object_name_space as name_space
 from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.catsys c,
    nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata s,
    objects o
 where c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
  and c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
  and s.schema_uid = o.schema_uid
  and s.schema_name = 'SALES'
  and o.object_type = 'VI'
 order by object_name
 for read uncommitted access;

NAME_SPACE
----------

VIEW_NAME
-------------------------

TA
TA

CUSTLIST
ORDREP

Displaying the Attributes of a View
This example displays all the attributes for views in the schema SALES in the catalog SAMDBCAT:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (object_name, 1, 20) as object_name,
   check_option, is_updatable, is_insertable
 from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.catsys c,
   nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata s,
   objects o,
   vws v
 where c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
   and c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
   and s.schema_uid = o.schema_uid
   and s.schema_name = 'SALES'
   and o.object_type = 'VI'
   and v.object_uid = o.object_uid
 order by object_name
 for read uncommitted access;

IS_INSERTABLE
-------------

IS_UPDATABLE
------------

CHECK_OPTION
------------

OBJECT_NAME
--------------------

Y
N

Y
N

N
N

CUSTLIST
ORDREP
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Displaying Information About SQL/MP Aliases
Topics in this subsection:

• “Displaying all SQL/MP Alias Names in a Schema” (page 130)

• “Displaying all Attributes of an SQL/MP Alias Name” (page 130)
The MP_PARTITIONS table contains the partition names of SQL/MP tables that have SQL/MP
aliases. For more information about all metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in this manual or
the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
All queries for information about a specific SQL/MP alias must access information from these
tables:

• CATSYS table

• SCHEMATA table

• OBJECTS table

• MP_PARTITIONS table

Displaying all SQL/MP Alias Names in a Schema
This example displays all SQL/MP aliases in a given schema:
>> select substring(object_name,1,25) as SQLMP_Alias
 from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.catsys c,
 nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata s, objects
o
 where c.cat_uid=s.cat_uid
  and c.cat_name='SAMDBCAT'
  and s.schema_uid=o.schema_uid
  and s.schema_name='SALES'
  and o.object_type='MP';

Displaying all Attributes of an SQL/MP Alias Name
This example displays some of the attributes for the SQL/MP aliases in the SAMDBCAT.SALES
schema:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(object_name,1,25) as SQLMP_Alias,
  m.mppartition_name
 from nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.catsys c,
  nonstop_sqlmx_<system name>.system_schema.schemata s,
  objects o,
  mp_partitions m
 where c.cat_uid=s.cat_uid
  and c.cat_name='SAMDBCAT'
  and s.schema_uid=o.schema_uid
  and s.schema_name='SALES'
  and o.object_type='MP'
  and m.object_uid = o.object_uid
 for read uncommitted access;

MPPARTITION_NAME
------------------------------------

SQLMP_ALIAS
-------------------------

\DMR15.$DATA04.SQLMP.CUSTOLDCUSTS
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Displaying Information About SPJs
The ROUTINES table contains information about stored procedures in Java (SPJs). All queries for
information about a specific SPJs must access information from the CATSYS, SCHEMATA, and
OBJECTS tables, and from the ROUTINES table.
For more information about all metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in this manual or the
SQL/MX Reference Manual.
For more information about displaying all SPJs in a catalog and displaying the syntax of SPJs, see
the SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java.

Displaying Index Information
Topics in this subsection:

• “Determining Whether a Table has Indexes” (page 131)

• “Displaying all Indexes for a Table” (page 132)

• “Displaying all DDL Locks on an Index” (page 132)

• “Displaying the Attributes of an Index” (page 133)

• “Displaying the State of Indexes for a Table” (page 134)

• “Displaying all Partitions for a Table or Index” (page 134)

• “Displaying all Columns in an Index” (page 139)
The OBJECTS table is the definition schema table that lists all indexes in a catalog. The
ACCESS_PATHS table, located in the same schema for each catalog, describes the physical
instances of indexes. For more information about all metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in
this manual or the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
All queries for information about a specific index must access information from the CATSYS,
SCHEMATA, and OBJECTS tables.

Determining Whether a Table has Indexes
Use the MXCI SHOWDDL command to display the approximate CREATE TABLE statement that
might have created that table, including the CREATE INDEX statements for all indexes on the table.
To obtain information about indexes, use the MXCI SHOWLABEL INDEX command. For examples
of the SHOWDDL and SHOWLABEL commands, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
This example (when run on the node on which the metadata is located) uses SELECT statements to
help determine whether the table SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTOMER has indexes:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select count(*) as num_indexes
 from samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>.access_paths a,
   samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema
version>.objects o1
 where
   a.access_path_uid = o1.object_uid and
   a.access_path_uid <> a.table_uid and
   a.table_uid =
    (select object_uid from
    samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema
version>.objects o
    where
     o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER' and
     o.schema_uid =
     (select schema_uid from
      nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata s
     where s.schema_name = 'SALES' and
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       s.cat_uid =
        (select cat_uid from
        nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys c
        where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT' and
        schema_version = <schema version>
        )
     )
    )
for read uncommitted access;

NUM_INDEXES
--------------------
        1

Displaying all Indexes for a Table
This example (when run on the node on which the metadata is located) displays all indexes for a
given table:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (o1.object_name, 1, 40) as index_name
 from samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>.access_paths a,
   samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>.objects o1
 where
  a.access_path_uid = o1.object_uid and
  a.access_path_uid <> a.table_uid and
  a.table_uid =
   (select object_uid from
   samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>.objects o
   where
    o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER' and
    o.schema_uid =
    (select schema_uid from
     nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata s
    where s.schema_name = 'SALES' and
      s.cat_uid =
      (select cat_uid from
      nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys c
      where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT' and
      schema_version = <schema version>
      )
    )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

INDEX_NAME
----------------------------------------
XCUSTNAM

Displaying all DDL Locks on an Index
This example (when run on the node on which the metadata is located) displays the DDL locks on
the index SAMDBCAT.SALES.XCUSTNAM:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (o1.object_name from 1 for 25) as lock_name,
   l.operation as util,
   l.status,
   substring (l.process_id from 1 for 25)
 from objects o, objects o1, ddl_locks l
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 where o.object_name = 'XCUSTNAM'
   and o.object_uid = l.base_object_uid
   and l.object_uid = o1.object_uid
   and o.schema_uid =
    (select schema_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
    where
     schema_name = 'SALES' and
     cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid
     from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
     where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
     )
    )
 for read uncommitted access
 order by l.object_uid;

(EXPR)
---------------------

STATUS
-----------

UTIL
----

LOCK_NAME
-------------------------

\DMR15.$:2:619:15659163PIXCUSTNAM_LOCK

Displaying the Attributes of an Index
This example (when run on the node on which the metadata is located) displays some of the
attributes for the index SAMDBCAT.SALES.XCUSTNAM:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(o1.object_name, 1, 15) as index_name,
  column_count as columns,
  case partitioning_scheme
   when 'RP' then 'FIRST KEY'
   when 'SP' then 'SIZE'
   when 'N' then 'NOT PARTITIONED'
   when 'HP' then 'HASH PARTITIONED'
  end as PARTITION_SCHEME,
  uniques,
  explicit
 from samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>.access_paths a,
   samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>.objects o1
 where
   a.access_path_uid = o1.object_uid and
   a.access_path_uid <> a.table_uid and
   o1.object_name = 'XCUSTNAM' and
   o1.object_type = 'IX' and
   o1.schema_uid =
    (select schema_uid from
    nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata s
    where s.schema_name = 'SALES' and
    s.cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid from
     nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys c
     where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT' and
     schema_version = <schema version>
     )
    )
 for read uncommitted access;

EXPLICIT
--------

UNIQUES
-------

PARTITION_SCHEME
----------------

COLUMNS
-----------

INDEX_NAME
---------------

YNFIRST KEY1XCUSTNAM
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Displaying the State of Indexes for a Table
This example displays the state of the indexes for the table SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTOMER:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select
substring (o1.object_name, 1, 40) as index_name,
 case a.valid_data
   when 'Y' then 'populated'
   else 'unpopulated'
   end as index_status
 from samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>.access_paths a,
   samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>.objects o1
 where
   a.access_path_uid = o1.object_uid and
   a.access_path_uid <> a.table_uid and
   a.table_uid =
    (select object_uid from
    samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema
 version>.objects o
    where
     o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER' and
     o.schema_uid =
     (select schema_uid from
      nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata s
     where s.schema_name = 'SALES' and
      s.cat_uid =
       (select cat_uid from
       nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys c
       where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT' and
       schema_version = <schema version>
       )
     )
    )
  for read uncommitted access;

INDEX_STATUS
------------

INDEX_NAME
----------------------------------------

populatedXCUSTNAM

Displaying Partition Information
Topics in this subsection:

• “Displaying all Partitions for a Table or Index” (page 134)

• “Displaying Attributes of a Partition” (page 135)
The PARTITIONS table, located in the schema DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_version-number
of each catalog, describes all partitions in a catalog. For more information about all metadata
tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in this manual or the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
All queries for information about a specific partition must access information from the CATSYS,
SCHEMATA, and OBJECTS tables, and from the PARTITIONS table.

Displaying all Partitions for a Table or Index
This example displays a list of the partitions for the table SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTOMER:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(o.object_name, 1, 23) as object_name,
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  substring(p.system_name, 1, 15) as system,
  p.data_source,
  p.file_suffix
 from partitions p, objects o
 where
  o.object_name_space = 'TA' and
  o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER' and
  o.object_uid = p.object_uid and
  o.schema_uid =
  (select schema_uid
  from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
  where
   schema_name = 'SALES' and
   cat_uid =
   (select cat_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
   where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
   )
  )
 for read uncommitted access;

FILE_SUFFIX
------------------

DATA_SOURCE
-----------

SYSTEM
--------

OBJECT_NAME
-----------------------

ZSDS53DQ.P81LGV00$SYSTEM\DMR15CUSTOMER

You can also use the MXCI SHOWDDL command to display the approximate CREATE TABLE
statement that might have created the partitions in the table. Or, you can use the MXCI SHOWLABEL
command with the DETAIL option to display a list of partitions for a table or an index. For examples
of the SHOWDDL and SHOWLABEL commands, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Displaying Attributes of a Partition
This example displays attributes for the partitions for the table SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTOMER. To
display additional fields, select different fields from the PARTITIONS table:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;\

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select p.data_source,
  p.max_ext,
  substring(p.first_key, 1, 10) as first_key,
  case p.partition_status
   when 'AV' then 'AVAILABLE'
   when 'UO' then 'OFFLINE'
   when 'UC' then 'CORRUPT'
   when 'UD' then 'DROPPED'
   when 'UR' then 'RECREATED'
  end as status
 from partitions p, objects o
 where
  o.object_name_space = 'TA' and
  o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER' and
  o.object_uid = p.object_uid and
  o.schema_uid =
  (select schema_uid
  from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
  where
   schema_name = 'SALES' and
   cat_uid =
   (select cat_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
   where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
   )
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  )
 for read uncommitted access;

STATUS
------------------

FIRST_KEY
-----------

MAX_EXT
--------

DATA_SOURCE
-----------------------

AVAILABLE160$SYSTEM

Displaying Constraint Information
Topics in this subsection:

• “Determining Whether a Table Has Constraints” (page 136)

• “Displaying all Constraints on a Table” (page 137)

• “Displaying the Attributes of a Constraint” (page 137)
Related topics:

• “Displaying all Columns in a Primary Key or Unique Constraint” (page 140)

• “Displaying all Columns in a NOT NULL Constraint” (page 141)

• “Displaying all Columns in a Referential Integrity Constraint” (page 142)
The TBL_CONSTRAINTS table, located in the schema
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_version-number of each catalog, describes all constraints
on a table. For more information about all metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in this manual
or the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
All queries for information about a specific partition must access information from the CATSYS,
SCHEMATA, and OBJECTS tables, and from the TBL_CONSTRAINTS table.

Determining Whether a Table Has Constraints
Use the MXCI SHOWDDL command to display the approximate CREATE TABLE statement that
might have created that table. To obtain information about indexes, use the MXCI SHOWLABEL
INDEX command. For examples of the SHOWDDL and SHOWLABEL commands, see the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.
This example counts the number of constraints for the table SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTOMER:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select count(*) as num_constraints
 from tbl_constraints t,
  objects o
 where t.table_uid = o.object_uid
  and o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER'
  and o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where
   schema_name = 'SALES' and
   cat_uid =
    (select cat_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
    where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
    )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

NUM_CONSTRAINTS
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--------------------
                  2

Displaying all Constraints on a Table
This example displays all constraints for a given table.
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (o1.object_name, 1, 30) as
   constraint_name,
  case (t.constraint_type)
   when 'C' then 'CHECK'
   when 'F' then 'FOREIGN'
   when 'P' then 'PRIMARY'
   when 'U' then 'UNIQUE'
   else 'UNKNOWN'
  end as constraint_type
 from objects o, tbl_constraints t, objects o1
 where
  o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER' and
  o.object_name_space = 'TA' and
  o.object_uid = t.table_uid and
  t.constraint_uid = o1.object_uid and
  o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where
    schema_name = 'SALES' and
    cat_uid =
    (select cat_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
    where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
    )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

CONSTRAINT_TYPE
---------------

CONSTRAINT_NAME
------------------------------

CHECK
PRIMARY

CUSTOMER_412443172_5188
CUSTOMER_817253172_5188

Displaying the Attributes of a Constraint
This example displays some of the attributes of the constraints in the table
SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTOMER. To display additional fields, select the fields from the
TBL_CONSTRAINTS table:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select t.constraint_uid,
  t.table_uid,
  case t.constraint_type
   when 'C' then 'CHECK'
   when 'F' then 'FOREIGN'
   when 'P' then 'PRIMARY KEY'
   when 'U' then 'UNIQUE'
  end as type,
  t.droppable
 from tbl_constraints t,
  objects o
 where t.table_uid = o.object_uid
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  and o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER'
  and o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where
   schema_name = 'SALES' and
   cat_uid =
    (select cat_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
    where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
    )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

DROPPABLE
---------

TYPE
-----------

TABLE_UID
--------------------

CONSTRAINT_UID
--------------------

N
N

CHECK
PRIMARY KEY

1950548695248899591
1950548695248899591

1950548695248911751
1950548695248913034

Displaying Column Information
Topics in this subsection:

• “Displaying all Columns in a Table” (page 138)

• “Displaying all Columns in a View” (page 139)

• “Displaying all Columns in an Index” (page 139)

• “Displaying all Columns in a Primary Key or Unique Constraint” (page 140)

• “Displaying all Columns in a NOT NULL Constraint” (page 141)

• “Displaying all Columns in a Referential Integrity Constraint” (page 142)

• “Displaying the Attributes of a Column” (page 142)

• “Displaying all Tables Containing a Selected Column” (page 143)
Related topic:

• “Displaying all Privileges for a Column” (page 146)
The COLS table, located in the schema DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_version-number of
each catalog, describes the columns in all tables and views in that catalog. For more information
about all metadata tables, see Figure 3 (page 108) in this manual or the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
All queries for information about columns must access information from the CATSYS, SCHEMATA,
and OBJECTS tables, and from other appropriate tables, such as the COLS table.
You can also use the MXCI SHOWDDL command to display the approximate CREATE TABLE
statement that might have created the columns in that table. For examples of the SHOWDDL
command, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Displaying all Columns in a Table
This example displays all columns in the table SAMDBCAT.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(column_name, 1, 25) as column_name,
   column_number
 from cols c, objects o
 where
   c.object_uid = o.object_uid and
   o.object_name = 'EMPLOYEE' and
   o.object_type = 'BT' and
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   o.schema_uid =
    (select schema_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_sys name>.system_schema.schemata
    where
     schema_name = 'PERSNL' and
     cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid
     from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
     where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
     )
    )
 order by column_number
 for read uncommitted access;

COLUMN_NUMBER
-------------

COLUMN_NAME
-------------------------

0
1

EMPNUM
FIRST_NAME

2LAST_NAME
3DEPTNUM
4
5

JOBCODE
SALARY

Displaying all Columns in a View
This example displays all columns in the view SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTLIST:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(column_name, 1, 25) as column_name,
   column_number
 from cols c, objects o
 where
   c.object_uid = o.object_uid and
   o.object_name = 'CUSTLIST' and
   o.object_type = 'VI' and
   o.schema_uid =
    (select schema_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
    where
     schema_name = 'SALES' and
     cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid
     from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
     where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
     )
    )
 order by column_number
 for read uncommitted access;

COLUMN_NUMBER
-------------

COLUMN_NAME
-------------------------

0
1

CUSTNUM
CUSTNAME

2STREET
3CITY
4
5

STATE
POSTCODE

Displaying all Columns in an Index
This example displays all columns in the index SAMDBCAT.SALES.XCUSTNAM in the schema
SAMDBCAT.SALES:
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>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(c.column_name, 1, 25) as column_name,
   c.column_number as base_table_column,
   ac.system_added_column
 from access_paths ap, access_path_cols ac, cols c, objects o
 where
   ap.access_path_uid = o.object_uid
   and ap.access_path_uid <> ap.table_uid
   and c.object_uid = ap.table_uid
   and o.object_name = 'XCUSTNAM'
   and ac.column_number = c.column_number
   and ac.access_path_uid = ap.access_path_uid
   and o.schema_uid =
    (select schema_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
    where
     schema_name = 'SALES' and
     cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid
     from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
     where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
     )
    )
 for read uncommitted access;

SYSTEM_ADDED_COLUMN
-------------------

BASE_TABLE_COLUMN
-----------------

COLUMN_NAME
-----------------------

Y
N

0
1

CUSTNUM
CUSTNAME

Displaying all Columns in a Primary Key or Unique Constraint
This example displays all columns with primary key or unique constraints for the table
SAMDBCAT.SALES.ODETAIL; two columns of this table make up the primary key:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

>> select substring(c.column_name, 1, 15) as column_name,
  c.column_number as col_num,
  case t.constraint_type
   when 'C' then 'CHECK'
   when 'F' then 'FOREIGN'
   when 'P' then 'PRIMARY KEY'
   when 'U' then 'UNIQUE'
   else 'UNKNOWN'
  end as type,
  substring(o2.object_name , 1, 24) as constraint_name
 from cols c,
  objects o1,
  objects o2,
  key_col_usage k,
  tbl_constraints t
 where c.object_uid = t.table_uid
  and k.constraint_uid = t.constraint_uid
  and k.column_number = c.column_number
  and t.table_uid = o1.object_uid
  and o1.object_name = 'ODETAIL'
  and o2.object_uid = t.constraint_uid
  and o1.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid from
   nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata s
   where s.schema_name = 'SALES' and
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    s.cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid from
     nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys c
     where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT' and
     schema_version = 3000
     )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

CONSTRAINT_NAME
-----------------------

TYPE
-----------

COL_NUM
----------

COLUMN_NAME
-------------

ODETAIL_545675672_5188PRIMARY KEY0ORDERNUM

ODETAIL_545675672_5188PRIMARY KEY1PARTNUM

Displaying all Columns in a NOT NULL Constraint
This example displays all columns with NOT NULL constraints for the table
SAMDBCAT.SALES.ODETAIL:
>>set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

>> select substring(c.column_name, 1, 15) as column_name,
  c.column_number as col_num,
  case o2.object_type
   when 'CC' then 'CHECK'
   when 'NN' then 'NOT NULL'
   when 'RC' then 'FOREIGN KEY'
   when 'PK' then 'PRIMARY KEY'
   when 'UC' then 'UNIQUE'
   else 'UNKNOWN'
  end as type,
  substring(o2.object_name , 1, 24) as constraint_name
 from cols c,
  objects o1,
  objects o2,
  ck_col_usage k,
  tbl_constraints t
 where c.object_uid = t.table_uid
  and k.constraint_uid = t.constraint_uid
  and k.column_number = c.column_number
  and t.table_uid = o1.object_uid
  and o1.object_name = 'ODETAIL'
  and o2.object_uid = t.constraint_uid
  and o1.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid from
   nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata s
   where s.schema_name = 'SALES' and
    s.cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid from
     nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys c
     where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT' and
     schema_version = 3000
     )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

CONSTRAINT_NAME
----------------------

TYPE
-----------

COL_NUM
----------

COLUMN_NAME
-------------

ODETAIL_793765672_5188
ODETAIL_793765672_5188

NOT NULL
NOT NULL

0
1

ORDERNUM
PARTNUM

ODETAIL_793765672_5188
ODETAIL_793765672_5188

NOT NULL
NOT NULL

2
3

UNIT_PRICE
QTY_ORDERED
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Displaying all Columns in a Referential Integrity Constraint
This example displays all columns with referential integrity constraints for the table
SAMDBCAT.SALES.ODETAIL:
>> alter table samdbcat.sales.odetail add constraint p1
 foreign key (partnum)
 references samdbcat.sales.parts(partnum);

>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

>> select substring(c.column_name, 1, 15) as column_name,
  c.column_number as col_num,
  r.update_rule,
  substring(o2.object_name , 1, 24) as constraint_name
 from cols c,
  objects o1,
  objects o2,
  key_col_usage k,
  ref_constraints r,
  tbl_constraints t
 where c.object_uid = t.table_uid
  and k.constraint_uid = t.constraint_uid
  and r.constraint_uid = t.constraint_uid
  and k.column_number = c.column_number
  and t.table_uid = o1.object_uid
  and o1.object_name = 'ODETAIL'
  and o2.object_uid = t.constraint_uid
  and o1.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid from
   nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata s
   where s.schema_name = 'SALES' and
    s.cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid from
     nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys c
     where c.cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT' and
     schema_version = <schema version>
     )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

CONSTRAINT_NAME
----------------------

UPDATE_RULE
-----------

COL_NUM
----------

COLUMN_NAME
--------------

P1NA1PARTNUM

Displaying the Attributes of a Column
This example displays some of the attributes of the columns in the table
SAMDBCAT.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE. To display additional attributes, select different fields from the
COLS table:
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring(c.column_name, 1, 15) as column_name,
  c.column_number as col_num,
  c.sql_data_type,
  case c.column_class
   when 'S' then 'SYSTEM'
   when 'U' then 'USER'
   when 'A' then 'ADDED'
   else 'OTHER'
  end as col_class
 from cols c, objects o
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 where
  c.object_uid = o.object_uid and
  o.object_name = 'EMPLOYEE' and
    o.object_type = 'BT' and
  o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where
   schema_name = 'PERSNL' and
   cat_uid =
    (select cat_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
    where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
    )
   )
 order by column_number
 for read uncommitted access;

COL_CLASS
---------

SQL_DATA_TYPE
------------------

COL_NUM
-----------

COLUMN_NAME
---------------

USER
USER

UNSIGNED NUMERIC
CHARACTER

0
1

EMPNUM
FIRST_NAME

USERCHARACTER2LAST_NAME
USERUNSIGNED NUMERIC3DEPTNUM
USER
USER

UNSIGNED NUMERIC
UNSIGNED NUMERIC

4
5

JOBCODE
SALARY

Displaying all Tables Containing a Selected Column
This example displays all tables in schema SAMDBCAT.SALES that contain the column ORDERNUM
and displays the SQL data type of the column:
>> select substring(column_name, 1, 20) as column_name,
   sql_data_type,
   substring(object_name, 1, 20) as table_name
 from cols c, objects o
 where
   c.object_uid = o.object_uid and
   column_name = 'ORDERNUM' and
   o.object_type = 'BT' and
   o.schema_uid =
    (select schema_uid
    from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
    where
     schema_name = 'SALES' and
     cat_uid =
      (select cat_uid
      from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
      where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
      )
    )
 for read uncommitted access;

TABLE_NAME
--------------------

SQL_DATA_TYPE
------------------

COLUMN_NAME
--------------------

ODETAIL
ORDERS

UNSIGNED NUMERIC
UNSIGNED NUMERIC

ORDERNUM
ORDERNUM
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Displaying Information About Privileges
Topics in this subsection:

• “Displaying all Privileges for a Table” (page 144)

• “Displaying all Privileges for a View” (page 145)

• “Displaying all Privileges for a Column” (page 146)
The TBL_PRIVILEGES table, located in the schema
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_version-number of each catalog, describes the privileges
for all tables and views in that catalog. The COL_PRIVILEGES table, located in the schema
DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_version-number of each catalog, describes the privileges
for all columns in that catalog. For more information about all metadata tables, see Figure 3
(page 108) in this manual or the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
All queries for information about privileges must access information from the CATSYS, SCHEMATA,
and OBJECTS tables, and from other appropriate tables, such as the TBL_PRIVILEGES table.
The SHOWDDL command does not display information about privileges.

Displaying all Privileges for a Table
This example displays all privileges for the table SAMDBCAT.SALES.ORDERS:
>>set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select grantor as grantor_id,
  case (grantor_type)
   when 'S' then 'System'
   when 'U' then 'User'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as grantor_t,
  grantee as grantee_id,
  case (grantee_type)
   when 'P' then 'Public'
   when 'U' then 'User'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as grantee_t,
  case (privilege_type)
   when 'S' then 'Select'
   when 'I' then 'Insert'
   when 'D' then 'Delete'
   when 'U' then 'Update'
   when 'R' then 'Refer'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as prvtype,
  is_grantable as grantable
 from tbl_privileges t, objects o
 where t.table_uid = o.object_uid
  and o.object_name = 'ORDERS'
  and o.object_type = 'BT'
  and o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where
    schema_name = 'SALES' and
    cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid
     from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
     where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
     )
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   )
 for read uncommitted access;

GRANTABLE
---------

PRVTYPE
-------

GRANTEE_T
---------

GRANTEE_ID
-----------

GRANTOR_T
---------

GRANTOR_ID
----------

Y
Y

Delete
Insert

User
User

65535
65535

System
System

-2
-2

YReferUser65535System-2
Y
Y

Select
Update

User
User

65535
65535

System
System

-2
-2

Displaying all Privileges for a View
This example displays all privileges for the view SAMDBCAT.SALES.CUSTLIS:
>>set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select grantor as grantor_id,
  case (grantor_type)
   when 'S' then 'System'
   when 'U' then 'User'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as grantor_t,
  grantee as grantee_id,
  case (grantee_type)
   when 'P' then 'Public'
   when 'U' then 'User'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as grantee_t,
  case (privilege_type)
   when 'S' then 'Select'
   when 'I' then 'Insert'
   when 'D' then 'Delete'
   when 'U' then 'Update'
   when 'R' then 'Refer'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as prvtype,
  is_grantable as grantable
 from tbl_privileges t, objects o
 where t.table_uid = o.object_uid
  and o.object_name = 'CUSTLIST'
  and o.object_type = 'VI'
  and o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where
    schema_name = 'SALES' and
    cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid
     from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
     where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
     )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

GRANTABLE
---------

PRVTYPE
-------

GRANTEE_T
---------

GRANTEE_ID
-----------

GRANTOR_T
---------

GRANTOR_ID
----------

Y
Y

Delete
Insert

Unknown
Unknown

65535
65535

System
System

-2
-2

YReferUnknown65535System-2
Y
Y

Select
Update

Unknown
Unknown

65535
65535

System
System

-2
-2
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Displaying all Privileges for a Column
This example displays all privileges for the column EMPNUM in the table
SAMDBCAT.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE:
>>set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select grantor as grantor_id,
  case (grantor_type)
   when 'S' then 'System'
   when 'U' then 'User'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as grantor_t,
  grantee as grantee_id,
  case (grantee_type)
   when 'P' then 'Public'
   when 'U' then 'User'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as grantee_t,
  case (privilege_type)
   when 'S' then 'Select'
   when 'I' then 'Insert'
   when 'D' then 'Delete'
   when 'U' then 'Update'
   when 'R' then 'Refer'
   else 'Unknown'
  end as prvtype,
  is_grantable as grantable
 from col_privileges cp, cols c, objects o
 where cp.table_uid = o.object_uid
  and c.object_uid = o.object_uid
  and c.column_number = cp.column_number
  and c.column_name = 'EMPNUM'
  and o.object_name = 'EMPLOYEE'
  and o.object_type = 'BT'
  and o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where
    schema_name = 'PERSNL' and
    cat_uid =
     (select cat_uid
     from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
     where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
     )
   )
 for read uncommitted access;

GRANTABLE
---------

PRVTYPE
-------

GRANTEE_T
---------

GRANTEE_ID
-----------

GRANTOR_T
---------

GRANTOR_ID
----------

Y
Y

Refer
Update

Unknown
Unknown

65535
65535

System
System

-2
-2

Displaying Object Integrity and Consistency
The mxtool VERIFY command detects and reports inconsistencies between the information
contained in the metadata, the resource forks, and the file labels. It does not verify data integrity.
This command is often used together with the mxtool INFO command, which displays various
aspects of a database.
An object has definitional integrity if it is consistently described in the metadata, the resource forks,
and the file labels, and if the descriptions of all related objects are valid. A database can become
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inconsistent through database changes that are not applied consistently throughout related objects.
SQL can prevent many of the operations that cause inconsistency, but it does not always detect
all operational errors. For example, when you drop a table, SQL attempts to drop all dependencies.
However, a user might restore objects that might not be consistent with the related objects. System
operational problems or system failures can also cause inconsistencies in the data dictionary.

NOTE: HP recommends that you run the mxtool VERIFY command once a week on frequently
used objects for early problem detection and resolution.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Displaying Version Numbers
Topics in this subsection:

• “Displaying the NonStop SQL/MX Release Identifier” (page 147)

• “Displaying the Schema Version” (page 147)

• “Displaying the System Schema Version” (page 147)

• “Displaying the Object Schema Version (OSV)” (page 147)

• “Displaying the Object Feature Version (OFV)” (page 147)

Displaying the NonStop SQL/MX Release Identifier
To obtain the release number of the SQL/MX software running on a specified node, see the banner
generated by mxci. For SQL/MX Release 3.2, mxci displays the release identifier 3.2.
For example, the mxci banner displays the following information for SQL/MX Release 3.2:
Hewlett-Packard NonStop(TM) SQL/MX Conversational Interface 3.2 (c)
Copyright 2003, 2004-2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.

Displaying the Schema Version
This example displays the version number of a specified schema:
>> select s.schema_version
   from nonstop_sqlmx_node.system_schema.schemata s,
      nonstop_sqlmx_node.system_schema.catsys c
   where c.cat_name = 'catalog-name'
    and c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
    and s.schema_name = 'schema-name';

Displaying the System Schema Version
This example displays the version number of the system schema:
>> select s.schema_version
   from nonstop_sqlmx_node.system_schema.schemata s,
      nonstop_sqlmx_node.system_schema.catsys c
   where c.cat_name = 'NONSTOP_SQLMX_node'
    and c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
    and s.schema_name = 'SYSTEM_SCHEMA';

Displaying the Object Schema Version (OSV)
The example in “Displaying the System Schema Version” (page 147) also applies to the OSV.
The MXCI SHOWLABEL command also displays object schema and object feature version
information.

Displaying the Object Feature Version (OFV)
This example displays the object feature version (OFV) of a specified database object:
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>> select o.object_feature_version
  from nonstop_sqlmx_node.system_schema.schemata s,
   nonstop_sqlmx_node.system_schema.catsys c,
catalog-name.definition_schema_version_schema-version.objects o
  where c.cat_name = 'catalog-name'
   and c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
   and s.schema_name = 'schema-name'
   and s.schema_uid = o.schema_uid
   and o.object_name = 'object-name';

This example is the same as the previous but limits the query to a specified name space:
>> select o.object_feature_version
  from nonstop_sqlmx_node.system_schema.schemata s,
   nonstop_sqlmx_node.system_schema.catsys c,
catalog-name.definition_schema_version_schema-version.objects o
  where c.cat_name = 'catalog-name'
   and c.cat_uid = s.cat_uid
   and s.schema_name = 'schema-name'
   and s.schema_uid = o.schema_uid
   and o.object_name = 'object-name'
   and o.object_name_space = 'name-space';
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7 Adding, Altering, and Dropping SQL/MX Database
Objects

After you create an SQL/MX database, you can assume the database is consistent and the
application data is valid. Database management operations that add, alter, or drop database
objects must maintain this same level of data consistency and validity, and must be planned
carefully.
This section addresses these topics:

• “Planning Operations on SQL/MX Objects” (page 149)

• “Adding Objects to an SQL/MX Database” (page 149)

• “Altering Objects in an SQL/MX Database” (page 160)

• “Dropping Objects From an SQL/MX Database” (page 166)
This section applies to SQL/MX objects only. For more information, see the SQL/MP Installation
and Management Guide.

Planning Operations on SQL/MX Objects
As with any change to the database, the first step is careful planning. While planning your changes
to the database, you should consider these issues, discussed in more detail in this section:

• Are there dependent SQL/MX objects that the change might affect? Sometimes a single change
makes other changes necessary for consistency. Your plan for completing a change should
include performing an initial change and, if needed, changes to dependent SQL/MX objects
throughout the database.

• Does the user making the change have the authority to perform this change? If not, the
command does not execute.

• Are the necessary base tables, partitions, and systems available?

• What impact would the change have on production system applications? Should the
applications be stopped to apply this change consistently and without system degradation?

• Does the user making the change have a valid recovery mechanism to undo the change if
required?

When you make changes to the database, you should always maintain a log of all operations that
add, drop, or alter database objects. For more information, see “Managing Database Applications”
(page 209).

Adding Objects to an SQL/MX Database
Table 8 (page 149) summarizes the objects you can add to an SQL/MX database and identifies
the statement, command, or utility required for each add operation.

Table 8 Adding Objects to an SQL/MX Database

Statement, Command or UtilityOperationObject

CREATE CATALOG statementAddCatalog

ALTER TABLE ADD COLUMN statementAddColumn

ALTER TABLE ADD CONSTRAINT statementAddConstraint

CREATE INDEX statementAddIndex

MODIFY utilityAddPartition
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Table 8 Adding Objects to an SQL/MX Database (continued)

Statement, Command or UtilityOperationObject

CREATE SCHEMA statementAddSchema

CREATE SQLMP ALIAS statementAddSQL/MP alias

CREATE PROCEDURE statementAddStored procedures in Java (SPJs)

CREATE TABLE statementAddTable

CREATE TRIGGER statementAddTrigger

CREATE VIEW statementAddView

For more information on creating (adding) objects, see:

• “Understanding and Planning SQL/MX Tables” (page 28)

• “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72)

• “Managing Database Applications” (page 209)

• The SQL/MX Reference Manual

Authorization Requirements for Adding Database Objects
Table 9 (page 150) describes the authorization requirement for each add operation.

Table 9 Authorization Requirements for Adding Database Objects

Authorization RequirementsOperation

Any user on a node can use the CREATE CATALOG statement to add a catalog to
the node.

“Adding Catalogs” (page 151)

To use the ALTER TABLE statement to add a column to a table, you must own the
table’s schema or be the super ID.

“Adding Columns to an SQL/MX
Table” (page 151)

To use the ALTER TABLE statement to add a constraint to a table, you must own the
table’s schema or be the super ID, and you must also have access to all partitions

“Adding Constraints” (page 153)

of both the referenced and the referencing tables. To add a constraint that refers to
a column in another table, you must have REFERENCES privileges on that column.

To use the CREATE INDEX statement to create an SQL/MX index, you must own the
schema for the underlying table or be the super ID, and have access to all partitions
of the underlying table.

“Adding Indexes to SQL/MX
Tables” (page 154)

To use the MODIFY utility to add a partition to a table of index, you must own its
schema or be the super ID.

“Adding Partitions to SQL/MX
Tables and Indexes” (page 156)

To use the CREATE SCHEMA statement to create a schema.“Adding Schemas” (page 158)

To use the CREATE SQLMP ALIAS statement to add an SQL/MP alias, you must be
the owner of the schema or be the super ID.

“Adding SQL/MP Aliases”
(page 158)

To use the CREATE PROCEDURE statement to add an SPJ, you must be the owner
of the schema, or be the super ID, and have read access to the Java class file or

“Adding Stored Procedures in
Java (SPJs)” (page 159)

JAR file that contains the SPJ method. For more information, see the SQL/MX Guide
for Stored Procedures in Java.

To use the CREATE TABLE statement to add a table, you must own its schema or be
the super ID.

“Adding SQL/MX Tables”
(page 159)
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Table 9 Authorization Requirements for Adding Database Objects (continued)

Authorization RequirementsOperation

Adding a trigger can affect up to three schemas, each with its own authorization
requirements:

“Adding Triggers” (page 159)

• The schema where the trigger is created. You must either own this schema or be
the super ID.

• The schema where the subject table exists. You must either own this schema or
be the super ID.

• The schema where the referenced table exists. You must have correct privileges
on the referenced table or be the super ID.

To use the CREATE VIEW statement to add a view, you must have SELECT privileges
for the objects underlying the view and either own the schema where the view
resides or be the super ID.

“Adding Views” (page 160)

Adding Catalogs
To add a catalog, use the CREATE CATALOG statement.
A catalog is owned by the user ID that created it, although catalog ownership does not imply
authorization over schemas or objects in that catalog. Each of the schemas described in a catalog
has an owner. A catalog can contain multiple schemas, each possibly owned by a different user.
A catalog cannot contain other catalogs.
Any user on a node can create a catalog on that node and create a schema in the catalog. Any
user can drop an empty catalog, regardless of who the catalog owner is. Catalog names beginning
with NONSTOP_SQLMX_ are reserved for system metadata and you are not allowed to create or
to drop catalogs with these reserved names.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Adding a Catalog
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine a name for the catalog you want to add.
3. Ensure your catalog name is unique among existing catalog names on your node.
4. Check whether or not your catalog name is unique across all the nodes in your Expand network

(if applicable).

NOTE: After you have created (registered) your catalog on your node, you will be unable
to register any catalog with the same name from another node (for example, to be able to
access objects in the other catalog from your node).

5. Choose a location for the metadata tables for the catalog. You must choose an audited,
non-SMF DAM disk volume.

6. Enter the CREATE CATALOG statement.
For more information, see “Creating Catalogs” (page 76).

Adding Columns to an SQL/MX Table
To add a column to an SQL/MX table, use the ALTER TABLE statement with the ADD COLUMN
clause.
You can add columns to SQL/MX tables, but not to views or indexes. Each ALTER TABLE statement
adds only one column. To add several columns, use the statement once for each column.
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NOTE: Where possible, avoid adding columns to a table. When you add a column, internal
expression optimizations are turned off, and the executor incurs a performance penalty whenever
a column is added. The extent of the impact on performance depends in large part on data types
used in added columns. For more information, see the “Database Design Guidelines for Improving
OLTP Performance” (page 101).

SQL applications that depend on the table are not affected by the addition of a new column unless
the application needs to use the new column, performs an INSERT statement without a
target-col-list, or uses a SELECT * statement which refers to the new column. You should
explicitly SQL compile these applications to avoid automatic recompilation and to return the
application to a valid state.
Adding a column does not cause existing data to be rewritten. For existing rows, the new column
takes on the default value you specify. Adding a column to a table does not affect existing dependent
views or indexes.

NOTE: Views previously defined as “SELECT * FROM...” do not select the new column.

Use the ALTER TABLE statement with the ADD COLUMN clause with an exclusive table lock to
ensure that no rows are inserted during creation of the column. All partitions and views must also
be accessible.
After you add a column, you should consider whether the new column must be integrated into
existing or new views and indexes. Application programmers can write new programs to use the
new column or alter existing programs to use the new column.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Adding a Column to an SQL/MX Table
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table to which you want to add the column.
3. Determine the attributes for the column you wish to add including the data type, the character

set, the default value, the heading, and any constraints on the associated data.
4. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223)and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

5. Enter the ALTER TABLE statement with the ADD COLUMN clause.
6. Determine if the new column should also be added to any existing index or view or if program

changes are required. After adding the new column, follow the steps for integrating the new
column into an existing application, described following this procedure.

7. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process
and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.
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To integrate the new column into the existing database or application programs:

• If you want to create a new index using the new column, follow the steps for “Adding Indexes
to SQL/MX Tables” (page 154).

• If you want to add the new column to an existing index, first follow the steps for “Dropping
SQL/MX Indexes” (page 169), then follow the steps for “Adding Indexes to SQL/MX Tables”
(page 154) to add the new column definition. You cannot alter an index or view to add a
column.

• If you want to create a new view using the new column, follow the steps for “Adding Views”
(page 160).

• If you want to add the new column to an existing view, first follow the steps for “Dropping
Views” (page 174), then follow the steps for “Adding Views” (page 160). You cannot alter a
view to add a column.

• If you want to use the new column in programs, you must change existing programs to refer
to the new column. You might need to change screen sections to display the column on the
screen, and you might need to change code sections to retrieve or update the column. After
you SQL compile a program changed to use the new table definition, the program can use
the column.

• If you want to add constraints that control values in the new column, execute the ALTER TABLE
ADD CONSTRAINT statement at any time after the column is added.

Example of Adding a Column to a Table
The following example adds a column to the CUSTOMER table:
>> LOG myfile;
>> ALTER TABLE CAT.SCH.CUSTOMER
+>   ADD COLUMN PRIOR_YEARS_SALES
+>       PIC S9(9)V99  COMP  DEFAULT CURRENTTIME;
--- SQL operation complete.

Adding Constraints
To add any of these constraints to a table, use the ALTER TABLE ADD CONSTRAINT statement:

• CHECK

• PRIMARY KEY

• REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY (RI)

• UNIQUE
Adding a constraint to the database is similar to making a program change: any future data
insertions or updates must satisfy the new rule imposed by the constraint. In addition, all existing
rows must satisfy the rule before a constraint can be added.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Adding a Constraint
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table to which you want to add the constraint.
3. Query the OBJECTS table to ensure the new constraint name is unique among existing constraint

names in the schema.
4. Query the table data to ensure it satisfies the rule imposed by the constraint. (For RI constraints,

also ensure the data in the column(s) in the referenced table satisfy the constraint.) If you are
creating a unique index, query the table data to ensure no duplicate entries are present.
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5. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this
object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

6. Enter the ALTER TABLE ADD CONSTRAINT statement.
7. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see “Creating Constraints on SQL/MX Tables” (page 98).

Adding Indexes to SQL/MX Tables
To add an index to an existing table, use the CREATE INDEX statement. To add an SQL/MX index,
you must own the schema for the underlying table or be the super ID, and have access to all
partitions of the underlying table. An index always has the same security as the table it indexes,
so users authorized to access the table can also access the index. (You cannot access an index
directly, however.) You should consider creating indexes on only the most frequently used table
columns.
Because CREATE INDEX executes in a single TMF transaction, it could experience TMF limitations
such as a transaction time-out if the created index contains a particularly large amount of data.
CREATE INDEX locks out INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE operations on the table being indexed. If
other processes have row in the table locked when the operation begins, CREATE INDEX waits
until its lock request is granted or time-out occurs.
By default, or if you specify the POPULATE option, CREATE INDEX both creates and loads the new
index. If you are creating an index on a large SQL/MX table that is already populated, use the
NO POPULATE option, and then run the POPULATE INDEX utility to load the index. After running
POPULATE INDEX, you should perform a FUP RELOAD on the index and all its partitions, to organize
the index structure more efficiently and to reduce index levels.
If the MAXEXTENT value that you specify is too small, the POPULATE INDEX utility automatically
increases the value to the largest possible size. When POPULATE INDEX completes, it adjusts the
MAXEXTENTS value to the value you specified, if it is greater than the number of extents that
needed to be allocated. If the number of extents that need to be allocated is greater than the value
you specify, POPULATE INDEX adjusts the value for MAXEXTENTS to a value equal to the number
of extents that it allocated, plus 50. This behavior is similar to that of NonStop SQL/MP.
For non-unique indexes, the sum of the lengths of the columns in the index plus the sum of the length
of the clustering key of the underlying table cannot exceed 2048 bytes. For unique indexes, the
sum of the lengths of the columns in the index cannot exceed 2048 bytes.
There is no restriction on the number of indexes per table, and there is no restriction on the number
of partitions an index supports, but HP recommends a maximum of 512 partitions.
Consider the following guidelines when adding an index to an existing table:

• Index creation can be quite a long operation, depending on the size of the table and the load
on the system. Therefore, the default locking strategy acquires a shared table lock on the
underlying table. The shared table lock ensures that no users can modify rows during the
creation of the index. This lock will prohibit access to the table by other users that make write
requests during the index creation process.

• Make a TMF online dump of the index immediately after creating in preparation for potential
file recovery (which could be faster than rebuilding the index).
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For additional guidelines related to index creation, including performance-related considerations,
see the SQL/MX Reference Manual, “Determining When to Use Indexes” (page 36), “Defining an
Index” (page 38), and “Creating Indexes for SQL/MX Tables” (page 95).

Evaluating the Benefits of a New Index
Use indexes to improve the performance of your database and to implement constraints. Indexes
can improve performance by eliminating the need for the disk process to access the underlying
table. Knowing when to add an index to improve performance requires a detailed understanding
and analysis of your application. Ways of collecting performance data are:

• Analyze the programs and ad hoc queries for the columns used in the DISTINCT, GROUP BY,
ORDER BY, and WHERE clauses, and in join operations.

• Run the SQL compiler with the EXPLAIN option to obtain a report on the access paths the
compiler chooses for the programs.

• Analyze Measure statistics on SQL statements.
For more information, see “Evaluating the Benefits of a New Index” (page 155)

Testing the Performance Benefits of a New Index
If you need to determine whether an index can benefit performance, you could test the performance
before implementing the index in the production system:
1. Test a sample set of queries against the production tables by using the DISPLAY STATISTICS

command to obtain the statistical information.
2. Duplicate the table or tables involved to a test location.
3. Create the new index.
4. Enter an UPDATE STATISTICS statement to update the statistical information stored in the

catalog and get statistics on the new index.
5. SQL compile (recompile) any SQL applications that use the table with the EXPLAIN option to

determine whether the index is the chosen path.
6. Test the same queries against the tables by using DISPLAY STATISTICS to obtain the new

statistical information.
7. Determine any improvement in performance.
8. If the query execution plans include using the new index and if you determine that the

performance improvement is sufficiently advantageous over the increased system overhead
of maintaining the index, add the index to the production database.

9. If you add the index, recompile programs that use the table.
For more information, see “Performance Benefits of Indexes” (page 36).

Steps for Adding an Index
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table to which you want to add the index.
3. Query the OBJECTS table to ensure the new index name is unique among existing index

names in the schema.
4. Query the table data to ensure it is consistent with the index. If you are creating a unique

index, query the data to ensure there are no duplicate entries.
5. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
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to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

6. Enter the CREATE INDEX statement.

NOTE: If the base table is populated, specify the NO POPULATE option for this statement,
and then run POPULATE INDEX utility. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

7. Enter an UPDATE STATISTICS statement to update the statistical information stored in the
catalog and get statistics on the new index.

8. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process
and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

9. Make a new TMF online dump containing the new index.
For more information, see “Precreating Indexes or Managing Constraint-Created Indexes” (page 36)
and “Creating Indexes for SQL/MX Tables” (page 95).

Adding Partitions to SQL/MX Tables and Indexes
If an index or a table is stored by a user-specified primary key or a key column list, you can add
partitions to the index or table by using the MODIFY utility. MODIFY is a syntax-based utility that
can be executed through MXCI, and enables database administrators to perform partition operations
on range and hash partitions of SQL/MX tables and indexes. Depending on the type of operation
you are performing, MODIFY can be run as an online or offline operation.

CAUTION: Except for the operation to drop a range partition, partition operations are done in
multiple transactions. If the partition operation fails, you might need to use the RECOVER utility to
cancel or resume the failed partition operation.

For more information about creating and using table and index partitions, see:

• “Planning Table and Index Partitioning” (page 33)

• “Range Partitioning and Hash Partitioning” (page 33)

• “Creating and Managing Partitions for SQL/MX Tables” (page 82)

• “Restrictions on Creating and Placing Partitions” (page 83)

• SQL/MX Reference Manual

Evaluating the Benefit of a New Partition
Partitioning can provide significant benefits to a wide variety of applications by improving
manageability, performance, and availability. It is not unusual for partitioning to improve the
performance of certain queries or maintenance operations by an order of magnitude.
Partitioning might increase performance if:

• Disk accesses are queued in the disk process, partitioning the table across multiple volumes
might increase performance.

• A partition of a table or index is full, the partition can be split into two partitions.
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• A certain subset of a remote table’s data is accessed more frequently at the local node than
from a remote node, partitioning the table so that the frequently accessed portion of the data
resides on the local node can increase local performance.

• Queries are processed in parallel, partitioning a table or index is often required. Partitioning
is necessary, for example, for parallel execution of a SELECT statement on a single table. Even
for join queries, which do not require partitioning of the objects involved, parallel processing
operates best when a table or index is partitioned.

Use the Measure product to obtain statistics concerning disk message levels, queuing, and other
measurements on various volumes or file partitions to identify the levels of use.
For more information, see “Performance Benefits of Partitioning” (page 83).

Steps for Adding a Partition
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table or index to which you want to add the partition.
3. For range partitioned tables or indexes, determine the location and starting key of the new

partition. For hash partitioned tables or indexes, determine the location of the new partition.
4. Ensure ample disk space is available for the new partition. For more information, see the

SQL/MX Reference Manual.
5. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

6. Use the MODIFY utility to add the partition. (See “Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index
Partitions” (page 182).)

7. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process
and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

8. Make new TMF online dumps of all partitions of the table or index.
For more information about redistributing rows across partitions, see “Reorganizing SQL/MX
Tables and Maintaining Data” (page 176).

Example of Adding a Hash Partition to an SQL/MX Table
For this example, suppose that the table ORDERSH has been created in this way:
>> CREATE TABLE cat3.sch3.ordersh
+>  (location char(16) not null not droppable,
+>  ordernumber integer unsigned not null not droppable,
+>   ordertime timestamp,
+>  primary key (location, ordernumber) not droppable)
+>  location $DATA01
+>  hash partition(
+>  add location $DATA02,
+>  add location $DATA03);
--- SQL operation complete.

The table ORDERSH is partitioned three ways. When business orders increase, you decide to
rebalance the orders data over four disks. Use this MODIFY TABLE command to add the fourth
partition:
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>> MODIFY TABLE cat3.sch3.ordersh add partition
+>    location $DATA04;
--- SQL operation complete.

In response to this command, a portion of the data in each of the original three partitions is moved
automatically to the fourth partition, rebalancing the data evenly across the four partitions.
For more detailed examples of adding, modifying, and deleting range-partitioned and
hash-partitioned tables and indexes, see “Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index Partitions”
(page 182).

Adding Schemas
To add a schema to a catalog, use the CREATE SCHEMA statement. If you specify an optional
subvolume name in the CREATE SCHEMA statement, follow these guidelines:

• The name must begin with the letters ZSD, followed by a letter, not a digit (for example, ZSDa,
not ZSD2).

• The name must be exactly eight characters long.

• All Guardian files representing data in a particular schema must have the same subvolume
name regardless of the volume on which they reside. This subvolume name must match the
subvolume name indicated in the system schema column SCHEMA_SUBVOLUME, described
in the system schema table SCHEMATA.

NonStop SQL/MX prevents you from specifying a subvolume name that is already in use by another
schema. However, when the RDF product is used to maintain a duplicate database on another
node, you must use the same subvolume for the backup database. If the catalogs are visible on
the other nodes, use the REPEAT USE ALLOWED option while creating the schema.
Schema names that being with DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_ are reserved (in all catalogs)
for system metadata. You cannot create schemas with these names in user catalogs.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Adding a Schema
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine a name for the schema you wish to add.
3. Query the system metadata to ensure the new schema name is unique among existing schema

names in the catalog.
4. Enter the CREATE SCHEMA statement,.
For more information, see “Creating Schemas” (page 77).

Adding SQL/MP Aliases
Use the CREATE SQLMP ALIAS statement to add an SQL/MP alias to your SQL/MX database.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Adding an SQL/MP Alias
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine a name for the SQL/MP alias you wish to add.
3. Query the system metadata to ensure the new SQL/MP alias name is unique among existing

table, view, SQL/MP alias, and SPJ names in the schema.
4. Enter the CREATE SQLMP ALIAS statement.
For more information and examples of creating SQL/MP aliases, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.
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Adding Stored Procedures in Java (SPJs)
Use the CREATE PROCEDURE statement to add an SPJ to your SQL/MX database.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java.

Adding SQL/MX Tables
Use the CREATE TABLE statement to add a table to your SQL/MX database.
The name for the new table must be unique among names of tables, views, SQL/MP aliases, and
procedures within its schema. You cannot specify a Guardian physical location as the name of
the table, although you can specify the names of the Guardian files that will contain table data by
using the LOCATION clause. For more information, see the “SQL/MX Subvolume Naming
Guidelines” (page 73).
To create a table, you must own its schema or be the super ID. If you add a table containing a
column that corresponds to an existing column in another table, you should define the new table’s
column with the same characteristics as the existing column. To create a constraint on the table
that refers to a column in another table, you must have REFERENCES privileges on that column
and access to the table that contains the column.

NOTE: SQL/MX tables must have a user-defined clustering key to have partitions. You can
partition any table or index provided its clustering key is not just system-generated SYSKEY.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Adding an SQL/MX Table
1. Plan the column definitions, checking that the data type of any column that might be necessary

for join or predicate search operations matches the joined column.
2. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
3. Make sure your new table name is unique among existing table, view, SQL/MP alias, and

SPJ names in the schema.
4. Determine a name for the table you wish to add.
5. Query the system metadata to ensure the new table name is unique among existing table,

view, SQL/MP alias and SPJ names in the schema.
6. Enter the CREATE TABLE statement.
7. Use the GRANT statement to assign access privileges on the new table to authorized users.
8. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

9. Perform a TMF online dump. For a partitioned table, perform an online dump of each partition.
For more information, see “Creating SQL/MX Tables” (page 79).

Adding Triggers
To add a trigger to an SQL/MX table, use the CREATE TRIGGER statement.
User applications that change (INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE) information in a table are automatically
recompiled when a trigger with a matching event is added or dropped. User applications that use
a SELECT on the subject table do not require recompilation. User applications require SQL
recompilations only when triggers are added, altered or dropped. No source code changes or
language compilations are required.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Steps for Adding a Trigger
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table to which you want to add the trigger.
3. Query the system metadata to ensure the new trigger name is unique among existing trigger

names defined in the schema.
4. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223)and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

5. Enter the CREATE TRIGGER statement.
6. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see “Creating Triggers” (page 101).

Adding Views
To add a view, use the CREATE VIEW statement.

Steps for Adding a View
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the names of any tables whose columns you want to include in the view., and a

name for the view you want to add.
3. Query the system metadata to ensure the new view name is unique among existing view,

table, SQL/MP alias and SPJ names in the schema.
4. Determine the column names of the view and the column names of the underlying table or

tables of the view. To display the columns of the underlying table or tables, you can use MXCI
as described in “Displaying the Attributes of a Column” (page 142).

5. Enter the CREATE VIEW statement.
6. Use the GRANT statement to set access privileges for the new view, if necessary.
7. Make a new TMF online dump containing the view.
For more information, see “Creating Views of SQL/MX Tables” (page 100) and the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.

Altering Objects in an SQL/MX Database
Table 10 (page 160) summarizes the database objects that you can alter and identifies the statements,
commands, or utilities to use.

Table 10 Altering Objects in an SQL/MX Database

Statement, Command or UtilityOperationObject

ALTER INDEX statement FIXUP utilityChange attributesIndex

MODIFY utility
nl

Add partition
nl

Partition
MODIFY utility
nl

Drop partition
nl
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Table 10 Altering Objects in an SQL/MX Database (continued)

Statement, Command or UtilityOperationObject

Reuse partition
nl

MODIFY utility
nl

Move partition MODIFY utility

GRANT statement
nl

Grant privilegeStored procedure in Java (SPJ)
GRANT EXECUTE statement

REVOKE statement
nl

Revoke privilege
REVOKE EXECUTE statement

ALTER SQLMP ALIAS statementRemapSQL/MP alias

See “Reviewing and Setting System Defaults”
(page 67)

Changing attribute settingsSystem Default

ALTER TABLE statement FIXUP utility
nl

Change attributes
nl

Table
ALTER TABLE statement
nl

Add column
nl

ALTER TABLE statement
nl

Add constraint
nl

ALTER TABLE statement
nl

Drop constraint
nl

GRANT statement
nl

Grant privileges
nl

REVOKE statementRevoke privileges

ALTER TRIGGER statement
nl

Enable trigger
nl

Trigger
ALTER TRIGGER statementDisable trigger

GRANT statement
nl

Grant privilege
nl

View
REVOKE statementRevoke privilege

For more information on altering SQL/MX database objects, see:

• “Understanding and Planning SQL/MX Tables” (page 28)

• “Reviewing and Setting System Defaults” (page 67)

• “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72)

• “Managing Database Applications” (page 209)

• The SQL/MX Reference Manual

• SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java

Authorization Requirements for Altering Database Objects
Table 11 (page 161) describes the authorization requirement for each alter operation.

Table 11 Authorization Requirements for Altering Database Objects

Authorization RequirementsOperation

To alter an index with the ALTER INDEX statement, you must own its schema or
be the super ID.
nl

“Altering SQL/MX Indexes”
(page 162)

To alter an index using the FIXUP utility, you must be the super ID. For more
information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

To alter a partition with the MODIFY utility, you must be the owner of its schema
or be the super ID.

“Altering Partitions for SQL/MX
Tables and Indexes” (page 163)

To alter an SQL/MP alias with the ALTER SQLMP ALIAS statement, you must own
its schema or be the super ID.

“Altering SQL/MP Aliases”
(page 163)

See the SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java.“Altering SPJs” (page 164)

To alter system defaults, you must be the super ID or a user to whom the super ID
has granted UPDATE privileges on this table. (All other users have SELECT
privileges on this table.)

“Altering System Defaults”
(page 164)
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Table 11 Authorization Requirements for Altering Database Objects (continued)

Authorization RequirementsOperation

To alter a table with the ALTER TABLE statement, you must own its schema or be
the super ID.
nl

“Altering SQL/MX Tables”
(page 164)

To alter a table with the GRANT and REVOKE statements, you must have both
that privilege and the right to grant or revoke that privilege. If the super ID user
issues a GRANT or REVOKE statement using the BY authid-grantor clause, the
authid-grantor must hold the right to grant or revoke the specified privileges. For
more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
nl

To alter a table using the FIXUP utility, you must be the super ID. For more
information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

To alter a trigger with the ALTER TRIGGER statement, you must own its schema
or be the super ID. Only the super ID can use ALTER TRIGGER DISABLE ALL or
ALTER TRIGGER ENABLE ALL.

“Altering Triggers” (page 166)

To alter a view with GRANT and REVOKE statements, you must have both that
privilege and the right to grant or revoke that privilege. If the super ID user issues

“Altering Views” (page 166)

a GRANT or REVOKE statement using the BY authid-grantor clause, the
authid-grantor must hold the right to grant or revoke the specified privileges. For
more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Altering SQL/MX Indexes
To alter these physical file attributes of SQL/MX indexes, use the ALTER index statement:

• ALLOCATE/DEALLOCATE

• AUDITCOMPRESS

• CLEARONPURGE

• MAXEXTENTS
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Altering an Index
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the index you want to alter.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the ALTER INDEX statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

Example of Altering an SQL/MX Index
This example changes the maximum number of extents to 760:
ALTER INDEX xempname ATTRIBUTE MAXEXTENTS 760
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Altering Partitions for SQL/MX Tables and Indexes
To alter a table or index partition, use the MODIFY utility.
For MODIFY utility syntax, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Altering a Partition
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the partition you want to alter.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Use the MODIFY utility to alter the partition. (See “Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index
Partitions” (page 182).)

5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process
and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see “Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index Partitions” (page 182).

Altering SQL/MP Aliases
To alter an SQL/MP alias, use the ALTER SQLMP ALIAS statement.
You can change the physical name of an SQL/MP table to which an existing alias is mapped
using the ALTER SQLMP ALIAS statement.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Altering an SQL/MP Alias
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the SQL/MP alias you want to alter.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the ALTER SQLMP ALIAS statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information and examples of altering SQL/MP aliases, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.
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Altering SPJs
For more information, see the SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in Java.

Altering System Defaults
For more information, see “Reviewing and Setting System Defaults” (page 67).

Altering SQL/MX Tables
You can use various statements and utilities to alter SQL/MX tables in many ways. For more
information about these statements and utilities, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Altering SQL/MX Table Columns
You cannot alter table columns directly. You can alter them indirectly, however, by creating a new
table with the different column sizes or data type definitions:
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine a name for the new table.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223)and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the CREATE TABLE statement to create a new table definition that contains the new
column attributes.

5. After creating the new table, load the old table’s data into the new table with INSERT/SELECT
statements.

6. After the loading the new table, drop the old table.

Adding Table Columns
See “Adding Columns to an SQL/MX Table” (page 151).

Dropping Table Columns
See “Dropping Columns from an SQL/MX Table” (page 168).

Altering Table Constraints
You cannot alter constraints, but you can change them by dropping an existing constraint or by
adding a new constraint to the table. Constraints reside in definition only; therefore, they have no
physical or security attributes to alter.

Adding a Table Constraint
See “Adding Constraints” (page 153).

Dropping a Table Constraint
See “Dropping Constraints” (page 168).
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Altering Table File Attributes
To alter these physical file attributes of SQL/MX tables, use the ALTER TABLE statement:

• ALLOCATE/DEALLOCATE

• AUDITCOMPRESS

• CLEARONPURGE

• MAXEXTENTS
Altering a table's file attributes neither invalidates any programs nor affects dependencies of the
table.
To alter security attributes of SQL/MX tables, however, use the GRANT and REVOKE statements.
(See “Altering Table Privileges” (page 165).)

Steps for Altering Table File Attributes
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the table attribute you want to alter.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the ALTER TABLE statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

Examples of Altering Table File Attributes
These examples demonstrate altering the file attributes of a table:
>> ALTER TABLE CAT.SCH.EMPLOYEE
+> MAXEXTENTS 200;
--- SQL operation complete.
>> ALTER TABLE CAT.SCH.EMPLOYEE
+> ALLOCATE 175;
--- SQL operation complete.
>> ALTER TABLE CAT.SCH.EMPLOYEE
+> NO AUDITCOMPRESS;
--- SQL operation complete.

Altering Table Privileges
To alter table privileges, use the GRANT and REVOKE statements.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Altering a Table’s Privileges
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table you want to alter and what privileges you want to change.
3. Enter the GRANT or REVOKE statement.
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For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Altering Triggers
To alter triggers, use the ALTER TRIGGER statement.
You can alter triggers by either enabling or disabling them with the ALTER TRIGGER statement.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Altering a Trigger
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the trigger you want to alter.
3. Enter the ALTER TRIGGER statement.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Altering Views
To alter view privileges, use the GRANT and REVOKE statements.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Altering a View
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the view you want to alter.
3. Enter the GRANT or REVOKE statements.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping Objects From an SQL/MX Database
Table 12 (page 166) summarizes the objects that you can remove from the database and the
statements, commands, and utilities to use. All these operations are discussed in this subsection
except for dropping damaged SQL objects, which is described in “Using GOAWAY to Delete
Damaged Objects” (page 260).

Table 12 Dropping Objects From an SQL/MX Database

Statement, Command or UtilityOperationObject

DROP CATALOG statementDropCatalog

ALTER TABLE DROP CONSTRAINT statementDropConstraint

DROP INDEX statementDrop data, file and definitionIndex

MODIFY utilityDrop data, file and definitionPartition

PURGEDATA utilityDrop data only

DROP SCHEMA statementDrop schemaSchema

DROP SQLMP ALIAS statementDrop the mapSQL/MP alias

DROP PROCEDURE statementDrop procedureStored procedures in Java (SPJ)

DROP TABLE statementDrop data, files and definitionTable

PURGEDATA utilityDrop data only

DROP TRIGGER statementDrop triggerTrigger

DROP VIEW statementDrop viewView
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For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual. For more information about application
programs, see “Managing Database Applications” (page 209).

Authorization Requirements for Dropping Database Objects
Table 13 (page 167) describes the authorization requirement for each drop operation.

Table 13 Authorization Requirements for Dropping Database Objects

Authorization RequirementsOperation

Any user can drop any empty catalog visible on the local node. (All metadata tables
for the catalog must be accessible at the time DROP CATALOG executes.) No user

“Dropping Catalogs” (page 167)

can drop a non empty catalog, however, even if the catalog contains only empty
schemas.

To drop a column with a sequence of SQL/MX statements, you must own its schema
or be the super ID.

“Dropping Columns from an
SQL/MX Table” (page 168)

To drop a constraint with the ALTER TABLE DROP CONSTRAINT statement, you must
own its schema or be the super ID. You must also have access to all partitions of the

“Dropping Constraints”
(page 168)

table itself. (ALTER TABLE works only on user-created tables. You cannot use it to
modify a metadata table even if you are the owner of the metadata tables or a super
ID.)

To drop an index with the DROP INDEX statement, either you must be the super ID,
or you must own the schema that contains the index, have ALL privileges on the table,
and have access to all partitions of the index and the underlying table.

“Dropping SQL/MX Indexes”
(page 169)

To drop a partition with the MODIFY utility, you must be the owner of its schema or
the super ID.
nl

“Dropping Partitions for
SQL/MX Tables and Indexes”
(page 170) To drop only the data in a partition with the PURGEDATA utility, either you must be

the super ID, or you must own the schema and have ALL privileges on the table
(DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE).

To drop a schema with the DROP SCHEMA statement, you must own the schema or
be the super ID. You must also have remote passwords for both the node where the

“Dropping Schemas” (page 171)

catalog of the schema has been registered, and for any nodes to which the schema
has been replicated.

To drop an SQL/MP alias with the DROP SQLMP ALIAS statement, you must be the
owner of the schema in which the alias resides or be the super ID.

“Dropping SQL/MP Aliases”
(page 171)

To drop an SPJ with the DROP PROCEDURE statement, you must own the SPJ or be
the super ID. For more information, see the SQL/MX Guide to Stored Procedures in
Java.

“Dropping SPJs” (page 172)

To drop a table with the DROP TABLE statement, you must own its schema or be the
super ID.

“Dropping SQL/MX Tables”
(page 172)

To drop a trigger with the DROP TRIGGER statement, you must own its schema or be
the super ID.

“Dropping Triggers” (page 174)

To drop a view with the DROP VIEW statement, you must own the schema that contains
the view or be the super ID.

“Dropping Views” (page 174)

Dropping Catalogs
To drop a catalog, use the DROP CATALOG statement.
DROP CATALOG automatically removes the SQL/MX user metadata tables, system metadata
tables, and definition schema tables associated with the catalog and all entries in the system
catalog associated with the catalog. All metadata tables for the catalog must be accessible at the
time DROP CATALOG executes.
Before you can drop a catalog, it must be empty. Any user can drop any empty catalog visible on
the local node. No user can drop a nonempty catalog, even if the catalog contains only empty
schemas.
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For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Dropping a Catalog
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the catalog you wish to drop.
3. If necessary, use the DROP SCHEMA statement to drop any schemas from the catalog. (See

“Dropping Schemas” (page 171).)

NOTE: The CASCADE option causes all objects within the specified schema to be dropped
as well as the schema itself.

4. Enter the DROP CATALOG statement.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping Columns from an SQL/MX Table
You cannot drop a column from an SQL/MX table, view or index directly. To drop a column
indirectly, you must create a new table, view or index identical to the old one, but without the
offending column, and then copy the contents of the remaining columns from the old table to the
new one.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Dropping a Column From an SQL/MX Table
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine a name for the new table.
3. Query the system metadata to ensure the new table name is unique among existing table,

view, SQL/MP alias and SPJ names in the schema.
4. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

5. Enter the CREATE TABLE statement to create a new table definition that does not contain the
column you want to drop.

6. After creating the new table, load the old table’s data into the new table with INSERT/SELECT
statements.

7. After the loading the new table, drop the old table.
8. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

Dropping Constraints
To drop a constraint, use the ALTER TABLE DROP CONSTRAINT statement.
Dropping constraints on the database is similar to making a program change. Any future data
inserts or updates will not have to satisfy the constraint. The ALTER TABLE DROP CONSTRAINT
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statement drops only the constraint definition from the table and does not affect the data in the
table.
Dropping a constraint on a table invalidates the programs that depend on the table. You should
include steps to explicitly SQL compile the dependent programs to avoid automatic recompilation
and to return the application to a valid state.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Dropping a Constraint
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table for which you want to drop the constraint.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the ALTER TABLE DROP CONSTRAINT statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping SQL/MX Indexes
To drop an index, use the DROP INDEX statement.
This statement purges the physical file that contains the index and eliminates the access path to
the underlying table. The RESTRICT option, by default, will not allow an index to be dropped if it
is being used to validate a constraint. The CASCADE option, if specified, will drop both the index
and any constraints using the index for validation.
Dropping an index invalidates programs that depend on index access path. When you drop an
index, you should explicitly SQL compile the dependent programs to return the application to a
valid state and to avoid expensive automatic recompilations.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Dropping an Index
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table for which you want to drop the index.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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4. Enter the DROP INDEX statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

If you plan to use the TMF subsystem for recovering an index, see “Recovering Views and Indexes”
(page 248).
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping Partitions for SQL/MX Tables and Indexes
Use the MODIFY utility to drop a range partition or hash partition in a table or an index. To drop
only the data within a partition and leave partition itself intact, use the PURGEDATA utility. For
more information, see the “Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index Partitions” (page 182) and
“Using PURGEDATA to Delete Data From Tables” (page 207).

Determining When to Drop a Partition
When all information in a partition becomes obsolete, or when a database design deficiency
leaves a partition continually empty, a reference to a table or index defined across this partition
request results in a correspondingly longer access time to the table or index. In such circumstances,
you might want to drop this partition while leaving the others defined for the object intact.

Guidelines for Dropping Partitions
You can drop table and index partitions within these guidelines:

• The partition for a range-partitioned object must be empty.

• All partitions must be available when you use the MODIFY utility on an SQL/MX table or
index.

• If you plan to use the TMF subsystem for recovering a table or index, see “Recovering Database
Objects” (page 236) before proceeding.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Dropping a Partition
See “Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index Partitions” (page 182).

Example of Dropping a Partition
The following example drops an empty partition of a range-partitioned table:
>>MODIFY TABLE CAT.SALES.CUSTOMER
+>   DROP PARTITION
+>   WHERE LOCATION $VOL5;
--- SQL operation complete.

Deleting Data from Partitions
To drop only the data from a table and associated indexes, use the PURGEDATA utility.

NOTE: You cannot use PURGEDATA to drop the data from an index partition. You can only use
PURGEDATA to drop data from partitions of tables that have no indexes, and you cannot drop
indexes separately from tables.

To drop the data from a table partition:
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table from which you want to drop the partition data.
3. Use the PURGEDATA utility to drop the data from the partition.
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NOTE: Unlike the DROP statement, PURGEDATA does not remove the file label.

For more information, see “Using PURGEDATA to Delete Data From Tables” (page 207)

Dropping Schemas
Use the DROP SCHEMA statement to drop a schema.
To drop a schema successfully:

• It must be empty unless you use the CASCADE option.

• You must own the schema or be the super ID.

• You must have remote passwords for any nodes to which the catalog of the schema has been
registered.

The RESTRICT option, by default, will not allow a schema to be dropped if the schema is not empty
of specifications for dependent objects. However, the CASCADE option, if specified, will drop
both the schema and any such dependent objects.
If the schema is fairly large and contains many rows, DROP SCHEMA with the CASCADE might
fail with file system error 35, “Unable to obtain an I/O process control block, or the transaction
or open lock unit limit has been reached.” In this case, too many locks were requested. When this
occurs, you need to update MAXLOCKSPERTCB to 10000 or more.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Dropping a Schema
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the schema that you wish to drop.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the DROP SCHEMA statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping SQL/MP Aliases
Use the DROP SQLMP ALIAS statement to drop an SQL/MP alias from a schema (remove its
mapping from an SQL/MX ANSI name to a physical SQL/MP file name).
The DROP SQLMP ALIAS statement does not cause the underlying SQL/MP object to be dropped.
Similarly, dropping an underlying SQL/MP object does not cause any SQL/MP aliases to be
dropped. Those aliases remain unchanged and orphaned.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Steps for Dropping an SQL/MP Alias
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the SQLMP alias that you wish to drop.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the DROP SQLMP ALIAS statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping SPJs
For more information about and examples of dropping SPJs, see the SQL/MX Guide to Stored
Procedures in Java.

Dropping SQL/MX Tables
To remove a table and its dependent objects from the database, use the DROP TABLE statement.
Use the PURGEDATA utility to remove only the data from a table and its dependent objects and
leave the objects intact.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping SQL/MX Tables and Their Data
To drop a table and its data, use the DROP TABLE statement. Dropping a base table with
dependencies is essentially dropping each of the dependent objects (indexes, constraints) separately.
SQL drops all the dependencies automatically.
If the table contains references to another object (for example, an RI constraint), the drop operation
fails if RESTRICT is specified. The drop operation should succeed if you use the CASCADE option
to drop these dependent objects.

Guidelines for Dropping an SQL/MX Table and its Data

• If you plan to use the TMF subsystem to recover an SQL/MX table, see “Recovering Tables”
(page 237).

• To have the authority to drop a table, you must have all the security and authority required to
drop or invalidate all dependent objects, including access to all the catalogs describing all
the dependent objects.

• You can use the DROP TABLE statement to drop a table with partitions, but not to drop individual
partitions within a table. For more information about using the MODIFY utility to drop the
individual partitions of a table, see “Dropping Partitions for SQL/MX Tables and Indexes”
(page 170).

• When you drop a table, the operation invalidates the programs that depend on that table.
To avoid expensive automatic recompilations of these programs, you should change them as
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necessary and recompile them explicitly, as in “Steps for Dropping an SQL/MX Table and its
Data” (page 173).

• A table that has an active DDL lock (one for which the process that created it still exists) cannot
be dropped even if you specify CASCADE. An active DDL lock will be released when the
utility locking the file completes.

• If you specify RESTRICT and table is referenced by a view, a trigger, or a referential constraint
of another table, or if the table has an active DDL lock, the specified table cannot be dropped.

• If you specify CASCADE, the table and all of its views, triggers, referential constraints, and
inactive DDL locks are dropped.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Dropping an SQL/MX Table and its Data
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table you wish to drop.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the DROP TABLE statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Recovering SQL/MX Tables Dropped Accidentally
If you drop a table accidentally, you can recover the table using the DDL file generated automatically
by NonStop SQL/MX. For more information, see “Using TMF to Recover Dropped SQL/MX Objects”
(page 55) and the “Recovering Tables” (page 237).

Dropping SQL/MX Table Data Only
To drop data from a table while leaving the table intact, use the PURGEDATA utility.
PURGEDATA drops all data from both tables and their related indexes, or from specific partitions
of tables that have no indexes.

Guidelines for Dropping Table Data Only

• To use PURGEDATA, you must have ALL privileges on the table you specify (DELETE, INSERT,
SELECT, and UPDATE) and you must own the schema, or you must be the super ID.

• If PURGEDATA fails in response to a process, CPU, or system error, it uses the RECOVER utility
to recover the operation. If the PURGEDATA operation cannot be canceled, RECOVER returns
an error.

For more information, see “Using PURGEDATA to Delete Data From Tables” (page 207) and the
SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Steps for Dropping a Table’s Data Only
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the table containing the data you wish to drop.
3. Use the PURGEDATA utility to drop the data.
4. Make new TMF online dumps of all affected partitions.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping Triggers
To drop a trigger from an SQL/MX table, use the DROP TRIGGER statement.
To drop a trigger, you must own its schema or be the super ID. If you specify the CASCADE option
for the DROP TRIGGER statement, you can also drop any objects used by the trigger (for example,
tables, views or columns).
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Steps for Dropping a Trigger
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the trigger you wish to drop.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the DROP TRIGGER statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping Views
To drop a view of SQL/MX data, use the DROP VIEW statement. To drop a view, you must own
its schema or be the super ID.
The RESTRICT option, by default, will not allow a view to be dropped if it is referenced in the query
expression of any other view or in the search condition of another object's constraint. The CASCADE
option, if specified, will drop both the view and any such dependent objects
Dropping a view with dependencies is essentially the same as dropping the view and each of its
dependent objects separately. Although SQL can drop all dependent objects automatically, it does
not drop any dependent programs. Dropping a view invalidates all programs that use the view,
however, and HP recommends that you update and recompile these programs explicitly after
dropping the view to avoid errors and expensive, automatic recompilations.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Steps for Dropping a View
1. Start an MXCI session. Enter a LOG command to initiate a log file for statements and commands

entered in this session. Keep the log for your records.
2. Determine the name of the view you wish to drop.
3. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify which user modules are associated with this

object. See the similarity check criteria in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL
to determine if your changes are likely to cause similarly check to fail and force automatic
recompilation. If they will, you should SQL compile these modules after making the changes
to avoid expensive automatic recompilations at run time. SQL applications that are running
while you make these changes will still undergo automatic recompilation.
For more information about explicit and automatic recompilation, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL. For more information about using DISPLAY USE OF, see “Checking
Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

4. Enter the DROP VIEW statement.
5. Revise the application source code as needed to reflect your changes to the database. Process

and compile the updated source file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming
Manual for C and COBOL.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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8 Reorganizing SQL/MX Tables and Maintaining Data
Sometimes you might need to restructure the data in an SQL/MX table by reloading or reorganizing
the table. NonStop SQL/MX offers several tools to aid the restructuring task:

• Purge DDL files for dropped tables from the directory at /usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl to
provide more space for DROP operations. See “Purging Dropped Tables From the DDL
Directory” (page 176).

• Choose a method for reorganizing the data. See “Using FUP RELOAD to Reorganize Tables”
(page 176).

• Use FUP RELOAD to reload data to increase the data-block free space, reducing block splits
during insertions and updates. See “Using FUP RELOAD to Reorganize Tables” (page 176).

• Understand how NonStop SQL/MX supports DDL locks for some utility commands. See “DDL
Lock Considerations for MODIFY, import, POPULATE INDEX, DUP, FASTCOPY, and
PURGEDATA” (page 179).

• Use MODIFY to add, move, drop, or split table and index partitions. See “Using MODIFY to
Manage Table and Index Partitions” (page 182).

• Use import to move data from an ASCII or UCS2 file into an existing table or to append
data to tables or partitions. See “Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index Partitions”
(page 182).

• Use DUP to copy data from one table to another table. See “Using import to Load SQL/MX
Tables” (page 191).

• Use FASTCOPY to copy source table and its indexes into an existing equivalent target table
and indexes. See “Using FASTCOPY to Copy Tables into Tables” (page 205).

• Use PURGEDATA to delete data from a table or index. See “Using PURGEDATA to Delete
Data From Tables” (page 207).

For more information about reorganizing tables and maintaining data in an SQL/MP database,
see the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.

Purging Dropped Tables From the DDL Directory
When a table is dropped, NonStop SQL/MX automatically saves the DDL needed to re-create the
table in the OSS directory /usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl.
If this directory becomes too full, NonStop SQL/MX will not drop any more objects until more
space is made available. To prevent this from happening, periodically check (once a week, for
example) the DDL directory and purge all DDL files for tables you know will not have to be recovered.
The DDL directory contains timestamp information for each DDL file that identifies the time and
date when a table was dropped.
If you do not want NonStop SQL/MX to save DDL when you drop table, you can turn this feature
off by setting the SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL control query to “OFF”. For more information, see
the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Using FUP RELOAD to Reorganize Tables
Of all the SQL/MX object types, only tables and indexes contain significant amounts of data.
Views, trigger temporary tables, and stored procedures do not usually need to be reloaded.
Use FUP RELOAD to reload a table when:

• You have confirmed that a table is fragmented by using FUP INFO to read the index_level
value.

• You need to insert slack space into a table file.
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SQL/MX tables can be reorganized online. Online reorganization involves:

• “Reorganizing Table Files With FUP RELOAD” (page 177)

• “Determining the Status of a Reorganization With FUP STATUS” (page 178)

• “Suspending a Reorganization Operation” (page 178)
After you use FUP RELOAD to defragment a table, update the physical statistics using UPDATE
STATISTICS to update the metadata information. This allows the optimizer to generate better query
plans.

Reorganizing Table Files With FUP RELOAD
The FUP RELOAD command lets you reorganize a key-sequenced file while the file remains available
for use by the application. The FUP RELOAD operation physically restructures the file to improve
access performance and space usage.
Before performing a FUP RELOAD operation, consider these issues:

• During the operation, performance can be degraded if the data blocks have become physically
disorganized. Disorganization can occur as a result of INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE operations
performed over a period of time. You can, however, control the amount of degradation by
using the command’s RATE option. The higher the rate, the faster the reload occurs, but the
more performance degrades. Conversely, the lower the rate, the slower the reload occurs,
but the less performance degrades. The default value for RATE is 100 percent.

• You can either specify an ANSI name or a Guardian file name when you perform a FUP
RELOAD on an SQL/MX table or index. FUP RELOAD only supports the use of ANSI names
for individual table or index partitions. If you provide an ANSI name for a table or index
partition, FUP converts it to its corresponding Guardian file name and performs RELOAD on
the file as if the Guardian name had been entered directly. If you provide a Guardian file
name, you must first identify the Guardian files (objects) that are associated with that table or
index. For instructions on obtaining this information, see “Displaying Users With Catalog and
Schema Creation Rights” (page 124) or use the SHOWDDL command. You then run FUP
RELOAD on each of these Guardian files (objects) for the SQL/MX table or index. FUP RELOAD
can be run in parallel or sequential order.

NOTE: If you do use ANSI names with FUP RELOAD, the FUP command line cannot exceed
132 characters. Do not use ANSI names that span more than one input line and require an
embedded “&” line continuation character. One alternative would be to accept an input file
and read the ANSI names out of that file, limiting it to names of 255 characters or less because
EDIT files have that limit.

• The FUP RELOAD command reorganizes either a table or an index independent of each other.

NOTE: Do not attempt to perform a FUP RELOAD operation on a partition while other partition
(DDL) operations are in progress on its table or index.

• You can FUP RELOAD a nonpartitioned table or index. You can also FUP RELOAD one, some,
or all partitions of a partitioned table or index.

• When the FUP RELOAD command is issued, FUP uses the ORSERV program to initiate a
background process to perform the operations requested by the command. After the process
is initiated, FUP displays the message RELOAD STARTED and either returns a prompt or
terminates (depending upon whether FUP was initiated interactively or noninteractively).
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• The FUP RELOAD operation might take a long time, depending upon the size of the file and
the rate specified for the command.

• You can suspend the FUP RELOAD operation or request a status report about the progress of
the operation, as explained in “Determining the Status of a Reorganization With FUP STATUS”
(page 178).

This command initiates a FUP RELOAD operation for the table named CUSTOMER. The SLACK
option sets a minimum amount of free space in the blocks. For more information, see the File Utility
Program (FUP) Reference Manual.
FUP
  - RELOAD $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00, RATE 30, SLACK 50

Determining the Status of a Reorganization With FUP STATUS
The FUP STATUS command reports the status of a FUP RELOAD operation. Use the STATUS command
to determine if the operation has completed or has been suspended and to find out what percentage
of the file has been processed.
This command requests the status of the FUP RELOAD operation started in the previous example
for the table CUSTOMER:
FUP
  - STATUS $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00

The status is reported in this format:
FUP
- STATUS $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00
$DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00
RELOAD IN PROGRESS
RELOAD INITIATED: 21 Jan 2004, 13:02

If the operation completes, terminates abnormally, or is suspended, FUP displays the appropriate
message.

Suspending a Reorganization Operation
During the reorganization of a table, you might need to suspend the reorganization process. In
most cases, suspension is necessary for performance considerations. Later, you can restart the
reorganization, causing the process to continue from the point where it left off.
This command suspends the FUP RELOAD operation started in the previous example for the table
CUSTOMER:
FUP
  - SUSPEND $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00

If you issue a STATUS command for the FUP RELOAD operation suspended for the CUSTOMER
table in the preceding example, the status message follows that command:
FUP
  - STATUS $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00

The status is reported in this format:
- STATUS $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00
$DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00
RELOAD INITIATED: 21 Jan 2004, 13:02
RELOAD SUSPENDED: 21 Jan 2004, 13:48

When you want to restart the reorganization of the table, reissue the FUP RELOAD command. In
this case, you must omit the NEW option so that FUP restarts a previously suspended reload
operation.
If you want to change the RATE or SLACK option, you can do so in the restart command. This
command restarts the FUP RELOAD operation for the table CUSTOMER, but adjusts the reloading
rate to 20 percent:
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FUP
  - RELOAD $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00, RATE 20, SLACK 50

If you want to keep the same RATE and SLACK values when you restart the reorganization process,
enter the FUP RELOAD command without the RATE and SLACK parameters:
FUP
  - RELOAD $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00

After a FUP RELOAD operation has been suspended and you want to start this operation completely
over again, enter the FUP RELOAD command with the NEW option:
FUP
  - RELOAD $DATA08.ZSDAWVHH.J8MGRZ00, NEW, RATE 30, SLACK 50

In the FUP RELOAD command, the NEW option is necessary only when restarting a RELOAD
operation over again from the beginning, following a RELOAD suspension.

DDL Lock Considerations for MODIFY, import, POPULATE INDEX, DUP,
FASTCOPY, and PURGEDATA

A utility operation usually occurs over several TMF transactions, time during which other operations
might attempt to run. However, operations that change metadata and label information for the
same table or index, including DDL requests and other utility operations, are considered structure
changing operations. To prevent other structure changing operations from running before it
completes, a running utility obtains and holds a DDL lock for the duration of its execution.
The DDL lock persists across the boundaries of the TMF transactions that compose the utility
operation. The DDL lock signifies that a structure change is in progress for a given table or one of
its indexes. Other structure changing operations cannot be performed until the operation that holds
the DDL lock completes. DDL locks are usually obtained for utilities that run in multiple operations
and therefore require compensating work to recover the utility operations.
The utility request informs NonStop SQL/MX that it is running, performs commands over as many
TMF transactions as necessary, then informs NonStop SQL/MX that the operation has completed.
Structure changing operations include:

• A DDL operation that changes the definition of the object (for example, alter table, add column,
or create index)

• A DDL operation on a dependent object (for example, an index, constraint, or trigger)

• A utility operation that changes the definition of the object.
These SQL/MX utilities use DDL locks:

• MODIFY. See “Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index Partitions” (page 182).

• import (for the fast loading option only). See “Using import to Load SQL/MX Tables”
(page 191).

• POPULATE INDEX

• DUP. See “Using DUP to Copy Tables Into Tables” (page 204).

• FASTCOPY. See “Using FASTCOPY to Copy Tables into Tables” (page 205).

• PURGEDATA. See “Using PURGEDATA to Delete Data From Tables” (page 207).
A DDL lock is obtained when any of these utilities starts. When the utility operation completes, the
DDL lock is removed. While the DDL lock exists, other structure changing operations cannot be
run.
A utility that holds a DDL lock can terminate without removing the DDL lock. For example, suppose
that a resource on which a utility operation is running becomes unavailable, causing the MXCMP
process and the utility to fail. Because the DDL lock is persistent, it still exists after the operation
fails as an inactive DDL lock. If a utility operation fails and an inactive DDL lock is present, you
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must perform a RECOVER operation on the affected SQL/MX object to restore the utility operation
to a known good state.

Consequences of a Failed Utility Operation
If a failure, such as an unavailable resource or TMF failure, prevents a utility operation from
completing successfully, the utility responds by attempting to perform its own internal recovery
procedure for the purpose of completing the request or, if necessary, rolling back the operation to
the known good state from which it began.
The utility’s own recovery procedure can fail because of circumstances beyond its control. For
example, the utility’s recovery procedure might fail because TMF is down.
If the utility’s own recovery procedure is unable to complete or roll back the failed utility operation,
the utility operation returns an error. You can use this error information to isolate the cause for the
failure and ensure that it is corrected.
When the cause of the failure is fixed, you should perform a RECOVER command—or in the case
of some failed MODIFY operations, a FUP RELOAD command—to cancel or resume the utility
operation.

Using a Query to Obtain DDL Lock and Process ID Information
You can issue a query to read the metadata and generate a list of DDL locks on a given object or
set of objects. This query example retrieves information about the DDL locks and the MXCMP
process IDs associated with the catalog SAMDBCAT and the schema SALES:
set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_schema version>;
select substring (o.object_name from 1 for 15) as lock_name,
     o.object_type as type,
      l.operation,
       l.status,
        substring (l.process_id from 1 for 25) as process_id
from objects o, ddl_locks 1
where l.object_uid = o.object_uid and o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where schema_name = 'SALES' and cat_uid =
   (select cat_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
   where cat_name = 'SAMDCAT'
   )
   )
for read uncommitted access
order by l.object_uid;

PROCESS_ID
-----------------

STATUS
-----------

OPERATION
---------

TYPE
----

LOCK_NAME
---------------

\15.$:2:619:15659164IMLKCUSTOMER_LOCK

You can use the TACL command STATUS process-name to determine whether the process ID
returned by the query is running or is nor present. If the named process is running, the returned
lock information is for an active DDL lock. If the named process is not present, the returned lock
information is for an inactive DDL lock.
This and other information returned by the query can be used to determine whether you need to
perform a RECOVER or a FUP RELOAD operation on a MODIFY request. For more information,
see the “Using RECOVER or FUP RELOAD to Recover a Failed MODIFY Operation and Reset the
Flag” (page 185).
While a DDL lock is active, the utility operation that holds the lock is assumed to be running.
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You can also use SHOWDDL to display information about DDL locks. An example SHOWDDL
output would include:
-- WARNING: A DDL lock exists on the following object, SHOWDDL
may be inaccurate
--
CREATE TABLE CAT.SCH.CUSTOMER

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Performing Recovery on Failed Utility Operations
If the utility request fails to complete successfully, the request must be recovered to a known good
state (resumed or cancelled), which removes the DDL lock and resets all flags. Most utilities respond
to a request failure by invoking their own internal recovery procedure. If the utility’s internal recovery
procedure does not succeed, you must manually recover the utility request. For all utilities but
MODIFY, you perform a RECOVER operation on the affected SQL/MX object. For MODIFY, you
perform a RECOVER operation on the affected table or index if an inactive DDL lock is present
and perform a FUP RELOAD operation if the MODIFY request completes but its ORSERV process
does not complete and is not running. At the very least, a process with the same process ID stored
in the metadata exists. For more information, see “Recovering a Failed MODIFY Request and
Resetting Flags” (page 184). For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
If a structure changing operation is attempted while an active or inactive DDL lock is present, error
1134 is returned:

1134 A concurrent utility or DDL operation is being performed on object object-name, its parent, or one of its 
dependencies. That operation must complete before the requested operation can run.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Messages Manual.
If the DDL lock is active, you must wait until the utility operation completes before you can re-run
the original request. If the DDL lock is inactive, you must perform a RECOVER operation against
the table or index name specified in the 1134 error. If you attempt to perform a RECOVER operation
while the utility operation is still running, the RECOVER operation fails. Otherwise, RECOVER
completes and removes the inactive DDL lock.
If the RECOVER operation fails, you must identify and correct the cause for its failure. For example,
RECOVER might fail because of the unavailability of a system that contains a partition from the
table or index being acted on. You would have to wait until the remote system is available before
you could re-run RECOVER to cancel or resume the operation.
When the RECOVER operation has completed successfully, you can perform the other structure
changing operations.
If you attempt to drop or alter an object that a utility operation is using, error 1250 is returned:

1250 Operation cannot be performed on object object-name because a utility operation (operation-type) associated with
DDL_LOCK lock-name is currently running.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Messages Manual.

Structure Changing Operations That Can Run With Active or Inactive DDL Locks
Present

Structure changing operations are sometimes allowed to run even with active or inactive DDL locks
present. Examples include:

• Creating a view on a table with an active or inactive DDL lock

• Dropping a view on table with an active or inactive DDL lock

• Creating or dropping views on table that has dependent indexes with active or inactive locks
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Operations are allowed to continue for views because creating and dropping views do not change
the structure of the dependent tables or the dependent table’s indexes. This contrasts with NonStop
SQL/MP, for which structure information is stored about views in the dependent table’s label.
Structure changing operations are sometimes allowed to run and succeed when inactive DDL locks
are present. Examples include:

• Dropping a table with inactive DDL lock

• Dropping an index with an inactive DDL lock

• Dropping a table that has a dependent index with an inactive DDL lock
An attempt to drop a table with an inactive DDL lock can fail if an inactive DDL lock exists on
another table that has a dependency on the first table. For example, Step 5 in this sequence would
fail and generate a DDL lock error:
1. Create table tab1.
2. Create table tab2.
3. Create an RI constraint on tab2 that references tab1.
4. Run a utility request on tab2 that fails and causes an inactive DDL lock to remain.
5. Attempt to drop table tab1.
Finally, certain ALTER operations are allowed to run and complete successfully when inactive DDL
locks are present. These ALTER operations change attributes in the labels but do not alter the
structure of the object or change its redefinition timestamp:

• ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE option

• AUDITCOMPRESS

• CLEARONPURGE

• MAXEXTENTS
DDL locks on indexes have their own set of considerations. ALTER operations are often allowed
on the parent table even if the index has a DDL lock because the change to the parent table does
not affect the structure of the dependent index.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Using MODIFY to Manage Table and Index Partitions
As the data in SQL/MX tables and indexes is updated and removed and new data is added, you
need to manage table and index partitions. Use the MODIFY utility to perform these partition
management operations:

• Adding, splitting, merging, moving, and dropping partitions for range-partitioned tables and
indexes. See “Using MODIFY to Manage Range-Partitioned Tables and Indexes” (page 186).

• Adding, moving, and dropping partitions for hash-partitioned tables and indexes. See “Using
MODIFY to Manage Hash-Partitioned Tables and Indexes” (page 189).

• Managing system-clustered tables and indexes. See “Managing System-Clustered Tables and
Indexes” (page 191).

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

MODIFY and EMS Messages
MODIFY generates EMS messages to report operation status. If an error occurs during a MODIFY
operation, check the EMS log for possible information about where the process failure occurred.

Online and Offline Partition Management
MODIFY can run as either an offline or online operation. You can perform online operations while
the partition is being used by another application. You can perform offline operations only on
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partitions that are not being used by other applications or that are being used with READ access.
WRITE access is prohibited.
MODIFY’s with-shared-access option supports online partition management of range-partitioned
tables and indexes in which the partitioning key is a prefix of the clustering key. This feature
provides full read and write access to a range-partitioned table or index for the duration of most
operations. Other processes can read and write the table or index while it is being repartitioned,
except during a short period at the end when file labels and metadata are updated.
Online partition management is not supported for these types of tables and indexes:

• hash-partitioned tables and indexes

• System-clustered tables

• range-partitioned tables and indexes where the partitioning key is not a prefix of the clustering
key

MODIFY and TMF
Many partition management requests require movement of massive amounts of data. Because these
operations can take longer than the default TMF time limit of two hours, operations involving data
movement are performed in multiple transactions.

Specifying the Number of Rows Per Transaction
You can specify the number of rows to be copied in a transaction with the CONTROL QUERY
DEFAULT statement or by inserting an entry into the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table. For offline partition
operations, use the PM_OFFLINE_TRANSACTION_GRANULARITY attribute. For online partition
operations, use the PM_ONLINE_TRANSACTION_GRANULARITY attribute.
The setting in the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table applies to all partition operations in the current node
unless you override it by using a CONTROL QUERY DEFAULT statement. The statement can be
issued from MXCI, and the setting from this statement applies only to subsequent requests within
the same MXCI.
If the attribute neither appears in the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table nor is specified using a CONTROL
QUERY DEFAULT statement, MODIFY uses the value 5000 for offline partition operations and 400
for online partition operations.

Default Value for Offline Partition Operations
For offline partition operations, MODIFY locks the entire source and target partitions so DP2 lock
escalation is not an issue. In general, MODIFY runs more efficiently when you specify a larger
value. You should choose this value with care. If it is too large, the transaction might abort because
of the two-hour TMF time limit or the size of the audit trails. You will also need to take the row size
into consideration when choosing the number of rows because the product of the row size and
num-of-rows gives the amount of data to be copied in each transaction.
You can temporarily increase the TMF time limit and the size of the audit trail to allow operations
to complete with a larger num-of-rows. However, increasing these TMF limits degrades system
performance and increases disk space usage for the audit trail.

Default Value for Online Partition Operations
For online partition operations, MODIFY does not lock source partitions or target partitions from
the start. Source rows are read without locks. Row locks are obtained on target rows. Avoid
choosing a default value greater than 500, because DP2 escalates locking from selected rows to
the entire partition if the partition has more than 511 row and file locks.
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MODIFY and Table Reloading
Some MODIFY command options start the online reload process ORSERV, which runs in the
background. Until the ORSERV process completes, you cannot perform DDL operations and utility
operations—including another MODIFY command—on the affected table or index. ORSERV keeps
the file open and does not terminate for five minutes after the reload operation completes.
For range-partitioned tables and indexes, the MODIFY command starts one or more ORSERV
processes when:

• You specify an offline ADD request (that is, a prefix of a suffix split operation), and the specified
key range contains data.

• You specify an online ADD request using the WITH SHARED ACCESS clause.

• You specify a MOVE request for a move-partition-boundary operation, and the specified key
range contains data but does not include the entire partition.

• You use the WITH SHARED ACCESS clause to specify an online MOVE request for a
move-partition-boundary operation, and the specified key range does not include the entire
partition.

For hash-partitioned tables and indexes, the MODIFY command starts one or more ORSERV
processes when:

• You specify an ADD request.

• You specify a DROP request.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
MODIFY assigns these default values of the FUP RELOAD parameters to ORSERV:

Default ValueFUP RELOAD Parameter

NoDEALLOCATE

TrueNEW

100RATE (percentage)

15DSLACK (percentage)

15ISLACK (percentage)

FalseSHARE

15SLACK (percentage)

TrueRECLAIM for range partition

FalseRECLAIM for hash partition

For more information, see the File Utility Program (FUP) Reference Manual.
You can monitor the progress of the ORSERV process with this TACL command:
FUP STATUS physical-file-name

You can determine the Guardian (physical) file name by using the MXCI SHOWLABEL command.
For example:
SHOWLABEL CAT.SCH.T1, DETAIL;

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Recovering a Failed MODIFY Request and Resetting Flags
The UNRECLAIMEDSPACE (F) flag or the INCOMPLETE SQLDDL OPERATION (D) flag can be left
set when a MODIFY operation fails to complete successfully. If possible, the MODIFY utility responds
by invoking its own internal recovery procedure for the purpose of completing the operation
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successfully or, if necessary, rolling it back to the known good state that existed at the start of the
operation.
If a flag remains set after a MODIFY request completes, this signifies that the table or index the
MODIFY request is acting upon contains unusable space. When the MODIFY request completes,
it starts an ORSERV process that reclaims the unused file space, reloads the file, and calls on DP2
to reset any UNRECLAIMEDSPACE or INCOMPLETE SQLDDL OPERATION flag that remains set.
While either flag remains set, any new MODIFY or DUP operation you attempt to perform on the
table or index will fail with error 20290 (operation still in progress). It might be possible to
successfully perform DML operations on the object, but all other operations will fail.

Verifying That a Flag Is Set in a Partition
To determine whether or not an UNRECLAIMEDSPACE or INCOMPLETE SQLDDL OPERATION
flag is set for any of a given table's or index's partitions, perform a SHOWLABEL or FUP INFO
command on each partition. If you use SHOWLABEL, you must provide Guardian names for
partitions because SHOWLABEL returns file label information for the primary partition only when
ANSI names are used.

Using RECOVER or FUP RELOAD to Recover a Failed MODIFY Operation and Reset the Flag
When you receive an error message in response to a request or some other indication that a
MODIFY operation has failed before completion, you can issue a query on the affected table or
index as shown. The query returns information you can use to recover a failed MODIFY request.
>> set schema samdbcat.definition_schema_version_<schema version>;

--- SQL operation complete.
>> select substring (o1.object_name from 1 for 15) as lock_name,
   l.operation as util,
   l.status,
   substring (l.process_uid from 1 for 25) as process ID
 from objects o, objects o1, ddl_locks l
 where o.object_name = 'CUSTOMER'
  and o.object_uid = l.base_object_uid
  and l.object_uid = o1.object_uid
  and o.schema_uid =
   (select schema_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.schemata
   where
   schema_name = 'SALES' and
   cat_uid =
   (select cat_uid
   from nonstop_sqlmx_<sys name>.system_schema.catsys
   where cat_name = 'SAMDBCAT'
   )
   )
 for read uncommitted access
 order by l.object_uid;

PROCESS_ID
----------------

STATUS
-----------

UTIL
-----

LOCK_NAME
-----------------------

\DMR15.$:2:619:15659164IMCUSTOMER_LOCK

As shown in the example, the query can return DDL lock name and process ID information.
Depending on the information the query returns, perform one of these steps to recover a failed
utility operation and reset a flag:

• If the query returns no information, the MODIFY operation has completed. However, the
ORSERV process that MODIFY started has not completed. Determine which partition still has
an UNRECLAIMEDSPACE or INCOMPLETE SQLDDL OPERATION flag set (see “Verifying That
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a Flag Is Set in a Partition” (page 185)) and perform a FUP STATUS on the partition, using its
Guardian name, to determine whether or not the reload process is running:

◦ If the reload operation is still running, wait until it completes.

◦ If the reload operation is not running, perform a FUP RELOAD on the partition that has
the UNRECLAIMEDSPACE or INCOMPLETE SQLDDL OPERATION flag set.

• If the query returns a process ID for the MXCMP process associated with the MODIFY operation,
run the TACL command STATUS process-name to determine the current state of the process
ID (running or not running) and the type of the DDL lock returned by the query (active or
inactive).

◦ If the STATUS process-name command shows that the process is still running, the
returned lock information is for an active DDL lock. Wait until the MODIFY operation
completes. If the MODIFY operation starts an ORSERV process to reset the
UNRECLAIMEDSPACE or INCOMPLETE SQLDDL OPERATION flag, wait until the reload
operation completes.

◦ If the STATUS process-name command returns no process information, the returned
lock information is for an inactive DDL lock. Run the RECOVER command on the table or
index associated with the MODIFY request to cancel or resume the operation. The
RECOVER command can start an ORSERV process that resets either flag.

Using MODIFY to Manage Range-Partitioned Tables and Indexes
Use MODIFY to manage range-partitioned tables and indexes. You must manage tables and
indexes separately, regardless of their relationship. Both offline and online operations are supported.
MODIFY supports online partition management for range-partitioned tables and indexes where
the partitioning key is a prefix of the clustering key.
MODIFY supports these partition management operations for range partitions:

• Adding a new empty partition. You can add range partitions online. You can add one range
partition at a time to a hash-partitioned table, but you must do this offline.

• Dropping an existing empty partition.

• Moving an existing partition to a new location.

• Splitting an existing partition and then moving the first or last part of the data to a new partition.
From NonStop SQL/MX, splitting a single partition into two partitions requires two steps:
splitting off the first half of the partition and then moving the second half to a new partition.

• Splitting an existing partition and then merging the first or last part of the data to an existing
adjacent partition.

• Merging two adjacent partitions into one.

• Reusing an existing partition by setting the FIRST KEY values of the partition to new values.
You can optionally remove existing data in the partition to be reused.

Examples of Using MODIFY With Range-Partitioned Tables
For these range-partitioned table examples, suppose that the table ORDERSR has been created in
this way:
CREATE TABLE cat2.sch2.ordersr
(location char(16) not null not droppable,
 ordernumber integer unsigned not null not droppable,
 ordertime timestamp,
 primary key (location, ordernumber) not droppable)
location $DATA01
partition(
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 add first key ('Chicago') location $DATA02,
 add first key ('New York') location $DATA03 );

Also suppose that the table ORDERSR contains orders with these locations:

• Atlanta

• Chicago

• Cincinnati

• New York

Example of Adding a New Range Partition
You expect several thousand orders for ‘Seattle’ to arrive shortly. As the table ORDERSR is currently
defined, you would insert these orders into the partition on $DATA03. But if $DATA03 is already
quite active, you might elect to split this load over another disk volume. This MODIFY command
splits the $DATA03 partition, moving all locations from ‘Seattle’ and beyond to a new partition
on $DATA04:
MODIFY TABLE cat2.sch2.ordersr add partition
  where key = value ('Seattle')
  to location $DATA04;

Example of Dropping an Existing Empty Range Partition
Contrary to expectations, no orders have been received from ‘Seattle,’ and no orders have been
received with a location value greater than or equal to ‘Seattle.’ You decide to get rid of the empty
partition that you just created on $DATA04. Use this MODIFY command to drop that partition:
MODIFY TABLE cat2.sch2.ordersr drop partition
  where key = value ('Seattle');

After you issue this command, if new rows with a location value greater than or equal to ‘Seattle’
arrive, they are inserted into the partition on $DATA03.

Example of Moving an Existing Partition to a New Location
You decide to use $DATA01 for other purposes. You want to move the first partition of the table
to a different volume, $DATA00. Use this MODIFY TABLE command:
MODIFY TABLE cat2.sch2.ordersr move
  where key = first partition to location $DATA00;

Example of Splitting an Existing Range Partition and Merging the First or Last Part to an Existing
Partition
Business has improved, and many new orders have been received from ‘Chicago’ and ‘Cincinnati.’
At the same time, very few orders have been received from ‘Atlanta.’ The result is that the partition
on $DATA02 is much more active than the partition on $DATA00. So you decide to rebalance
the load. You do this by moving the key range from ‘Chicago’ up to—but not including—‘Cincinnati’
to the $DATA00 partition. Use this MODIFY TABLE command:
MODIFY TABLE cat2.sch2.ordersr move
  where key = first key upto key = value ('Cincinnati')
  to previous partition;

Example of Merging Two Adjacent Range Partitions Into One Range Partition
You have sold your New York subsidiary to another company. As a result, ‘New York’ orders soon
begin to decline significantly, and there is not enough demand to justify retaining a separate
partition for ‘New York’ orders. You decide to merge the data from this partition into the partition
on $DATA02 and to drop the $DATA03 partition. Use this MODIFY TABLE command:
MODIFY TABLE cat2.sch2.ordersr move
  where key = value ('New York') thru key = last key
  to previous partition;
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Note that the DROP PARTITON syntax is not used in this example because the partition $DATA03,
which contains ‘New York,’ is not yet empty.

Example of Reusing an Existing Range Partition by Setting the FIRST KEY Values to New Values
You have reorganized your business so that all orders that originate in ‘Chicago’ and all locations
with values greater than ‘Chicago’ are processed through an agent in ‘Boston.’ You have already
deleted all rows from the ORDERSR table with locations greater than or equal to the value of
‘Chicago,’ which empties the ‘Cincinnati’ partition, $DATA02. All new orders should go into the
$DATA00 partition. Consequently, you decide to drop the ‘Cincinnati’ partition and create a new
partition for ‘Boston’ orders. Use this MODIFY REUSE command to do this in one operation:
MODIFY TABLE cat2.sch2.ordersr reuse partition
  where key = value ('Cincinnati')
  with key = value ('Boston');

Examples of Using MODIFY With Range-Partitioned Indexes
These range-partitioned index examples are based on the range-partitioned table ORDERSR from
“Examples of Using MODIFY With Range-Partitioned Tables” (page 186). Suppose that it has become
necessary to group customer orders based on the time they were placed. Although you can perform
grouping against the base table directly, suppose that there is a requirement for direct access to
particular dates. One way to perform the grouping is to add this range-partitioned index on the
ORDERTIME column of ORDERSR:
CREATE INDEX ordersr_via_ordertime
ON cat2.sch2.ordersr (ordertime)
LOCATION $data01
PARTITION (
ADD FIRST KEY TIMESTAMP '2004-01-01 00:00:00.000000'
LOCATION $data02,
ADD FIRST KEY TIMESTAMP '2004-07-01 00:00:00.000000'
LOCATION $data03 );

The partition on $DATA01 contains index records for orders from 2003 and earlier, the partition
on $DATA02 contains index records for orders from the first half of 2004, and the partition on
$DATA03 contains index records for orders for the second half of 2004 and later.
Managing partitions on a range-partitioned index is quite similar to managing partitions on a
range-partitioned table. You can still perform ADD, DROP, MOVE, SPLIT, and MERGE operations.
The only table operation that cannot be performed on an index is REUSE. The next examples
illustrate these supported operations.

Example of Adding a New Range Partition
Business has exceeded expectations in the first half of 2004. The index partition on $DATA02 has
become too large, and you want to move May and June orders to a new partition, $DATA04. Use
this MODIFY command:
MODIFY INDEX cat2.sch2.ordersr_via_ordertime
add partition
 where key =
  value (timestamp '2004-05-01 00:00:00.000000')
 to location $data04;

NOTE: In the MODIFY INDEX command, the catalog and schema names of the index follow the
usual default naming rules. In particular, if the catalog or schema name is not specified, the default
catalog or schema name from the session is used. In the CREATE INDEX command, however, the
catalog and schema names cannot be specified for the index name. Instead, the CREATE INDEX
command always creates the index in the same catalog and schema as the underlying base table.
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Example of Dropping an Existing Empty Range Partition
Suppose that your company has archived all the orders from 2003 and earlier and no longer
needs to keep them in the ORDERSR table. You have deleted all records with ORDERTIMEs in 2003
and earlier from the table. As a result, the index partition $DATA01 is empty. Use this MODIFY
command to drop this empty index partition:
MODIFY INDEX cat2.sch2.ordersr_via_ordertime
drop partition
 where first partition;

In this example, you use the syntax first partition instead of specifying a key value to refer
to the first index partition.

Example of Moving an Existing Partition to a New Location
You need to use $DATA04 for other purposes. Use this MODIFY command to move the index
partition on $DATA04 to another volume:
MODIFY INDEX cat2.sch2.ordersr_via_ordertime
move
 where key =
  value (timestamp '2004-05-01 00:00:00.000000')
 to location $data05;

Using MODIFY to Manage Hash-Partitioned Tables and Indexes
Use MODIFY to manage hash partitions of SQL/MX tables and indexes. You can drop only the
last partition. You must manage tables and indexes separately, regardless of whether or not they
are related.
You can perform only offline partition management operations for hash-partitioned tables and
indexes. MODIFY supports these offline partition management operations for hash partitions:

• Adding a new hash partition and rebalancing data (that is, redistributing existing data to all
partitions, including the new partition).

• Dropping the last existing hash partition and rebalancing data.

• Moving an existing hash partition to a new location.

Examples of Using MODIFY With Hash-Partitioned Tables
For these hash-partitioned index examples, suppose that the table ORDERSH has been created in
this way:
CREATE TABLE cat3.sch3.ordersh
(location char(16) not null not droppable,
  ordernumber integer unsigned not null not droppable,
  ordertime timestamp,
  primary key (location, ordernumber) not droppable)
location $DATA01
hash partition(
  add location $DATA02,
  add location $DATA03);

Example of Adding a New Hash Partition and Rebalancing Data
The table ORDERSH is partitioned three ways. When business orders increase, you decide to
rebalance the orders data over four disks. Use this MODIFY TABLE command to add the fourth
partition:
MODIFY TABLE cat3.sch3.ordersh add partition
  location $DATA04;

In response to this command, a portion of the data in each of the original three partitions is moved
automatically to the fourth partition, rebalancing the data evenly across the four partitions.
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Example of Dropping an Existing Hash Partition and Rebalancing Data
Orders suddenly decline, and you decide to free up some of the disk resources used by the table
ORDERSH. Use this MODIFY TABLE command to drop the last partition and redistribute its data
to the remaining partitions:
MODIFY TABLE cat3.sch3.ordersh drop partition
  where location $DATA04;

Example of Moving an Existing Hash Partition to a New Location
You decide to use $DATA03 for another purpose and to move the hash partition on $DATA03 to
a different volume. Use this MODIFY TABLE command to move the partition to a new location:
MODIFY TABLE cat3.sch3.ordersh move partition
  where location $data03
  to location $DATA05;

Examples of Using MODIFY With Hash-Partitioned Indexes
Because index partitioning is independent of base table partitioning, you are not restricted to using
the same partitioning scheme for the index as for the base table. For example, you can create a
hash-partitioned index on a range-partitioned table and create a range-partitioned index on a
hash-partitioned table.
The examples in this subsection are based on the range-partitioned table ORDERSR from “Examples
of Using MODIFY With Range-Partitioned Tables” (page 186).
Suppose that it becomes necessary to access orders directly from the table column ORDERNUMBER.
You decide to create an index on this column. You are not concerned about accessing ranges of
ORDERNUMBER; it is enough to access a particular ORDERNUMBER row directly. You also want
to keep the partitions of your index evenly balanced. Therefore, you create this hash-partitioned
index:
CREATE INDEX ordersr_via_ordernumber
ON cat2.sch2.ordersr (ordernumber)
LOCATION $data01
HASH PARTITION (
ADD LOCATION $data02,
ADD LOCATION $data03);

The index records are hashed on ORDERNUMBER and distributed among the index partitions
$DATA01, $DATA02, and $DATA03.
You use MODIFY to manage a hash-partitioned index much as you would to manage partitions
on a hash-partitioned table. You can perform ADD, DROP, and MOVE operations, as illustrated
in these examples.

Example of Adding a New Hash Partition and Rebalancing Data
The index ORDERSR_VIA_ORDERTIME contains three partitions. When business orders increase,
you decide to rebalance the index over four partitions. Use this MODIFY command to add the
fourth partition:
MODIFY INDEX cat2.sch2.ordersr_via_ordernumber
add partition location $data04;

Example of Dropping an Existing Hash Partition and Rebalancing Data
Orders suddenly decline, and you decide to free up some of the disk resources used by the index.
Use this MODIFY command to drop the fourth partition and redistribute its data to the remaining
partitions:
MODIFY INDEX cat2.sch2.ordersr_via_ordernumber
drop partition
  where last partition;
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By using the syntax last partition in the example, you avoid the need to specify the last
partition by its location.

Example of Moving an Existing Hash Partition to a New Location
You need to use $DATA03 for other purposes. Use the MODIFY command to move the index
partition there to another volume:
MODIFY INDEX cat2.sch2.ordersr_via_ordernumber
move
  where location $data03
  to location $data05;

Managing System-Clustered Tables and Indexes
A system-clustered table or index has no primary key and no STORE BY clause. Its primary key
defaults to the SYSKEY.
You can use MODIFY to move the existing partition of a system-clustered table or index to a new
location. A system-clustered table can have only a single partition. Only offline partition operations
are supported.
For system-clustered partitions, MODIFY supports moving an entire system-clustered partition to a
new location.

Using MODIFY in a System-Clustered Partition
For this system-clustered partition example, suppose that the table ORDERSSC has been created
in this way:
CREATE TABLE cat4.sch4.orderssc
(location char(16) not null not droppable,
  ordernumber integer unsigned not null not droppable,
  ordertime timestamp)
location $DATA09;

Example of Moving an Entire System-Clustered Partition to a New Location
You need to use $DATA09 for other purposes. You decide to move the system-clustered table
ORDERSSC to a different volume. Use this MODIFY TABLE command to move the table to the
volume $DATA03:
MODIFY TABLE cat4.sch4.orderssc move partition
  to location $DATA03;

Using import to Load SQL/MX Tables
Use the import command to move data from an input file in ASCII or UCS2 format into an
existing SQL/MX table. For example, you would use import to load an input file that contains
the ASCII-formatted contents of another vendor’s SQL table into an SQL/MX table. DataLoader/MX
can also send output to an import process.

Guidelines for Using import
• The input data file and the table must already exist before you can import the data into table.

import does not create the files or tables.
• import adds data to a table without purging existing data.

• Whenever possible, import automatically loads data into an empty table by using a special
fast loading technique designed specifically for NonStop SQL/MX.

• import automatically loads dependent indexes while loading the table rows. Performance
considerations for loading dependent indexes are described in “Managing Indexes to Improve
import Performance” (page 197).
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• import automatically performs constraint validations while loading table rows. Performance
considerations constraint validation are described in “Managing Constraints to Improve import
Performance” (page 197).

• import automatically performs triggered actions while loading table rows. Performance
considerations for performing triggered actions are described in “Managing Triggers to
Improve import Performance” (page 197).

Summary of import Options
Table 14 (page 192) describes the most important import command options.

Table 14 import Command Options

Descriptionimport Option

Disables all triggers before the data is inserted, which prevents trigger actions from occurring.-D

Specifies the first row and the number of rows to import from the input file. The first row is
designated 0 (zero). import terminates when the number of rows specified has been inserted
or when it reaches the end of the input file.

-F and -C

Specifies the name of the input file that contains the data to be imported. The input file must be
an OSS or Guardian text file. Guardian file names must be specified in OSS format (for example,
/G/DATA01/subvolume/file-name).

-I

Specifies the name of the DataLoader/MX process that can provide ASCII data to import.-IP

This option allows you to ignore some parsing and execution errors and to automatically generate
the error log filenames and error message log filenames.

-LES

Specifies the pathname parsing-errormsg-filename of an OSS output file to which
import logs the error messages that correspond with the logged data rows that have parsing

-PM

errors. The name of the error message file must be specified in OSS format, for example
/usr/jdoe/errfile, may be the same as the one specified with the -E option, but must
not be the same as any other output file.

Specifies the name summary-filename of a non-audited, OSS unstructured file (or Guardian file
of type 180 if the filename is under /G) to which import writes the number of input rows read

-SF

so far, the number of those input rows that were skipped (either due to the use of the -F
<first-row> option or because they were comment lines), the elapsed time since starting to read
the first input row, and the elapsed time since skipping the initial rows specified via the -F
<first-row> option.

Specifies the number of rows (1 to 2147483647) that import must read from the input file
between updates of the information written to the summary file. If this option is not specified,

-SI

the default shall be to write the results summary information only at the completion of the import
operation.

Specifies the number of records to process before a commit. If import returns an error before
the record count reaches the number specified with this option, all changes to the database

-T

within that transaction are rolled back. If the error occurs after the record count has surpassed
the number of records specified, all rows up to failure, minus the -T option value, are rolled
back in the table.

Specifies the name of the file that contains format specifications for the input file. The format file
must be an OSS or Guardian text file. The Guardian file name must be specified in OSS format.
The format file cannot exceed 60,000 bytes.
nl

-U

The format file specified with -U cannot contain a circumflex (^) character or a comma (,) and
cannot contain a minus sign (-) as the first character of the name.

Specifies the input file type. The possible values for the input file type are DELIM and FIXED. If
you do not specify this parameter, import assumes the default DELIM file type (a delimited

-W

input file). If you do not specify this parameter and there is no format file, import assumes the
default delimiters for a delimited input file.

Specifies the pathname exec-error-filename of an OSS output file to which import logs
data rows that have execution errors. After the rows in the error file are edited to resolve the

-XE
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Table 14 import Command Options (continued)

Descriptionimport Option

execution errors, the resultant error file can be used as an input file by a subsequent import
execution.
nl

The name of the error file must be specified in the OSS format, for example
/usr/jdoe/errfile, and must not be the same file as the one specified with the -E
error-filename option if the -E option is also specified. This output file is created by the import
utility as a non-audited, OSS unstructured file (or a Guardian file of type 180 if the error log
file is specified to be under /G). If the file already exists, import terminates with an error
message.

Directs import to ignore the specified number max-exec-errors (from 0 to 2147483646)
of ignorable execution errors without terminating. If the number of execution errors detected by

-XL

import exceeds max-execerrors, import terminates. Because of internal bundling of
multiple rows for insertion, import may report several more than max-exec-errors detected
when it does terminate.

Specifies the pathname exec-errormsg-filename of an OSS output file to which import
logs the error messages that correspond with the logged data rows that have execution errors.

-XM

The name of the error message file must be specified in the OSS format, for example
/usr/jdoe/errfile , and may be the same as the one specified with the -XE option, but
must not be the same as any other output file.
nl

This output file is created by the import utility as a non-audited, OSS unstructured file (or a
Guardian file of type 180 if the error log file is specified to be under /G). If the file already
exists, import terminates with an error message.

Specifies the character set of the data being imported. Valid values are ISO88591 or UCS2.-Z

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual .

Format File Considerations for import
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Format File for a DELIM Input File
If the input file type is DELIM and you want to use a format file, you must include the [COLUMN
FORMAT] section. The other sections are optional.

Format File for a FIXED Input File
If the input file type is FIXED, you must specify a format file that includes the [COLUMN FORMAT]
and [FIXED WIDTH FORMAT] sections. The columns listed in the [COLUMN FORMAT] section must
match the columns listed in the [FIXED WIDTH FORMAT] section. The other sections are optional.

Input File Considerations for import

Fixed Input File
In a fixed input file, specified by using the -W FIXED option, different columns can have different
lengths. But for each column, all rows must be the same length. You should pad column values that
are shorter than the column width with spaces or NullValue characters to ensure that every row
has exactly the same number of bytes for a given column.

Delimited Input File
A delimited input file, specified by using the -W DELIM option or by default, uses field and row
delimiters and field qualifiers if needed. If you specify a format file, import uses the delimiters
in the file unless you also specify delimiters on the import command line, in which case the
command line specifications are used.
If you do not specify a format file, import uses the default delimiters described in the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.
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For more information about other input file considerations, including using a field qualifier, field
delimiter, row delimiter, or record delimiter, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Output File Considerations for import
Rows in the parsing error log file must look exactly like the corresponding row in the input file.
However, rows in the execution error log file may not look like the corresponding row in the input
file. Four notable cases are:
1. The format of numbers may be changed. Example: 123456.7 in the original input file may

appear as 1.234567E+05 in the error log file.
2. The value of some floating-point numbers may not be exactly the same (though very close).

This is due to an internal conversion to binary format and then back to floating point ASCII
format for logging to the error log file.

3. Any string which includes the field delimiter, the row delimiter, or the field-qualifier character
may appear differently. For example, if the field qualifier is a double quote character ("):
• Use a double-quote(""") <in the original input file> may come out as

"Use a double-quote(")" <in the error log file>

4. If the format file said to skip say column 1 of each row of the original input file, then that data
will be missing completely in the execution error log file. Example:
• "Data for a manager", 378456, Comm. Dept, 125 <in the input file> may

come out as 378456, Comm. Dept, 125 <in the error log file>

NOTE: The leading comma (Field Delimiter character) indicates that the first field is missing. If
the format file said to skip a column in the middle of each row, that would be indicated by
consecutive Field Delimiter characters in execution error log rows. If the input file has fixed width
columns rather than using field delimiters, then rows in the execution error log file would contain
all NullValue characters (as specified in the format, file or space by default) for any skipped
columns.

Although the appearance of such rows is different in the execution error log than in the input file,
these rows in the error log can still be used to import to the destination table without requiring you
to fix these appearance differences. The real problem that caused the row to get an execution
error would need to be fixed by you, but these appearance differences do not require fixing by
you before the row can be imported. Such appearance differences do not affect the column values
in the destination table. The only possible exception to this would be if you considered the miniscule
change in the value of a floating point number to be significant.

Other import Features
import automatically turns auditing off for all partitions of an empty table without indexes.
Auditing is turned back on after the import operation completes or if it fails for any reason. This
enables import to take advantage of fast loading techniques and to avoid TMF transaction issues.
Turning off auditing for a table invalidates online dumps. After the import operation completes,
you must take a new TMF online dump for all partitions on the table. For more information, see
the “Running import on Empty Tables” (page 195).
To improve the performance of the fasting load technique, import turns off the audit attribute for
the entire table at the start of the operation and turns it back on when the operation ends. If another
import operation is attempted on the same table while an import operation with the fast loading
technique is being performed, the second operation fails with a concurrent access error. For more
information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
If the table is not empty or has dependent indexes, import continues with the normal load
operation using TMF transactions.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Recommended Practices for Improving import Performance
This subsection describes recommended practices for improving the performance of import
operations on SQL/MX tables:

• “Running import on Empty Tables” (page 195)

• “Running import on Populated Tables” (page 196)

• “Managing Partitions to Improve import Performance” (page 196)

• “Managing Constraints to Improve import Performance” (page 197)

• “Managing Indexes to Improve import Performance” (page 197)

• “Managing Triggers to Improve import Performance” (page 197)

• “Managing Data Types to Improve import Performance” (page 197)

Running import on Empty Tables
You can import data into a table most quickly by using the fast loading technique, which import
automatically uses when the table meets all these conditions and no transaction size is specified
on the import command line:

• It is empty.

• It has no indexes.

• It has no droppable primary key, unique key, or foreign key constraints.

• It has no enabled triggers.
To further improve the performance of the fast loading technique, import turns off the audit
attribute for the entire table at the start of the operation and turns it back on when the operation
ends.
If, while you are performing an import operation with the fast loading technique, another import
operation is attempted on the same table, the second operation fails with a concurrent access
error.
To improve the performance of an import operation on an empty table:

• Verify that all data being imported is contained in a single flat input file. OSS flat files cannot
exceed 2 GB. If the input file exceeds 2 GB, consider using DataLoader/MX, which supports
larger Guardian files. For more information about using DataLoader/MX with import to
load and maintain SQL/MP and SQL/MX databases, see the DataLoader/MX Reference
Manual.

• For an empty range-partitioned table:
Make sure the data in the input file is presorted according to the clustering key order if
a clustering key is present. Presorting the input file data prevents external sorts and extra

1.

block splits. When DP2 inserts unordered data into a partition, import performance is
slowed.

2. Use the CONTROL QUERY DEFAULT statement to set the UPD_ORDERED attribute to OFF.
When the UPD_ORDERED attribute is ON, the ESP may respond by sorting imported
data.

3. You must redo your online dumps for all partitions that are loaded using the fast loading
technique (turning off audit invalidates online dumps).

4. If the import operation fails because the process dies, you must run RECOVER to cancel
or resume the import operation.
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Running import on Populated Tables
To speed up the performance of import on populated tables, you must properly manage SQL/MX
objects that are known to slow down performance, including constraints, indexes, triggers, and
certain data types.
These factors determine the specific method to use for importing data into a populated table:

• The amount of data being imported. When you import a small amount of data (for example,
less than 500,000 rows), you can either perform the import operation in parallel or in a
single stream. When you import large amounts of data, you need to examine the data being
imported and the partitions into which it will be inserted. For example, examine the range of
data being imported and the number of partitions being loaded to determine where the data
should go.

• Whether you are inserting the data into a single partition or multiple partitions. The method
for inserting data into a single partition is different from the method for inserting data into
multiple partitions.

Managing Partitions to Improve import Performance

Importing Data Into a Nonpartitioned Table
When you import data into a single range partition, sort the data in the input file according to the
clustering key order to avoid extra sorting. Make sure that the attribute UPD_ORDERED is set to
OFF.

Importing Data Into Multiple Range Partitions
Before you import data into a table with multiple range partitions, first identify all affected partitions
and where they are located in the table.
When you use import to load multiple partitions, running multiple instances of import is usually
faster than running a single instance.
If you are running NonStop SQL/MX on a single node, you have these options for using import
with range-partitioned tables:

• Put the input data into several files, each of which is destined for a different partition. Run an
import instance for each partition.

• Put the input data into several files, each of which is destined for all the partitions that reside
on a particular disk. Run an import instance for each disk.

If you are running import in a distributed SQL/MX environment:

• For optimum speed, always run import on the node where the table partitions to be loaded
are located. Avoid running import instances on local table partitions from a remote node.

• The greater the number of nodes running import, the slower its overall performance.
As is the case with loading single partitions, import runs faster when input data for multiple range
partitions is sorted according to clustering key order.

Importing Data Into Multiple Hash Partitions
Because imported data cannot be presorted for hash-partitioned tables, using a single import
instance for a hash-partitioned table is generally more efficient than running multiple instances in
parallel. If you do run parallel instances, keep the transaction size to a minimum to avoid lock
escalation to the table level.
After running import operations on a hash-partitioned table, perform a FUP RELOAD on the
affected partitions of the table to make the table file’s b-tree structure more efficient and improve
DML performance.
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Managing Constraints to Improve import Performance
Consider these guidelines for improving import performance with constraints:

• Each check constraint, including NOT NULL constraints, causes an extra check of the data
before the import operation completes. Because no additional I/O is needed to process the
data, check constraint checking should be relatively efficient. However, it does increase the
time required to process each table row.

• Droppable primary key constraints, unique constraints, and RI constraints usually require an
index to handle validation. RI constraints do not create an index if the foreign key is on the
table’s clustering key. Index maintenance degrades import performance. For more information,
see the “Managing Indexes to Improve import Performance” (page 197).

• RI constraints require a lookup of each row of the referenced table to confirm that the row
exists, which imposes an extra I/O for each row being inserted. The extra I/O can impose
a significant performance penalty when running import on a table with one or more RI
constraints. If necessary, drop the RI constraint first and add it back after the import operation
completes.

Managing Indexes to Improve import Performance
A given table with one or more indexes takes much longer to load with import than does the
same table without indexes.
When you perform an import operation on an SQL/MX table with indexes, you should first drop
all indexes, and then re-create them after the operation completes:
1. Perform a SHOWDDL command on the table and save the SHOWDDL output.
2. Drop all indexes on the table.
3. Perform all required import operations on the table.
4. After the import operations complete, refer to the SHOWDDL output to locate all the CREATE

INDEX statements. Update the CREATE INDEX statements and add the NO POPULATE option.
5. Re-create the indexes.
6. Run POPULATE INDEX to load the data into the indexes.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Managing Triggers to Improve import Performance
Triggers degrade import performance by causing triggered actions to be performed during the
operation. When you perform an import operation on a table with triggers, use the import
-D option to disable all triggers. After the data has been inserted, import automatically enables
the disabled triggers.

Managing Data Types to Improve import Performance
import requires additional processing for all date time (DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP), numeric,
and decimal data types. import reads the format file, extracts the value of the input file, and
converts it to a form recognized by NonStop SQL/MX. For numeric and decimal data types,
import converts the value to the scale and precision required by NonStop SQL/MX.

Using import to Load Partitions
• For range-partitioned tables, you can load the data from a single input file or several input

files into a table’s range partitions. The data in the input file or files must first be ordered by
the table’s range partitioning key.
To perform a parallel import from a single input file or a serial import from multiple input
files, use the -F option to specify the number of rows to be skipped at the beginning of the
input file. Use the -C option to specify the number of rows to be imported after the skipping
occurs. You can use the -F and -C options to instruct import to use the specified rows to
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load a particular range partition. You can also specify the start and end positions of the range
partition based on the key column data in the input file. However, you cannot use these options
to specify an actual key value at the command line.

• For hash-partitioned tables, import loads all hash partitions in the destination table in a
single operation.

Using import to Perform Serial Partition Loads
To perform a serial load on the partitions of an SQL/MX table, use one instance of import with
the data in the input file sorted first by partition number and, for performance reasons, sorted
secondarily by the clustering key.

Using import to Perform Parallel Partition Loads
Use multiple instances of import to perform a parallel load when the destination table is
range-partitioned and it has no indexes. Some data types require more CPU time during import
such that:

• Parallel load provides benefits.

• Presorting data by storage key results in faster import time.

• Using more processors improves parallel load performance.
You cannot import files into one partition in parallel (that is, you cannot have two instances of
import loading the same partition). Otherwise, NonStop SQL/MX returns a locking error.
There are two ways to perform a parallel load:

• Run multiple instances of the import command—one for each partition in the destination
table—to load data into a partitioned table by using a single input file. For each import
command, specify the number of input rows (records), the number of the first record to import,
and the transaction size.
For example, suppose that you partition the EMPLOYEE table into three partitions. The first
partition begins with 0 (zero) for the employee number, the second partition begins with 3000
for the employee number, and the third partition begins with 5000 for the employee number.
You might specify the three import commands as follows:
/usr/bin:import corpcat.persnl.employee -I empfile -C 3000 -T 500
/usr/bin:import corpcat.persnl.employee -I empfile -C 2000 -F 3000 -T 500
/usr/bin:import corpcat.persnl.employee -I empfile -C 2000 -F 5000 -T 500

The count of the number of records for each partition must be less than or equal to the space
available in each partition, and the rows to be imported into each partition must have an
appropriate clustering key. In the preceding example, the first partition permits employee
numbers ranging from 0 to 2999.

NOTE: Check that the ranges specified are exact. For example, check that there are no
gaps or omissions and no overlap of rows.

• Run multiple instances of the import command—one for each partition in the destination
table—to load data into a partitioned table by using a separate input file for each partition.
Each of the input files contains the data for each partition.
For example, you might specify the three import commands for the partitioned EMPLOYEE
table as:
/usr/bin:import corpcat.persnl.employee -I empfile1 -T 500
/usr/bin:import corpcat.persnl.employee -I empfile2 -T 500
/usr/bin:import corpcat.persnl.employee -I empfile3 -T 500
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Support for restarting import
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Examples of Using import to Load an SQL/MX Table

Example 1: Importing Data From a Delimited File
This example is of an import of data from a delimited file. It shows the structure of the table to be
loaded, the data to be loaded (the input data file), the format file describing the data, and the
import command used to load it.

Table Structure
This statement creates the target table, COMPANY:
CREATE TABLE company
  ( id INT NOT NULL
   ,company VARCHAR (176)
   ,phone VARCHAR (12)
   ,fax VARCHAR (12)
   ,PRIMARY KEY (id)
  );

Data to Input
The input file, COINPUT, contains records like this:
1,"Test String 1","111-222-3333","222-333-4444"
2,"Test String 2","111-222-3333","222-333-4444"
3,"Test String 3","111-222-3333","222-333-4444"
4,"Test String 4","111-222-3333","222-333-4444"
5,"Test String 5","111-222-3333","222-333-4444"
6,"Test String 6","111-222-3333","222-333-4444"
7,"Test String 7","111-222-3333","222-333-4444"
8,"Test String 8","111-222-3333","222-333-4444"

Format File Describing the Data
Create a format file, FORMFILE1, which consists of [DATE FORMAT], [COLUMN FORMAT], and
[DELIMITED FORMAT] sections:
[DATE FORMAT]
DateOrder=MDY
DateDelimiter=/
TimeDelimiter=:
FourDigitYear=Y
DecimalSymbol=.

[COLUMN FORMAT]
col=id,N
col=company,N
col=phone,N
col=fax,N

[DELIMITED FORMAT]
FieldDelimiter=,
RowDelimiter=\n
Qualifier="

import Load Command
This import command imports data into the target table COMPANY from the delimited input file
COINPUT using the format file FORMFILE1:
import cat.sch.company -I coinput -U formfile1 -W DELIM
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Example 2: Importing Data From a Fixed Width File
This example of an import from a fixed width file shows the data to be loaded (the input data file),
the format file describing the data, and the import command used to load it.

Data to Input
The input file, COINPUT_FX, contains records like this:
00000000001,"Test String 3456","111-222-3333","444-555-6666"
00000000002,"ibm      ","408-111-2222","408-222-3333"
00000000003,"apple     ","408-222-1111","408-333-2222"
00000000004,"tandem    ","408-285-5000","408-285-2227"
00000000005,"diyatech   ","510-111-2222","510-222-3333"

Format File Describing the Data
Create a format file, FORMFILE2, which consists of [DATE FORMAT], [COLUMN FORMAT], and
[FIXED WIDTH FORMAT] sections:
[DATE FORMAT]
DateOrder=MDY
DateDelimiter=/
TimeDelimiter=:
FourDigitYear=Y
DecimalSymbol=.

[COLUMN FORMAT]
col=id,N
col=company,N
col=phone,N
col=fax,N

[FIXED WIDTH FORMAT]
col=id,1,11
col=company,14,16
col=phone,33,12
col=fax,48,12
RecordLength=61

NOTE: All commas and double-quote characters in the input file are ignored because they are
not covered by any of the col= entries in the [FIXED WIDTH FORMAT] section of the format file.
In this example, the RecordLength value of 61 includes one newline character at the end of each
input record.

import Load Command
This import command imports data into the target table COMPANY from the fixed width input
file COINPUT_FX using the format file FORMFILE2:
import cat.sch.company -i COINPUT_FX -u FORMFILE2 -w FIXED

Example 3: Importing Data From a Fixed Width File Not Separated by Double-Quote Characters
This example is of an import from a fixed width file with data that is not separated by double-quote
characters. It shows the structure of the table to be loaded, the data to be loaded (the input data
file), the format file describing the data, and the import command used to load it.

Table Structure
This statement creates the target table, TABLE_2:
CREATE TABLE table_2
  (COL1 CHAR(5)
  );
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Data to Input
The input file, COINPUT_FX2, contains records like this:
0123456789012345
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNPQ
0123456789012345

Note that there are three hidden spaces and a newline character at the end of each line.

Format File Describing the Data
Create a format file, FORMFILE3, which consists of [DATE FORMAT], [COLUMN FORMAT], and
[FIXED WIDTH FORMAT] sections:
[DATE FORMAT]
NormalizeDate = y

[COLUMN FORMAT]
col=col1

[FIXED WIDTH FORMAT]
FileIsBinary=N
RecordLength =5
col=col1,1,5

import Load Command
This import command imports data into the target table TABLE_2 from the delimited input file
COINPUT_FX3 using the format file FORMFILE3:
import cat.sch.table_2 -I coinput_fx2 -U formfile3 -W FIXED

Example 4: How to use new options and analyze the output files
This example describes how to use new options and analyze the output files. It shows how to create
the table, the data to be entered (the input data file), and the output files.
create table cat.sch.Xample ( C1 int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY ,C2
char(8) NOT NULL,CONSTRAINT cnd1 CHECK (c1 > 5) );

Data to Input
The input file, X.in, contains records like this:
11,12345678
A8,22345678
11,82345678
14,423456789
17,52345678,9
15,62345678
27,72345678
5,32345678
BZ,XYZ
55,12345678

After executing the command:
import cat.sch.Xample -i X.in -L 50 -E X.perrs -PM X.perrmsg \
XL 5 -XE X.xerrs -XM X.xerrmsg \ -SF X.sum -SI 10

The following output must be displayed:
NonStop SQL/MX Import Utility 2.3
(c) Copyright 2007 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.
Rows Imported = 4
Import Completed with some non-fatal errors

A select statement on the table will show the following:
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select * from cat.sch.Xample;
C1      C2
----------- --------
11      12345678
15      62345678
27      72345678
55      12345678
--- 4 row(s) selected.

The X.perrs file will contain:
A8,22345678
14,423456789
17,52345678,9
BZ,XYZ

The X.perrmsg file will contain:
*** ERROR[20081] Row number 2 and column number 1 could not be
processed. Column Data: A8
*** ERROR[20291] The data specified in row number 4 column
number 2 is longer than the actual column size definition.
Column Data:123456789.
*** ERROR[20070] Columns in the datafile are not correct.
Columns found so far: 3
*** ERROR[20081] Row number 9 and column number 1 could not be
processed. Column Data: BZ

The X.xerrs will contain:
11,82345678
5,32345678

The X.xerrmsg file will contain:
*** ERROR[8102] The operation is prevented by a unique
constraint.
*** ERROR[8101] The operation is prevented by check constraint
CAT.SCH.CND1 on table CAT.SCH.XAMPLE.

The results summary file, X.sum, will contain:
Import Results Summary
Import Process ID: 4060
Input File or Process Name: X.in
Start time: Mon Oct 15 13:12:43 2007
Rows to be skipped initially: 0
Rows read so far = 10
Rows skipped = 0
Elapsed time = 0:0:0.088011
Elapsed time since skipping initial rows = 0:0:0.088011
Rows Imported Successfully = 4
Rows ignored due to parsing errors = 4
Rows ignored due to execution errors = 2
Parsing Error Log File Name: X.perrs
Parsing Error Messages File Name: X.perrmsg
Execution Error Log File Name: X.xerrs
Execution Error Messages File Name: X.xerrmsg
Import Completed with some non-fatal errors

Using import to Append Data to Tables or Partitions
Use the import command to append data to the end of a table or partition of an SQL/MX table.
The import command preserves the existing data in the target table.
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When you use the import command in an DSS environment, you can keep a data warehouse
up to date by performing periodic (for example, daily, weekly, or monthly) updates to the database.
Use the import command to append data to multiple partitions of a table. The DataLoader/MX
product can help you streamline this task. DataLoader/MX is a nonprivileged batch program that
provides a library of command routines for loading and maintaining SQL/MX tables.
DataLoader/MX can be customized to perform data-format transformation while using the import
utility for append operations. For more information, see the DataLoader/MX Reference Manual.

Guidelines for Appending Data to Tables

• Use the import command to add data to a table or partition without purging existing data.

• Use import to add data to SQL/MX tables. You cannot use import to add data to ASCII
files or any other files other than SQL/MX tables.

• import can use ASCII source files or input files from DataLoader/MX.

• Use import to insert data into an audited table without resetting the audit attribute.

• If an error occurs during an append operation and import is able to terminate gracefully,
no new data is added to the target table for the last transaction run. To determine if an append
operation succeeded, check the listing to see if error messages occurred.

• If a CPU failure, process failure, BREAK command, or event interrupts an import operation,
import terminates with the table still in a valid state. Rows are committed based on the -T
option if that option is specified. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Appending Data to Multiple Partitions in Parallel
Use import to append data to partitioned tables in parallel. This strategy can improve append
performance if table partitions are distributed across disks, CPUs, and I/O channels. To append
data to partitions in parallel:
1. Start an import process for each partition. One way is to start each import process in the

CPU associated with the target partition. Another way is to start import processes in the
CPUs associated with the data sources for the import command.

2. Issue one import request for each table partition.
3. Supply each import command with the specific range of input data for the target partition.

Possible strategies are:
• Arrange the input data so that it is divided into separate files, each containing input for

a specific target partition. Use these files as input to import commands.
• Run one instance of the import command to load data into a partitioned table by using

a single input file.
• Use DataLoader/MX to read input data. Start each DataLoader/MX process as a named

process before entering the import command. Use the process name as the input file
for the import command. The DataLoader/MX process must wait for requests on its
$RECEIVE file and then supply data by replying to those requests. When using this
approach, be sure to balance processing for optimal performance.

You can use the DataLoader/MX product to help implement these tasks. For example, use
DataLoader/MX to arrange to have the input data delivered to the correct target partitions.
For more information, see the DataLoader/MX Reference Manual.

Example of Using import to Append Data
Suppose that you have a history table containing 80 weeks of data. You could partition the table
so that each week of data resides on one partition. This scheme, however, might create
disproportionate requests for data from certain partitions, particularly those containing the most
recent weeks of data. Therefore, the table is partitioned by a hash value so that each week of data
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is striped (partitioned) across 16 partitions. To maximize parallel execution, each partition is
associated with a different CPU.
The next example uses the import command each week to add the most recent week of data to
the appropriate 16 partitions. It starts an import process for each target partition (in each
associated CPU). You can enter the next import command from another OSS shell that is running
on another CPU.
The example divides the input data into 16 files. Each file’s data is appended to the corresponding
target partition. The input files reside on volumes $VOL1 through $VOL4. The target partitions
reside on volumes $VOL33 through $VOL48. The record layout corresponds exactly to the target
table layout.
The -l option ensures that the import operation proceeds even if an input record contains data
that cannot be parsed for loading into the target table.
/user/bin> import cat1.schema1.t1 -I /G/VOL33/TARGET/HIST01 -L 1000
/user/bin> import cat1.schema1.t1 -I /G/VOL33/TARGET/HIST02 -L 1000 T 1000
/user/bin> import cat1.schema1.t1 -I /G/VOL33/TARGET/HIST03 -L 1000 T 1000
.
.
.
/user/bin> import cat1.schema1.t1 -I /G/VOL33/TARGET/HIST16 -L 1000 T 1000

This example issues 16 similar import commands, one for each target partition. The append
operation executes in parallel against the 16 partitions.

Using DUP to Copy Tables Into Tables
DUP is a syntax-based utility you can execute from MXCI to copy a source table—and optionally
its index and constraints—into an existing target table.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Guidelines for Using DUP
• You must have select privileges for the source table and must own the structure where the

target table will reside. An error is returned if an access violation occurs.
• Referential integrity constraints and triggers are ignored.

• The catalog that defines the source table or tables can exist on a remote node and be
referenced by the current DUP operation if the remote node is visible to the local node. The
target table can also exist in a catalog and structure that reside on a visible remote node.
Finally, the Guardian files associated with the source and target tables can exist on remote
nodes if those nodes are visible from the local node. For more information, see “Managing
an SQL/MX Distributed Database” (page 263).

• DUP does not check disk space before running the request. You must confirm that enough disk
space is available before running the DUP request. Check the EOF field of FILE INFO or FUP
INFO to identify the size of each partition and determine whether there is sufficient disk space
for the partitions.

• DUP displays errors if the source table or target table and its dependent indexes cannot be
accessed or if the load fails in response to a resource or file system problem.
If the DUP operation fails because the DUP process does fails unexpectedly, use the RECOVER
command to complete or roll back the operation. If the DUP operation fails after all the data
has been successfully copied to the target objects, specify RECOVER with the RESUME option
to complete the DUP operation. If the DUP operation fails before the data is successfully copied,
specify RECOVER with the CANCEL option to roll back the DUP operation. You can access
this status information by reading the DDL_LOCK metadata table. If you specify the wrong
RECOVER operation, RECOVER reports this so that you can use the correct operation, possibly
with RECOVER...CANCEL. the RECOVER command, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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• During the DUP operation, the target table is marked as corrupt to prevent another process
from viewing the data until the operation completes successfully.

• All utility operations have the potential to run for hours, especially those that involve a great
deal of data movement. To manage systems effectively, you need to know how far the operation
has proceeded and how much longer it needs to run. Utilities provide reports that indicate
what step is in progress. Utility operations periodically place operation progress reports in
the metadata tables through the DDL lock mechanism. You can examine metadata to get the
latest information. The DUP operation has the option to log these progress reports to an OSS
text file. See “Querying SQL/MX Metadata” (page 104)for instructions on how to access
information from the DDL_LOCKS table.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Examples of Using DUP to Copy Tables
This example copies the partitions of the source table (using a different catalog and schema) to
the same locations:
DUP mycat.myschema.mytable1 TO mycat1.myschema1.*;

This example copies the partitions of the source table on $data1 and $data2 to the partitions of
the target table on $data2 and $data3 respectively. If there is no PART clause for a specific
volume and source partitions exist on that volume, the target partitions are created on the same
volume as the source partitions.
DUP mycat.myschema1.mytable TO *.myschema2.*
LOCATION (PART $data1 TO $data2, PART $data2 TO $data3);

This example copies the partitions of the source table to the same locations. The target table, if it
exists, is dropped, and a new one is created:
DUP mycat1.myschema.mytable TO mycat2.*.*,TARGET PURGE;

Using FASTCOPY to Copy Tables into Tables
FASTCOPY is a syntax-based utility that can be executed from MXCI and from a program using
dynamic SQL. It enables you to copy a source table and its indexes into an existing equivalent
target table and indexes. A fastcopy operation includes the execution of one or more FASTCOPY
commands.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Guidelines for Using FASTCOPY
• The FASTCOPY command is useful for copying rows when the source and target tables have

different but equivalent layouts. For example, if all of the following are different: column names,
column data types (but compatible), and partitions. The INSERT...SELECT command can also
be used when the source and target tables have different layouts. The FASTCOPY command
has the following advantages:

◦ It does not generate audit for the target table and its indexes. Copying a large table
could, otherwise, generate huge amount of audit.

◦ It is faster than the INSERT...SELECT command, when the operation involves indexes.

• The FASTCOPY command enables a table and its indexes to be copied in individual operations;
there is no restriction on the sequence of those operations; they can be executed concurrently
or serially.
For example, if a table has indexes, issue the FASTCOPY TABLE...INDEXES EXPLICIT command
to copy the rows for the table, and in concurrent individual sessions, issue a FASTCOPY INDEX
for each of the indexes. You can also issue the FASTCOPY TABLE...INDEXES EXPLICIT command
and let it run to completion, wait for a convenient time, and then issue the FASTCOPY INDEX
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operations. The latter approach is only viable when the source table contents are not updated
in between operations.
Note that if you want to copy the indexes explicitly, you can also start the explicit fastcopy
operation with the FASTCOPY INDEX command (not necessarily with the FASTCOPY TABLE
command) followed by the required number of additional FASTCOPY INDEX commands and
one FASTCOPY TABLE...INDEXES EXPLICIT command, in any order.

• There is an administrative overhead associated with using the FASTCOPY command as
compared to the INSERT...SELECT command. For large tables, the overhead is negligible.
However, for tables containing less data, the overhead might be significant.

• The FASTCOPY command invokes insert triggers that have the target table as the subject table;
this has a negative performance impact. Therefore, to prevent such triggered actions for the
target table, use the ALTER TRIGGER DISABLE command before the fastcopy operation is
initiated. After the fastcopy operation is complete, you can re-enable the triggers using the
ALTER TRIGGER ENABLE command.
The FASTCOPY command checks for the RI constraints that are defined on the target table. RI
constraint checking, like trigger actions, also has a negative performance impact. To remove
the RI and other droppable constraints that would interfere with a FASTCOPY command, use
the ALTER TABLE...DROP CONSTRAINT command. After the fastcopy operation is complete,
you can re-create such constraints.
Please note that constraint recreation may itself be a long-running operation because the
constraint condition must be verified against the data in the involved table(s).

• The FASTCOPY command requires source and target tables to be equivalent.

• If the INDEXES EXPLICIT option is specified with the FASTCOPY command, you must specify
the matching source and target indexes on the related FASTCOPY INDEX commands.
If the INDEXES IMPLICIT option is specified (or defaulted to) with the FASTCOPY command,
the system selects a matching source index for each involved target index.

• The FASTCOPY command requires select privileges on the source table, and select, insert,
update, and delete privileges on the target table.

• Use the RECOVER command to explicitly resume or cancel a failed fastcopy operation.
To recover a failed FASTCOPY TABLE...INDEXES EXPLICIT operation, use the RECOVER INDEX
command. To recover a failed FASTCOPY TABLE...INDEXES IMPLICIT operation, use the
RECOVER TABLE command.
If the CANCEL option is specified, the fastcopy operation is canceled. Any actively executing
FASTCOPY commands associated with the affected fastcopy operation are terminated.
If the RESUME option is specified, it affects only that target table, mentioned in the RECOVER
command.

Examples of Using FASTCOPY to Copy Tables
Consider a source table ST with indexes SI1 and SI2 and a target table TT with index TI1.
The following command copies all the rows from the source table to the target table and
automatically maintains index TI1 as part of that copy process.
FASTCOPY TABLE ST TO TT INDEXES IMPLICIT;

The following command copies all the rows from the source table to the target table. An explicit
FASTCOPY of source index SI1 to target index TI1 is required to complete the fastcopy operation.
Because the source index SI2 has no equivalent target index, it does not participate in the fastcopy
operation.
FASTCOPY TABLE ST TO TT INDEXES EXPLICIT;

The following command copies all the rows from source index SI1 to the target index TI1.
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FASTCOPY INDEX SI1 to TI1;

The base table TT can be accessed only after completing the fastcopy operation (copying of indexes
SI1 to TI1). If you try to access the table without completing the fastcopy operation (by copying
the index explicitly), it returns the following error:
ERROR[8580] No partitions of table could be accessed

DUP versus FASTCOPY
Table 15 (page 207) lists the differences between the DUP and FASTCOPY commands.

Table 15 Difference Between DUP and FASTCOPY Commands

FASTCOPYDUP

Copies tables and indexes conveniently using a single command. Also, it might
copy tables and indexes using separate commands.

Copies tables and indexes in a
single command.

Requires the target table to exist in advance, and to be similar but not necessarily
identical to the source table based on the following aspects:

Creates the target table identical
to the source table.

• number of columns must be the same in source and target tables

• column data types must be compatible between columns with the same ordinal
position in the row

• either both tables have a system-defined SYSKEY column, or none of them have
a SYSKEY column

• if the target table has indexes, the following details must match in the source and
target tables:

◦ clustering key specifications

◦ index column specifications

Copies tables and indexes slower but in an efficient and flexible manner.Copies tables and indexes faster
but in an inflexible manner.

Using PURGEDATA to Delete Data From Tables
PURGEDATA is a syntax-based utility you can execute from MXCI to delete data from a table and
its related index or from the specified partitions of a table that has no index.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Guidelines for Using PURGEDATA
• The PURGEDATA requester must own the schema where the table resides, have SELECT and

DELETE privileges on the table being purged, or be the super ID user. An error is returned if
an access violation occurs.

• The table name you specify with PURGEDATA can exist in a catalog defined on a remote
node and be referenced by the current PURGEDATA operation if the remote node is visible
to the local node.

• If PURGEDATA fails because of a process, CPU, or system failure, use the RECOVER command
to resume the operation. RECOVER returns an error if it cannot resume the operation.

• PURGEDATA records operation progress steps in the DDL_LOCKS metadata table. Users can
query this table to determine the PURGEDATA operation’s progress. For more information,
see the SQL/MX Reference Manual and “Querying SQL/MX Metadata” (page 104).

• The PURGEDATA operation temporarily invalidates, by marking as corrupt, tables and indexes,
which prevents concurrent access by other users until the data is purged.

• After purging the data, the PURGEDATA operation validates the table and indexes by turning
off the corrupt flag so that they are again accessible to other users.
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• The PURGEDATA operation does not automatically alter the table’s statistics. After purging
the data and after you (or any programs) have added data to the table, run an UPDATE
STATISTICS statement to record current statistics for the table in the catalog. If the statistics are
incorrect, the SQL compiler might not select the best access path for performance.

• You cannot use the PURGEDATA command on a view or in an SQL program.
PURGEDATA returns errors if:

• You specify a list of partition for a hash-partitioned table. For hash-partitioned objects, you
must delete the entire table.

• You attempt PURGEDATA on SQL/MX metadata tables, including histograms, system defaults,
and the MXCS metadata tables.

• Another table references the named table through a trigger or referential integrity constraint.

• You attempt to perform PURGEDATA within a user-defined transaction. There is no notion of
a transaction existing for a table.

Examples of Using PURGEDATA to Delete Table Data
This example purges the data in the specified table. If the table has indexes, the indexes are also
purged.
PURGEDATA mycat.myschema.mytable;

This example purges the data in the specified partition, which has a Guardian name:
PURGEDATA mycat.myschema.mytable
WHERE LOCATION $DATA1.ZSDA09TO.QZ780000;

This example purges data from all partitions of the table:
PURGEDATA mycat.myschema.mytable
WHERE KEY = FIRST PARTITION THRU LAST PARTITION;
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9 Managing Database Applications
Managing an SQL/MX database includes supporting the operating requirements and access
requirements of application programs and maintaining valid application programs. Providing this
support and maintenance can include both performance-related and operation tasks.
This section addresses these application management tasks:

• “Writing SQL/MX Applications to Recover From Temporary Network or Hardware Service
Interruptions” (page 209)

• “Moving Programs From Development to Production” (page 211)

• “Distributing Programs Across Nodes” (page 215)

• “Ensuring Proper Name Resolution” (page 217)

• “Assigning Permissions for Running Database Applications” (page 218)

• “Maintaining Query Execution Plan Validity” (page 219)

• “Managing Modules” (page 220)

• “Backing Up and Restoring Programs” (page 230)
For more information about migrating SQL applications across SQL/MX Releases, see the SQL/MX
Installation and Upgrade Guide.

NOTE: If you use NonStop SQL/MX, you cannot mix SQL/MP statements and SQL/MX statements
in the same application. However, you can use SQL/MX statements in the same application to
query both SQL/MP and SQL/MX database objects. For more instructions, see the SQL/MX
Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

Writing SQL/MX Applications to Recover From Temporary Network or
Hardware Service Interruptions

This subsection describes how SQL/MX applications can be written to recover from temporary
network or hardware service interruptions.
The SQL/MX file system automatically retries certain hardware and network errors, such as those
that generate the Guardian errors 200, 201, and 211. Some errors are retried continuously,
whereas others are retried up to three times, as indicated by the Nonstop Kernel message system.
In general, an SQL/MX application does not receive a Guardian error such as 200, 201, or 211
from NonStop SQL/MX when these conditions are transient and are resolved by the takeover of
the backup CPU or the prompt restoration of the network connection.
Any active transaction that does transaction work on a data volume incurs a unilateral abort when
the CPU for the primary DP2 process fails. This is fundamental to high performance with audited
tables and is true for Enscribe, NonStop SQL/MP, and NonStop SQL/MX. The transaction abort
is initiated by the backup DP2 process during an unplanned takeover.
TMF might also initiate an abort for some transactions. Typical TMF-based applications are designed
to redrive failed transactions.
When a transaction is aborted, an indication is placed in the SQL/MX diagnostics area with a
SQLCODE of 8839. This SQLCODE might not be the first returned code. To detect SQLCODE
8839, the application can examine the entries in the diagnostics area using the GET DIAGNOSTICS
SQL statement. For more information, see the SQLMX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.
The application can be designed to redrive a transaction that was aborted. To avoid a loop, the
redrive should not be attempted more than once. Note that when the TMF transaction has been
aborted by the system (SQLCODE 8839), the application can end the transaction with either
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COMMIT WORK or ROLLBACK WORK. The result is the same since the transaction is already
aborted.
Some errors that might cause a TMF transaction abort might not be retryable, such as errors caused
by conditions that must be resolved with some corrective action by the user or application. For
example, depending on the application, it might not be useful to retry a duplicate key error returned
by an INSERT statement using ROWSETS. This error causes a TMF transaction abort, but it is not
retryable unless the existing record with the duplicate key is deleted. The application error-handling
logic can be written so that these types of errors are not retried.
Table 16 (page 210) identifies the SQLCODES that are most commonly not retryable unless corrective
action is taken by the application to correct the condition. For more information, see the SQL/MX
Messages Manual.

Table 16 SQLCODES and the Constraints That Prevent Retry Operations

MeaningSQLCODE

The operation is prevented by a check constraint.8101

The operation is prevented by a unique constraint.8102

The operation is prevented by a referential integrity constraint.8103

Recovery for Read-Only Queries
If the application is processing a FETCH statement (with or without rowsets) for a read-only cursor
(no UPDATE/DELETE), and the primary DP2 process fails because of a CPU failure, the application
receives SQLDCODE 8550 with NSK_CODE 1061.
It is not necessary to start a new TMF transaction. The application can incorporate special retry
logic, such as saving the key predicate of the last row returned for use in the WHERE clause of the
SELECT statement. Using this technique, the program can reopen the cursor and continue the query
from the point where the error was encountered.

SQL/MX and SQL/MP Differences in Recovery Action for Read-Only Queries
As noted previously, queries that update the database require a TMF transaction, and the TMF
transaction is aborted automatically by the system if the primary DP2 process fails. This is true for
NonStop SQL/MX, NonStop SQL/MP, and Enscribe. In some situations following a failure or
inaccessibility of the primary DP2 process, NonStop SQL/MP is able to continue processing a SQL
read-only query, and the application does not need to handle the recovery.
In some of these situations, a SQL/MX application must handle the recovery of the failure for a
read-only query, as described in “Recovery for Read-Only Queries” (page 210).
NonStop SQL/MX is designed to maximize performance and throughput for large-scale database
applications. Consequently, NonStop SQL/MX differs from NonStop SQL/MP in these important
ways:

• For performance reasons, NonStop SQL/MX uses a no-waited interface between the SQL/MX
file system and the DP2 process, whereas NonStop SQL/MP uses a waited interface to the
DP2 process.

• In NonStop SQL/MX, the query engine is embedded in the DP2 process directly, whereas in
NonStop SQL/MP, the query engine resides in a separate process.

To extend the recovery logic of NonStop SQL/MX for read-only queries would require maintaining
and checkpointing a large amount of context information between the DP2 process and the file
system and/or between the primary and backup DP2 process. This checkpointing recovery logic
would affect the performance and throughput of NonStop SQL/MX. Because of this, it is more
efficient for the application program to handle the recovery of some transient errors.
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NonStop SQL/MX and TMF absolutely guarantee the integrity of the database following a CPU
failure, application failure, or other component failure.

Moving Programs From Development to Production
The structure of the database may differ on development and production systems. The execution
plans generated on the development system may be inefficient or invalid on the production system.
It may be desirable or required to retain the existing plans if care is taken to ensure that the
development and production databases are always structurally similar.
SQL/MX provides three approaches to moving an application and its compiled modules to another
system:

• Moving a program and recompiling the modules – This may cause changes to plans which
may need to be reassessed for acceptability in the new environment. This is especially true
where statements may have been fine tuned on the development system.

• Moving a program and reusing its compiled modules – Depending on circumstances, plans
may be retained, re-compiled or may cause an error. Additional costs are incurred during
every program start due to Similarity Checks and possible automatic recompilations.

• Moving a program and reprocessing its modules – Valid plans are retained during reprocessing.
Invalid plans which results in Similarity Check and automatic recompilation can be identified.
Reprocessing helps to avoid Similarity Check costs during program start.

HP recommends that you recompile the SQL plans after moving to the production system.
Recompiling SQL plans after moving to the production system might result in plans that are different
from those on the development system. Careful management of the two environments is required
to ensure that the compiled modules from the development system execute properly on the production
systems. When you execute a statement, a Similarity Check is invoked on it. If the statement fails
the Similarity Check, it is automatically recompiled unless the option to recompile is disabled. If
the option to recompile is disabled, an error is generated. Recompilation might change the plan.
Similarity Check and any resulting automatic recompilation can be expensive operations. They
are repeated when each process is created. See “Reasons Not to Move a Program and Reuse Its
Compiled Modules” (page 211).
Starting with SQL/MX Release 3.2, the mxrpm tool is included. The mxrpm utility reprocesses the
compiled module files and invokes Similarity Checks on the statements in the module file, thereby
allowing plans that pass the Similarity Check to be retained, without the costs associated with
repeated Similarity Checks upon subsequent process creations. For more information, see the
“Moving a Program and Reprocessing Modules Using the mxrpm Tool” (page 214).
HP recommends that you always move a program from a development system to a production
system and then compile module definitions on the production system. See “Moving a Program
and Recompiling Modules” (page 212).

Reasons Not to Move a Program and Reuse Its Compiled Modules
You are advised not to move a program and its compiled modules to a production system because:

• This approach is likely to cause automatic recompilation of query execution plans.

• Automatic recompilation imposes a cost on program performance.
When you move a program and its compiled modules to the production system, the query execution
plans undergo a similarity check and possible automatic recompilation when you execute the
program on the production system. The SQL/MX executor initiates a similarity check because the
compile-time definition timestamp of the query execution plan, which is based on tables on the
development system, differs from the runtime definition timestamp of the tables on the production
system.
The Similarity Check determines if the query execution plan of a statement is still operable. If the
Similarity Check fails (or is disabled), the SQL/MX executor, by default, invokes the SQL/MX
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compiler to automatically recompile the query execution plan. The automatically compiled plan is
not saved for subsequent executions of the same program or for multiple concurrent executions of
the same program. Therefore, automatic recompilation is expensive in terms of performance. You
can overcome this problem by persisting the results of Similarity Check and Late name resolution
in the module files using the mxrpm tool. See “Moving a Program and Reprocessing Modules Using
the mxrpm Tool” (page 214)
To pass the Similarity Check and avoid automatic recompilation, the production database must
be structurally identical to the development database. The tables on the production system must
have the same index definition, number of partitions, partition boundaries, table attributes, and
column names, numbers, and data types as the tables on the development system. For more
information, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.
Even if similarity check passes, there are other reasons not to use query execution plans from a
development system on a production system:

• The cost of Similarity Check on a table increases with the size and complexity of the table. It
is not always advisable to incur the cost of Similarity Check at the startup of every process
that uses the plan.

• If you fail to properly set up all DEFINEs for SQL/MP tables and the development and
production systems are on the same Expand network, the wrong tables might be accessed.

Moving a Program and Recompiling Modules
When you move a program from a development system to a production system, you should always
compile module definitions (either embedded module definitions or module definition files) on the
production system.

Considerations
Before choosing this approach for moving the program files, consider:

• “Query Execution Plan” (page 212)

• “Default Settings” (page 212)

• “Name Resolution” (page 212)

Query Execution Plan
The SQL/MX compiler might produce plans on the production system that differ significantly from
those on the development system. Possible causes include:

• The SQL statements in the program refer to database objects on the development system that
differ in table structure (for example, indexes and partitions) and distribution of data from
those on the production system.

• Differences in the data contained in the same tables on the development and production
systems cause differences in the statistics that the SQL/MX compiler uses to optimize the plan.

Default Settings
If the SQL/MX compiler uses different defaults on the production system than on the development
system, program performance could be affected.

Name Resolution
The SQL statements in the program must refer to database object names that exist on the production
system or that enable compile-time name resolution. When you move a program without compiled
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modules to the production system and SQL compile there, follow these guidelines when referring
to tables or views in embedded SQL statements:

• If you expect the database object names to differ on development and production systems,
use class MAP DEFINEs (for SQL/MP objects only) or PROTOTYPE host variables (for embedded
SQL programs in C, C++, and COBOL only) in the SQL statements of the program.

• For hard-coded Guardian names of SQL/MP objects, make sure volume, subvolume, and file
names on the development system are the same as those on the production system. Omit the
node from the object names in the program. The object names will be qualified with the node
of the system on which the statements are compiled.

• If the volume and subvolume names on the development system differ from those on the
production system, omit the volume and subvolume from the SQL/MP object names in the
program. The object names are qualified with the default volume and subvolume of the system
on which the statements are compiled.

NOTE: This technique works only for database objects that exist in the same volume and
subvolume. If the program refers to database objects in different volumes and subvolumes,
you must hard code those volumes and subvolumes in the program.

◦ For embedded SQL programs in C, C++, or COBOL, you can override the default volume
and subvolume of unqualified objects by setting the volume and subvolume on the
command line during SQL compilation of the module definition:
mxCompileUserModule -d MP_VOLUME=\$vol MP_SUBVOLUME=subvol myprog.exe
mxcmp -d MP_VOLUME=\$vol MP_SUBVOLUME=subvol sqlprog.m

• For hard-coded logical names of SQL/MX objects, make sure that catalog, schema, and object
names on the development system are the same as those on the production system.

• If catalog and schema names on the development system differ from those on the production
system, omit the catalog and schema from SQL/MX object names in the program. The object
names are qualified with the default catalog and schema of the system on which the statements
are compiled.

NOTE: This technique works only for database objects that belong to the same catalog and
schema. If the program refers to database objects in different catalogs and schemas, you must
hard code those catalogs and schemas in the program.

◦ For embedded SQL programs in C, C++, or COBOL, you can override the default catalog
and schema of unqualified objects by setting the catalog and schema on the command
line during SQL compilation of the module definition:
mxCompileUserModule -d CATALOG=cat -d SCHEMA=sch myprog.exe
mxcmp -d CATALOG=cat -d SCHEMA=sch sqlprog.m

For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

Steps for Moving to a Production System
These instructions explain how to move a program with its uncompiled module definitions (either
embedded module definitions or module definition files) from a development system to a production
system. After moving the program to the production system, you must SQL compile the module
definitions on the production system.
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Assumptions
For the purpose of the examples, suppose that:

• Two NonStop server systems, \DEV and \PROD, are connected by an Expand network. For
more information, see the Introduction to Networking for HP NonStop NS-Series Servers.

• The development node catalogs and schemas are not visible from the production node and
vice versa. To ensure this, do not use the REGISTER CATALOG statement from either node to
create an empty catalog reference on the other node. For more information, see the “Using
REGISTER CATALOG to Access Objects on Remote Nodes” (page 216).

• The program is a single file named myprog.exe for a C, C++, or COBOL program. For
more information about creating a single-file application for deployment, see the SQL/MX
Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

• The program is in the OSS directory /usr/bin on the development system, and it will be
moved to a directory of the same name on the production system.

Instructions
To move a program without compiled modules to a production system:
1. Copy required program files and executables from a directory on the development system to

an OSS directory on the production system:

NOTE: If you generated a module definition file (.m), make sure to copy that file to the
production system as well.

• Issue this OSS command to copy the executable of an embedded SQL program in C,
C++, or COBOL to the production system:
cp /E/DEV/usr/bin/myprog.exe \
  /E/PROD/usr/bin/

For a list of the program files required for execution, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual
for C and COBOL.

2. If the application refers to SQL/MP tables or views by using DEFINEs, use the OSS add_define
command or the TACL ADD DEFINE command to set up the class MAP DEFINEs in the
production environment. See “Setting DEFINEs” (page 217).

3. If the application refers to SQL/MP tables or views by using SQL/MP aliases, create the
SQL/MP aliases in the production environment. See “Setting SQL/MP Aliases” (page 217).

4. Generate a new module or modules for the program:
• For an embedded SQL program in C, C++, or COBOL, run the mxCompileUserModule

utility on the production system to SQL compile an embedded module definition:
mxCompileUserModule myprog.exe

Alternately, run the mxcmp command to SQL compile a module definition file:
mxcmp sqlprog.m

For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

The program is now ready for execution in the production environment.

Moving a Program and Reprocessing Modules Using the mxrpm Tool
When you move a program and its compiled modules to the production system, the query execution
plans undergo a Similarity Check and possible automatic recompilation on execution on the
production system. The SQL/MX executor initiates a Similarity Check because the compile time
definition timestamp of the query execution plan, which is based on tables on the development
system, differs from the runtime definition timestamp of the tables on the production system.
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The Similarity Check determines if the query execution plan of a statement is still valid. During the
Similarity Check process, the redefinition timestamps and Guardian names of runtime objects are
obtained and used during statement processing. This information is not saved for subsequent
executions or for multiple concurrent executions of the same program. Whenever a new process
starts, the Similarity Check is triggered when the statement is executed.
Starting with SQL/MX Release 3.2, you can use the mxrpm (module reprocess) tool to reprocess
the module files. The tool processes the module files and persists the results of Similarity Check and
Late Name resolution in the module files.
The tool reads the module files and invokes a Similarity Check on each of the SQL statements in
the module to determine whether the query execution plan is still valid. If the Similarity Check
passes, the redefinition timestamps for the SQL objects referred to in the statement are changed
to the redefinition timestamp available in the runtime object label. The Guardian name for the
primary partition is also updated. The tool also processes statements that use hard-coded object
names. For those statements, only the redefinition timestamps and Guardian names of the objects
are updated. When the program uses the new reprocessed module file, the Similarity Checks are
avoided, because the names and the redefinition timestamps match.
You can invoke the tool for a list of SQL modules or a single module file. The list of modules is
provided using an input file or on the command line. A map file containing the mapping of objects
between the development and the production system (or compile and runtime objects) is an
additional input to the tool. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

NOTE: The mxrpm tool supports only SQL/MX tables or views.

Distributing Programs Across Nodes
This subsection provides guidelines for running programs in a distributed database network.
For comprehensive information about managing a distributed database environment, see “Managing
an SQL/MX Distributed Database” (page 263).
For more information about how to code programs to query distributed database objects, see the
SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

Moving Applications to a Remote Node
To move an application to a remote node (where the metadata for the application’s objects does
not reside), move the application files and recompile the module definitions on the remote node.
Do not attempt to copy the module file for that application to the remote node. Note that this
approach risks generating a query plan on the remote node that differs from the query plan on
the original node.
For detailed instructions about how to move application files and modules to a remote node, see
“Moving Programs From Development to Production” (page 211).

Running Applications on a Remote Node
In a distributed database environment:

• You can always run a local Guardian or OSS application from the local node by running the
local program file.

• You can run a local Guardian or OSS application on a remote node by copying the application
to the remote node and running the remote program file there.

• To run a remote Guardian or OSS application from the local node, you must copy the
application from the remote node to the local node and then recompile the module definitions
for that application from the local node.
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Using REGISTER CATALOG to Access Objects on Remote Nodes
Statements in an embedded SQL program can refer to SQL/MX objects on a remote node without
changes to the database object names in the source code. However, the catalog that contains the
objects must be visible from the local node before you can process and run the program. Use the
REGISTER CATALOG statement to create an empty catalog reference on the local node that enables
local programs to query the catalog’s objects on a remote node or nodes. Use the UNREGISTER
CATALOG statement to remove the empty catalog reference from the local node.
From an SQL program, you can create, alter, or drop an SQL/MX object that resides entirely on
one remote node or is partitioned across several remote nodes. To create, alter, or drop an entire
object located on one or more remote nodes, the catalog for the object must be registered on the
node from which the SQL program runs.
Before issuing a REGISTER CATALOG or UNREGISTER CATALOG statement, consider these
requirements:

• Make sure that a catalog with an identical name does not already exist on the node from
which you run the program.

• To execute the REGISTER CATALOG or UNREGISTER CATALOG statement from the local
node, you must be the owner of the catalog or the super ID user.

• Before executing REGISTER CATALOG and UNREGISTER CATALOG for a remote node, you
must establish remote password access from the local node to the local node and from the
remote node to the local node. For more information about this and other aspects of security
in a distributed SQL/MX database environment, see “Security Guidelines” (page 266).

For more information, see “Managing an SQL/MX Distributed Database” (page 263), SQL/MX
Reference Manual and the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

Maintaining Local Autonomy for Programmatic Queries
The ability of local programs to successfully query objects on remote nodes in a distributed SQL/MX
database depends on the operations they perform and the availability of remote nodes that contain
the queried object data and its metadata.

• Local programs that perform DDL or dynamic DML operations must have access to the node
that contains the metadata for each referenced object. If the node where object metadata is
located becomes unavailable, local programs cannot perform a DDL or dynamically compiled
DML operations on those objects, even if the objects reside on available nodes.

• For local programs that perform late name resolution of ANSI names or automatic recompilation
of static DML operations, object metadata must be on an available node. However, local
programs with static DML statements that do not use ANSI names, late name resolution of
ANSI names, or automatic recompilation can execute successfully, even when the object
metadata node is unavailable, provided that the node or nodes that contain the objects remain
available.

• In a distributed SQL/MX database environment, statically compiled queries in SQL programs
can execute successfully when:

◦ Either the node that stores a given query object’s metadata is available or the query does
not use late name resolution of ANSI names or automatic recompilation.

◦ The data that a given program query attempts to access is stored on available disks on
the local node or on available remote nodes.

For more information, see “Managing an SQL/MX Distributed Database” (page 263).
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Ensuring Proper Name Resolution
SQL/MX statements in programs must refer to database objects that exist on the production system
or are visible on a remote node. If the database object names in programs refer to DEFINEs, these
DEFINEs should be set in the environment where the programs will run. If the database object
names in programs refer to SQL/MP aliases, the SQL/MP aliases must be created on the production
system. The DEFINEs and SQL/MP aliases must map to existing database objects on the production
system or on a remote node.
Ensuring name resolution in the production system environment involves:

• “Setting DEFINEs” (page 217)

• “Setting SQL/MP Aliases” (page 217)

Setting DEFINEs
You can refer to an SQL/MP table or view with a class MAP DEFINE that resolves to a Guardian
physical name. When NonStop SQL/MX compiles such statements, it replaces the DEFINE name
in the statement with the Guardian name currently associated with the DEFINE.
The DBA is responsible for setting the DEFINEs for all applications running in the SQL/MX production
environment, including:

• After moving applications from a development to a production system, make sure that the
DEFINEs are set in the production environment. Otherwise, programs do not SQL compile,
and if already SQL compiled on the development system, might execute unpredictably or not
at all on the production system.

• In response to periodic changes to the database in the production environment, reset DEFINEs
to the latest database objects.

Use OBEY command files or scripts (OSS, Korn shell) to automate the process of setting large
numbers of DEFINEs for the applications running in a particular operating environment (OSS or
Guardian). Within each OBEY command file or script, check that SET DEFMODE ON is set, and
then use the DEFINE commands appropriate for that environment.
In the OSS environment, use the OSS add_define command to add class MAP DEFINEs for SQL/MP
tables or views:
add_define =define-name class=map
     file=\\node.\$volume.subvol.table

NOTE: Precede the backslash (\) in the node name and the dollar sign ($) in the volume name
with the OSS shell escape character (\).

In the Guardian environment, use the TACL ADD DEFINE command to add class MAP DEFINEs
for SQL/MP tables or views:
ADD DEFINE =define-name, class=map
     file \node.$volume.subvol.table

For more information, see the Open System Services Shell and Utilities Reference Manual and the
TACL Reference Manual.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual and the SQL/MX Programming Manual
for C and COBOL.

Setting SQL/MP Aliases
To use ANSI names for SQL/MP tables or views, create an SQL/MP alias that maps to a Guardian
physical name.
In a distributed environment, when you create an SQL/MP alias name for an SQL/MP object on
a remote node, use a fully qualified SQL/MP object name. The SQL/MP aliases must be in SQL/MX
user catalogs that are visible on the nodes where the programs exist. For more information about
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registering catalogs to make them visible in an SQL/MX distributed database environment, see
“Using Catalog References in an SQL/MX Distributed Database” (page 268).
You can use OBEY command files or scripts to automate the process of creating large numbers of
SQL/MP aliases for applications that you will run in the SQL/MX production environment. Create
the SQL/MP aliases before you start processing or running applications in the production
environment.
For more information about SQL/MP aliases, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
For more information on how to code SQL/MP aliases in SQL programs, see the SQL/MX
Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

Assigning Permissions for Running Database Applications

Managing Permissions for Files in OSS Space
For SQL applications and user modules stored in OSS space, you control access to the files with
the OSS commands that manage OSS files and directories, including:

• Displaying and setting file and directory permissions

• Setting the user mask

• Changing owners and groups
You use permission codes to specify the types of access that users have to your files. You can give
each of the three types of users (user/owner, group, and all others) separate permission to read,
write, or execute each of your files and directories.
Use the ls command with the -l flag to display the current file permissions for all files and
directories in the current directory.
You must be the owner of a file or directory or a SUPER.SUPER (super ID) user to change its
permission. Use the chmod command to set or change the permissions for your files and directories.
Every time you create an OSS file or directory, the process you are running automatically establishes
a default permission code for it, so you do not need to specify one. To further refine the default
permission code, you must specify a user mask with the umask command. The user mask is a
numeric value that determines the maximum access permissions when a file or directory is created.
As a result, when you create a file or directory, its permissions are set to what the creating program
specifies, minus what the umask value specifies.
To change the owner of a file or directory, use the chown command. To use this command, you
must have the same privileges as a SUPER.SUPER user. To change the group ownership of a file,
use the chgrp command. To change group ownership, you must be a member of the group from
which you are changing the file.
For more information, see the Open System Services User’s Guide.

Managing Permissions for Files in Guardian Space
For SQL applications programs stored in Guardian space, you control access to the files with these
user interfaces:

• TACL commands and programs to manage user and logon security

• File Utility Program (FUP) commands to manage disk file security

• Safeguard software to provide additional security features for systems and distributed database
environments

For more information, see the Guardian User’s Guide and the Safeguard User’s Guide.
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Maintaining Query Execution Plan Validity
A query execution plan defines the semantics and execution characteristics for a single compiled
SQL statement. Statically compiled applications typically have many query execution plans. The
query execution plans of an application are stored in an SQL/MX user module. Globally placed
modules are stored in the /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES directory. Locally placed modules
are stored in the same directory as the C, C++, or COBOL executables that use them.
It is important to maintain valid query execution plans for the optimal performance of the database
applications in a production environment. This subsection describes the factors that affect the
validity of query execution plans and provides guidelines for recompiling, displaying, and analyzing
query execution plans.

Factors Affecting the Query Execution Plan
Changes to the table structure or the distribution of data in a table can cause a compiled query
execution plan to become invalid. When the SQL/MX executor detects these changes at run time,
it forces automatic recompilation of the query execution plan. Automatic recompilation incurs a
performance cost because it requires the query execution plan to be regenerated at run time and
stored in memory. The automatically recompiled plan is not saved for subsequent executions of
the same program or for multiple concurrent executions of the same program. Therefore, the plan
must be regenerated each time the application runs. Because of this behavior, automatic
recompilation might be unsuitable for some production environments.
To ensure the optimal performance of database applications in a production environment, either
prevent the occurrence of automatic recompilation or detect its occurrence:

• By default, automatic recompilation is enabled for all database applications. To disable
automatic recompilation, set the AUTOMATIC_RECOMPILATION default attribute to OFF.

• By default, the SQL/MX executor does not return a warning message to the database
application when a DML statement is automatically recompiled. However, NonStop SQL/MX
always logs a warning event, SQL/MX message 505, to the Event Management Service (EMS)
log when a statement is automatically recompiled. To return automatic recompilation warning
messages directly to the program, set the RECOMPILATION_WARNINGS default attribute to
ON.

For more information on these default attributes, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual. For more
information on controlling automatic recompilation within database applications, see the SQL/MX
Programming Manual for C and COBOL. For more information, see the EMS Manual and the
Operator Messages Manual.
If a plan requires automatic recompilation, you should explicitly recompile the module. See
“Recompiling a Module” (page 219).

Recompiling a Module
Periodically, depending on changes to the database or the occurrence of automatic recompilation,
you might need to recompile the modules of an application. Explicitly recompiling modules generates
optimal query execution plans and prevents the performance cost of automatic recompilation. To
compile a module, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.
To automate the process of recompiling modules, consider putting recompilation commands in a
script file.

Migrating SQL/MX Nodes to Obtain Improved Query Plan Performance
New releases of NonStop SQL/MX sometimes provide enhancements to query execution plan
performance over previous releases. To achieve these performance enhancements on all the
SQL/MX nodes in a distributed database, you must migrate all the nodes running an earlier release
of NonStop SQL/MX to the new release or install the SPR that provides the new functionality on
those nodes.
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For more information, see the SQL/MX Query Guide. For more information about upgrading
SQL/MX databases, see the SQL/MX Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Displaying and Analyzing Query Execution Plans
Use the EXPLAIN function to display the query execution plans of a module. For more information,
see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
For details on how to analyze query execution plans and determine an optimal plan, see the
SQL/MX Query Guide.

Managing Modules
Topics in this subsection:

• “Producing Locally Placed Modules or Globally Placed Modules” (page 220)

• “Securing User Modules” (page 220)

• “Checking Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF” (page 223)

• “Grouping Applications and Modules to Run Multiple DISPLAY USE OF Operations” (page 225)

• “Removing Modules” (page 228)

• “Converting Globally Placed Modules to Locally Placed Modules” (page 229)

• “Managing Module Files and Their Applications During Fallback From SQL/MX Release 3.2”
(page 230)

For SQL/MX Release 3.2, applications written in C, C++, or COBOL can use either globally placed
modules or locally placed modules.
A locally placed module can reside in any OSS directory other than the
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES directory and is co-located with its application executable.
The format and contents of locally placed modules are identical to globally placed modules.

Producing Locally Placed Modules or Globally Placed Modules
You can specify that locally placed modules always be produced by setting the
MXCMP_PLACES_LOCAL_MODULES attribute ON in the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table. The
system-defined default value for this attribute is OFF, which means that by default all modules are
globally placed in the /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES directory.
On a case-by-case basis, you can specify local and globally placed modules with these
command-line options:
mxCompileUserModule
-g moduleGlobal | -g moduleLocal

mxcmp
-g moduleGlobal | -g moduleLocal

To maintain compatibility with C, C++, and COBOL applications created in earlier releases, the
SQL/MX Release 3.2 SQL compiler produces a globally placed module. If required, the compiler
can produce a locally placed module.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

Securing User Modules
Because the SQL/MX executor runs in privileged mode and runs query plans in the compiled user
modules, it is important to properly control access to globally placed modules and locally placed
modules.
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Securing Globally Placed Modules
You secure globally placed modules from the /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES directory.
The objective should be to assign the responsibility and accountability for safeguarding the integrity
of each globally placed module to its own creator and owner.

CAUTION: Only trusted accounts should be given write access to the directory
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES. If access is not restricted, you can potentially put the
security of your system at risk, because users can alter query plans in modules or remove modules.

Proper security of the USERMODULES directory requires that:

• The owner of the USERMODULES directory be a trusted user

• The sticky bit of the USERMODULES directory be set

• The compiled user modules be writable only by the owner
When you install NonStop SQL/MX on a node, the SUPER.SUPER (super ID) user runs the
InstallSqlmx script to initialize NonStop SQL/MX and perform the other tasks described in
SQL/MX Installation and Upgrade Guide. To secure user modules, the InstallSqlmx script
automatically:

• Creates the USERMODULES directory by issuing the OSS command:
mkdir -p /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES

• Changes the permission bits on the USERMODULES directory so that ordinary users can freely
create their own user modules by issuing the OSS command:
chmod a+rwxt /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES

Specifying the t permission argument option sets the sticky bit for the USERMODULES directory,
which restricts file deletion and alteration there.

If the USERMODULES directory already exists when you run the InstallSqlmx script (for example,
after SQL/MX Release 3.2 has already been installed), the script:

• Does not attempt to re-create the USERMODULES directory.

• Does not attempt to change ownership of the USERMODULES directory.

• Performs this OSS command:
chmod a+rwxt /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES

After InstallSqlmx runs, you might want to perform some or all of these tasks:
1. To make sure that the sticky bit of the USERMODULES directory has been turned on, enter:

ls -ld /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES

The output should look like this:
drwxrwxrwt 1 SUPER.SUPER SUPER 4096 Apr 1 06:26
/user/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/

2. Only the SUPER.SUPER user can run InstallSqlmx, so the first default owner of the
USERMODULES directory is a known trusted user. If ownership changes and you subsequently
want to change the current owner of the USERMODULES directory back to the SUPER.SUPER
user, enter:
chown super.super /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES

3. After you create a user module, make sure that only the module owner and the trusted
USERMODULES directory owner can modify, rename, or delete that module. Enter:
chmod 0644 /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/globmod1

This command makes the module globmod1 readable and writable only by the owner and
readable by others.
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4. Alternatively, the SUPER.SUPER user can make sure that all modules can be written to only by
their respective owners by entering:
chmod 0644 /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/*

5. Make sure that all future modules that you create are writable only by you or the
USERMODULES directory owner by entering:
umask 022

Regardless of the current umask settings, this command makes module files (and OSS files in
general) that the user creates readable by all but writable only by the module owner and
creator.

6. Put this command into the shell script you use to invoke the SQL/MX compiler:
umask 022
mxcmp $*

Securing Locally Placed Modules
You secure locally placed modules from the local directory in which they reside. The objective
should be to assign the responsibility and accountability for safeguarding the integrity of each
locally placed module to its own creator and owner.
Proper security of the local directory requires that:

• The owner of the local directory be a trusted user.

• The sticky bit of the local directory be set.

• The compiled locally placed modules be writable only by the owner.
To secure the locally placed module directory:
1. Create the local directory by issuing the OSS command:

mkdir -p /usr/local-directory

2. Change the permission bits on the local directory so that ordinary users can freely create their
own user modules by issuing the OSS command:
chmod a+rwxt /usr/local-directory

Specifying the t permission argument option sets the sticky bit for the local directory, which
restricts file deletion and alteration there.

3. If the local directory already exists:
• Do not attempt to re-create the directory.

• Perform this OSS command:
chmod a+rwxt /usr/local-directory

4. To verify that the sticky bit of the local directory has been turned on, enter:
ls -ld /usr/local-directory

The output should look like this:
drwxrwxrwt 1 SUPER.SUPER SUPER 4096 Apr 1 06:26
/usr/local-directory

5. If the local directory is owned by someone other than the SUPER.SUPER (super ID) user and
you want to make the SUPER.SUPER user the owner, enter:
chown super.super /usr/local-directory

6. After you create a locally placed module, make sure that only the module owner and the
trusted owner of the local directory can modify, rename, or delete that module by entering:
chmod 0644 /usr/local-directory/locmod1

This command makes the locally placed module locmod1 readable and writable only by the
owner and readable by others.
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7. Alternatively, the SUPER.SUPER user can make sure that all modules in the local directory can
be written to only by their respective owners by entering:
chmod 0644 /usr/local-directory/*

8. Make sure that all future modules that you create are writable only by you or the owner of
the local directory owner by entering:
umask 022

This command makes module files (and OSS files in general) that the user creates readable
by all but writable only by the module owner and creator.

9. Put this command into the shell script you use to invoke the SQL/MX compiler:
umask 022
mxcmp $*

Checking Module Dependencies with DISPLAY USE OF
Use the SQL/MX DISPLAY USE OF command to display usage information about user modules
and their dependent objects that are used in conjunction with static embedded SQL applications.
It can also be used to know the source SQL file (with path), from which the module file was created.
It can also be used to know all the modules which became invalid due to DDL changes on the
dependent objects (after the module was created).
DISPLAY USE OF tracks dependencies between modules and:

• SQL/MX objects (for example, tables, indexes, and SQL/MP aliases)

• SQL/MP objects (for example, tables and indexes)

• Source SQL files.

NOTE: The SQL/MX version of DISPLAY USE OF has a different implementation than that of the
SQL/MP version of DISPLAY USE OF. The SQL/MX version gives information only for compiled
modules.

Information about dependencies between these object types is inferred from the EXPLAIN section
of the module and also from Source name section and object names section. Use this information
to identify tables and indexes that are used by specific modules. Please note that the "DISPLAY
USE OF SOURCE" and "DISPLAY USE OF ALL|INVALID MODULES FOR" commands do not use
the EXPLAIN architecture. Also, these commands do not work on SQL/MP objects (tables and
index), though they do provide information about the SQL/MP aliases.
Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to:

• Assess the impact of DDL changes on module files before changes are performed.

• Identify modules that need to be recompiled.

• Identify the source SQL files which are to be used for compilation.

• Identify the Invalid modules due to DDL operations on their dependent Objects.
For a description of SQL/MX DISPLAY USE OF command syntax, see SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Displaying all Modules and Dependent Objects
When you omit the module clause and the object clause, DISPLAY USE OF returns information
about all modules and dependent objects.
>>DISPLAY USE OF;

Module: CAT.SCH.CONSTRAINTM
Object: CAT.SCH.T24
Object: CAT.SCH.T25
Object: CAT.SCH.T26
Object: CAT.SCH.T27
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Object: CAT.SCH.T28

Module: CAT.SCH.CURSOMEM
Object: \NODE1.DATA10.ORDERS.T01
Object: CAT.SCH.T02
Object: CAT.SCH.T03
Object: CAT.SCH.T04

Module: CAT.SCH.TESTMEM
Object: CAT.SCH.T15
Object: CAT.SCH.T16
Object: CAT.SCH.T17
Object: CAT.SCH.T18

Display all Modules and Their Corresponding Source SQL File Names
>>DISPLAY USE OF SOURCE;

Module: CAT.SCH.CONSTRAINTM
Source Name: /E/NODE1/usr/user1/file1.sql
Module: CAT.SCH.CURSOMEM
Source Name: /E/NODE2/usr/user1/file2.sql
Module: CAT.SCH.TESTE001M
Source Name: /E/NODE1/usr/user2/file3.sql
(And so on for all modules).

Displaying Dependent Objects for One or More Specified Modules
When you specify the module name and omit the object clause, DISPLAY USE OF returns information
about a specific module and all its dependent objects.
>>DISPLAY USE OF module 'CAT.SCH.CONSTRAINTM';

Module: CAT.SCH.CONSTRAINTM
Object: CAT.SCH.T24
Object: CAT.SCH.T25
Object: CAT.SCH.T26
Object: CAT.SCH.T27
Object: CAT.SCH.T28

Display Source SQL File Name for a Given Module
>>DISPLAY USE OF SOURCE 'CAT.ALL.MODULE1';

Module: CAT.ALL.MODULE1
Source Name: /E/NODE11/usr/user2/constraint.sql

Display All Modules Dependent on a Specific Object
DISPLAY USE OF returns information about all modules associated with a specific object when you
omit the module clause and specify the object name.
>>DISPLAY USE OF object 'CAT.SCH.T24';

Object:CAT.SCH.T24 Module:
CAT.SCH.CONSTRAINTM

Display all Modules and Their Corresponding Source SQL File Names Associated With an Object
>>DISPLAY USE OF ALL MODULES FOR ‘CAT.SCH.TABLE1;

Object: CAT.SCH.TABLE1
Module: CAT.SCH.MODTABLE1
Source Name: /E/NODE11/modulelist/module1.sql
Module: CAT.SCH.MODTABLE3
Source Name: /E/NODE11/modulelist/module3.sql
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Display all the Invalid Modules and Their Corresponding Source SQL File Names Associated With
an Object

>>DISPLAY USE OF INVALID MODULES FOR ‘CAT.SCH.TABLE1’;

Object: CAT.SCH.TABLE1
Module: CAT.SCH.MODTABLE1
Source Name: /E/NODE11/modulelist/module1.sql
Module: CAT.SCH.MODTABLE2
Source Name: /E/NODE11/modulelist/module2.sql

Display Source SQL File for a Given Module in a Given OSS Directory
>>DISPLAY USE OF MODULE_DIR '/usr/user1/all/modulestorage'
SOURCE 'CAT.ALL.MODULE1';

Module: CAT.ALL.MODULE1
Source Name: /E/NODE11/usr/user2/constraint1.sql

Display all Modules and Their Corresponding Source SQL Files in a Given OSS Directory
>>DISPLAY USE OF MODULE_DIR '/usr/user1/all/modulestorage' SOURCE;

Module: CAT.ALL.MODULE1
Source Name: /E/NODE11/usr/user2/constraint1.sql
Module: CAT.ALL.MODULE2
Source Name: /E/NODE11/usr/user2/constraint2.sql

Display Invalid Modules from a Given Directory (Along With Their Corresponding Source SQL
Files) for a Given Object

>>DISPLAY USE OF MODULE_DIR ‘/usr/user1/module_storage’ INVALID MODULES FOR ‘CAT.SCH.TABLE2’;

Object: CAT.SCH.TABLE2
Module: CAT.SCH.MOD1
Source Name: /E/NODE11/modules/mod1.sql

Display all Modules From a Given directory (Along With Their Corresponding Source SQL Files)
for a Given Object

>>DISPLAY USE OF MODULE_DIR ‘/usr/user1/module_storage’ ALL MODULES FOR ‘CAT.SCH.TABLE2’;

Object: CAT.SCH.TABLE2
Module: CAT.SCH.MOD123
Source Name: /E/NODE11/modules/mod123.sql

Displaying the Modules in a Local Directory
DISPLAY USE OF returns information about the modules in a local OSS directory when you specify
the directory with the MODULE_DIR clause.
DISPLAY USE OF MODULE_DIR '/usr/myapp' MODULE 'cat.sch.t24';

You must specify the fully qualified OSS directory path of a locally placed module. Otherwise, an
error occurs. The local directory is searched for modules matching the pattern you specified in the
MODULE_DIR clause. If modules that match the pattern are not found in the local directory, an
error is returned and searching does not extend beyond the local directory.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Grouping Applications and Modules to Run Multiple DISPLAY USE OF Operations
As the number of modules created on your system grows, the time required to run a single DISPLAY
USE OF operation on most or all of them might become excessive. To significantly reduce the time
required for this operation, you should group modules into subsets by using such criteria such as
applications, associations with tables, or any other grouping that is relevant to your environment.
Once you create the module subsets, you can run multiple DISPLAY USE OF operations on different
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CPUs to simultaneously access each of the subsets in far less time than it would take to run a single
DISPLAY USE OF operation on the modules.
This subsection provides instructions and examples for precompiling embedded applications to
generate different modules using the module grouping precompiler option. It contains examples
of these activities:

• Using the module grouping precompiler option to precompile embedded C applications to
generate different modules

• Using DISPLAY USE OF to search for SQL/MX objects used by specified modules

• Using mxCompileUserModule to place SQL compiled modules in the user specified local
directory

• Using DISPLAY USE OF to search for compiled modules by specifying an SQL/MX object
Assume you have five applications written in C and want to group these applications and their
modules into these two groups:

• t01.sql, t02.sql, and t03.sql into the group INVENTORYAPP

• t11.sql and t21.sql into the group SHIPMENTAPP
The INVENTORYAPP applications access the SQL/MX table T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL. The
SHIPMENTAPP applications access the SQL/MX table T01CAT.T01SCH.T02TBL.
1. Precompile the applications to the group INVENTORYAPP:

/user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: mxsqlc t01.sql -g moduleGroup=INVENTORYAPP
Hewlett-Packard NonStop(TM) SQL/MX C/C++ Preprocessor 3.0

(c) Copyright 2003, 2004-2010 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.

----- End of File Processing Checks -----

0 errors, 0 warnings in SQL C file
"/user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO/t01.sql"

2. Repeat Step 1 for t02.sql and t03.sql:
% mxsqlc t02.sql -g moduleGroup=INVENTORYAPP
% mxsqlc t03.sql -g moduleGroup=INVENTORYAPP

3. Process the applications to generate annotated application executables, referring to the
SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL for details. The annotated executables
should look like this after the C preprocessor, compiler, and linker have run:
t01.sql -> t01.exe
t02.sql -> t02.exe
t03.sql -> t03.exe
t11.sql -> t11.exe
t21.sql -> t21.exe

4. SQL compile the annotated applications using mxCompileUserModule. In this example, SQL
compiled modules are placed in the /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES directory. Also,
the SQL compiled module name contains the module string that was used.
/user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: mxCompileUserModule t01.exe
/G/system/system/mxcmp /tmp/aaaRGadYa66447AGJBBB
Hewlett-Packard NonStop(TM) SQL/MX Embedded Module Compile Utility 3.0

(c) Copyright 2003, 2004-2010 Hewlett-Packard Development
Company, LP.

/tmp/aaaRGadYa66447AGJBBB
(/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T01 MOD^^)
0 errors, 0 warnings, 0 statements affected; 9 statements
total
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1 modules found, 1 modules extracted.
1 mxcmp invocations: 1 succeeded, 0 failed.

5. Perform SQL compilation on the other executables:
% mxCompileUserModule t02.exe
% mxCompileUserModule t03.exe
% mxCompileUserModule t11.exe
% mxCompileUserModule t12.exe

6. Check the SQL compiled module files using INVENTORYAPP:
% ls /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/*INVENTORYAPP^*^^
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T01MOD^^
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T02MOD^^
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T03MOD^^

7. Check the SQL compiled module files using SHIPMENTAPP:
% ls /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/*SHIPMENTAPP^*^^
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/T01CAT.T01SCH.SHIPMENTAPP^T11MO
D^^
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/T01CAT.T01SCH.SHIPMENTAPP^T12MO
D^^

8. Use DISPLAY USE OF to display the modules and SQL/MX objects used by the inventory
applications:
>>display use of module '*.*.INVENTORYAPP^*^^';

Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T01MOD^^
Table: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL

Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T02MOD^^
Table: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL

Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T03MOD^^
Table: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL

9. Use DISPLAY USE OF to display the modules and SQL/MX objects used by the shipment
applications:
>>display use of module '*.*.SHIPMENTAPP^*^^';

Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.SHIPMENTAPP^T11MOD^^
Table: T01CAT.T01SCH.T02TBL

Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.SHIPMENTAPP^T12MOD^^
Table: T01CAT.T01SCH.T02TBL

If you used a local directory to store SQL compiled modules by using the mxCompileUserModule
option -g moduleLocal, the display would be:
% /user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: mxCompileUserModule -g moduleLocal
t01.exe
/G/system/system/mxcmp -g moduleLocal=./tmp/aaafGadUa66047AAEGDA
Hewlett-Packard NonStop(TM) SQL/MX Embedded Module Compile Utility 3.0

(c) Copyright 2003, 2004-2010 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.

/tmp/aaafGadUa66047AAEGDA
(./T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T01MOD^^)
0 errors, 0 warnings, 0 statements affected; 9 statements
total

1 modules found, 1 modules extracted.
1 mxcmp invocations: 1 succeeded, 0 failed.

10. Perform Step 9 for the remainder of the applications:
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% /user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: mxCompileUserModule -g moduleLocal t02.exe
% /user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: mxCompileUserModule -g moduleLocal t03.exe
% /user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: mxCompileUserModule -g moduleLocal t11.exe
% /user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: mxCompileUserModule -g moduleLocal t12.exe

11. Verify how the local modules are generated:
/user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: ls -l *.*.INVENTORYAPP^*^^
-rw-rw---- 1 JAVAQA.MODMAN JAVAQA 48293 Nov 29 14:00
T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T01MOD^^
-rw-rw---- 1 JAVAQA.MODMAN JAVAQA 48293 Nov 29 14:00
T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T02MOD^^
-rw-rw---- 1 JAVAQA.MODMAN JAVAQA 48293 Nov 29 14:00
T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T03MOD^^
/user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO: ls -l *.*.SHIPMENTAPP^*^^
-rw-rw---- 1 JAVAQA.MODMAN JAVAQA 48293 Nov 29 14:02
T01CAT.T01SCH.SHIPMENTAPP^T11MOD^^
-rw-rw---- 1 JAVAQA.MODMAN JAVAQA 48293 Nov 29 14:02
T01CAT.T01SCH.SHIPMENTAPP^T12MOD^^

12. Use DISPLAY USE OF to search for the local modules:
>>display use of module_dir '/user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO' module
'*.*.INVENTORYAPP^*^^';

Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T01MOD^^
Table: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL

Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T02MOD^^
Table: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL

Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T03MOD^^
Table: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL

13. You can also display the modules in local directories that use the specified SQL object:
>>display use of module_dir '/user/smith/tmp/tmp/DUO' object
'T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL';

Object: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL
Object: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T01MOD^^
Object: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T02MOD^^
Object: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T03MOD^^

14. You can further limit the modules that can be searched:
>>display use of module_dir '/user/ychang/tmp/tmp/DUO' module
'T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T02MOD^^' object 'T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL';

Object: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL

Object: T01CAT.T01SCH.T01TBL Module: T01CAT.T01SCH.INVENTORYAPP^T02MOD^^

Removing Modules
You should prepare carefully before you remove module files. At best, removing a module file can
free up disk space. At worst, it can cause some of their applications to return run-time errors (8809,
unable to open module file).
Before you remove a module file:
1. Verify that no other applications use modules that you will remove.
2. Verify that the modules (or the application source files) have been backed up. This gives you

the option of restoring or rebuilding modules at a later time.
To remove a module from its directory, use the OSS rm command.
For example, to delete the globally placed module file cat.sch.globmod1 from the
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES directory, enter:
rm /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/CAT.SCH.GLOBMOD1
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To delete the locally placed module file cat.sch.locmod1 from its local directory, enter:
rm /usr/local01/CAT.SCH.LOCMOD1

In some cases, you might want to remove all modules of an application. For specific details, see
the grouping technique of module management naming in the SQL/MX Programming Manual for
C and COBOL. To delete all the module files of a group, enter:
rm /usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES/*.*.MYGROUP^*

Consequences of Removing Module Files
If you try to run an application that refers to a deleted module, you might encounter problems.

Deleted Modules of Embedded SQL Programs in C, C++, or COBOL
If you try to run an embedded SQL program in C, C++, or COBOL that refers to a deleted module,
NonStop SQL/MX returns an error message that indicates that the module could not be opened
because it no longer exists:
ERROR[8809] Unable to open the module file name

After removing modules of an embedded SQL program in C, C++, or COBOL, you must again
SQL compile (that is, run mxcmp or mxCompileUserModule) the application’s modules. Otherwise,
the next attempt to run the application causes Error 8809. For more information, see the SQL/MX
Programming Manual for C and COBOL and the SQL/MX Messages Manual.

Converting Globally Placed Modules to Locally Placed Modules
You might mix globally placed modules and locally placed modules in a development environment.
However, in a production environment, you should choose globally placed modules or locally
placed modules and not mix the two. For more information about managing the coexistence of
globally placed modules and locally placed modules in the same environment, see the SQL/MX
Programming Manual for C and COBOL.
You can convert applications that use globally placed modules to those that use locally placed
modules in these environments:

• “Converting Applications in a Development Environment” (page 229)

• “Converting Applications in a Production Environment” (page 230)

Converting Applications in a Development Environment
To build the application in a development environment as if it were a new version of the application:
1. Before you create new locally placed modules, set the MXCMP_PLACES_LOCAL_MODULES

attribute ON in the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table. Consequently, if you do not specify the -g
moduleLocal command-line option in mxCompileUserModule or mxcmp, a locally placed
module is created by default.

2. Change all build scripts for the application being converted so that the current directory is the
directory where the application executables exist. Alternately, change the build scripts so that
the SQL compilation step (mxcmp or MxCompileUserModule) uses the -g moduleLocal
command-line option.

3. Rebuild and test the application as you would any new version of an application.
4. When you deploy the application in the production environment, copy any compilation scripts

that replace the previous compilation scripts.
5. If you recompile the modules in the production environment, change the compilation script so

that it is consistent with the changes made in Step 2.
6. Remove the shared global copies of the now unused modules from the

/usr/tandem/sqlmx/USERMODULES directory.
7. Start the new version of the application.
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Converting Applications in a Production Environment
On a production system, convert applications that use globally placed modules to those that use
locally placed modules:
1. If you know which modules are used by programs that make up an application, skip this step.

Otherwise, use the mxCompileUserModule utility to determine which modules are used by
the programs that make up an application.
a. Copy the executable to an empty temporary directory.
b. From the OSS prompt, invoke mxCompileUserModule:

mxCompileUserModule -g moduleLocal
temp-directory/application-executable

The -g moduleLocal option of mxCompileUserModule generates a locally placed
module in the temporary directory. Using the temporary directory prevents disruptions to
the application and prevents overwriting of any existing modules.

c. Note the names of the module files that are generated in the temporary directory.
d. Delete the contents of the temporary directory.

If you are not using embedded module definitions, you can find the name of the modules
in the module statement of the Module Definition file (MDF).

2. Copy the globally placed modules you want to convert to the directory where you will deploy
the application. Do not move the globally placed modules because this would disrupt the
existing application environment.
If a module is used by more than one applications and all modules are being converted to
locally placed modules, copy the globally placed modules to each application directory that
uses the common module.

3. If it has not yet been done, copy the executables for each application associated with a locally
placed module to the same local directory as the module.

4. Before you create any new modules for the local environment, set the
MXCMP_PLACES_LOCAL_MODULES attribute ON in the SYSTEM_DEFAULTS table.

5. Depending on the application environment, use the appropriate management commands to
drain the currently executing applications, and restart the applications using the copy in the
local environment.

CAUTION: If a module is used by more than one application and at least one of those
applications continues to use globally placed modules, do not remove the global copy of the
module. Removing the global copy of a module used by an application disrupts the application.

6. Remove the shared global copies of the now unused modules. See “Removing Modules”
(page 228).

Managing Module Files and Their Applications During Fallback From SQL/MX
Release 3.2

For more information about managing modules when you fall back to a previous release of NonStop
SQL/MX, see the SQL/MX Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Backing Up and Restoring Programs
Make backing up and restoring programs part of both the day-to-day maintenance of program
files and the high-level strategy for backing up and restoring the entire database. The former should
include periodically storing copies of programs to safe locations (such as another disk, magnetic
tape, or another system). As a rule, you should back up programs before you make major changes
to the database.
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For more information about the strategies and procedures for backing up and restoring database
files, see “Using Backup and Restore 2 for SQL/MX Database Recovery” (page 60).
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10 Performing Recovery Operations
The success of recovery operations depends on the effectiveness and consistency of the plan you
develop for handling recovery situations. (See “Planning Database Recovery” (page 44)) Before
beginning a recovery operation, you should thoroughly evaluate the tools available (RDF, TMF
online dumps, backup tapes, and so forth) and appropriate for the type of failure.
This section addresses these topics:

• “Recovering Databases After Disk or Node Failures” (page 232)

• “Recovering Disk Volumes” (page 232)

• “Recovering Files” (page 233)

• “Recovering Metadata” (page 236)

• “Recovering Database Objects” (page 236)

• “Restoring Objects With BRCOM RESTORE” (page 248)

• “Repairing Damaged SQL/MX Metadata and Objects” (page 250)

• “Using GOAWAY to Delete Damaged Objects” (page 260)

• “Recovering From SCF Commands” (page 260)
This section generally contains information specific to recovering SQL/MX database objects. For
more information about recovering SQL/MP objects, see the SQL/MP Installation and Management
Guide and the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.

Recovering Databases After Disk or Node Failures
When a disk or node (system) fails, SQL/MX tables and database files on the disk or node are
often left in a crash-open state. To recover the database, both the catalogs and the files must be
recovered to a consistent state.
Normally, TMF volume recovery automatically recovers the database after a disk or node failure.
See “Recovering Disk Volumes” (page 232). However, if one or more disks have media failures
and cannot be recovered by volume recovery, use TMF file recovery. See “Recovering Files”
(page 233). You have these options:

• Use the file recovery method to recover the database, starting with online dumps, which include
files containing copies of consistent catalogs and objects saved by the TMF DUMP FILES
command. The file recovery function starts with saved files and updates transactions to the
last consistent point in the audit trails.

• Use the file recovery method with a specified TIME option to recover a database to a given
consistent time, as described in “Recovering Files With the TIME Option” (page 233).

Recovering Disk Volumes
TMF volume recovery is invoked automatically by the START TMF command and is invoked as
needed thereafter when a volume becomes accessible. Volume recovery uses the audit trails to roll
back incomplete transactions and return the database to the last consistent state.
Volume recovery might fail to recover a volume or a file. Possible recoverable cases are:

• A volume becomes unavailable during the volume recovery operation. When you bring up
the volume, TMF automatically restarts volume recovery.

• A file is corrupted or inconsistent in such a way that volume recovery cannot apply the audit
trail information. If volume recovery fails to recover a file, FILEINFO displays REDONEEDED
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and UNDONEEDED flags. For views, tables, indexes, and ENSCRIBE files, the information
appears after the modification timestamp of the table.
Normally, volume recovery recovers such files when the volume is started for transaction
processing. If, however, the volume is already started and the file is still marked with
REDONEEDED or UNDONEEDED, you must recover the file by using file recovery.

Recovering Files
File recovery is usually the method to use if other recovery methods fail. Use file recovery only if
you consistently dump audit trails to tape and make online dumps. File recovery reconstructs an
audited file from the initial starting point of the online dumps and applies all the changes to the
file from the history of the audit trails. The file is recovered to the last consistent point in the database.
These guidelines apply:

• Invoke the file recovery process by issuing the RECOVER FILES command to a TMF interface
such as TMFCOM. The process prompts the operator for the online dumps and audit-trail tapes
as needed. Audit trails that still reside on disk are read directly from disk.

• If you do not specify the FROMARCHIVE option in the RECOVER FILES command, file recovery
recovers only files marked undo-needed. If you specify the FROMARCHIVE option of the
RECOVER FILES command, file recovery attempts to recover the entire file set, regardless of
the setting of the redo-needed and undo-needed flags.

• The file recovery process cannot recover a file that did not exist at the time of an online dump.
The process cannot perform a create function. You must perform an online dump following a
create operation. If you do not do so, you cannot recover the file because TMF looks for a
starting point on the latest online dump.

• A REDONEEDED or UNDONEEDED flag in the FILEINFO display for a file, after a volume
has been enabled for TMF processing, indicates that you must use file recovery to recover the
file.

• To recover SQL/MX tables, use TMF file sets consisting of the Guardian names of the underlying
files making up the tables and related indexes, in the RECOVER FILES command. To convert
the ANSI names of the tables to their underlying Guardian file names, run the MXGNAMES
utility as described in “Using Guardian Names with TMF, RDF, and Measure” (page 306) and
the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Recovering Files With the TIME Option
By using the file recovery feature with the TIME option, you can resolve several types of problems:

• If a database object is dropped by accident, you can use the TIME option to recover the
object's file as it existed just prior to the drop. This action effectively recovers the entire file
but not the catalog definition of the object.

• If an application error updates the database in an inconsistent way, you can recover the
database to the state it was in at a specified time before the error occurred.

• If a licensed MXCI or mxtool GOAWAY operation incorrectly alters or damages the database
or catalogs, you can recover the database or catalogs to their previous state.

• If you have a saved test database or starting database, you can recover that database to the
same point many times. Suppose that in your testing procedures you need to always start with
the same database. This database can be loaded to the node or recovered by using TMF file
recovery with the TIME option.
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Using file recovery with the TIME option can be difficult, however, because this method requires
you to coordinate the recovery of interrelated objects, such as tables and their indexes.

CAUTION: TMF carries no information about the relationships between file labels and catalogs.
If a table is dropped, for example, file recovery cannot restore the catalog entries for the table. If
the file recovery operation starts at a time just before a table was dropped, you might lose
subsequent DDL changes.

For more information, see the TMF Operations and Recovery Guide.

Recovering Files to New Locations

CAUTION: If you are using SQL/MP aliases, you might need to update your alias definitions
after you recover an SQL/MP file to a new location. For more information, see the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.

NOTE: NonStop SQL/MX does not allow you to recover SQL/MX files to new locations by
specifying different node names, volumes, subvolumes, or file IDs (for example, to recover from a
hardware failure). Instead, you must recover to the exact same location as the original file. The
Guardian file location for each SQL/MX object partition is stored in its resource fork and file label,
and neither TMF or the user can alter this information.

You can recover data from SQL/MX files to populate new SQL/MX objects that are different from
the originals. You can create the new objects in different catalogs and schemas by using different
locations. However, the new objects must have the same file attributes, security settings, partitioning
scheme, and indexing scheme as the originals. When recovering these files, you must map the
dumped files to the corresponding Guardian files associated with the target table object.
TMF does not apply SQL/MX file-label modification records encountered in an audit trail for an
object being recovered to a new location. Therefore, the file label in the online dump must match
the file label of the newly created target, and the target’s file label must match the final form of the
source file label. To recover to a new location, you must take new online dumps each time the file
label is modified. Resource forks in NonStop SQL/MX are the equivalent of file labels in NonStop
SQL/MP. For this reason, do not include resource forks in the RECOVER FILES command when
you recover SQL/MX objects to a new location.

CAUTION: Do not attempt to recover SQL/MX schemas to a new location, because this action
creates unusable SQL/MX objects.

The TMFCOM RECOVER FILES command accepts only Guardian file names in its input. Therefore,
when you want to recover SQL/MX objects to a new location, you must specify the underlying
Guardian file names for these objects. You can simplify the recovery by using the method illustrated
in the next paragraph.
If two SQL/MX objects are in different schemas, they are assigned to different subvolumes. However,
you can make the file ID portion of the target object identical to the file ID of the source object.
For example, if you want to recover the SQL/MX table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE (with the
Guardian file name $DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00) to another SQL/MX table named
HRDATA.DUPPERSNL.EMPLOYEE, and ZSDT3122 is the subvolume for the schema DUPPERSNL,
you can specify that the table HRDATA.DUPPERSNL.EMPLOYEE be created in the location
$DATA12.ZSDT3122.NG59FJ00. You can also do the same for the dependent objects of
HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE. If all the dependent objects are located on $DATA10 for the source
and $DATA12 for the target, you can use the RECOVER FILES command to recover these objects:
RECOVER FILES $DATA10.ZSDT5356.*, NOT $DATA10.ZSDT5356.*1, &
  MAP NAMES ($DATA10.ZSDT5356.* TO DATA12.ZSDT3122.*)

SQL/MX objects being recovered to a new location must be created before the recovery process
is run, and the target objects must exactly match the source objects. If you attempt to recover without
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creating the target object, the restore operation fails with Error 9037 as shown in this example,
and the object is not recovered:
 NonStop TMF on \PLUTO *0202* RECOVER FILES [58]
 OnLineRestore Process #1 OnlineDumpMgmt: *ERROR*
 TMF-9037: $DATA17.ZSDT5356.J24Z5J00: File System error 11
 occurred attempting to retrieve the SQL file label from disk.

If, for any other reason, the target object is inaccessible during the restore process, this process
also fails with Error 9037. For example:
 NonStop TMF on \PLUTO *0202* RECOVER FILES [58]
 OnLineRestore Process #1 OnlineDumpMgmt: *ERROR*
 TMF-9037: $DATA17.ZSDT5356.J24Z5J00: File System error 1059
 occurred attempting to retrieve the SQL file label from disk.

If TMF detects a mismatch between the source file’s label and the target file’s label, the object’s
recovery fails with Error 9036. For example:
 NonStop TMF on \PLUTO *0202* RECOVER FILES [59]
 OnLineRestore Process #1 OnlineDumpMgmt: *ERROR*
 TMF-9036: $DATA17.ZSDT5356.J24Z5J00: The SQL label for this
 file does not match the label for the source $DATA16.ZSDT5356.J24Z5J00.

If no mismatches occur, file recovery completes successfully. At the end of this recovery, perform
Step 9 through Step 15 under “Example: Recovering an Accidentally Dropped Table” (page 241)
for the target SQL/MX objects as needed.
When recovering dropped SQL/MX objects to a different location, you do not need to re-create
the source objects before the recovery. Only the target objects must exist and match the source
objects in terms of indexes, number of partitions, and so forth. You must alter the dumps of the
purged objects to reset the INVALID and RELEASED flags before attempting the recovery.

CAUTION: Use the TOFIRSTPURGE, TIME, or TOMATPOSITION option in the RECOVER FILES
command to avoid replaying the purge operation on a target object. If you do not do this and the
file-recovery process encounters a purge record for an object being recovered to a different location,
the process will terminate recovery of that object with these EMS messages:
NonStop TMF on \PLUTO *0437* RECOVER FILES [60]

FileRecovery Process #1: Encountered a purge record

for audited file $DATA17.ZSDT5356.J24Z5J00 while performing

FLABMOD REDO operation; Audit Trail Index #2, SNO #1,

RBA #22707360.

NonStop TMF on \PLUTO *0358* RECOVER FILES [60]

FileRecovery Process #1: Recovery on $DATA17.ZSDT5356.J24Z5J00

has terminated.

You can recover SQL/MX objects to a different location even when the source objects have not
been purged. You can create the target objects to match the source, and then perform the recovery
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to obtain a copy of your source objects. Transactions can be active against the source objects at
the time of the recovery.

CAUTION: If you use the MAP NAMES option of the RECOVER FILES command to recover files
to a new location, you must immediately make new online dumps of the target data files recovered.
Without these new dumps, you will not have file-recovery protection for those files, and subsequent
file recovery operations can fail. In particular, if you later try to use old online dumps of the target
files to recover the target files to a point beyond the time that the last RECOVER FILES command
was issued, the file recovery process fails during the redo phase and transmits EMS message 175:
Encountered a File Hiatus record for audit file filename at

audit trail Index #index, SNO #sno, RBA #rba.

Recovering Metadata
TMF is the primary means of recovering metadata associated with catalogs, but other methods
exist.
You can use the TMF file recovery method to recover metadata associated with catalogs to a point
where they were consistent. If any tables of the catalog have the undo-needed or redo-needed flag
set, you should recover all the tables in the definition schema for that catalog by following the TMF
recovery procedures for this method. See “Recovering Files” (page 233) and “Recovering Files With
the TIME Option” (page 233).

CAUTION: Do not recover individual tables in a catalog. To keep an SQL/MX catalog consistent,
you must recover all the tables in the catalog as a set.

If you have backup tapes available, you might be able to re-create catalogs by restoring its tables
using the BRCOM RESTORE command. See “Restoring Catalogs” (page 248).
If the TMF and RESTORE recovery methods fail or are not available, you might be able to correct
the inconsistencies by using a licensed MXCI process to change metadata information.
Inconsistencies can arise from the incorrect use of SCF commands or the incorrect use of licensed
programs.

Recovering Database Objects
NOTE: Even though TMF supports recovery to different volumes and different systems, SQL/MX
database objects cannot be recovered to different disk volumes or to systems that have different
node names and numbers. To completely recover systems that contain SQL/MX database objects,
the backup and recovery system must have the same disk volume name, node name, and node
number as the primary system.

Recovering Range Partitions
This subsection pertains to range-partitioned tables only. Hash-partitioned tables automatically
redistribute data when they are dropped. Therefore, there is no need to recover a hash partition
that is accidentally dropped. Adding the partition will automatically redistribute the data into the
new hash partition.
A range partition must be empty to be dropped. However, you can recover a dropped partition
to a time when it was not empty by first specifying the original physical file name of the partition
and then re-adding it:
MODIFY TABLE CAT.SCH.T056T11
ADD PARTITION.....LOCATION \NSK.$DATA6.ZSDADLON.ONL42Q00

Next, recover the entire table and subordinate objects by using the complete set of Guardian file
names as indicated to ensure that all partitions are recovered to the same state.
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Using VERIFY and FIXUP
After using TMF RECOVER to recover partitions of an SQL/MX table, you should perform a
consistency check on all recovered files by using mxtool VERIFY. The VERIFY command confirms
that all data forks and resource forks exist and contain consistent information.
When using mxtool VERIFY, specify the ANSI name of the table. For example, using the same
table name from the previous example:
mxtool VERIFY CAT.SCH.T039UC3

VERIFY performs these steps:
1. Compares metadata to information in the resource fork.
2. Compares metadata to information in the DP2 label.
3. Verifies the consistency of partition information.
Some inconsistencies reported as a result of this verification might be due to user errors in the file
recovery operation. For example, not all files to be recovered were properly specified. However,
even if the recovery was done correctly, VERIFY might report inconsistencies between the labels
and the metadata. In this case, you must run the mxtool FIXUP command.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Recovering SPJs
To recover an SPJ, reexecute the CREATE PROCEDURE statement. No special action is done to
recover SPJs; there is no provision for preserving DDL from a DROP PROCEDURE operation. Security
on the re-created SPJ must be explicitly readded.

Recovering Tables
When a table is dropped, NonStop SQL/MX automatically saves the DDL needed to recreate the
table in an OSS file in the OSS directory /usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl that uses this naming format:
catalog.schema.tablename-yyyymmddtimestamp.ddl

Where yyyymmddtimestamp identifies the time the table was dropped. The DDL is saved so you
can later retrieve it if you need to re-create the dropped table for any reason.

NOTE: The DDL is saved only if the SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL control query is set to ON (the
default). HP recommends that you do not change this default value in production environments. In
development and testing environments, or for specific applications where tables are frequently
created and dropped, however, you should reset this value to OFF.

When recovering SQL/MX tables, you must use TMF file sets, consisting of the Guardian names
of the underlying files that make up the tables and related indexes, in the RECOVER FILES command.
To convert the ANSI names of the tables to their underlying Guardian file names, you can run the
MXGNAMES utility as described in “Using Guardian Names with TMF, RDF, and Measure”
(page 306) and the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Removing Unneeded DDL Files
Because NonStop SQL/MX does not remove saved DDL files, you must remove the unneeded files.
If you do not periodically remove these files, the OSS directory becomes full and DROP TABLE no
longer succeeds. Database administrators should monitor the saved DDL in the directory
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl for the accumulation of unneeded files.
You can regularly run an OSS script to clean up old DDL files from the /usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl
directory. The script deletes all files in the directory that are older than, for example, seven days.
(After seven days, it is unlikely that the recovery script for that table would be needed.) You can
change the minimum age at which the file is deleted by replacing the 7 in the example script with
a value that is appropriate for your environment.
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find /usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl -mtime +7 -print | grep "/ddl/" | sed
"s/./rm &/" sh

Recovering Table Privileges
NonStop SQL/MX does not save the DDL for GRANT and REVOKE statements, so if you accidentally
drop a table that includes security information created by these statements, you must restore the
table’s security attributes in the table’s metadata before you can recover the table data, labels,
and resource forks from a TMF online dump. See “Example: Recovering Table Privileges” (page 239)
for more information.

Table Recovery Procedures
To recover a dropped table, you must execute the statements or commands in the exact order
shown in its saved DDL. For example:
1. The CREATE TABLE statement
2. ALTER TABLE statements as specified to add columns originally added by ALTER TABLE
3. CREATE INDEX statements as specified to enforce unique constraints or primary key constraints
4. Any other CREATE INDEX statements
5. ALTER TABLE statements as specified to add constraints
6. CREATE TRIGGER statements as specified
7. If you executed CREATE TRIGGER statements in Step 6, you will also need to execute ALTER

TRIGGER statements on disabled triggers for the dropped table. Enabled triggers do not
generate ALTER TRIGGER statements in the dropped table’s saved DDL. For more information,
see the “Tables With Triggers” (page 241).

8. If applicable, DELETE and INSERT statements to reapply previously granted or revoked table
privileges. For more information, see the “Example: Recovering Table Privileges” (page 239).

9. A RECOVER FILES command with the names of all partitions and resource forks of the tables
and indexes just re-created

The recovery process for tables can be much more complex than one involving only views and
indexes. For example, if TMF is not configured for file recovery, recovery may not be possible. For
this reason, it is vital that you heed the precautions listed earlier in this discussion. And, as cautioned
previously, you should always leave the SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL attribute set ON.

CAUTION: Unless performed with great care and precision, SQL/MX table recovery involves
risk of database corruption and loss of data integrity. This operation should be performed only by
experienced users of NonStop SQL/MX and TMF who understand:
• How objects are defined in the SQL/MX metadata and the ramifications of altering those

definitions
• How to use the mxtool utility as described in the SQL/MX Reference Manual
If no one with this expertise is present at your site, contact yourr HP NonStop service provider
before proceeding.

For most cases, the recommended approach for recovering a table and its indexes involves these
tasks:

• Determine what dependent objects (views, indexes, and other tables) might have been dropped
along with the table.

• Use MXCI to re-create the table, its indexes, and any privileges that you have granted or
revoked. If the SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL attribute has remained set ON, use the saved
DDL information for re-creating the objects. This information is preserved in the
/usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl folder.
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NOTE: If you have granted or revoked table privileges, see “Example: Recovering Table Privileges”
(page 239) for guidelines on how to recover the privileges.

For complete information on saving DDL and using it to re-create SQL/MX objects, see these
discussions:

• “Retrieving Saved DDL” (page 59).

• In the SQL/MX Reference Manual, the information about the DROP TABLE statement and table
management for metadata tables.

The DDL definition of the newly created table must match exactly the DDL definition of the dropped
table. When you re-create the table, execute all of the statements in the exact order indicated in
the saved DDL. Then use TMF to recover the files for the tables and indexes.

NOTE: If you use the SHOWDDL output to re-create the table, execute all the statements in the
exact order indicated. Doing so ensures that the table and all associated objects are properly
re-created and can be recovered.

• Use the TMFCOM ALTER DUMPS command to reset the INVALID and RELEASED attributes of
the online dumps for the dropped objects to OFF.

• Recover the partitions of the re-created table and indexes with the TMFCOM RECOVER FILES
command, using the FROMARCHIVE and TOFIRSTPURGE options. To determine the Guardian
names of the purged objects, you can use the MXGNAMES utility. This utility can also be used
to build lists of these Guardian files for use with TMFCOM commands.

• For the recovered objects, use the mxtool VERIFY command to verify that the redefinition
timestamps, catalog UIDs, schema UIDs, and object UIDs in the file labels or resource forks
match those in the SQL/MX metadata.

• For every mismatch that mxtool VERIFY identifies, use mxtool FIXUP to update the file labels
and resource forks to make the object consistent.

• If any views were dropped because of the CASCADE option, be sure to re-create them.

• Update the statistics for the recovered table.

• SQL compile any SQL/MX modules that access this table.

Example: Recovering Table Privileges
Suppose you create an SQL/MX table using the following DDL, and then the table is dropped
accidentally:
CREATE TABLE CAT.SCH.T039UC3
(
A INT NO DEFAULT -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
, CONSTRAINT CAT.SCH.T039UC3_100345126_0022 CHECK
(CAT.SCH.T039UC3.A IS NOT NULL) NOT DROPPABLE
)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA4.ZSDADHFW.AL0P3N00
;
-- The following index is a system created index --
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX T039UC3_103704950_0023 ON CAT.SCH.T039UC3
(
A ASC
)
LOCATION \NSK.$DATA4.ZSDADHFW.BGSB3N00
;
ALTER TABLE CAT.SCH.T039UC3
ADD CONSTRAINT CAT.SCH.T039UC3_103704950_0023 UNIQUE (A)
DROPPABLE;
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When the table is dropped, NonStop SQL/MX produces a file containing the DDL for all the
statements in this example. However, in place of any GRANT statements used to define privileges
on the table, the DDL includes these statements:

• DELETE statements to remove the default security information from the metadata tables
TBL_PRIVILEGES and COL_PRIVILEGES

• INSERT statements to record the correct security information in these two metadata tables
During table recovery, you must use a licensed copy of MXCI to execute the DELETE and INSERT
statements after you create the table and before you recover the table data, as in this example:
1. Execute the statement to create table CAT.SCH.T039UC3.
2. Execute the statement to create index CAT.SCH.T039UC3_103704950_0023.
3. Execute the statement to add constraint CAT.SCH.T039UC3_103704950_0023.
4. Use a licensed copy of MXCI to execute the DELETE and INSERT statements. For example:

NOTE: For readability and formatting purposes, this sub-SELECT from the OBJECTS table:
(select object_uid from CAT.DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_1200.OBJECTS

WHERE OBJECT_TYPE = 'BT' and OBJECT_SECURITY_CLASS = 'UT' and

OBJECT_NAME_SPACE = 'TA' and SCHEMA_UID = 6744416459638333760 and

OBJECT_NAME = 'T')

has been replaced in this example by the placeholder:
(table-uid-subquery)

delete from CAT.DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_1200.TBL_PRIVILEGES where
TABLE_UID =(table-uid-subquery);

delete from CAT.DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_1200.COL_PRIVILEGES where
TABLE_UID =(table-uid-subquery);

insert into CAT.DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_1200.TBL_PRIVILEGES values
(-2,'S ',65535,'U ',(table-uid-subquery),'D ','Y'),
(-2,'S ',65535,'U ',(table-uid-subquery),'I ','Y'),
(-2,'S ',65535,'U ',(table-uid-subquery),'R ','Y'),
(-2,'S ',65535,'U ',(table-uid-subquery),'S ','Y'),
(-2,'S ',65535,'U ',(table-uid-subquery),'U ','Y');

insert into CAT.DEFINITION_SCHEMA_VERSION_1200.COL_PRIVILEGES values
((table-uid-subquery),0,-2,'S ',65535,'U ','R ','Y'),
((table-uid-subquery),0,-2,'S ',65535,'U ','U ','Y'),
((table-uid-subquery),1,-2,'S ',65535,'U ','R ','Y'),
((table-uid-subquery),1,-2,'S ',65535,'U ','U ','Y'),
((table-uid-subquery),2,-2,'S ',65535,'U ','R ','Y'),
((table-uid-subquery),2,-2,'S ',65535,'U ','U ','Y'),
((table-uid-subquery),3,-2,'S ',65535,'U ','R ','Y'),
((table-uid-subquery),3,-2,'S ',65535,'U ','U ','Y');

5. Use the TMFCOM ALTER DUMPS command to reset the INVALID and RELEASED attributes of
the online dumps for the dropped table to OFF.

6. Execute this RECOVER FILES command:
RECOVER FILES ($DATA4.ZSDADHFW.AL0P3N00, &
$DATA4.ZSDADHFW.BGSB3N00, $DATA4.ZSDADHFW.AL0P3N01,&
$DATA4.ZSDADHFW.BGSB3N01)

Tables With Indexes
Always remember that if a table has indexes, it is better to re-create the indexes along with the
table and then to recover them with the table in the same TMFCOM RECOVER FILES command.
This is because the table and the indexes both need to agree on which rows the table actually
contains. If you do not use the approach, the recovery will face even greater problems. The number
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of indexes is maintained in the file label in the disk directory. When you use MXCI to create just
the table and not the indexes, and later recover the table, additional mismatches will occur between
the SQL/MX catalog or schema and the file label in the directory. This can make the recovery
process even more difficult.
If you implicitly drop the indexes when you drop a table and later use the script generated by
NonStop SQL/MX to recover the table, the indexes will be automatically re-created and can then
be recovered by TMF

Tables With Partitions
Recovery of partitioned tables requires special attention. After you have re-created the partitions
and recovered them with TMF, the timestamps in the file labels and UIDs in the resource forks might
be wrong for every partition. You would use one mxtool FIXUP command to correct the timestamps
for all partitions and a second mxtool FIXUP command to correct the UIDs.

Tables With Triggers
When a dropped table with triggers is recovered, the trigger temporary tables for disabled triggers
can be re-created from scratch using the table’s saved DDL. Enabled triggers cannot be recovered.
When an existing table with triggers is recovered, you need not recover the partitions of the trigger
temporary tables unless they have been physically destroyed or damaged.
Suppose that the saved DDL for the dropped table CAT.SCH.TO46_TRIG_T2 displays this output:
CREATE TABLE CAT.SCH.T046_TRIG_T2
(
A         INT NO DEFAULT -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
, B          VARCHAR(20) CHARACTER SET ISO88591 COLLATE
  DEFAULT NO DEFAULT -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
, CONSTRAINT CAT.SCH.T046_TRIG_T2_839176264_8137 CHECK
   (CAT.SCH.T046_TRIG_T2.A IS NOT NULL AND
CAT.SCH.T046_TRIG_T2.B IS NOT
   NULL) NOT DROPPABLE
 )
 LOCATION \SQUAW.$DATA08.ZSDBNHZH.D6VSVM00
 NAME SQUAW_DATA08_ZSDBNHZH_D6VSVM00
;
CREATE TRIGGER CAT.SCH.T046_ATRIG111_2 AFTER UPDATE ON CAT.SCH.T046_TRIG_T2
 REFERENCING OLD AS OLDR, NEW AS NEWR FOR EACH ROW INSERT INTO
 CAT.SCH.T046_TRIG_T3 VALUES (NEWR.A + 20, OLDR.B || CHAR(ASCII(NEWR.B)));
ALTER TRIGGER DISABLE CAT.SCH.T046_ATRIG111_2 ;

The dropped table’s saved DDL contains an ALTER TRIGGER statement because the trigger was
disabled when the table was dropped.

Example: Recovering an Accidentally Dropped Table
Suppose that you have defined a table named EMPLOYEE in the SQL/MX catalog HRDATA and
the schema PERSNL. An MXCI SHOWDDL command displays the EMPLOYEE table and its two
indexes named XEMPDEPT and XEMPNAME:
>>SHOWDDL HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE;

CREATE TABLE HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
 (
  EMPNUM     NUMERIC(4, 0) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT HEADING
   'Employee/Number' -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
 ,FIRST_NAME CHAR(15) CHARACTER SET ISO88591 COLLATE
   DEFAULT DEFAULT _ISO88591' ' HEADING 'First Name'
   -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
 ,LAST_NAME CHAR(20) CHARACTER SET ISO88591 COLLATE
   DEFAULT DEFAULT _ISO88591' ' HEADING 'Last Name'
   -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
 ,DEPTNUM NUMERIC(4, 0) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT HEADING
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   'Dept/Num' -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
 ,JOBCODE NUMERIC(4, 0) UNSIGNED DEFAULT NULL
   HEADING 'Job/Code'
 ,SALARY NUMERIC(8, 2) UNSIGNED DEFAULT NULL
 ,CONSTRAINT HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE_428832188_2424 PRIMARY KEY (EMPNUM ASC)
   NOT DROPPABLE
 ,CONSTRAINT HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE_133512188_2424 CHECK
   (HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE.EMPNUM IS NOT NULL AND
   HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE.FIRST_NAME IS NOT NULL AND
   HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE.LAST_NAME IS NOT NULL AND
   HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE.DEPTNUM IS NOT NULL) NOT DROPPABLE
 )
 LOCATION \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00
 NAME KRYPTON_DATA10_ZSDT5356_NG59FJ00
 STORE BY (EMPNUM ASC)
 ;
CREATE INDEX XEMPNAME ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
 (
 LAST_NAME ASC, FIRST_NAME ASC
 )
 LOCATION HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE_133512188_2424
 NAME KRYPTON_DATA10.ZSDT5356_JN9V5J00
 ;
 CREATE INDEX XEMPDEPT ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
  (
  DEPTNUM ASC
  )
  LOCATION \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J00
  NAME KRYPTON_DATA10_ZSDT5356_NPFH8J00
  ;
--- SQL operation complete.

Suppose you later discover that someone subsequently issued an MXCI DROP TABLE command
that purged the table:
>>DROP TABLE HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE;
---SQL operation complete.

You determine that this table was dropped inadvertently. Now, you want to recover it:
1. Verify that the EMPLOYEE table has indeed been removed from the database, by entering the

MXCI SHOWDDL command:
>> SHOWDDL HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE;
*** ERROR [4082] Table, view or stored procedure HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
does not exist or is inaccessible.

--- SQL operation completed with errors.
>>

These error messages confirm that the table has been removed.
2. Identify any of the EMPLOYEE table's indexes that might also have been dropped. To do this,

check the output from the last SHOWDDL command issued for this table (at the start of
“Example: Recovering an Accidentally Dropped Table” (page 241)) to determine what objects
depend on the table. You conclude that along with the EMPLOYEE table, the XEMPDEPT and
XEMPNAME indexes have been dropped too.

3. Confirm that these objects were actually dropped by issuing a TMFCOM INFO DUMPS,
DETAIL command for each object. The INFO DUMPS, DETAIL commands list the online dump
entries in the TMF catalog for the objects. When you enter these commands, you must use the
Guardian names of the purged objects.
The saved DDL definition in the OSS directory /usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl contains the
Guardian name for the dropped table. If the table’s indexes were dropped implicitly as part
of the DROP TABLE operation, their Guardian names (and the DDL to re-create them) will also
be present in the saved DDL definition. If the indexes were dropped separately, then you must
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refer to the DDL you saved earlier—either when the index was created or before the index
was dropped— to retrieve the Guardian names.
The saved DDL for a dropped table is stored in a file named
catalog.schema.table-yyyymmdd-hhmmss.ddl, where yyyymmdd-hhmmss is the
time when the table was dropped. In this case, the file is named
HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE-20031114-160629.ddl. To use MXGNAMES to build the
list of files for the INFO DUMPS command, you must first transfer this file to the Guardian
space, and then use it as input to the MXGNAMES utility:
a. Retrieve the saved DDL:

/user/tandem/sqlmx/ddl: cp HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE-
20031114-160629.ddl/G/DATA01/SUBVOLS/ddlfile

b. Use CTOEDIT to transfer this file to the Guardian space:
$DATA01 SUBVOL 15>ctoedit ddlfile,employee

c. Use MXGNAMES with the -showddl option, specifying the target Guardian file from Step
b:
$DATA01 SUBVOL 16>$system.zmxtools.mxgnames -
showddl=employee -tmf
(--Table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ*,&
--Index XEMPNAME ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9VFJ*,&
--Index XEMPDEPT ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J*&
--End of Table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
)

Use this output to build the INFO DUMPS, DETAIL command as follows:
TMF 1> INFO DUMPS (--Table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ*,&
--Index XEMPNAME ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9VFJ*,&
--Index XEMPTDEPT ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J* &
--End of Table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
),DETAIL

The dump entries for the data fork of the purged table (HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE)
appear next. To conserve display space, these columns of the report are not shown: File
Name, Date-Time, Dump Type, Master, Data, and Media Type.
Dump Dump Media Media
... Serial... Status ... Status Name
------ ------- ------ -------------------------
... 70 ... invalid ... released \KRYPTON.$DATA01.ZT000070.F0000001
.
.
.

The dump status “invalid” that appears for each data fork and resource fork indicates
that the table was purged.
Similar INFO DUMPS, DETAIL commands for XEMPNAME and XEMPDEPT confirm that
they, too, were dropped.

4. Re-create the EMPLOYEE table and both of its indexes.
With the SAVE_DROPPED_TABLE_DDL attribute set ON, the script for re-creating the table is
saved in the OSS directory /usr/tandem/sqlmx/ddl in the file
HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE-20031114-160629.ddl. Issue an MXCI OBEY command
to execute the commands in this file from a licensed MXCI process:
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>>OBEY /USR/TANDEM/SQLMX/DDL/HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
+>-20031114-160629.DDL;

As MXCI executes the commands, they appear on your screen, along with certain related
messages:
>>CREATE TABLE HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
+>(
+> EMPNUM     NUMERIC(4, 0) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT HEADING
+> 'Employee/Number' -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
+>,FIRST_NAME     CHAR(15) CHARACTER SET ISO88591 COLLATE
+> DEFAULT DEFAULT_ISO88591 ' ' HEADING 'First Name'
+> -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
+>,LAST_NAME     CHAR(20) CHARACTER SET ISO88591 COLLATE
+> DEFAULT DEFAULT_ISO88591 ' ' HEADING 'Last Name'
+> -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
+>,DEPTNUM     NUMERIC(4, 0) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT HEADING
+> 'Dept/Num' -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
+>,JOBCODE     NUMERIC(4, 0) UNSIGNED DEFAULT NULL
+> HEADING 'Job Code'
+>,SALARY     NUMERIC(8, 2) UNSIGNED DEFAULT NULL
+>,CONSTRAINT HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE_428832188_2424 PRIMARY KEY(EMPUM ASC)
+> NOT DROPPABLE
+>,CONTRAINT HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE_133512188_2424 CHECK
+> (HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE.EMPNUM IS NOT NULL AND
+> HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE.FIRST_NAME IS NOT NULL AND
+> HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE.LAST_NAME IS NOT NULL AND
+> HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE.DEPTNUM IS NOT NULL) NOT DROPPABLE
+>)
+> LOCATION \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00
+> NAME KRYPTON_DATA10_ZSDT5356_NG59FJ00
+> STORE BY (EMPNUM ASC)
+> ;

--- SQL operation complete.
>>CREATE INDEX XEMPNAME ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
+>(
+> LAST_NAME ASC, FIRST_NAME ASC
+>)
+>LOCATION \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9V5J00
+>NAME KRYPTON_DATA10.ZSDT5356_JN9V5J00
+>;

-- SQL operation complete.
>>CREATE INDEX XEMPDEPT ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
+>(
+> DEPTNUM ASC
+>)
+>LOCATION \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J00
+>NAME KRYPTON_DATA10_ZSDT5356_NPFH8J00
+>;

--- SQL operation complete.

Exit the current MXCI session, which will close these newly created files.

NOTE: If you use the SHOWDDL output to re-create the table and its indexes, execute all
CREATE INDEX and ALTER TABLE statements in the exact order indicated. Doing so ensures
that all indexes are re-created properly and can be recovered.

5. Use the DELETE and INSERT statements saved with the DDL to re-create access privileges for
the table and its indexes.
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NOTE: GRANT and REVOKE statements are not saved as part of DDL text. However, the
DDL text includes DELETE statements to remove the default security information from the
metadata tables TBL_PRIVILEGES and COL_PRIVILEGES and INSERT statements to record the
correct security information. When recreating a dropped table, use a licensed copy of MXCI
to execute these DELETE and INSERT statements after you create the table, to restore the security
to the same state as when the table was dropped. For more information, see Step 4 in
“Example: Recovering Table Privileges” (page 239).

This example grants SELECT and DELETE privileges, as well as the privilege of granting SELECT
and DELETE privileges to others:
GRANT SELECT, DELETE ON TABLE HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE TO
"sql.user1", "sql.user2" WITH GRANT OPTION;

6. Verify that all objects have been re-created by issuing the MXCI SHOWDDL command:
>> SHOWDDL HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE;

The resulting display is identical to the display shown at the start of “Example: Recovering an
Accidentally Dropped Table” (page 241); the objects exist once again. However, the EMPLOYEE
table does not yet contain any data.

CAUTION: If you do not exit the MXCI session at this point, the files remain open, in which
case, you might encounter File System Error 12 when recovering the files later.

7. When the objects were purged, TMF set the INVALID and RELEASED attributes of the online
dumps for the objects to ON. Before you can recover the objects, you must first reset these
attributes to OFF, using the TMFCOM ALTER DUMPS command. In this command, you must
specify the Guardian names of the objects.
You can use the MXGNAMES utility to format the list of Guardian file names exactly as required
for the ALTER DUMPS command and other TMFCOM commands. An example illustrating the
use of MXGNAMES appeared in Step 3. Because the objects now exist, you can also enter
the ANSI name of the table directly into the command:
$DATA01 SUBVOL 16>$system.zmxtools.mxgnames
HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -tmf

NOTE: The ALTER DUMPS command does not allow partial wildcarding of the input file
names. Therefore, you will need to fully expand the file names from the MXGNAMES output
before using them in the ALTER DUMPS command.

TMF 16>ALTER DUMPS ($DATA10.ZDST5356.JN9V5J00, &
>>>      $DATA10.ZDST5356.JN9V5J01, &
>>>      $DATA10.ZDST5356.NG59FJ00, &
>>>      $DATA10.ZDST5356.NG59FJ01, &
>>>      $DATA10.ZDST5356.NPFH8J00, &
>>>      $DATA10.ZDST5356.NPFH8J01), INVALID OFF,&
>>>       RELEASED OFF, SERIAL 70

NOTE: If, for any reason, the dumps were completely removed from the TMF catalog, you
would need to add them again, using the TMFCOM ADD DUMPS command. In this command,
you would also set the INVALID and RELEASED attributes to OFF.

8. Recover the table and its indexes.

CAUTION: Objects to be recovered are spread across different disk volumes and subvolumes.
However, if some of the objects are located in the same subvolume as the SQL/MX catalog
or schema, be careful to avoid recovering the catalog or schema tables, so that the current
state of the catalog is maintained.
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To conduct the recovery, you use the TMFCOM RECOVER FILES command. You can use the
MXGNAMES output as input to the RECOVER FILES command, as was done in Step 3:
$SYSTEM ZMXTOOLS 29> MXGNAMES HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -TMF
Hewlett-Packard NonStop (TM) SQL/MX Guardian Name Listing Utility
(c) Copyright 2003 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.
(-- Table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -- &
$DATA10,ZSDT5356.NG59FJ*,&
-- Index XEMPNAME ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -- &
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9V5J*,&
-- Index XEMPDEPT ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -- &
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J* &
--End of Table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -- &
)
TMF 3>RECOVER FILES (-- Table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -- &
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ*,&
-- Index XEMPNAME ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9VFJ*,&
-- Index XEMPDEPT ON HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J* &
--End of Table HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE--&
),FROMARCHIVE, TOFIRSTPURGE

9. The objects are now recovered in the database. However, additional work might need to be
done because of possible inconsistencies between the objects’ file labels on disk and the
corresponding information for them in the SQL/MX metadata.
TMF does not update or insert entries in the SQL catalog during a RECOVER FILES operation
for an SQL/MX object. As it performs the recovery, TMF will attempt to automatically
synchronize the objects’ create and redefinition timestamps between the catalog and the file
label on disk. If TMF cannot perform this synchronization, it will display EMS Message 203
(with Subsystem Error 9038) for each inconsistency, for example:
NonStop TMF on \PLUTO *0203* RECOVER FILES [57]
OnLineRestore Process #1 OnlineDumpMgmt: *WARNING*
TMF-9038: $DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J00: Unable to retrieve the CreateTime
and RedefTime for this object from disk. Using the values from the online
dump instead.

At the end of the recovery operation, you can use these EMS messages to determine which
files have timestamps on disk that are inconsistent with their timestamps in the SQL catalog.
You must then manually perform the synchronization for these objects, as explained in Step
10.
Alternatively, you can use the mxtool VERIFY utility to list the inconsistencies between the
object descriptions in the file labels and in the SQL/MX metadata:
/USR/TANDEM/SQLMX/DDL:MXTOOL VERIFY HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE

NonStop SQL/MX MXTOOL Utility 2.0
(c) Copyright 2004 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP. All Rights Reserved.

Verifying table: HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE

Verifying label for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00

Inconsistency found:
*** ERROR[20760] The redefinition timestamp (211935615169948888) defined
on the label does not match the time (211935867787362245) defined in the
metadata for Guardian file (\KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00).

Verifying resource fork for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00
Verifying constraints: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NGC59FJ00
Verifying Partition Map: no partition map exists
Verifying Index Map: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00

Verifying index: HRDATA.PERSNL.XEMPDEPT

Verifying label for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J00
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Inconsistency found:
*** ERROR[20760] The redefinition timestamp (211935615168385004) defined
on the label does not match the time (211935867783457892) defined in the
metadata for Guardian file (\KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J00).

Verifying resource fork for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J00
Verifying Partition Map: no partition map exists

Verifying index: HRDATA.PERSNL.XEMPNAME

Verifying label for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9V5J00

Inconsistency found:
*** ERROR[20760] The redefinition timestamp (211935615169978573) defined
on the label does not match the time (211935867787362245) defined in the
metadata for Guardian file (\KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9V5J00).

Verifying resource fork for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9V5J00
Verifying Partition Map: no partition map exists

Object verification complete for: HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE

If no objects are identified as inconsistent, the recovery is complete and you should go to Step
14. Otherwise, proceed to Step 10.

10. Use the mxtool FIXUP command to update the timestamps in the file labels to reflect the values
saved in the OBJECTS table in the SQL/MX metadata for all objects identified as inconsistent
in Step 9:
/USR/TANDEM/SQLMX/DDL:MXTOOL FIXUP TABLE HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -RT -D

NonStop SQL/MX MXTOOL Utility 2.0
(c) Copyright 2004 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP. All Rights Reserved.

Operation successfully completed.

For further information about the mxtool utility, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

11. Use the mxtool FIXUP command to update the UIDs in the resource forks to reflect the values
saved in the OBJECTS table in the SQL/MX metadata for all objects identified as inconsistent
in Step 9:
/USR/TANDEM/SQLMX/DDL:MXTOOL FIXUP TABLE HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE -RU -D

NonStop SQL/MX MXTOOL Utility 2.0
(c) Copyright 2004 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP. All Rights Reserved.

Operation successfully completed.

12. Use the mxtool VERIFY utility once again, as in Step 9, to validate the entries in the catalog
against those in the file labels. If you find no mismatches, you know that recovery of the table
and its indexes is complete and your work is done. Otherwise, return to Step 10.
/USR/TANDEM/SQLMX/DDL:MXTOOL VERIFY HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
NonStop SQL/MX MXTOOL Utility 2.0

(c) Copyright 2004 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP. All Rights Reserved.

Verifying table: HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE

Verifying label for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00

Verifying resource fork for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00
Verifying constraints: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NGC59FJ00
Verifying Partition Map: no partition map exists
Verifying Index Map: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NG59FJ00

Verifying index: HRDATA.PERSNL.XEMPDEPT

Verifying label for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J00

Verifying resource fork for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.NPFH8J00
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Verifying Partition Map: no partition map exists

Verifying index: HRDATA.PERSNL.XEMPNAME

Verifying label for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9V5J00

Verifying resource fork for partition: \KRYPTON.$DATA10.ZSDT5356.JN9V5J00
Verifying Partition Map: no partition map exists

Object verification complete for: HRDATA.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE

13. If the CASCADE option was specified in the original DROP TABLE command, the table’s views
would also have been dropped along with the table and its indexes. If that was the case, you
should re-create the dropped views now, using the DDL you saved when the view was created.

CAUTION: To ensure that you can recover the table and its indexes again in the future, take
new online dumps of the recovered files now. Also dump any newly created views.

14. Update the statistics for the recovered table. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

15. Use the DISPLAY USE OF command to identify any SQL modules that access the recovered
table, and perform an explicit SQL recompilation for those modules using MXCMP or
mxCompileUserModule. For more information, see SQL/MX Reference Manual and the
SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

Recovering Views and Indexes
If the SQL/MX object purged is a view or an index and its related table still exists in the system,
you can recover the object by simply re-creating it:

• An SQL/MX view does not contain data. The data referenced by the view is stored in the
underlying tables. Therefore, you can easily return a purged view to the database by re-creating
the view definition through the original CREATE VIEW statement, which you should have saved
by using the SHOWDDL command when the view was created. After you recover the view,
be sure to make a new online dump of the view and its related table or tables.

• An SQL/MX index specifies an alternate access path to a table. You can recover a purged
index by re-creating it using the original CREATE INDEX statement, which you should have
saved using the SHOWDDL command when the index was created. This approach ensures
that the new index includes keys for all rows of the table. After you recover the index, be sure
to make a new online dump of the index and its related table.

For more information, see “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72) and the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

Restoring Objects With BRCOM RESTORE
Use the BRCOM RESTORE command of Backup and Restore 2 to recover SQL/MX objects that
have been backed up on tape. For this discussion, restoring SQL/MX objects and databases means
you are replacing existing objects in the same location. Restoring SQL/MP objects is not discussed
here. For more information on this topic, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual and the SQL/MP
Installation and Management Guide.

Restoring Catalogs
When you restore a catalog, all its dependent objects (for example, schemas, tables, and indexes)
are also restored.
Specify the CATALOG object to restore one or more catalogs:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX CATALOG mycat1;

BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX CATALOG mycat1, CATALOG mycat2;
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You can also specify every catalog that was backed up:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX CAT *;

For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.

Restoring Schemas
When you restore a schema, all its dependent objects are restored as well.
Restore one or more schemas either implicitly, by restoring the associated catalogs, or explicitly,
by using the SCHEMA restore object:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX SCHEMA CAT3.SCH;

BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX SCHEMA CAT2.SCH, SCHEMA CAT3.SCH;

For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.

Restoring Tables and Partitions
When you restore a table, all its dependent objects, including partitions, are also restored. Similarly,
when you restore a table partition, all its dependent objects (for example, indexes and constraints)
are restored.

NOTE: Hash-partitioned tables must be restored in their entirety. Individual hash partitions cannot
be restored.

You can restore one or more tables, either implicitly, by restoring associated schemas or catalogs,
or explicitly, by using the TABLE restore object:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX TABLE cat1.sch1.table1;

BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX TABLE cat1.sch1.t1, TABLE cat2.sch.t2;

You can restore one or more table partitions, either implicitly, by restoring associated tables, or
explicitly, by using the PARTITION restore object:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX (TPART cat1.sch1.table1 PARTITION
(part1)), PARTONLY ON;

BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX (TPART cat1.sch1.table1 PARTITION
(part1, part2))
BR+>, PARTONLY ON;

CAUTION: Use care when using the PARTONLY object in Backup and Restore 2 operations for
partitioned tables. It is possible to make the primary and secondary partitions of a table inconsistent,
both with each other and with indexes (for example, by performing DML operations on only one
of two backed up partitions before you restore both).

For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.

Restoring Indices and Index Partitions
When you restore an index, all its dependent objects, including partitions, are also restored.
Similarly, when you restore a index partition, all its dependent objects (for example, indexes and
constraints) are restored.
You can restore one or more indices, either implicitly by restoring associated schemas or catalogs
or explicitly by using the INDEX restore object:
To restore one or more indices, restore the associated schemas or catalogs implicitly or use the
INDEX restore object explicitly:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX INDEX cat1.sch1.index1;

BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX INDEX cat1.sch1.index1, INDEX cat2.sch.index2;
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To restore one or more index partitions, restore the associated indices implicitly or use the PARTITION
restore object explicitly:
BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX (IPART cat1.sch1.index1 PARTITION(part1)), PARTONLY ON;

BR> RESTORE $tape-drive, MX (IPART cat1.sch1.index1 PARTITION(part1, part2))

BR+>, PARTONLY ON;

For more information, see the Backup and Restore 2 Manual.

Using SHOWDDL
When SHOWDDL is turned ON during a restore operation, the RESTORE command writes to an
OSS EDIT file the DDL for each CREATE statement that has executed. You can modify the EDIT files
to be used as MXCI OBEY command files to regenerate these SQL/MX objects that cannot be
backed up or restored directly:

• Referential integrity constraints

• SPJs

• Triggers

• Views
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
To use the EDIT files as MXCI OBEY command files, you must first modify them slightly. You must
qualify the locations of objects specified in each CREATE command to indicate the catalog and
table associated with the object. EDIT files generated by RESTORE are named SHOWDDLn, where
n is set to the value 1 initially and then incremented when the current file becomes full and a new
file is created.

Repairing Damaged SQL/MX Metadata and Objects
Each SQL/MX file consists of two physical Guardian files: the data fork and the resource fork.
Normally, when a data fork is dropped, DP2 automatically drops the corresponding resource fork.
In some cases, however, either a resource fork or a data fork can become an orphan, requiring
your intervention and repair.
SQL/MX database objects can sometimes become damaged and inoperative and require repair.
For example, a failed transaction might leave a file in the broken state; a failed utility might leave
the file corrupt or nonaudited; or a restore operation might create a redefinition timestamp mismatch.
If a software defect creates a mismatch between the resource fork, the file labels, and metadata,
you might even need to repair the SQL/MX software. For example, if a disk is lost and a table
cannot be recovered, you might need to fix metadata manually. Finally, it might become necessary
to drop the actual labels associated with SQL/MX objects, similar to using the GOAWAY feature
supported by SQL/MP.
Topics in this subsection:

• “Strategies for Repairing Damaged Metadata and Objects” (page 251)

• “Identifying Problem Data and Objects” (page 252)

• “Using FIXUP to Correct Problem Data and Objects” (page 256)
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Strategies for Repairing Damaged Metadata and Objects

Using the mxtool Utility
The mxtool utility provides an OSS command-line interface to various utility operations, including
FIXUP, GOAWAY, INFO, and VERIFY. Use mxtool to repair damaged SQL/MX objects and
metadata. For more information, see:

• “Planning Database Security and Recovery” (page 41)

• “Querying SQL/MX Metadata” (page 104)

• SQL/MX Reference Manual

FIXUP
Use the mxtool FIXUP command to perform limited repair operations that enable you to fix
problems, such as inconsistencies between metadata and labels, by adjusting the label or resource
fork. FIXUP does not repair all problems with inconsistencies, however. For example, if the ANSI
name does not match metadata, you cannot use FIXUP. Instead, you must restore the file that
contains the problem.
For more information about using FIXUP, see “Using FIXUP to Correct Problem Data and Objects”
(page 256).

GOAWAY
Use the mxtool GOAWAY command to remove SQL/MX format file labels for both the resource
and data forks associated with a Guardian file. Use GOAWAY to remove objects that are broken
or cannot be dropped by normal DDL operations. GOAWAY does not remove corresponding
metadata entries. However, when a GOAWAY operation completes, you must manually change
metadata tables to remove the associated metadata. If you use MXCI to manually change the
metadata tables, you must use a licensed MXCI process.
Use GOAWAY only when no other method of dropping an object works. You must log on as the
super ID to run GOAWAY.
For more information about using GOAWAY, see “Using GOAWAY to Delete Damaged Objects”
(page 260).

INFO
Use the mxtool INFO command to request specific SQL/MX information for a Guardian file
without writing complex queries against metadata. You can use INFO to display information about
SQL/MX files, including the Guardian file name, the corresponding ANSI file name, the ANSI
namespace, and the object schema version.
INFO also enables you to obtain this information if metadata is unavailable. Any user can perform
the INFO operation on files on a remote node if the remote system is available. Note, however,
that if you try to use INFO to access objects on a remote system that were created on a schema
with a version later than the current system version, you receive a versioning error.
For more information about using INFO, see “Using INFO to Display Guardian File Information”
(page 256).

VERIFY
Use the mxtool VERIFY utility to check consistency within the database between metadata, resource
forks, and file labels. For more information about using VERIFY, see “Using VERIFY to Check Data
Consistency” (page 254).
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Correcting Problems Manually
You can correct some problems in metadata directly by manually executing inserts, updates, selects,
and deletes. Any SQL/MX user can read metadata, but only DDL and utility operations can update
it. Therefore, NonStop SQL/MX allows the super ID to fix incorrect metadata through standard
INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements using a licensed MXCI process. However, use this method
only as a last resort to correct a problem.

Identifying Problem Data and Objects
NonStop SQL/MX keeps information about object structures in metadata, resource forks, and DP2
labels. DP2 labels consist of file structure information and security settings. Resource forks contain
specific SQL/MX information that includes, among other things, the ANSI name, partition maps,
row and key information, and system metadata location. Metadata contains a description of all
the objects in a database. During regular processing, information between metadata, DP2 labels,
and resource forks can become inconsistent. Use the VERIFY command to detect these problems
and report them to users. Use the INFO command with VERIFY to display various areas of the
database as described next, independent of whether a problem is detected.
VERIFY checks for:

• Inconsistencies between an SQL/MX table and its structural representation in the resource fork

• Inconsistencies between an SQL/MX table and its structural representation in corresponding
DP2 labels

• The existence of dependent partitionable objects and their correct definitions
INFO displays SQL/MX related information given a Guardian qualified file-set list

Types of Data Problems

Label Data
Table 17 (page 252) describes the information that is stored in the various labels associated with
SQL/MX format objects.

Table 17 Label Data Associated With SQL/MX Objects

ContentsLabel Field

This name matches the external file label name and is of the form ZSDXXXXXX.YYYYYY00.Data fork name

This name is similar to the data fork name, except it ends in “01” (for example,
ZSDXXXXXX.YYYYYY01)

Resource fork name

The file code that is used by NonStop SQL/MX. Unlike with SQL/MP, you cannot choose
your own file codes.

File code

Only key-sequenced (file type 3) files are supported in NonStop SQL/MX. Relative and
entry-sequenced files are not.

File type

Indicates whether the table is format 1 or format 2. The file format is always format 2 for
SQL/MX format objects.

File format

The owner of the file.Owner

FIle security setting, specified as *sql. NonStop SQL/MX supports ANSI GRANT and
REVOKE security and does not use Guardian security of the form RWEP. The Guardian

Protection

protection for all SQL/MX format objects is set to “AAAA.” Do not use this field to determine
the security attributes for the object.

The time and date when the file was created.Creation timestamp

The time and date when the file was last modified.Modification timestamp

The time and date when the file was last redefined.Redefinition timestamp
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Table 17 Label Data Associated With SQL/MX Objects (continued)

ContentsLabel Field

The time and date when the last operation was performed against the SQL/MX catalog.Catalog operation
timestamp

The time and date when the file was last opened.Last open timestamp

Contains the creation version sequence number associated with the SQL/MX format object
stored in the file label by the DP2 for all disk files.

CRVSN

The number of primary extents allocated for the file.Primary extents

The number of secondary extents allocated for the file.Secondary extents

The maximum number of extents that can be allocated for the file.Maximum extents

The length of the blocks that compose the file.Block length

The number of data bytes in the file.EOF

The byte-length of the file records.Record length

The number of levels of indexing on the file.Number of index levels

The length of the keys used to access records in the file.Key length

The maximum byte-length of packed records.Maximum packed record
length

Flags that indicate whether the object is an SQL/MX format object, and whether the object
is a resource fork, audited, in the middle of a DDL operation, left in the crash-open state,
broken, offline, or SQLsecured.

Flags

SQL/MX version identifier.High-level SQL version
(HLSQLV)

Resource Fork Run-Time Metadata
Table 18 (page 253) on page 12-29 describes the run-time metadata that is stored in the resource
fork for SQL/MX format objects.

Table 18 Run-time metadata Stored in the Resource Fork

ContentsRun-time metadata

A three-part name of the form catalog.schema.object, where each part can be up
to 128 characters long.

ANSI name

Indicates the space the ANSI name belongs to. In NonStop SQL/MX, tables and indexes
have separate namespaces; indexes and tables in the same schema can have the same

ANSI namespace

ANSI names. The ANSI namespace is a two-letter literal that indicates the namespace the
ANSI name belongs to (for example, “TA” for table namespace, “IX” for index namespace,
and so on).

Indicates the location of system metadata tables and is of the form $volume.subvolume,
where subvolume is generally ZSD0.

System metadata location

Similar to SQL/MP format objects with respect to the information it stores, but the format
and possible data types are different.

Record descriptor

Similar to SQL/MP format objects with respect to the information it stores, but the format
and possible data types are different.

Key descriptor

Includes the object feature version and object schema version for the SQL/MX format object.Version information

For SQL/MX format objects that are partitioned, contains the list of all the partitions, along
with the partitioning key. Note that SQL/MX format objects can have multiple partitions

Partition array

on the same disk, which means that the partition array entries must contain the fully qualified
partition name, not just the disk name, as is the case for SQL/MP format objects.
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Table 18 Run-time metadata Stored in the Resource Fork (continued)

ContentsRun-time metadata

Contains the list of all indexes on the SQL/MX format object (if the object is a table), along
with index key information and a list of partitions associated with each index.

Index map array

Contains entries for droppable check constraints. This information is needed for
similarity-checking to determine whether plans need to be recompiled because of a new
or deleted check constraint.

Constraint information

Indicates whether or not a trigger is enabled.Trigger information

The low-key and high-key information for the partition of the SQL/MX format object used
by DP2 to do key-range checking, as is the case for SQL/MP.

Key range information

Contains the logical name information that uniquely identifies the partition of the SQL/MX
format object.

Logical partition name
information

Contains the ANSI name associated with the parent SQL/MX format object. This information
is useful for ANSI indexes.

Parent object ANSI name

The unique IDs associated with the SQL/MX catalog and schema in which the SQL/MX
format object is registered, as well as the unique ID of the SQL/MX format object itself.

ANSI unique identifiers

Using SHOWLABEL to Retrieve Run-Time Metadata
You can also use the SHOWLABEL command to retrieve run-time metadata from both the labels
and the resource fork of a Guardian file. For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
SHOWLABEL displays this information:

• The ANSI file name

• The ANSI namespace, including table namespace (which includes views and SPJs), index
namespace, and trigger namespace

• The object schema version

Using VERIFY to Check Data Consistency
Infrequently, information between labels, resource forks, and metadata becomes inconsistent. The
VERIFY operation detects and reports these inconsistencies. For more information, see the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.
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VERIFY performs these actions:

• Checks for inconsistencies between an SQL/MX table and its structural representation in the
resource fork.
This feature compares information saved in the resource fork with similar information stored
in metadata and returns inconsistencies. This information is compared:

◦ ANSI name. The ANSI name stored in the resource fork must match that stored in metadata.

◦ ANSI namespace. The ANSI namespace stored in the resource fork must match that stored
in metadata.

◦ Partition map. The number of partitions defined in the PARTITIONS table must match the
number of partitions in the partition map array in the resource fork.

◦ Version information. The object schema, object feature, and resource fork versions must
match.

◦ For dependent indexes, similar checks are made for the indexes resource fork and
metadata.

◦ Constraint information associated with a table must match that stored in the resource fork.
Constraint information stored in the resource fork is used during similarity checking to
determine if the current plan can be executed or needs to be recompiled. The number of
constraints defined must be the same. In addition, the constraint text and disabled attribute
must match.

• Checks for inconsistencies between an SQL/MX table, view, or an SPJ and its structural
representation in corresponding DP2 file labels.
This VERIFY feature compares information saved in the DP2 file label with similar information
stored in metadata and returns inconsistencies. This information is compared for each Guardian
file associated with the object:

◦ Redefinition time

◦ Extent sizes (primary extent size, secondary extent size, maxextents)

◦ Audit flag

◦ Corrupt flag

For dependent indexes and for each table that contains an index, VERIFY ensures that the
index map array exists and contains the correct number of indexes.

• Checks that dependent, partitionable objects exist and are defined correctly.
For each partition of a table and any dependent indexes, VERIFY checks that:

◦ The encoded key values are the same.

◦ The physical locations are the same.

◦ The partition map in the resource fork contains all partitions defined for the table (except
offline partitions).

◦ The partition map stored in the index map array of a table is correct.

Security Considerations

• VERIFY does not check privilege information.
• You must be logged on using the super ID, be owner of the schema where the object being

verified resides, or have SELECT privilege on the object being verified.
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• VERIFY obtains read-only locks on metadata while verifying an object. Other operations that
read metadata can run concurrently. Operations that change metadata or labels such as DDL,
partition management, PURGEDATA, and UPDATE STATISTICS statements cannot run
concurrently.

• To verify some objects, NonStop SQL/MX might need to access remote systems. In this case,
the remote systems must be available, and you must have privileges to view information on
them.

• If VERIFY tries to access objects on a remote system that were created on a schema version
later than the current system version, you receive a versioning error.

Using INFO to Display Guardian File Information
Use the mxtool INFO command to request specific SQL/MX information for a given Guardian
file name. NonStop SQL/MX automatically generates Guardian file names that are randomly
created. Use the INFO command to determine which Guardian file names belong to which ANSI
object, without writing complex queries against metadata. With INFO you can obtain this
information even if metadata is unavailable. In addition, you can use the MXCI SHOWLABEL
command to get more details for a specific Guardian file. For more information, see the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.
Guardian files have a set of DP2 labels attached to them that contain basic information, such as
file type, extent sizes, security, and timestamps. A separate entity, a resource fork, is attached to
an SQL/MX file. A resource fork contains additional information about an SQL/MX file, including
its associated ANSI name, ANSI namespace, versioning information, record structure, key structure,
partition maps, and so on.
INFO displays:

• The ANSI file name

• The ANSI namespace, including the table namespace (which includes views and stored
procedures), index namespace, and trigger namespace

• Versioning elements, including the object schema version

Using FIXUP to Correct Problem Data and Objects
NonStop SQL/MX stores information about object structures in metadata, resource forks, and DP2
file labels. DP2 file labels consist of file structure information and security settings. Resource forks
contain specific SQL/MX information that includes, among other things, the ANSI name, partition
maps, row and key information, and system metadata location. Metadata contains descriptions
of all objects in a database.
While performing database operations, information between metadata, DP2 labels, and resource
forks can become inconsistent. For example, a failed TMF transaction might leave a file in the
broken state, or a software bug might not set the redefinition timestamp correctly. When such an
inconsistency is detected, it must be fixed to guarantee proper execution of NonStop SQL/MX.
Options for repairing broken objects include:

• A label repair operation, which enables you to change a select group of file attributes for a
partition or an object. Use this option to get a system back and running without performing
an expensive restore or TMF recover operation.

• A metadata repair operation, which allows the super ID user to make explicit metadata changes
through UPDATE, DELETE, and INSERT statements on metadata tables issued from a licensed
MXCI process.

Recovering Consistent Files
When a disk volume or network node fails, files that are open at the time of failure are left in a
questionable state. In many cases, files are inconsistent because they were actively involved in
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interrupted database transactions. In other cases, files marked as questionable are actually
consistent. These files, although open at the time of the failure, were not actively taking part in
database transactions.
In many cases, you know which files are actually corrupt and which are consistent. Normally, it
is better to allow the TMF file recovery method to recover all the files and determine which are
corrupt and which are not. See “Recovering Files” (page 233).
If you are able to determine that a file is not corrupt, you can simply reset the BROKEN flag that
indicates to the system that the file is corrupt. To reset this flag, use the mxtool FIXUP utility.

Recovering a Broken Partition
The broken flag in a file label can be set by DP2 when it detects that something might be wrong
with a partition. After the problem with the partition is fixed, turn off the broken flag to access the
data. The ability to turn off the broken flag is equivalent to the ALTER TABLE … RESETBROKEN
command in SQL/MP.
To fix a broken file:
1. Turn off the audit bit.
2. Use TANDUMP to fix the problem.
3. Reset the broken flag.
4. Turn on the audit bit.

Correcting File Label Information
Use FIXUP to change these fields in SQL/MX file labels:

• Audit bit

• Broken bit

• Corrupt bit

• Redefinition timestamp

Changing the Audit Bit
SQL/MX tables are always created as audited. In some cases, you might need to use FIXUP to
turn off the audit bit to run a low-level DP2 utility operation. In other cases, after some utility
operation has failed, the audit bit might be left turned off, and you might need to turn the audit bit
on before being able to access the partition.
For example, when using DUP to duplicate a table, the target table is created as nonaudited. If
DUP fails after the data has been loaded but before the audit bit has been turned on, you could
turn on the audit bit and potentially use the new table. Of course, you would have to verify that
the data was loaded correctly. However, checking the validity of the table can be less difficult than
dropping and performing the DUP operation a second time.

Changing the Broken Bit
Like the broken flag, the broken bit is set by DP2 when it detects that something is wrong with the
partition. After the problem with the partition is fixed, the broken bit needs to be turned off to
access the data. The ability to turn off the broken bit is equivalent to using the ALTER TABLE …
RESETBROKEN command in SQL/MP.
To fix a broken file, perform the steps listed in “Recovering a Broken Partition” (page 257).

Changing the Corrupt Bit
The corrupt bit is set during some utility operations to prevent access to the object until the operation
has completed. If the operation fails before the corrupt bit is turned off, the table is unusable. You
might need to reset this bit if you determine that the table is still usable.
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For example, PURGEDATA sets the corrupt bit before deleting rows. If PURGEDATA fails before
deleting all rows, the corrupt bit remains set. If you determine that even though PURGEDATA failed
it is acceptable to use the table, you can reset the corrupt bit.

Changing the Redefinition Timestamp
The redefinition timestamp changes whenever a DDL change made on the object results in a structure
change. All partitions of a single object, including tables, views, indexes, and SQL worktables
must have the same redefinition timestamp. However, dependent objects can have their own distinct
redefinition time.
For example, this command creates table A with three partitions:
Create table tableA
 (col1 int not null primary key, col2 char (20))
Partition (add first key (1000) location $vol1,
add first key (2000) location $vol2);

Table A also has a dependent index that contains two partitions:
Create index tableA_index1 on tableA (col2)
Partition (add first key ("m" location $vol1));

The three partitions on tableA must have the same redefinition timestamp. The two partitions on
index tableA_index1 must have the same redefinition timestamp. However, tableA can have a
different redefinition timestamp than index tableA_index1.
If one of the partitions of an object has a different timestamp than the others, use the FIXUP operation
to make them all the same (for example, when you restore a single partition of a table). If the
restored partition has a different redefinition timestamp than the rest of the object, use FIXUP to set
the redefinition timestamp to the correct value.

Changing Catalog, Schema, and Object UIDs
Every time a partition for a table or index is created, its related catalog, schema, and object UID
is stored in the resource fork. If accidentally dropping a table makes it necessary to recover the
table from scratch, you use the saved DDL information to recreate the table and recover the privileges
in the metadata, and then execute the TMF RECOVER FILES command to recover the file label,
data, and resource fork.
The new metadata will now have a new object UID, and the data and resource fork will have the
old object UID. Use the VERIFY command to confirm that the object UID in the metadata tables
does not match the object UID in the resource fork.
Use the FIXUP command with the -ru option to make the UID values in the resource fork match the
UID values in the metadata. FIXUP replaces the catalog, schema, and object UIDs in the resource
fork with the UIDs found in the metadata. For example:
mxtool FIXUP TABLE mycat.mysch.FIXUPtable -ru -d

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Examples of Using FIXUP
Suppose that table1 is located in the catalog cat and the schema sch and has three partitions. Two
of the partitions are located on the local node, \local. The third partition is located on a remote
node, \remote, and contains a trigger that requires a trigger temporary table, which is located on
the local node. Two indexes are also associated with the table: index1 and index2. Each index
has three partitions organized similarly to those of the table.
1. Create three partitions with these names:

• \LOCAL.$DATA02.ZSD1123U.SUEIFO00

• \LOCAL.$DATA01.ZSD1123U.SUEIGO00

• \REMOTE.$DATA01.ZSD1123U.SUEIHO00
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CREATE TABLE cat.sch.table1
(Col1 int not null primary key,
Col2 int not null,
Col3 timestamp not null no default, Col4 char (20))
Partition
(Add first key (1000) location \local.$data01 name part2,
Add first key (2000) location \remote.$data01 name part3)
Location \local.$data02 name part1;

2. Create three partitions with these names:
• \LOCAL.$DATA03.ZSDWUEIR.SUDIFO00

• \LOCAL.$DATA02.ZSDWUEIR.SUDIFP00

• \REMOTE.$DATA02.ZSDWUEIR.SUDIFQ00
CREATE INDEX index1 (col2) ON table1 Location
\local.$data03 name i1part1
Partition
(add first key (1000) location \local.$data02 name
i1part2,
Add first key (4000) location \remove.$data02 name
i1part3);

3. Create three partitions with these names:
• \LOCAL.$DATA02.ZSDJFKEO.SJDIFL00

• \LOCAL.$DATA04.ZSDJFKEO.SJDIFM00

• \REMOTE.$DATA04.ZSDFHKEO.SJDIFN00
CREATE INDEX index2 (col3) on table1
Location \local $data02 name i2part1
Hash partition (add location \local.$data04 name i2part2,
Add location \remote.$data04 name i2part3);

4. Create a work file with the name \LOCAL.$DATA02.ZSDLSKFE.IEOFKS00:
CREATE TRIGGER...

Example 1: Repairing a Broken Partition
Partition \LOCAL.$DATA02.ZSD1123U.SUEIFO00 is marked broken. To fix the problem, turn off
the audit bit, use TANDUMP to fix the problem, reset the broken bit, and turn the audit bit back
on:
mxtool FIXUP LABEL \LOCAL.$DATA02.ZSD1123U.SUEIFO00 -a=off

Determine the problem and use TANDUMP to fix it.

mxtool FIXUP LABEL \LOCAL.$DATA02.ZSD1123U.SUEIFO00 -rb
mxtool FIXUP LABEL \LOCAL.$DATA02.ZSD1123U.SUEIFO00 -a=on

Example 2: Correcting Mismatched Timestamps
Several of the timestamps on table1 do not match the value on the label. To fix the problem, change
the redefinition timestamps:
mxtool FIXUP TABLE cat.sch.table1 -rt -d

Hewlett-Packard NonStop(TM) SQL/MX MXTOOL Utility 3.0
(c) Copyright 2003, 2004-2010 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, LP.

Operation successfully completed
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Using GOAWAY to Delete Damaged Objects
SQL/MX files consist of two physical Guardian files: data fork and resource fork. Normally, when
the data fork is dropped, DP2 automatically drops the corresponding resource fork. In some cases,
either an orphaned resource fork or data fork can exist.
mxtool GOAWAY is an OSS command-line utility run from mxtool that removes SQL/MX format
file labels for both the resource and the data forks associated with a Guardian file.

NOTE: mxtool GOAWAY does not remove corresponding metadata entries and does not
support ANSI names. Use the MXCI SHOWLABEL command to identify the Guardian file names
that correspond to ANSI object names.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Recovering From SCF Commands
Incorrect use of SCF commands can cause serious and possibly irreparable inconsistencies in an
SQL/MX database.
If your site needs to use any of these SCF commands on a volume with SQL/MX objects, you should
first carefully plan a recovery:

• ABORT DISK

• ALTER DISK

, ALTNAME◦
◦ , LABEL

◦ , VOLNAME

• INITIALIZE DISK

• RENAME DISK

• STOP DISK

• START DISK

ABORT DISK
The ABORT DISK command puts a disk into the STOPPED state, substate HARDDOWN, but leaves
the disk process running. Do not use the stopped drive to store production SQL/MX database files.
Use the drive for a test database or for temporary space for sort files. You must ensure that you
can make the volume inactive and revive the drive back to its original mirrored configuration with
no effect on the original database.
Use the ABORT DISK command on a volume to put a particular volume out of operation. You can
later use the START DISK command to put the same disk back into operation. See “START DISK
and STOP DISK” (page 262). Inconsistency is unlikely if the disk brought up is identical to the disk
brought down. Always perform a STOPOPENS DISK on the volume and a CONTROL DISK,
REFRESH on the volume to ensure valid file labels before you make the volume inactive.

CAUTION: You cannot use ABORT DISK on a volume and replace the volume with an earlier
version of that same volume without causing inconsistencies in the database.

The only exception to the preceding rule is if the entire database has been consistently brought
down as a unit. For example, suppose that you use ABORT DISK to bring down all the backup
volumes of the mirrored pairs containing SQL/MX objects in a consistent state. The other mirrored
set continues the active database, but the inactive mirrors also contain a set of consistent SQL/MX
objects.
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ALTER DISK, ALTNAME and ALTER DISK, VOLNAME

CAUTION: ALTER DISK, ALTNAME and ALTER DISK, VOLUME are extremely dangerous commands
because they can corrupt a database. Before using an ALTER DISK command, perform a
STOPOPENS DISK and a CONTROL DISK, REFRESH on the volume to ensure valid file labels, and
then perform a STOP DISK to make the volume inactive.
The ALTER DISK operation renames the files on a volume, but SQL/MX metadata and file labels
still contain the old names. Use it only on disks that contain SQL/MX objects. ALTER DISK should
be used only for volumes that do not contain SQL/MX objects.

If a volume is renamed inadvertently, reissue the command to rename the volume to its previous
name. If this is not possible, recover the volume only if all the objects on the renamed volume are
described in catalogs on the same volume. If this is the case, use BACKUP and RESTORE to back
up the volume:
1. Identify all the SQL/MX objects to be renamed and all dependencies. Produce hard-copy

reports containing this information.
2. Create an EDIT file containing CREATE CATALOG and ALTER TABLE statements to re-create

the catalogs and reset the security of the catalog tables.
3. Back up the volume by using a file-mode BACKUP command.
4. Use ALTER DISK, ALTNAME to rename the disk. You might first want to label the disk with

ALTER DISK, LABEL to clear the old files.
To restore files:
1. Re-create the catalogs on the renamed volume by using the file created in Step 2 as the input

file for the MXCI OBEY command.
2. Restore the files to the disk volume, mapping the old volume names to the new volume names

in the RESTORE command.
3. Map the objects to the new catalogs.
4. Verify the database by using the mxtool VERIFY utility. For more information, see the SQL/MX

Reference Manual.
5. SQL compile all programs with new DEFINEs to revalidate the programs. For more information,

see the SQL/MX Programming Manual for C and COBOL.

ALTER DISK, LABEL

CAUTION: ALTER DISK, LABEL use is extremely dangerous because it can corrupt a database.
Before using an ALTER DISK command, perform a STOPOPENS DISK and a CONTROL DISK,
REFRESH on the volume to ensure valid file labels. Then perform a STOP DISK to make the volume
inactive. Do not use this command on disks containing SQL/MX objects, with a few exceptions.

You can safely use ALTER DISK, LABEL on disk volumes with SQL/MX objects in these situations:

• To label a disk that has been destroyed and has completely corrupt data

• To label all the disks on a node and recover the database with a complete restore

• To label a disk following repair or replacement if a volume with SQL/MX objects has a
catastrophic failure and no mirrored volume is available. In this situation, you should label
the disk with its previous name.

To recover the volume with the ALTER DISK, LABEL command:
1. Retrieve the tables by using the latest TMF online dumps and TMF file recovery. To initiate a

file recovery of all files on $VOL, enter this command through one of the TMF interfaces (this
example uses TMFCOM):
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RECOVER FILES $VOL.*.*, FROMARCHIVE

2. Check that dependent objects residing on other volumes have also been recovered and
re-create objects as necessary.

3. Verify the database by using the mxtool VERIFY utility. For more information, see the SQL/MX
Reference Manual.

4. Make new TMF online dumps of SQL/MX objects that reside on the volume. If the entire object
was re-created, take dumps of the entire object even if one or more partitions reside on different
volumes.

INITIALIZE DISK
The INITIALIZE DISK command prepares the disk for use on the system. This command deletes any
existing files on the volume, deletes the log of spared sectors, initializes the customer engineer
sector and the spare-tracks table, and optionally labels the disk. To recover an initialized disk
volume, follow the steps in “ALTER DISK, LABEL” (page 261).

START DISK and STOP DISK
Use the STOP DISK command on a mirrored volume pair to make one half of the pair inactive.
The active disk drive of the mirrored pair continues to maintain the current database, without the
protection of mirroring.
After the disk drive is stopped, you can bring the disk up as a phantom drive (without a name),
label the disk with another volume name, or reuse the disk in any other way. This operation is
often done on nodes where nonmirrored disk space is needed for a short time.
Later, you can return the previously stopped disk drive to its original mirrored state by performing
a START DISK.
You should not use the stopped drive to store production SQL/MX database files. You typically
use the drive for a test database or for temporary space for sort files. You must ensure that you
can make the volume inactive and revive the drive back to its original mirrored configuration with
no effect on the original database.
Use the STOP DISK command on a volume to put a particular volume out of operation. You can
later use the START DISK command to put the same disk back into operation. Inconsistency is
unlikely if the disk brought up is identical to the disk brought down. Always perform a STOPOPENS
DISK on the volume and a CONTROL DISK, REFRESH on the volume to ensure valid file labels
before you make the volume inactive.

CAUTION: You cannot use STOP DISK on a volume and replace the volume with an earlier
version of that same volume without causing inconsistencies in the database.

The only exception to the preceding rule is if the entire database has been consistently brought
down as a unit. For example, suppose that you use STOP DISK to bring down all the backup
volumes of the mirrored pairs containing SQL/MX objects in a consistent state. The other mirrored
set continues the active database, but the inactive mirrors also contain a set of consistent SQL/MX
objects.
You can also use STOP DISK to bring down the active database and START DISK to bring up the
saved database in a database swapping technique. This technique might be useful for testing
scenarios. As long as you bring each set of mirrors down and then up together, each copy of the
database continues to be consistent.
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11 Managing an SQL/MX Distributed Database
SQL/MX databases can be distributed over disk volumes on a single system (node) or in a network
of nodes. Likewise, application programs that access NonStop SQL/MX can be distributed across
CPUs in a single node or in a network.
When managing a database distributed across volumes or nodes, you can usually use the same
SQL statements you would use with a nondistributed database. The major exceptions are statements
used only in distributed environments (REGISTER CATALOG) and statements whose syntax is
influenced by distribution (for example, the LOCATION clause in CREATE TABLE). When accessing
a distributed SQLMX object, some SQL/MX statements allow you to use distinct file names or
partition names that refer to individual partitions of the object. For most statements, however, an
object name refers to the entire object rather than to the individual partition.
The distribution issues discussed in this section are divided into the general areas of locally
distributed databases (distributed over two or more disk volumes on the same node) and
network-distributed databases.
This section addresses these topics:

• “Managing a Locally Distributed SQL/MX Database” (page 263)

• “Managing a Network-Distributed SQL/MX Database” (page 264)

• “Creating a Distributed SQL/MX Database” (page 275)

• “Altering Distributed Objects” (page 277)

• “Dropping Distributed Objects” (page 277)

• “Enhancing the Performance of a Distributed Database” (page 277)

• “Changing Network Environments” (page 278)

• “Managing Mixed Versions of NonStop SQL/MX” (page 279)
For more information about managing an SQL/MP distributed database, see the SQL/MP Installation
and Management Guide.

Managing a Locally Distributed SQL/MX Database
An SQL/MX database is locally distributed if tables or indexes are partitioned over two or more
disk volumes on one node. The goals for managing a locally distributed database are:

• Using the total available processing power of the system while balancing the workload

• Enabling very large database objects to physically spread across multiple disk volumes while
accessed as a single object

The impact of unavailable disks on an SQL/MX query of a table partitioned across multiple local
disks depends on whether the unavailable disks are needed for the query. If they are not, the query
can complete successfully. A local query can be compiled despite the unavailability of some of
the table’s partitions if both of these conditions are true:

• Either the query is dynamic or late name resolution of ANSI names or automatic recompilation
is required for a static query.

• All the accessed table’s metadata and the current system schema are available.
For example, suppose that the table PARTS is range-partitioned by part number across $VOL1 and
$VOL2, and the first key value for the partition on $VOL2 is 5000. If the $VOL2 disk is unavailable,
and a query attempts to select part number 1035, the query succeeds because it needs only to
access $VOL1.
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Managing a Network-Distributed SQL/MX Database
You can distribute an SQL/MX database—and the applications that access it—across nodes in
an Expand network. The database should be distributed in a way that provides a high degree of
transparency to applications and users while maintaining high performance and availability.

NOTE: For more information about managing a network-distributed SQL/MP database, see the
SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.

An SQL/MX database or application can be distributed over a network of nodes in several ways:

• Tables or indexes are partitioned on disk volumes located on two or more nodes.

• Tables, indexes, views, or programs reside on two or more nodes.

• A local view, referential integrity constraint, or trigger references a remote table.

• Local applications access remote tables or use a remote access path.

• Remote programs access local tables, views, or indexes.
The goals for managing a network-distributed database are:

• To share data efficiently among users located remotely from one another.

• To enable local identity and control while sharing information.

• To eliminate duplication of data.

• To increase local computing power by the aggregate total of the computing power of the
network.

SQL/MX Distributed Database Features
For SQL/MX Release 3.2, you can:

• Register a user catalog on nodes other than the node where the catalog was created. The
object metadata for the catalog remains on the original node. Each registered node then can
locate the object metadata for that catalog. The catalog is “visible” on those nodes. For more
information, see the “Creating, Registering, and Unregistering Catalog References” (page 275).

• Execute statements and commands that operate on database objects in catalogs that are
visible from the node where the statement or command is executed.

• Distribute database objects to nodes where the objects’ catalogs are visible.
Database distribution is largely transparent to users of NonStop SQL/MX. Most of its features are
implemented at levels that make transparency possible. These features include:

• “Versioning Capabilities” (page 265)

• “User Data Distribution” (page 265)

• “Catalog Reference” (page 265)

• “ANSI Name Lookup” (page 265)

• “Visibility Rules” (page 266)

• “Transparency” (page 266)

• “Security Guidelines” (page 266)

• “Local Autonomy” (page 267)
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Versioning Capabilities
The nodes in a distributed SQL/MX database can run different releases of SQL/MX software. Each
release of SQL/MX software can identify the other releases that it is compatible and incompatible
with. The SQL/MX versioning design ensures that:

• Nodes with compatible software versions can interoperate.

• Access to or from nodes with incompatible software versions fail predictably.
SQL/MX Release 3.x does not support interoperability with SQL/MX Release 2.x in a distributed
database environment. You cannot perform queries, through embedded SQL or dynamic SQL,
from a node running SQL/MX Release 3.x on a node running SQL/MX Release 2.x, and vice
versa.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Release Installation and Upgrade Guide.

User Data Distribution
You can distribute tables and indexes across nodes in an Expand network or allow them to reside
intact on single nodes.
User database objects, including base tables, indexes, and views, are distributed with the
LOCATION clause in DDL and utility operations. Distribution of user data is an explicit user action.
NonStop SQL/MX does not impose limits on the number of nodes to which user database objects
can be distributed.

Catalog Reference
SQL/MX database objects have location-independent ANSI names. The actual data is represented
in Guardian files with location-dependent Guardian file names. The information needed to resolve
an ANSI name to the corresponding set of Guardian file names (ANSI name lookup) is stored in
SQL/MX metadata.
Metadata definitions for database objects are stored in metadata tables in definition schemas.
One definition schema holds the metadata for all schemas of a given version in a catalog. A DDL
or utility operation can add, remove, or modify rows in the appropriate definition schema for the
affected database object's catalog.
You use catalog references to identify the node on which the metadata for a given catalog resides.
Several types of catalog references are used. An automatic catalog reference for a catalog occurs
on the node where the catalog is created and the metadata for all the database objects in that
catalog resides. A given catalog can have only one automatic reference node in the distributed
database. An empty (or manual) catalog reference occurs for every node on which the catalog
has been registered from node where the catalog was created. The system schema tables on empty
catalog reference nodes contain information about the catalog and its node that enables these
nodes to locate and query objects in the catalog. A node on which a catalog has not been created
or registered contains no catalog reference cannot detect the catalog, its objects, or its metadata.
SQL/MX Release 3.x supports catalog reference but not object metadata replication. A catalog
reference can be registered for remote nodes, providing them with the catalog registration metadata
needed to access the catalog’s object metadata on the node where the catalog was created.
Object metadata for any user catalog, including all metadata definitions, remains on the node
where the catalog was created and cannot be replicated to other nodes in the network.

ANSI Name Lookup
ANSI name lookup encompasses:

• ANSI-name-to-Guardian name resolution

• Metadata definition lookup using ANSI names
When you register a catalog from the local node to remote nodes, you ensure that the catalog’s
database objects can be successfully resolved to corresponding underlying Guardian file names
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when accessed by their ANSI names on remote nodes. Similarly, the metadata definitions for a
database object, identified by its ANSI name, can be located and retrieved regardless of where
that database object's metadata definitions are located in the network.
For location-independent ANSI names, ANSI name lookup always starts with the CATSYS and
SCHEMATA system schema tables on the local node. Next, the node that contains the metadata
definitions for the ANSI-named object is identified. For SQL/MX Release 3.x, that node must have
the automatic catalog reference for the object's catalog. The location of the node can be identified
from the CAT_REFERENCES table of the system schema of any node on which the object’s catalog
is registered. The remainder of the lookup involves using the catalog’s definition schema tables on
the automatic catalog reference node.

Visibility Rules
Distributed database objects can be accessed from a node only if the objects are visible on that
node.
For SQL/MX Release 3.x, these visibility rules govern all access to database objects and metadata
in a distributed database environment:

• A database object on one node is visible on a remote node only if a catalog reference for
the object’s catalog has been registered on that node. The affected catalog, including all
schemas and database objects within it, is then visible from that node.

• A database object can be distributed only to remote nodes where its catalog has been
registered.

• A database object—or a partition of the object—can be opened only if that object’s catalog
is visible on the node of the opener.

• To avoid visibility anomalies, related catalogs must have identical visibility. This rule affects
statements or commands that establish a relationship between catalogs, such as a CREATE
VIEW statement that references tables from two or more catalogs in the view’s query text.

Although their names are similar to ANSI names, the compiled modules in OSS directories are not
subject to these visibility rules.

Transparency
The use of distributed databases is transparent to users and applications except for statements,
commands, and syntax that directly manage the distribution. When the objects in a user catalog
created on one node are visible to other nodes, there are no limitations on what those other nodes
can do with the catalog’s objects. The other nodes can execute DML and DDL statements and utility
commands on the objects just as the original node can.
Because of transparency, users need not be aware of what node they are executing on or where
metadata or user data is located.

Security Guidelines

• Access to a remote node in an Expand network—including access to distributed SQL/MX
database objects and registered catalogs—requires successful remote password validation.

• Successful remote password verification is also required for the executing user ID of any
command that creates or accesses metadata or user data on a remote node or that starts a
process on a remote node.

• The security mechanisms enforced for ANSI objects on the local node are also enforced for
distributed ANSI objects.

• Only the person who creates and owns the catalog or the local super ID user can register or
unregister catalog references from nodes.
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Local Autonomy
If a query requires data only from the node on which it executes, the query succeeds regardless
of the availability of remote nodes on which the query’s accessed objects have partitions. For
SQL/MX Release 3.x, query compilation and late name resolution of ANSI names require access
to the nodes on which the accessed objects’ definition schema exist.
For more information, see “Maintaining Local Autonomy in a Network for SQL/MX Release 3.x”
(page 271).

Naming Network Nodes
After an SQL/MX database node has been installed and initialized, do not attempt to change the
node name or number. The node name is recorded in the system metadata entries and is entered
in the file labels throughout the database. The node number is recorded in the file labels.

NOTE: Do not attempt to change the node name or node number. Choose node names and
numbers carefully so that you do not need to change them.

Naming SQL/MX Database Objects
SQL/MX database objects have location-independent ANSI names. The database objects themselves
are represented by Guardian files on disk. The correspondence between ANSI names and Guardian
file names is stored in SQL/MX metadata. NonStop SQL/MX resolves these ANSI names to the
corresponding underlying Guardian file names.

NOTE: For more information about naming SQL/MP database objects, including guidelines on
using DEFINEs for network objects names, see the SQL/MP Installation and Management Guide.

ANSI Names
SQL/MX database objects have three-part, location-independent ANSI names of the form
catalog.schema.object. Location independence means that there is no identification of the
node or volume on which an SQL/MX database object exists.
SQL/MX objects that reside on one node and are accessed from other nodes must be visible from
those other nodes. Use REGISTER CATALOG to register a catalog on remote nodes. The objects
of a catalog registered on a remote node are accessible from that node.
A location-independent ANSI name is not always unambiguous within a network. It is possible
and legitimate for each of two nodes in a network (\A and \B) to have a catalog with the same
name (for example, CATX). Each node can access its own catalog CATX and the database objects
in it by using location-independent ANSI names. However, node \A cannot access anything in
the catalog CATX on node \B, and vice versa.

Guardian Names
The Guardian files that represent SQL/MX database objects follow these naming rules:

• They reside in protected subvolumes with names that start with the letters ZSD. DP2 prevents
the creation of non-SQL/MX files in these subvolumes. The subvolume name is exactly eight
characters, except for the ZSD0 and ZSD1 subvolumes used for the system and MXCS schema,
which are four characters.

• The file name part of Guardian files that represent SQL/MX objects is exactly eight characters
and ends with the digits 00 or 01.

• All database objects in a schema are represented by Guardian files with identical subvolume
name parts, referred to as the schema subvolume. These files can occupy multiple volumes
distributed across nodes in an Expand network.

• Each schema has a schema subvolume name that starts with the letters ZSD. You can specify
subvolume and file names on certain statements, like CREATE TABLE. The file and subvolume
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names used follow the preceding rules. If you do not specify the Guardian file and subvolume
names, NonStop SQL/MX automatically generates those names. To avoid incidentally
meaningful but undesirable names (for example, ZSDHELL0.SMARTY00), vowels and the
digit zero are never used in generated portions of names. While user-supplied names must
conform to the other Guardian naming rules, they can contain vowels and the digit zero.

Using Catalog References in an SQL/MX Distributed Database
This subsection describes how to manage catalog references in an SQL/MX Release 3.x
network-distributed database.

System Schema Tables
A record of the catalogs that are registered on a node is maintained in the system schema on the
node. The system schema name, NONSTOP_SQLMX_nodename.SYSTEM_SCHEMA, enables
each node in an Expand network to have a unique ANSI name for its system schema. The metadata
tables in the system schema are called system schema tables.
Catalog names that begin with NONSTOP_SQLMX_ are reserved for use by NonStop SQL/MX
and cannot be created or registered by users.
Table 19 (page 268) describes the five system schema tables and their roles in catalog references
for SQL/MX Release 3.x.

Table 19 System Schema Tables

DescriptionTable

Represents catalog visibility on a node. It contains one row for each catalog that is
visible on the node, with an indication of the schema replication rule (automatic or

CATSYS

manual) for the catalog. Use the CATSYS table to verify whether a catalog is visible
on a node.

Represents catalog references. The node where a given catalog is created has the
only automatic catalog reference for that catalog. That node’s table has a row for

CAT_REFERENCES

each catalog reference for the catalog. Other nodes for which the catalog is
registered have empty manual catalog references for that catalog. Those nodes’
tables have rows only for the automatic catalog reference and the local reference.
The CAT_REFERENCES table locates a node with an automatic catalog reference
from nodes where the local reference is empty (manual).

Represents schema replication. Because SQL/MX Release 3.x does not support
schema replication, schemas for a catalog are identified only on the automatic

SCHEMA_REPLICAS

catalog reference node. DDL and utility operations use the SCHEMA_REPLICAS
table to determine what nodes need to be updated as the result of the operation.

Represents the schema on a node. It contains one row for every schema that is
visible on the node. If a catalog reference for a catalog exists on a node and a

SCHEMATA

schema name for a schema in that catalog is not found in the SCHEMATA table on
that node, that schema does not exist.

Catalog Reference Guidelines for SQL/MX Release 3.x

• The node where a catalog is created contains the object metadata for all database objects
in that catalog and is the only automatic catalog reference for that catalog.

• The object metadata for a catalog, including schema metadata and metadata definitions,
cannot be replicated from the automatic reference node to other nodes.

• Catalog registration metadata can be replicated to other nodes. Use the REGISTER CATALOG
command from the automatic catalog reference node to create empty catalog references on
other nodes in the distributed database.
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• The node with an automatic catalog reference for a catalog has one CAT_REFERENCES row
for each node that has a reference for that catalog.

• A node with an empty manual reference for a catalog has one CAT_REFERENCES row for
the automatic catalog reference node and one CAT_REFERENCES row for itself.

Catalog Reference Examples
To better illustrate how user catalogs and their schemas are referenced in the system schema tables
for SQL/MX Release 3.x, consider this next example scenario.
A four-node network example consists of the nodes \N1, \N2, \N3, and \N4. A user catalog
CAT1, with two schemas, SCH1 and SCH2, is created on node \N1. Node \N1, therefore, has
the only automatic catalog reference to CAT1. For SQL/MX Release 3.x, the object metadata for
CAT1 cannot be replicated to any other nodes in the network. However, catalog references for
CAT1 can be registered for other nodes.
Suppose, for example, that you issue the REGISTER CATALOG command from node \N1 to create
catalog references to CAT1 for nodes \N2 and \N3, but not for \N4. As a result, the system
schema tables on nodes \N2 and \N3 would identify CAT1 and the node where its object metadata
is located (\N1). However, they would not have object metadata for CAT1. Nodes \N2 and N3
would have to access this object metadata from node \N1. Node \N4 would not see CAT1 or
be able to access its object metadata.
For the contents of the system schema tables on these example nodes, see:

• “System Schema Tables on Node \N1” (page 269)

• “System Schema Tables on Nodes \N2 and \N3” (page 270)

• “System Schema Tables on Node \N4” (page 270)

System Schema Tables on Node \N1
Node \N1 has an automatic catalog reference for the catalog CAT1. The system schema tables
on \N1 contain this information:

• The CATSYS table on \N1 contains one row for the catalog CAT1, including these entries in
the CAT_NAME and REPLICATION_RULE columns.

REPLICATION_RULECAT_NAME

A CAT1

(for automatic replication)

• The SCHEMATA table on \N1 contains one row for each CAT1 schema, including these
entries in the SCHEMA_NAME column:

SCHEMA_NAME

SCH1

SCH2

• The CAT_REFERENCES table on \N1 contains three rows for the catalog CAT1, one for the
automatic catalog reference node and one for each empty manual reference node. This
includes these entries in the CAT_UID, NODE_NAME, and REPLICATION_RULE columns:

REPLICATION_RULENODE_NAMECAT_UID

A\N112345678912345678

M\N212345678912345678
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REPLICATION_RULENODE_NAMECAT_UID

(for manual replication)

M\N312345678912345678

CAT_UID contains the 17-digit UID for each catalog.

• The SCHEMA_REPLICAS table on \N1 contains two rows for CAT1, one for each of its two
schemas. This includes these entries in the SCHEMA_UID and NODE_NAME columns:

NODE_NAMESCHEMA_UID

\N112345678912345678

\N123456789123456789

SCHEMA_UID contains the 17-digit UID for each schema.

System Schema Tables on Nodes \N2 and \N3
Nodes \N2 and \N3 each has an empty catalog reference for catalog CAT1. The system schema
tables on each of these nodes contain this information:

• The CATSYS table on \N2 and \N3 contains one row for the catalog CAT1, including these
entries in the CAT_NAME and REPLICATION_RULE columns:

REPLICATION_RULECAT_NAME

MCAT1

• The SCHEMATA table on \N2 and \N3 contains the same information about CAT1 in its
schemas that \N1 does.

• The CAT_REFERENCES table on \N2 and \N3 contains two rows for the catalog CAT1, one
for \N1 and another for the local node. The table includes these entries in the CAT_UID,
NODE_NAME, and REPLICATION_RULE columns:

REPLICATION_RULENODE_NAMECAT_UID

A\N112345678912345678

M\Nn (where n is the local node)12345678912345678

During ANSI name lookup, these entries provide location information to nodes \N2 and \N3
for the object metadata for CAT1.

• The SCHEMA_REPLICAS table on \N2 and \N3 contains no information about CAT1 or its
schemas.

System Schema Tables on Node \N4
The node \N4 has no catalog reference for the catalog CAT1 created on \N1. As a result, the
system schema tables on \N4 contain no information about it.

Commands for Managing Catalog References
Table 20 (page 271) describes the statement and commands used to manage catalog references
in SQL/MX Release 3.x.
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Table 20 Statements and Commands for Managing Catalog References

DescriptionCommand

DDL statement that creates a new catalog at the specified location on the local node.CREATE CATALOG

MXCI command that registers a catalog on a remote node. The remote node then has an
empty catalog reference to the catalog.

REGISTER CATALOG

MXCI command that unregisters an empty catalog reference from a remote node.UNREGISTER
CATALOG

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Catalog Creation and Registration Examples
For catalog creation and registration examples, see “Creating, Registering, and Unregistering
Catalog References” (page 275).

Managing Network Security
Managing a network-distributed SQL/MX database imposes few additional security requirements
than those of managing a locally distributed database.
Users of a distributed node must have remote passwords for remote network access. The access
privileges assigned by GRANT to users for SQL/MX objects on the local node also apply to those
users when the objects are located on a remote node or are accessed from a remote node to which
a user has remote access authorization.

Maintaining Local Autonomy in a Network for SQL/MX Release 3.x
In the context of a network distributed database, local autonomy ensures that a user can access
local data regardless of the availability of remote dependent objects. For SQL/MX Release 3.x,
these restrictions apply:

• Dynamic DDL and DML operations must have access to object metadata. If the node on which
the object metadata is located becomes unavailable, other network nodes cannot perform
dynamically compiled DDL or DML operations on that object data to any node.

• To use late name resolution of ANSI names or automatic recompilation with static DML
operations, the object metadata must also be accessible. However, static DML statements that
do not use ANSI names, late name resolution of ANSI names, or automatic recompilation can
execute locally if the node on which the object metadata is stored is not available.

• For objects that are partitioned across network nodes, you cannot perform DDL operations on
any partitions in the network—even those on available nodes—if one of the partitioned nodes
becomes unavailable. For example, if a table is partitioned across two nodes and one node
goes down, the surviving node cannot drop the partitioned table. The same is true of DML
operations that use late name resolution of ANSI names or automatic recompilation.

These SQL/MX operations require access to object metadata. Therefore, if the node containing
the object metadata is unavailable, you cannot perform these SQL/MX operations on the associated
object data from any network node:

• DDL and utility operations (for example, CREATE TABLE, IMPORT, UPDATE STATISTICS)

• Dynamic compilation of DML queries (for example, SELECT, including queries entered from
MXCI and NonStop ODBC/MX)

• Static compilation of modules

• Run-time ANSI name resolution of DML queries (for example, queries that use host variables
and prototyping to specify the database object names at runtime)

• Run-time automatic recompilation of DML queries
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In a distributed database, statically-compiled queries can execute even if some of the nodes in the
database are not available, provided these two requirements are met:

• Either the node that stores the query objects’ metadata is available, or the query does not use
late name resolution of ANSI names or automatic recompilation.

• The user data that the query attempts to access is stored on available disks on the local node
or some other available nodes.

When a query on a range-partitioned table uses the partitioning key to limit the table scan to one
row or a range of rows that can be located in a subset of the partitions, only those necessary
partitions are accessed.
For example, the table ORDERS is range-partitioned by the column ORDER NUMBER. It contains
four partitions, with begin key values of 0, 100, 200, and 300 respectively. Suppose that a query
has selection predicates to select rows with ORDER NUMBER in the range of 150 through 250. If
the nodes and disks which store the second and third partitions are available and the query has
been statically compiled and does not need late name resolution of an ANSI name or automatic
recompilation, the query can complete successfully even if the first and fourth partitions are
unavailable.

Network Availability and Use
Network lines have a direct impact on the performance of a distributed database. Line speed,
network routing, and network message traffic significantly affect response time. The setup and
management of the network should be thoroughly studied by the system or network manager.

Remote Node Availability
Unavailable remote nodes can prevent programs that require data from those nodes from obtaining
the data. You can, however, distribute data in an SQL/MX database so that data required by a
process is stored on the node on which the process executes. However, as previously stated, if the
query objects’ metadata is located on a remote node, the query to this local data must be static
and not dynamic. Furthermore, the query must not use automatic recompilation or late name
resolution of an ANSI name. By contrast, DDL operations must be able to access and update
metadata.
For NonStop SQL/MX, automatic recompilation is enabled by default. The compiler does not have
a NO RECOMPILE option, but its CQD AUTOMATIC_RECOMPILATION option can be turned off.
Automatic recompilation can decrease performance during the time required to recompile the
program or statement for the first time. When the same program is again executed after the node
has been restored to the network, the program is not automatically recompiled but uses the original
plan determined by the SQL compiler when the program was explicitly compiled. A running process,
however, does not revert to the original query execution plan. Only a newly started process would
attempt to use that plan.

Reconfiguring a Network to Improve Local Autonomy
Usually, the loss of a network node is due to a planned outage scheduled to perform software or
hardware upgrades. This subsection examines several possible network configurations with respect
to their ability to minimize the consequences of node loss on surviving network nodes.

Network Outage Failure Scenario
Suppose that you have an SQL/MX database that is distributed across three nodes (\A, \B, and
\C). The database includes two user catalogs, CAT_1 and CAT_2, which were created on node
\B and have been registered for nodes \A and \C.
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Table 21 (page 273) describes the status of each node in the network with respect to user data,
object metadata, applications for CAT_1 and CAT_2, and the effects of the loss of each node on
the other two nodes in the network:

• The column “CAT_1 and CAT_2 User Data Present?” identifies whether user data for CAT_1
and CAT_2 objects is present on a given node in the network.

• The column “CAT_1 and CAT_2 Metadata Present?” identifies whether object metadata for
CAT_1 and CAT_2 is present on a given node. Only node \B, where the catalogs CAT_1
and CAT_2 were created, contains this object metadata because catalog and schema
replication is not supported with SQL/MX Release 3.x.

• The column “CAT_1 and CAT_2 Applications Present?” identifies whether application programs
that contain queries to CAT_1 and CAT_2 objects are present on a given node.

• The column “Consequences of Losing This Node on the Other Nodes” describes how the loss
of a given node affects the other two nodes in the network.

Table 21 Consequences of Network Node Loss, Original Configuration

Consequences of Losing This Node on the Other Nodes

CAT_1 and
CAT_2

CAT_1 and
CAT_2CAT_1 and

CAT_2 User
Data Present?Node

Applications
Present?

Metadata
Present?

From nodes \B and \C, you cannot perform DDL or utility
operations on objects partitioned across node \A. You cannot

YesNoYes\A

perform statically compiled DML operations that require data
stored on node \A.

From nodes \A and \C, you cannot perform DDL or utility
operations on CAT_1 or CAT_2. You cannot perform

YesYesYes\B

dynamically-compiled or automatically-recompiled DML operations
on any CAT_1 or CAT_2 objects. You cannot perform
statically-compiled DML operations that require data stored on
node \B or late name resolution of ANSI names.

From nodes \A and \B, you cannot perform DDL or utility
operations on objects partitioned across node \C. You cannot

YesNoYes\C

perform staticallycompiled DML operations that require data stored
on node \C.

Table 21 (page 273) shows that:

• User data for CAT_1 and CAT_2 objects resides on all three nodes in the network.

• The metadata for CAT_1 and CAT_2 resides only on node \B, where the catalogs were
created.

• Applications that contain queries to CAT_1 and CAT_2 objects reside on all three nodes.

• If the node that contains a catalog’s metadata (node \B for CAT_1 and CAT_2 metadata)
becomes unavailable, the surviving nodes cannot execute dynamic queries on the catalog
object data.

Note that the loss of the node where the object metadata resides does not prevent statically-compiled
queries from being performed in application processes on the surviving nodes to access local data.
However, they can query only data located on the local node or some other surviving node.
A minor reconfiguration of the distributed database environment can alter the impact of a node
outage on the other nodes. Table 22 (page 274) describes a modified configuration in which only
node \B contains application programs that query CAT_1 and CAT_2 objects as well as containing
the CAT_1 and CAT_2 metadata. In this revised configuration, node \B becomes more of a single
point of failure for the distributed database.
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Table 22 Consequences of Network Node Loss, Reconfiguration 1

Consequences of Losing This Node on the Other Nodes

CAT_1 and
CAT_2

CAT_1 and
CAT_2CAT_1 and

CAT_2 User
Data Present?Node

Applications
Present?

Metadata
Present?

The same consequences occur as were identified in the node \A
row in Table 21 (page 273).

NoNoYes\A

The same consequences occur as were identified in the node \B
row in Table 21 (page 273). In addition, none of the applications
that contain queries to CAT_1 or CAT_2 can be executed.

YesYesYes\B

The same consequences occur as were identified in the node \C
row in Table 21 (page 273).

NoNoYes\C

Clearly, the configuration described in Table 22 (page 274) has less local autonomy than the
configuration described in Table 21 (page 273). Because node \B represents a single point of
failure, this configuration is not advisable in a geographically distributed environment. However,
in a locally distributed environment where all three nodes are in the same computer room and a
reliable high-speed network interconnect is used, the risks of this configuration are reduced.
Depending on the interrelationships between the involved catalogs, you might want to implement
the configuration described in Table 23 (page 274). In this configuration, CAT_1 is created on node
\A and CAT_2 on node \B, so their respective object metadata remain on these two nodes.

Table 23 Consequences of Network Node Loss, Reconfiguration 2

Consequences of Losing This Node on the Other Nodes

CAT_1 and
CAT_2

CAT_1 and
CAT_2

CAT_1 and
CAT_2 User

Node
Applications
Present?

Metadata
Present?

Data
Present?

From nodes \B and \C, you cannot perform DDL or utility
operations on any of the CAT_2 catalog’s objects, which

Yes for those
parts that

Yes for
CAT_1

Yes\A

have partitions on node \A. You cannot perform DDL or utilitymainly access
CAT_1 operations on CAT_1. You cannot perform dynamically

compiled or automatically recompiled DML operations on
objects in CAT_1. You cannot perform statically-compiled
DML operations that require data stored on node \A or late
name resolution of ANSI names in CAT_1.

From nodes \A and \C, you cannot perform DDL or utility
operations on any of the CAT_1 catalog’s objects, which

Yes for those
parts that

Yes for
CAT_2

Yes\B

have partitions on node \B. You cannot perform DDL or utilitymainly access
CAT_2 operations on CAT_2. You cannot perform dynamically

compiled or automatically recompiled DML operations on
any objects in CAT_2. You cannot perform statically compiled
DML operations that require data stored on node \B or late
name resolution of ANSI names in CAT_2.

From nodes \A and \B, you cannot perform DDL or utility
operations on objects partitioned across node \C. You cannot

NoNoYes\C

perform statically compiled DML operations that require data
stored on node \C.

If CAT_1 and CAT_2 have few or no interrelations and if the database objects in the two catalogs
are rarely or never accessed by the same application programs or queries, a configuration like
that shown in Table 23 (page 274) might make good sense. In this configuration, an outage of
node \A does not affect metadata access by applications and queries that access object data in
CAT_2. Likewise, an outage of node \B does not prevent metadata access by applications and
queries that access object data in CAT_1.
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If CAT_1 and CAT_2 are tightly interrelated and if most application programs and queries access
objects in both catalogs, the configuration described in Table 23 (page 274) would instead look
like the configuration shown in Table 24 (page 275).

Table 24 Consequences of Network Node Loss, Reconfiguration 3

Consequences of Losing This Node on the Other Nodes

CAT_1 and
CAT_2

CAT_1 and
CAT_2

CAT_1 and
CAT_2 User

Node
Applications
Present?

Metadata
Present?

Data
Present?

From nodes \B and \C, you cannot perform DDL operations
on objects partitioned across node \A. You cannot perform

Yes, accesses
CAT_1 and
CAT_2

Yes for
CAT_1

Yes\A

DDL, DML, or utility operations on objects whose metadata
resides on node \A, including CAT_1 and CAT_2 objects
and programs. CAT_2 objects not partitioned across node
\A can be accessed.

From nodes \A and \C, you cannot perform DDL operations
on objects partitioned across node \B. You cannot perform

Yes, accesses
CAT_1 and
CAT_2

Yes for
CAT_2

Yes\B

DDL, DML, or utility operations on objects whose metadata
resides on node \B, including CAT_2 and CAT_1 objects
and programs. CAT_1 objects not partitioned across node
\B can be accessed.

From nodes \A and \B, you cannot perform DDL operations
on objects partitioned across node \C. You cannot perform

NoNoYes\C

DDL, DML, or utility operations on objects whose metadata
resides on node \C.

In this example, confining CAT_1 and CAT_2 metadata and the applications that query it to two
nodes (\A and \B) creates a dependency on the availability of both of those nodes for all operations
except the execution of statically compiled queries. This configuration is not recommended.

Creating a Distributed SQL/MX Database
You create a distributed SQL/MX database by:

• “Creating, Registering, and Unregistering Catalog References” (page 275)

• “Distributing SQL/MX Database Objects” (page 276)
For instructions on creating a distributed SQL/MP database, see the SQL/MP Installation and
Management Guide.

Creating, Registering, and Unregistering Catalog References
After a catalog has been created on the local node, use the REGISTER CATALOG command to
register the empty catalog reference on remote nodes and the UNREGISTER CATALOG to remove
an empty catalog reference from a node.

Example—Creating a Catalog
The CREATE CATALOG statement creates a new catalog on the designated node:
CREATE CATALOG samdbcat LOCATION \nodex.$data47;

Example—Registering a Catalog on a Remote Node
The REGISTER CATALOG command causes a catalog, which is visible on the local node, to be
registered on a remote node. It creates an empty catalog reference on the target node, and the
automatic catalog reference is updated to reflect that.
REGISTER CATALOG samdbcat ON \nodey.$data47;
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Example—Unregistering a Catalog From a Node
The UNREGISTER CATALOG command causes an empty catalog reference to be removed from
the specified node. As a result, the catalog is no longer visible on that node.
UNREGISTER CATALOG samdbcat FROM \nodey.$data47;

Distributing SQL/MX Database Objects
SQL/MX objects can be distributed individually or distributed as partitions of tables or indexes.
Objects can be distributed at creation time by the CREATE statement or at a later time by using
the MODIFY utility. You use the GRANT command to assign access privileges for objects to specified
users. These access privileges extend to remote nodes provided the users have remote network
access to those nodes.
You can use the LOCATION clause in a DDL statement to specify different nodes or disks on which
to create an object.

Example—Creating Local Views on Local and Remote Tables
1. From the local node \A, create the catalog CAT1:

CREATE CATALOG CAT1;

2. From the local node, create the schema SCH1:
CREATE SCHEMA CAT1.SCH1;

3. From the local node, register the catalog CAT1 on the remote node \B:
REGISTER CATALOG CAT1 ON \b.$data02;

4. From the local node, create the table TABLOC, which resides on the local node:
CREATE TABLE CAT1.SCH1.TABLOC
  ( ORDERITEM NUMERIC (6) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
   ORDERNUM NUMERIC (4) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
   PARTNUM NUMERIC (6) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
   UNIT_PRICE NUMERIC (8,2) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
   QTY_ORDERED NUMERIC (5) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,)
 STORE BY (ordernum, partnum);

5. From the local node, create the table TABREM, which resides on the remote node:
CREATE TABLE CAT1.SCH1.TABREM
  ( ORDERITEM NUMERIC (6) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
   ORDERNUM NUMERIC (4) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
   QTY_ORDERED NUMERIC (5) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,)
 LOCATION \b.$.data02;

6. From the local node, create the local view VIEWLOC on the local table TABLOC:
CREATE VIEW CAT1.SCH1.VIEWLOC AS
  SELECT ORDERNUM, QTY_ORDERED FROM CAT1.SCH1.TABLOC;

7. From the local node, create the local view VIEWREM on the remote table TABREM:
CREATE VIEW CAT1.SCH1.VIEWREM AS
  SELECT ORDERITEM, QTY_ORDERED FROM CAT1.SCH1.TABREM;

Example—Creating a Remote Table and a Local Index
To create a remote table and a local index for that table from the local node \A:
1. Make sure that the catalog for the table and index is registered on the remote node \B:

REGISTER CATALOG CAT1 ON \B.$DATA02;

2. From the local node \A, create the table TABREM, which will reside on the remote node \B:
CREATE TABLE CAT1.SCH1.TABREM
  ( ORDERITEM NUMERIC (6) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
   ORDERNUM NUMERIC (4) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,
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   QTY_ORDERED NUMERIC (5) UNSIGNED NO DEFAULT NOT NULL,)
 LOCATION \B.$DATA02;

3. From the local node \A, create a local index for the table TABREM on the remote node \B:
CREATE INDEX CAT1.SCH1.INDEXLOC
  ON TABREM (ORDERITEM, ORDERNUM)
  LOCATION \A.$DATA02;

Example—Creating a Table With Partitions on a Local and Remote Node
To create a table with one partition on the local node \A and one partition on the remote node
\B:
1. Check that the catalog for the table and index is registered on the remote node \B:

REGISTER CATALOG CAT1 ON \B.$DATA02;

2. From the local node, create a table where the first partition, PARTLOCAL, is on the local node
and a second partition, PARTREMOTE, is on the remote node \B:
CREATE TABLE CAT1.SCH1.TABPART
   (A INT NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE,
   B INT NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE,
   C INT NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE,
   PRIMARY KEY (A,B))
   LOCATION $DATA11 NAME PARTLOCAL
   RANGE PARTITION BY (A)
   (ADD FIRST KEY (200) LOCATION \B.$DATA1 NAME PARTREMOTE);

Altering Distributed Objects
Use the ALTER TABLE and ALTER INDEX statements to alter SQL/MX tables and indexes. If a table
or index is partitioned across multiple nodes, changes caused by ALTER can affect the attributes
of partitions located on remote nodes.
You perform MODIFY operations to add, split, move, move boundaries, and drop partitions on
range-partitioned and hash-partitioned SQL/MX tables and indexes.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

Dropping Distributed Objects
Before you can drop a distributed table, index, or view, all objects dependent on that table and
its metadata must be accessible.
For range-partitioned tables or indexes, use the MODIFY utility to drop empty partitions on remote
nodes. For hash-partitioned tables and indexes, use MODIFY to drop nonempty partitions only.

Enhancing the Performance of a Distributed Database
The performance issues of a distributed database encompass those of a local database and also
include:

• “Using Co-located Indexes in a Distributed Database” (page 278)

• “Using Remote Application Processes” (page 278)
These other issues, not covered in this manual, also affect performance of a distributed database:

• Network availability and use

• Remote node availability
For more information about enhancing performance, see “Enhancing SQL/MX Database
Performance” (page 290).
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Using Co-located Indexes in a Distributed Database
Co-locating indexes with their parent table is an effective way of using NonStop SQL/MX to
improve performance and allow for better data distribution, both in a standalone and distributed
environment.
For example, assume the EMPLOYEES table contains an EMPLNAME and EMPLCITY column, and
each employee resides in San Francisco, Chicago, or New York City. The table is partitioned on
the EMPLCITY column and each partition resides on a different node (for example, \SF, \CHI, and
\NYC). In addition, the EMPLOYEES table has an index on the EMPLNAME column. This index
can be partitioned on the EMPLCITY column even though the indexing column is on the EMPLNAME
column. This way, all the San Francisco employees are stored on the \SF node and can be retrieved
efficiently by EMPLNAME.
For more information about co-locating an index on the same disk volume as its underlying table,
see “Using Co-located Indexes” (page 302).

Using Remote Application Processes
When you use a network-distributed database, you often control whether remote data is updated
directly by a local application process or indirectly by an application process running on a remote
note. Local programs can update or retrieve remote data directly through NonStop SQL/MX.
NonStop SQL/MX uses the remote I/O features of the Guardian file system and disk process.
Alternately, when you need to update data stored on a remote node, you can send a message
containing an update request to an application on that remote node. Ultimately, this issue might
be one of performance and processing power distribution across nodes.
A key advantages of using an application process on a remote node for distributed processing is
to reduce the amount of data sent across communication lines. One message makes the request
of the remote application process. Then that application process manages all access to, and
updating of, the remote data. This approach reduces message traffic on slower communication
lines and increases performance.

Changing Network Environments
Network environments are often subject to change. Nodes can be added or removed, system
configurations at each node can change, NonStop operating systems can be upgraded
independently at each node, communication line speeds or types can change, and the needs of
the node with respect to the database or application can change.
Many of these changes do not affect the SQL/MX database or environment and need not concern
you if you are a system manager. Certain changes, however, can cause problems or affect the
SQL/MX environment and should be anticipated.
Consider these changes on a case-by-case basis:

• A new node is added to the network. This addition does not affect the existing database
scheme. To access this node and incorporate it into the overall environment, however, network
passwords and security must be added to all other nodes. Catalogs on existing nodes must
be registered on the new node to make the catalogs and their underlying objects visible to
the node. After NonStop SQL/MX is initialized on this node, register the catalogs from other
nodes on the new node, and then you can place new objects that you create in those catalogs
on this new node.

• An existing node is permanently removed from the network. Move all object data on this node
to other nodes before dropping the objects and removing the node. If the objects are table
or index partitions, use the MODIFY utility to move the data to another node before dropping
the objects and removing the node.

• A node needs to be renamed. Changing a node name can be difficult or impossible to do
because the node name is embedded in the file labels and stored in the metadata.
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• The operating system at a node is updated. Usually nodes run compatible but different operating
systems. Consult the current software release documents for compatibility issues between
operating system releases. In some cases, upgrading the operating system release imposes
compatibility issues on the database. For more information, see “The SQL/MX Environment”
(page 24).

• Communication to a node is lost. Nodes can become unavailable for a variety of reasons.
For planned outages, you should systematically make inactive all network transactions to the
affected node before taking it offline. For unplanned outages, transactions are rolled back by
NonStop SQL/MX as errors and are reported as communication problems. Sometimes, you
might need to use one of the TMF interfaces (for example, TMFCOM) to manually back out
the transactions. After communications are restored, transactions can resume and proceed
normally.

• Recovery takes place for a system crash on a single node. If a node crashes, it can be recovered
by using a TMF recovery method. HP recommends that you initiate the START TMF,
TRANSACTIONS OFF operation at the crashed node. This approach enables TMF to resolve
any network-distributed transactions active at the time of the crash and to attempt volume
recovery.
Keeping TRANSACTIONS OFF in effect during this procedure enables the function to complete
successfully, before new transactions are introduced to the database. TMF does not allow new
transactions to start before START TMF is completed because new transactions require network
transaction resolution and volume recovery. Another important reason for keeping
TRANSACTIONS OFF is to provide the system administrator time for additional recovery
operations, as needed, before the applications can start transaction activity. For more
information, see the TMF Planning and Configuration Guide.

• A number of situations can cause severe problems with the consistency of an SQL/MX
database. Various techniques can resolve these problems. You should not, however, attempt
these operations without help from your service provider:

◦ Recover a node with distributed objects by using the TIME option of TMF. This procedure
can cause an inconsistent database.

◦ Perform a RESTORE of objects on a node, such that the restored objects would not be
consistent with the rest of the database.

◦ Use the MXTOOL GOAWAY utility on portions of a network database. This procedure
can leave unresolvable references in other metadata.

If a situation arises that you think might affect the network-distributed SQL/MX database,
contact your service provider for additional information.

Managing Mixed Versions of NonStop SQL/MX
SQL/MX Release 3.2 does not support interoperability with either SQL/MX Release 2.x or SQL/MX
Release 3.0 or SQL/MX Release 3.1 in a distributed database environment. You cannot perform
queries, through embedded SQL or dynamic SQL, from a node that runs SQL/MX Release 3.1 on
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a node that runs either SQL/MX Release 2.x or SQL/MX Release 3.0 or SQL/MX Release 3.1,
and vice versa. The following are the other restrictions:

• Running different versions of SQL/MX software simultaneously on separate nodes of an
interrelated SQL/MX database application is not allowed between SQL/MX Release 3.x
nodes and SQL/MX Release 2.x nodes.

• Running a later version of SQL/MX software on a development node that supports a production
node or nodes running an earlier version of SQL/MX software is not allowed between SQL/MX
Release 3.x nodes and SQL/MX Release 2.x nodes.

• Upgrading to a later version of SQL/MX or downgrading to an earlier version is allowed.

After upgrading a node from SQL/MX Release 2.x to SQL/MX Release 3.2, you must
recompile all the existing embedded modules for compatibility with the enhanced SQL/MX
Release 3.2 executor.

◦

◦ SQL/MX Release 3.2 supports Application Migration Without Recompilation (AMWR).
After migrating applications from SQL/MX Release 3.0 or 3.1 to SQL/MX Release 3.2,
you can do the following:
– Execute the user modules and SQL queries compiled in SQL/MX Release 3.0 or 3.1

without any change.
– Use the RCBs generated on SQL/MX Release 3.0 or 3.1 without any change. Also,

you do not need to run mxtool fixrcb.
However, after downgrading a node from SQL/MX Release 3.2 to SQL/MX Release 3.0
or 3.1, all the query plans and modules must be recompiled.

You can use different SQL/MX software versions if the versions are within the supported range,
and SQL/MX Release 3.2 nodes, SQL/MX Release 3.1 nodes, SQL/MX Release 3.0 nodes, and
SQL/MX Release 2.x nodes do not interoperate in the same distributed network with each other.
For more information, see the “The SQL/MX Environment” (page 24).
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12 Measuring Performance
During the life of an SQL application, you might need to measure the performance of all, or part,
of the application. Several NonStop software products can provide statistical information about
performance.
Collecting these statistics requires an in-depth understanding of the system, the layout of the database
tables, and the use of the application programs. You usually gather statistics when you are:

• Running a performance benchmark.
You obtain statistics for a benchmark during ideal conditions when all volumes and nodes are
available and functioning at peak performance. You obtain these statistics on a finite set of
data loaded for the best possible performance.

• Diagnosing a performance problem.
You obtain statistics to determine the cause of a problem. You might have to obtain several
samples during different periods of time to compare the results.

• Taking a general sampling.
To monitor performance as the SQL database grows and changes, periodically obtain a
sample of statistics and compare the results against previous samples.

• Making an equipment change or move requiring database relocation.
Whenever the database is moved or changed, you should obtain a performance sampling.
The move or change can affect performance.

This section addresses these topics:

• “SQL/MX Tools for Gathering Statistics” (page 281)

• “Measure Performance Measurement Tool” (page 284)

SQL/MX Tools for Gathering Statistics
Both MXCI and the SQL programmatic interface have tools for gathering statistics. The MXCI
commands that display statistics are:

• SHOWLABEL command

• SET STATISTICS ON command

• DISPLAY STATISTICS command

NOTE: Measure typically collects statistics for all SQL statements executed during a given Measure
collection interval. MXCI collects performance information for every dynamic SQL statement, but
reports only for the latest executed statement.

SHOWLABEL Command
The MXCI SHOWLABEL command displays file-label information for SQL/MX objects. (SHOWLABEL
does not support SQL/MP objects or SQL/MP aliases.) For performance statistics, use SHOWLABEL
to determine index levels and extent information.
This example returns detailed information about the EMPLOYEE table. Use the DETAIL option to
display information about partitions and indexes:
SHOWLABEL SAMDBCAT.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE, DETAIL;
===============================================================
GuardianName: \DMR15.$SYSTEM.ZSDG5WVN.FVRZ1T00
AnsiName: SAMDBCAT.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE
AnsiNameSpace: TA
AnsiNameObjectType: BT
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ObjectSchemaVersion: 3000
ObjectFeatureVersion: 1200
Owner: SUPER.SUPER

RedefTimestamp: 16 Dec, 2010 11:28:00 ( 212159239080672194 )
CreationTimeStamp: 16 Dec, 2010 11:27:57 ( 212159239077752342 )
LastModTimestamp: 16 Dec, 2010 11:28:18 ( 212159239098350394 )
LastOpenTimeStamp: 16 Dec, 2010 11:28:19 ( 212159239099574400 )
SecurityTimestamp: 16 Dec, 2010 11:27:57 ( 212159239077718742 )

SMDtable: F
File Organization: Key-sequenced
Block Length: 4096
File Code: 550

Row Format: PACKED FORMAT
AuditCompress: T
Audited: T (If F, a Utility operation is in progress or has
failed)
Broken: F
Buffered: T
ClearOnPurge: F
Corrupt: F (If T, a Utility operation is in progress or has
failed)
CrashLabel: F
CrashOpen: F

IndexCompress: F
IncompletePartBoundChg: F (If T, a Utility operation is in
progress or has failed)
RedoNeeded: F
RollfwdNeeded: F
UndoNeeded: F
UnreclaimedSpace: F (If T, a Utility operation is in progress or has failed)

Primary Extent Size: 16 Pages
Secondary Extent Size: 64 Pages
Max Extents: 160
Extents Allocated: 1
EOF: 12288

Index Levels: 1

Record Expression Label Length: 13536
Security Label Length: 120
Key Encode Length: 2

Key Columns: 0 ASC

Partitioning Scheme: RP

Partition Array - 1 partition[s]

IndexMap Array - 2 index[es]
Index[0]: \DMR15.$SYSTEM.ZSDG5WVN.W3LB7T00
 Index columns: 2 ASC , 1 ASC , 0 ASC
Index[1]: \DMR15.$SYSTEM.ZSDG5WVN.LVK37T00
 Index columns: 3 ASC , 0 ASC

Trigger Status Array - 0 trigger[s]

Rcb version: 3000

Column attributes: maxDataLen: 53 (* marks special columns)
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Attr[ 0/ 1] dataType: 131 offset: 4 len: 2 align: 2

Attr[ 1/ 2] dataType: 0 offset: 6 len: 15 align: 1

Attr[ 2/ 3] dataType: 0 offset: 21 len: 20 align: 1

Attr[ 3/ 4] dataType: 131 offset: 41 len: 2 align: 2

Attr[ 4/ 5] dataType: 131 offset: 45 len: 2 align: 2

nullOff: 43 nullBitIdx: -1

Attr[ 5/ -1] dataType: 133 offset: 49 len: 4 align: 4

nullOff: 47 nullBitIdx: -1
==============================================================

For more information, see “Querying SQL/MX Metadata” (page 104) and the SQL/MX Reference
Manual.

SET STATISTICS and DISPLAY STATISTICS Commands
MXCI provides the SET STATISTICS ON command, which displays statistics after each statement
executed in the session. You can also use the DISPLAY STATISTICS command to get statistics of
the last executed DML statement.
SET STATISTICS and DISPLAY STATISTICS provide statistics for statements made against either
SQL/MP or SQL/MX objects.
To obtain statistics, use either of these commands in your MXCI session:

Type this command. . .Command

Before a statementSET STATISTICS ON;

After a statementDISPLAY STATISTICS;

Suppose that this is the last DML command issued:
SELECT * FROM SAMDBCAT.SALES.EMPLOYEE:

You can display statistics for this statement by using the DISPLAY STATISTICS command:
DISPLAY STATISTICS;

18:18:24.4892003/12/11Start Time

18:18:24.6772003/12/11End Time

00:00:00.188Elapsed Time

00:00:00.046Compile Time

00:00:00.142Execution Time

LockMessage 
Bytes

Message 
Count

Disk I/OsRecords 
Used

Records 
Accessed

Table Name

SAMDBCAT.PERSNL.EMPLOYEE

015128206262

For a description of the statistics displayed, see the SET STATISTICS or DISPLAY STATISTICS
commands in the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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With the statistics generated by SET STATISTICS ON or by DISPLAY STATISTICS, you can quickly
monitor the performance of a specific statement on specific objects. The information can help you:

• Determine the comparative performance of similar objects. For instance, you can determine
the effect of a new index on a table compared to the performance without the index, or you
can determine the performance after an UPDATE STATISTICS statement.

• Display the statistics of various queries or DML statements.

• Monitor the estimated cost of a compiled statement or an ad hoc query. The larger the estimated
cost, the number of system resources used will be more, and this may impact the execution
time. You can then investigate costly SQL statements for additional indexes, for out-of-date
statistics on referenced tables, or for poorly designed queries.

Measure Performance Measurement Tool
Use the Measure product to collect statistical information on SQL database objects and SQL
processes (host language programs with SQL statements) and to generate reports. You select a
process for measurement by specifying the process in a Measure ADD command in effect when
the process executes. For example:
+add process *
+add sqlstmt *
+startmyfile, interval 5 minutes, for 2 hours, oss, sql

You can then use LIST command to abridge listings of individual processes and SQLSTMTs during
output.
You can collect performance statistics for SQL/MX objects by using these Measure entities:

• SQLPROC provides information about an SQL process. There is one SQLPROC counter record
per SQL process selected.

• SQLSTMT provides information about all SQL statements within an SQL process. There is one
SQLSTMT counter record per SQL statement of a selected SQL process.

NOTE: A SQLSTMT record is created when at the beginning of the processing of a SQL
statement, SQL invokes a Measure interface to check if SQL statements are required. If the
SQL statements are required, SQL invokes the API to set up the measure records. This means
that SQLSTMTs of processes that are already active when a measurement is started might not
get reported.

• FILE enables an SQL database object to be selected to accumulate information about file
activities.
Figure 5 (page 285) illustrates Measure entities and corresponding program structures for SQL
processes.
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Figure 5 Measure Entities and Program Structures

To reduce the cost of overhead for the Measure interface to NonStop SQL/MX, the Measure product
updates more than one counter per call. The overall cost of using the Measure product depends
on the frequency of the intervals for measurements and on the number of active SQL statements.
As the number of active SQL statements in a program increases, the cost of performing measurements
increases.
The Measure product provides other entities to measure activity on processes, processors, and disk
processes. For more information on how to set up the Measure product and prepare reports, see
the Measure Reference Manual and the Measure User’s Guide.

Statistics and Reports for NonStop SQL/MX
Use the Measure entities to gather statistics on an SQL/MX database and application programs.
After gathering the statistics, you can generate reports about the statistics. Information gathered
by the entities is described next.

SQLPROC Statistics
The SQLPROC report provides information about specific statistics concerning recompilations,
NEWPROCESS calls, and opens of files or processes.
You can monitor automatic recompilation time with the SQLPROC report, but not for the purpose
of determining the best compiler option. SQL/MX supports no compiler options and only recompiles
on demand when an SQL statement needs to be automatically recompiled at run time.

SQLSTMT Statistics
The SQLSTMT report provides information for specific statements of an SQL process. SQLSTMT
entities gather statistics for all statements of a process selected for measurement. These statistics
encompass the sum of activity on all files used by the SQL query.
One SQLSTMT entity exists for each statement. The SQLSTMT report contains the module name
and the statement index that you can use to identify the statement in a compiled module. See the
embedded module definition or the module definition file for a list of statement indexes and
associated statement names. For a dynamic SQL statement, the module name appears as
SQLMX^EXECUTE_statement-name, and the statement index is zero.
The SQLSTMT report gathers statistics on these measurements:

• Busy time

• Calls
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• Disk reads

• Attempts at escalation of locks (successful or not)

• Lock waits

• Message activity

• Records accessed

• Records used
Stream access statements do not collect SQLSTMT statistics, but FILE statistics are collected.

FILE Statistics
Monitor database files with the FILE entity. The FILE report provides information on all partitions of
a specific file and record use by a user process. The FILE report gathers statistics on these
measurements:

• Escalations of locks

• Deletes

• Disk reads

• Lock waits

• Message activity

• Reads

• Records accessed

• Records used

• Updates

• Writes
The FILE report can provide specific data on SQL tables. You can use the FILE report along with
other reports on a specific volume or subvolume.
NonStop SQL/MX does not collect statistics on timeouts or file-busy-time (the time spent waiting
on file I/O activities). In NonStop SQL/MX, there is no file I/O waiting as there is for NonStop
SQL/MP. The SQL/MX interface to the disk process is inherently nowaited.
For queries that involve multiple SQL tables or compound statements, the statistics data for the
accessed tables might all be added to a single table, depending on whether the operations are
performed by the same Data Access Manager (DAM).

PROCESSH Statistics
SQLPROC and SQLSTMT are useful, but a process could be spending time in user functions that
do not contain SQL statements or in system code or system libraries. To gather statistics on these,
use PROCESSH.
The PROCESSH entity type provides information about the relative execution time of one or more
code ranges within a program. You can measure code ranges by specifying procedure names
and address ranges or by specifying a code-space category (user code, user library, system code,
or system library).
For H-series systems, PROCESSH provides information about all DLLs in system libraries for DLLs
that are named in the ADD PROCESSH statement. This information includes the percentage of
execution time occurring within each named library.

DISKFILE and DISCOPEN Statistics
The DISKFILE and DISCOPEN entities can be useful for database access and load management.
Both entities return ANSI SQL name information.
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The DISKFILE entity gathers activity statistics against all partitions of a file object. Use DISKFILE to
determine if data is being evenly distributed across all the partitions in a database.
You must use DISCOPEN to determine how data is distributed among all partitions of a FILE. The
DISCOPEN entity gathers statistics for partition opens by process. Use DISCOPEN to determine if
the partitions in a database are being accessed evenly by the processes in an application.

SQL/MX Measurement Models
Measure always updates counters, so starting a measurement adds only the overhead of writing
the counters out to disk files. Still, when using the Measure product, you must determine whether
the overhead for gathering Measure statistics is worth the information provided by the reports. You
might find certain statistical information more meaningful with a few samplings. You should, of
course, use the Measure product for gathering detailed statistical information for problem analysis.
Three types of statistics are discussed next:

• Startup cost of an application program

• Execution cost of a running process

• Database access costs for SQL tables and indexes

Startup Cost
Use the following counters to analyze the startup cost of an application program. These statistics
are gathered by the SQLPROC entity.

• SQL-STATEMENT-RECOMPILES contains the number of statement recompiles done on this
process.

• SQL-STATEMENT-RECOMPILES-TIME contains the elapsed time spent on recompiling SQL
statements. The recompile time should be zero when a valid program executes and is not
recompiled.

• SQL-NEWPROCESS contains the number of times an ESP process was started.

• SQL-NEWPROCESS-TIME contains the amount of time spent waiting for the call to
NEWPROCESS to complete and is included in the total startup time.

• OPENS contains the number of OPEN calls performed by the SQL executor on behalf of this
process.

• OPEN-TIME contains the time this process spent executing opens. After an SQL program is
started, the files are open and remain open for the duration of the session.

Execution Costs
Use SQLSTMT counters to analyze the execution costs of a running SQL/MX process. These counters
provide information on a statement basis. For counters that have the same names as counters for
database access costs (described in “Enhancing SQL/MX Database Performance” (page 290)), you
can directly compare the statement values with table values returned by those counters.
After a program begins running, startup costs have already been incurred. The costs associated
with processing the statements are stored in the SQLSTMT entity. The first time a statement in a
procedure executes, overhead is added for setting up the counters for the procedure.
You can use these SQLSTMT counters to analyze a running process:

• CALLS stores the number of times the SQL statement was executed.

• ELAPSED-BUSY-TIME stores the time the process spent executing the SQL statement. You can
calculate the average elapsed time for each call by dividing the ELAPSED-BUSY-TIME counter
value by the CALLS counter value.
Note that the first time a statement in a procedure executes after measurement has been started,
a setup time is included for allocating all the SQLSTMT counters for the procedure.
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• DISK-READS stores the number of physical disk I/O operations performed for this statement.

• RECOMPILES stores the number of times the statement was recompiled. For valid statements,
this number should be zero. If the statement has been recompiled, the counter for each session
would be one because an invalid statement is usually recompiled only once in a session. If
this number is one or greater, you should consider explicit SQL compiling the program.

• ELAPSED-RECOMPILE-TIME stores the time spent in recompiling this statement. The
ELAPSED-RECOMPILE-TIME includes the actual compilation time as well as the disk reads,
messages, and NEWPROCESS time to initiate the SQL compiler.

• RECORDS-ACCESSED stores the number of records accessed by the disk process or the file
system to evaluate statement. If the statement accesses many records but uses only a few, you
can create an index to reduce the number of records searched before returning records that
satisfy the query. If you plan to create an index for this purpose, be aware that while SQLSTMT
gives records accessed for all files involved in the query and so can suggest the need for an
index, SQLSTMT might not point to an individual file on which to build the index.
You should look at both SQLSTMT and DISKFILE to determine which file is being accessed.

• RECORDS-USED stores the number of records inserted, updated, deleted, or read by the SQL
executor through this statement.

• MESSAGES stores the number of messages sent by the system on behalf of this statement,
including messages sent by the file system to the disk process.

• MESSAGE-BYTES stores the number of message bytes sent for this statement by the system.
This counter accumulates the number of bytes sent for the messages reported by the MESSAGES
counter.

• LOCK-WAITS stores the number of times the statement waited for a lock request. This number
should be zero or be quite small. If the number is large, you should examine the cause. You
might consider a finer locking granularity (for example, row locks instead of generic locks or
table locks) or redesigning the database.

• ESCALATIONS stores the number of times a record lock was escalated to a file (table) lock.
Since most, if not all, attempts at lock escalation fail, the number should usually be a 1. If the
number is greater than 1, you should consider using a table lock for the program.

Database Access Costs
Use the FILE entity to measure database access costs for SQL tables and indexes. Use these counters
to analyze disk processing costs for the database to determine the cost of queries:

• RECORDS-USED stores the number of rows returned to the SQL executor on reads, inserts,
writes, updates, or deletes.

• RECORDS-ACCESSED stores the number of rows read by the disk process or file system to
return the RECORDS-USED value. RECORDS-ACCESSED should always be the same or greater
than RECORDS-USED. The ratio between RECORDS-USED/RECORDS-ACCESSED is the
selectivity of the statement.
A query is most efficient when the number of records used is the same or slightly lower than
the number of records accessed. If the number of records accessed is much larger than the
number used, the query is accessing many unnecessary rows. To improve the selectivity,
consider building an index if it can be done.

• DISK-READS stores the number of physical disk reads performed on the file.

• LOCK-WAITS stores the number of times a call to the disk process waited on locked data.

• ESCALATIONS stores the number of attempts made to escalate a record lock to a file (table)
lock.

• READS stores the number of fetches.
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• WRITES stores the number of inserts.

• UPDATES stores the number of updates.

• DELETES stores the number of deletes.
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13 Enhancing SQL/MX Database Performance
To achieve maximum performance, you must provide sufficient hardware to handle the throughput
and size of the application database.
In addition to hardware, many factors affect the performance of a database and application. Some
factors are system dependent, others are application dependent. The factors discussed in this
section are specific performance issues that can arise in an installed and operating SQL/MX
environment.
This section addresses these strategies for enhancing SQL/MX database performance:

• “Using Queries in an SQL/MX Database” (page 290)

• “Understanding the Implications of Concurrency” (page 290)

• “Keeping Statistics Current” (page 294)

• “Managing SQL/MX Buffer Space” (page 294)

• “Managing DP2 Data Cache Memory Size” (page 300)

• “Maximizing Disk Process Prefetch Capabilities” (page 301)

• “Optimizing SQL/MX Memory Management” (page 301)

• “Optimizing Index Use” (page 302)

• “Performing FUP RELOADs to Generate More Accurate Query Plans” (page 303)

• “Checking Data Integrity” (page 303)

• “Creating Logical Views of Data” (page 304)

• “Adding and Dropping Partitions” (page 304)

• “Avoiding Automatic Recompilations” (page 304)

• “Matching Block Split Operation to Table Usage” (page 305)

Using Queries in an SQL/MX Database
Queries are the basis of a relational database application. You specify queries explicitly by using
application-embedded SELECT and CURSOR statements, ad hoc query requests, and report writer
selections. Queries are implicitly specified through UPDATE, INSERT SELECT, and DELETE statements.
The number and type of queries used in an SQL/MX environment influence the performance of
the database. For a detailed discussion of how to formulate queries to improve query performance
while retrieving the desired output, see the SQL/MX Query Guide.
For more information on enhancing SQL/MP database performance, see the SQL/MP Installation
and Management Guide. For more information on how to formulate queries to improve query
performance in an SQL/MP environment, see the SQL/MP Query Guide.

Understanding the Implications of Concurrency
Concurrency is defined as access to the same data by two or more processes at the same time.
The degree of concurrency available—whether a process that requests access to data that is already
being accessed is given access or placed in a wait queue—depends on the purpose of the access
mode (read or update) and the isolation level.
NonStop SQL/MX provides concurrent database access for most operations. Control of concurrent
access is obtained by using access options, locking options, and the WITH SHARED ACCESS
option of MODIFY.
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NOTE: The WITH SHARED ACCESS option of MODIFY is supported only for both range and
hash-partitioned objects, and only when the partitioning key is a prefix of the clustering key.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
These online operations can be long-running and so are subject to contention:

• Moving a partition

When using the WITH SHARED ACCESS option, MODIFY TABLE and MODIFY INDEX
allow concurrent access by DML statements throughout the entire operation except for

◦

the short commit phase of the operation. To maximize concurrent access while moving
a range partition, specify the WITH SHARED ACCESS option in MODIFY.

◦ Without the WITH SHARED ACCESS option, MODIFY allows concurrent access by DML
statements that use SELECT with BROWSE or SHARED access during an initial scan phase,
but locks out DML accesses during the remainder of the operation. Use this method if you
want to complete the partition move as soon as possible and if users do not require
concurrent access to the data.

• Creating a constraint

When you create a CHECK or NOT NULL constraint, NonStop SQL/MX confirms that
the column data in all table rows complies with, and does not violate, the constraint

◦

before adding it. Until this validation operation is completed, the table data can be read
but not updated.

◦ When you create a PRIMARY KEY, UNIQUE, or REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY constraint, an
index is created. Until the index has been fully created, the table data can be read but
not updated. REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY constraints both create an index and execute a
SELECT query that is a JOIN between two tables to ensure that the constraint is not violated.

• Creating an index

During a CREATE INDEX operation, you can run static SELECT queries on the table but
cannot perform recompilation. During a POPULATE INDEX operation, you can do both.

◦

Access to the table metadata is locked for the duration of the CREATE INDEX operation.
Access to the metadata is locked for a much shorter period during a POPULATE INDEX
operation.

◦ A CREATE INDEX operation must occur within a single TMF transaction. During a
POPULATE INDEX operation, the data movement portion occurs outside of any TMF
transaction.

• Updating statistics

◦ UPDATE STATISTICS allows concurrent access, during an initial scan phase by DML
statements that use SELECT with READ UNCOMMITED ACCESS, and does not lock the
table because data is not changed. However, the HISTOGRAM tables are locked because
data is inserted into and deleted from them.

• Trigger activation

Before you perform an import operation on a table, you must choose whether to use the
import option that turns off the triggers during the operation. If you do not turn off
triggers, they might be activated and delay the operation.

◦

◦ Before you perform a PURGEDATA operation, you must turn off all DELETE triggers.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual. For more information, see “Minimizing
Contention” (page 292) and the WITH SHARED ACCESS option information for the MODIFY
command in the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
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Minimizing Contention
When managing partitions, you can minimize contention by using the WITH SHARED ACCESS
option of the MODIFY TABLE or MODIFY INDEX statements. For example, this MODIFY TABLE
statement uses the WITH SHARED ACCESS option to provide online execution on range-partitioned
objects:
MODIFY TABLE cat1.sch1.table1
ADD WHERE KEY = value ('San Jose') TO LOCATION $DATA12
WITH SHARED ACCESS
COMMIT;

When you specify the WITH SHARED ACCESS option with MODIFY, these actions occur:
1. Initialization and load. Reads from source partitions use browse access and so do not obtain

locks. Writes to target partitions do obtain locks. If a given partition already exists and another
application has a file-level lock on that partition, writes on behalf of MODIFY will wait and
possibly time out. If timeout occurs, the MODIFY operation fails.

2. Audit fix-up. Audit fix-up processes search TMF audit trails for changes made since the load
of the records. If changes are found, target objects are updated to reflect the changes.
At this point, operation depends on COMMIT options selected with the MODIFY statement. If
a BEFORE or AFTER time was specified, NonStop SQL/MX waits for the appropriate time
window before starting the next (commit) phase. If the time window has passed, the operation
fails.
While the operation waits, the audit fix-up processes continue reading audit trails and updating
target objects.

3. Commit. NonStop SQL/MX acquires an exclusive table lock on each source object and
searches audit trails for changes made since the last audit fix-up work. NonStop SQL/MX
updates target objects to reflect the changes. Finally, NonStop SQL/MX updates file labels
and metadata files. At this time, exclusive locks are obtained on the other partitions.

For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.

COMMIT Option Available for WITH SHARED ACCESS
The COMMIT option of WITH SHARED ACCESS controls the start time for the final phase of the
operation.

Considerations for WITH SHARED ACCESS Option of MODIFY

• To eliminate the interval between the time the MODIFY operation completes and a new online
dump is taken, use the WITH SHARED ACCESS option so that you can take online dumps
while the MODIFY operation proceeds. NonStop SQL/MX sends an event message to EMS,
indicating when online dumps can be taken. An operator uses the TMFCOM DUMP FILES
command to start online dumps.

• The audit fix-up process searches audit trails for relevant audit information starting from when
the associated MODIFY operation began. Therefore, audit information must be retained on
the system or on backup media until the MODIFY operation completes. Audit trails should not
be automatically deleted before the MODIFY operation completes. If the audit fix-up process
does not find audit files online, the system prompts the operator (on the system console) to
restore the audit trails. If there are no backed-up audit trails, the request fails.
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• Operator intervention might be necessary in these situations:

To restore backed-up audit trails if the audit fix-up process does not find an audit trail
online. If the requested audit trail does not exist, the request fails.

◦

◦ To restore the online dump if an online dump on tape is needed for a newly created
partition or index.

◦ In response to EMS event messages indicating when online dumps can be taken, operator
intervention is required to start the online dumps.

• MODIFY operations that use WITH SHARED ACCESS typically take considerably longer than
equivalent operations without WITH SHARED ACCESS. They do, however, cause less
application unavailability, because WITH SHARED ACCESS allows DELETE, INSERT, and
UPDATE access during the operation. The time difference depends largely on the number and
length of transactions on the nodes that contain source and target objects for the operation,
particularly the number and length of transactions that directly involve source objects for the
operation.

• You cannot use the WITH SHARED ACCESS option of MODIFY if one or more of these
conditions exist:

◦ The partitioning key of the range-partitioned table or index you want to MODIFY is not
a prefix of the table or index clustering key.

◦ You want to partition hash-partitioned tables or indexes. You cannot use the WITH SHARED
ACCESS option on hash-partitioned tables or indexes.

◦ You want to partition a system-clustered object. You cannot use the WITH SHARED
ACCESS option on system-clustered objects.

Avoiding Contention Between DDL or Utility Operations
Only one DDL or utility statement can operate on a given SQL/MX object (or partition of an SQL/MX
object) at a time. An error occurs if you attempt to execute a DDL or utility statement while another
process is executing a DDL or utility statement on the same object.
The specific error depends on the statement involved and the phase of the operation at which the
conflict occurs. Common file system errors for this situation include:
12 File in use
40 The operation timed out
73 The table is locked

You can also get this SQL/MX error message:

1134 A concurrent utility or DDL operation is being performed on object object-name, its parent, or one of its 
dependencies. That operation must complete before the requested operation can run.

For more information about this and other SQL/MX error messages, see the SQL/MX Messages
Manual.

Other Operational Considerations
In general, SQL/MX utility operations follow a three-step process:
1. Lock the metadata for the object being acted upon. Also acquire a DDL lock to prevent metadata

or label changes from occurring until the utility operation completes. The DDL lock encompasses
several transactions and persists until the utility operation is complete.

2. Perform the utility operation. This step encompasses many transactions.
3. Update metadata to reflect changes caused by the utility operation.
4. Remove the DDL lock.
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Because the locks used in Step 1 of the operation are exclusive, they have no special priority over
other locks that can also be issued on the objects. Therefore, to enable the exclusive locks required
by these functions, you might need to manage the application activity as follows:
1. During Step 1, do not compile programs that require access to the metadata involved for

update or that refer to affected objects.
2. During Step 2, you can resume application transaction activity.
3. During Step 3, quiesce application transaction activity so that locks are not in contention.
These situations can arise during the operation of long-running utility functions:

• For large tables, audit trail space can be exceeded during the course of the operation, resulting
in termination of the operation and backout by the TMF subsystem. This condition is minimized
if you allow NonStop SQL/MX to manage TMF transactions.

NOTE: HP recommends that you do not initiate a user-defined TMF transaction for long-running
DDL operations. Utility operations are not supported in user-defined TMF transactions.

• If the operation cannot acquire the exclusive lock when required, NonStop SQL/MX terminates
the operation abnormally after a predetermined period of time. Remember that the operation
requires the simultaneous availability of all file labels that must be changed during the
operation. The lock timeout value is currently 60 seconds and cannot be changed.

In a similar way, certain other statements or commands present concurrency issues that can affect
the result of the operation. When you are duplicating, backing up, or moving data from one object
to another, these functions do not require sustained exclusive access to the source objects. The
only exclusive access involved is similar to that required in Step 3 at the end of the function. During
a DUP operation, you cannot perform DML operations or utilities that update the data being
duplicated. You can, however, perform read operations.

Keeping Statistics Current
When you update statistics, information about a table is updated in the histogram tables so that
the information more accurately represents the current content and structure of the SQL/MX
database.
UPDATE STATISTICS collects and generates physical and logical statistics on SQL objects. Physical
statistics refer to the index level, nonempty block count, and EOF for partitions of SQL/MX or
SQL/MP tables and indexes. Logical statistics refer to high and low values in columns, unique
entry counts in NonStop SQL/MP, and histogram information in NonStop SQL/MX.
To generate SQL/MX physical and logical statistics on SQL/MX objects, run SQL/MX UPDATE
STATISTICS. To generate optimal physical and logical statistics on SQL/MP tables, first run SQL/MP
UPDATE STATISTICS to update SQL/MP physical statistics, including index levels, and then run
SQL/MX UPDATE STATISTICS.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
For more information on when and why you should update statistics, see the SQL/MX Query
Guide.

Managing SQL/MX Buffer Space
This subsection contains this information:

• “How DP2 Manages and Reuses Query Plan Fragments” (page 295)

• “Causes and Symptoms of Query Plan Fragment Reuse Failures” (page 296)

• “Reduction of Plan Fragment Size for Unique Queries” (page 296)

• “Using SCF STATS DISK to Monitor SQL/MX Statistics and Reuse Failures” (page 296)
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• “Using SCF ALTER DISK to Resize the SQLMXBUFFER Attribute” (page 299)

• “Strategies for Reducing Reuse Failures” (page 299)
For every disk volume running NonStop SQL/MX on your system, approximately 1.1 GB of virtual
space must be shared between the DP2 data cache, SQL/MX buffer, and lock tables. The DP2
data cache provides temporary storage for disk blocks containing table and index data that are
referenced frequently. The SQL/MX buffer stores the query plan fragments that get downloaded
into DP2 and working data in transit between the Executor or an ESP and the local DP2 process
or another DP2 process.
An important challenge in managing this limited virtual space is achieving and maintaining the
proper balance between the SQL/MX buffer and DP2 data cache. If you allow either one to use
too much of this space, it can adversely affect the performance of the other and the system in
general.
Any increase in the size of SQL/MX buffer space reduces the maximum size of the DP2 data cache
by a corresponding amount. The default size of the SQL/MX buffer is 128 MB, and the maximum
size of the DP2 data cache with this default is about 768 MB. If, for example, you increase the
SQL/MX buffer space from 128 MB to 512 MB, the maximum size of the DP2 data cache is
reduced from about 768 MB to a little less than 400 MB.
Whether or not the SQL/MX buffer on a given disk is likely to need larger or smaller amounts of
buffer space depends on the SQL/MX environment of that disk. DP2 processes running a high
volume of OLTP transactions with a large number of opens generally require more SQL/MX buffer
space than those running DSS transactions with relatively few opens.
Both SQL/MX buffer space and DP2 data cache can be taken by the memory manager when they
are not in use. When there is no approaching memory pressure, DP2 issues long-term locks on
both DP2 data cache and SQL/MX buffer pages, thereby preventing those pages from being
taken. When memory pressure occurs (for example, when there is insufficient physical memory to
meet the demand for pages), DP2 releases the locks so that pages can again be stolen by the
memory manager.
Use the SCF ALTER DISK command to set or change the size of the SQL/MX buffer on a disk
volume. Although you can configure the buffer size to a maximum of 768 MB, you should avoid
sizing it above 512 MB to minimize the adverse impact on DP2 data cache function. For more
information about configuring the SQL/MX buffer, see “Using SCF ALTER DISK to Resize the
SQLMXBUFFER Attribute” (page 299).

How DP2 Manages and Reuses Query Plan Fragments
A query plan is created whenever an SQL statement is compiled. Depending on the statement, the
query plan can execute against a single nonpartitioned table, several partitions of a table, or
several tables in a multi-table join. The part of the query plan executed by the DP2 process is called
the query plan fragment. For partitioned or multi-table queries, query plan fragments are sent to
the DP2 for each of the disk volumes on which the accessed table data resides.
DP2 continuously manages the placement of new plan fragments in the SQL/MX buffer and, as
required, the removal of inactive plans to make room for them. After a query plan stored in the
buffer completes, it becomes inactive and eligible for removal.
As long as a query plan remains in the SQL/MX buffer, it can be reused whenever an application
repeats the query, eliminating the need to reload the query plan from the executor or ESP. After a
plan fragment has been removed from the buffer, any reuse attempt fails, and the plan must be
reloaded. Reuse failure requires additional message traffic between applications and DP2. This
reload message traffic is transparent to the application.
Likely candidates for reuse are sets of small static or dynamic queries that are executed repeatedly.
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Causes and Symptoms of Query Plan Fragment Reuse Failures
Query plan reuse failures occur when DP2 is forced to quickly drop inactive plan fragments, even
those that are repeatedly used. The most likely causes for these reuse failures are:

• The SQL/MX buffer is too small to store all the plan fragments repeatedly being used to support
application queries.

• Too many client processes are connected to and communicating with the DP2 process, sending
more queries than DP2 or its buffers can accommodate and retain for reuse.

• Too many tables are partitioned on the affected disk, resulting in too many plan fragments.
Usually, one new plan fragment is created and stored in the SQL/MX buffer with each table
access. Sometimes, however, NonStop SQL/MX can optimize and use a single plan fragment
to access multiple tables, as when a join is pushed down to DP2.

• Too many complex queries involving rowsets and compound statements are executing and
contributing to a large plan fragment footprint. Ad hoc queries, data loading, and database
maintenance can have a negative impact on concurrent OLTP performance by causing
additional reuse failures.

• Planned or unplanned takeovers by the backup DP2 CPU have generated reuse failures. A
planned takeover, such as from using SCF PRIMARY or by automatic switch due to a path
error, checkpoints only SQL/MX session data that is in use at the time of the takeover. An
unplanned takeover, such as from primary CPU failure or softdown failure, ensures that there
will be no SQL/MX session data in the new primary CPU.

• A combination of some or all of these.
The symptoms of high reuse failure rates on one or more disks running NonStop SQL/MX are those
of slower system performance. They include:

• Slower response times

• High CPU usage numbers

• DP2 processes running hot

• Hardware and software not scaling as expected (For example, you increase client processes
by only 5 percent and consume 30 percent more system resources.)

When these symptoms occur, use the SCF STATS DISK command with the SQL/MX option on disks
running NonStop SQL/MX to identify which SQL/MX buffers, if any, are displaying high reuse
failure rates. On disks where high reuse failure rates are found, for the best results, increase the
size of the SQL/MX buffer space. For more information, see the “Using SCF STATS DISK to Monitor
SQL/MX Statistics and Reuse Failures” (page 296).

Reduction of Plan Fragment Size for Unique Queries
SQL/MX Release 3.x achieves significant reductions in the query plan size of unique queries,
which involve single-row INSERT, SELECT, or DELETE operations. OLTP environments running these
single-row queries obtain the most significant improvements in plan fragment size reduction. These
enhancements also reduce the incidence of reuse failures and pressures to increase SQL/MX buffer
size.

Using SCF STATS DISK to Monitor SQL/MX Statistics and Reuse Failures
Use the SCF STATS DISK command to monitor statistics for the SQL/MX buffer, including the
incidence of reuse failures. For example:
SCF - T9082H01 - (04DEC06) (15NOV06) - 12/06/2010 17:52:01 System \DMR11
(C) 1986 Tandem (C) 2006 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P.
(Invoking \DMR11.$SYSTEM.SYSTEM.SCFCSTM)
1-> stats disk $*,sqlmx
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STORAGE - Stats DISK \DMR11.$SYSTEM

SQL/MX Statistics:
  Session Data bytes.......   81920  KB  Max Data bytes...  131072 KB
  Total Sessions...........   0  Active  Sessions..  0
  - 4KB Blocks - - - - - - - - - - - - Reuse - - - - - - - - - -
  Max......................   32640   Attempts.........  499463
  Number...................   20352   OK...............  499460
  In Use...................   0   Failed FST.......  0
Failed   ID........   3

• Max Data bytes identifies the configured size of the SQL/MX buffer for the disk. In the
given examples, the disk has been configured for 131072 KB, or 128 MB, which is the default
value.

• Session Data bytes identifies the amount of virtual memory currently allocated to SQL/MX
buffer space for this DP2 process. The session data bytes can be configured to be less than
the Max Data bytes. DP2 can increase Session Data bytes to a higher value based
on resource and other factors. This value cannot exceed Max Data bytes.

• Total Sessions identifies the total number of sessions, including both active and ended
sessions.

• Active Sessions identifies the number of SQL/MX sessions stored in the buffer that are
currently active.

• MAX (under the heading 4KB Blocks) identifies the maximum number of 4 KB blocks located
in the SQL/MX buffer for the current value of Max Data bytes. It can also be interpreted
as the maximum number of 4 KB blocks that will be located in the SQL/MX buffer when the
Session Data bytes are equal to the Max Data bytes.

• Number (under the heading 4KB Blocks) identifies the number of 4 KB blocks located in
the SQL/MX buffer for the current value of Session Data bytes.

• In Use under 4KB Blocks identifies the number of 4 KB blocks in the buffer that are
currently in use or reusable.

• Attempts under Reuse identifies the number of times an attempt has been made to reuse
plan fragments located in the SQL/MX buffer.

• OK under Reuse identifies the number of times a successful attempt has been made to reuse
plan fragments located in the SQL/MX buffer.

• Failed FST under Reuse identifies the number of plan fragments that are not located in
the free space table of the SQL/MX buffer and not available for reuse. Failed ID under
Reuse identifies the number of plan fragments that are present in the free space tables but
whose IDs reported that they could not be reused. Together, Failed FST and Failed ID indicate
the current number of unsuccessful attempts that have been made to reuse plan fragments,
whether missing or unusable. For example, an unsuccessful attempt might result because one
or more 4 KB blocks of the query fragment space has been stolen by another query. When
this happens, the missing query plan must be reloaded.

The Failed FST and Failed ID fields provide the most important information about reuse
failures. You should monitor these values over a period of time, noting changes and trends in the
failure rates as different applications execute or when new resources are added.
For more information about methods for reducing the incidence of reuse failures in an SQL/MX
buffer, see “Strategies for Reducing Reuse Failures” (page 299).

Publish/Subscribe counters
4-> stats disk $data02,sqlmx

STORAGE - Stats DISK \DMR15.$DATA02
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The following are the Publish/Subscribe counters:

KB54765Publish/Subscribe bytes..

0Keys In Use......512Max Subscribers..........

0Resyncs..........0Subscribers Active.......

512Maximum Tables...........

0Tables Active............

• Publish/Subscribe bytes denote the number of kilo bytes allocated for publish/subscribe events.

• Max Subscribers denote the maximum number of subscribers allowed per disk volume (512).

• Subscribers Active denote the number of active subscribers.

• Maximum Tables denote the maximum number of tables allowed per disk volume for
publish/subscribe operations (512).

• Tables Active denote the number of tables on the disk with at least one active subscriber.

• Keys In Use – NonStop Data Access Manager (DAM) adds an entry into a list if the position
of a streaming cursor in the table logically succeeds the position of the newly published row.
Keys in Use denote the number of keys in this list and can be either a primary key, clustering
key, or a system generated key.

• Resyncs is not used currently. 0 is always displayed against this field.

DP2 Savepoint counters
The following are the DP2 Savepoint counters:

16384 KBMax..............KB1024Savepoint Buffer 
Data....

- 16KB Blocks - - - - - - - - - - - Failures - - - - - - - -

12SavePoint Limit..16Max......................

0Buffer Full......0In Use...................

0Memory Pressure

0No Memory........

• Savepoint Buffer Data denotes the current size of buffer allocated to hold savepoint data. The
value is in KB. The minimum value is 1024KB.

• Max denotes the maximum savepoint buffer size per volume. The value is denoted in KB.
16 KB Blocks

• Max denotes the maximum number of blocks that can be used to store savepoint data.

• In Use denotes the current number of blocks holding savepoint data.
Failures

• SavePoint Limit denotes the number of failures caused because the savepoint limit was reached.
The savepoint buffer limit for a statement is 1/64th the Max Savepoint buffer size per volume.

• Buffer Full denotes the number of failures caused because the buffer limit was reached. The
buffer limit is considered reached if the total amount of savepoint buffer data for all the
statements on a volume exceeds the Max savepoint buffer size.
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• Memory Pressure denotes the number of failures caused because the memory pressure was
detected.

• No Memory denotes the number of failures caused because of non-availability of physical
memory for the allocation.

Using SCF ALTER DISK to Resize the SQLMXBUFFER Attribute
Use the SCF ALTER DISK command to change the size of the SQL/MX buffer on a disk volume.
For example:
SCF - T9082G02 - (04MAY04) (07APR04) - 05/12/2005 22:26:46 System \DRIS1 (C)
1986 Tandem (C) 2004 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P.
(Invoking \DRIS1.$SYSTEM.STARTUP.SCFCSTM)
1-> alter disk $D*,SQLMXBUFFER 128

• If possible, you should always stop the affected disk volume before you alter the SQLMXBUFFER
attribute, using the STOP DISK command to put the disk in the STOPPED state. If you cannot
first stop the disk (for example, if the disk volume contains swap files that cannot be stopped
without creating problems), perform the SCF ALTER DISK command just before system coldload
to minimize or eliminate the risks of CPU failure and configuration mismatches between primary
and backup CPUs.

• The maximum size of the SQLMXBUFFER space is 768 MB, and the minimum size is 32 MB.
The default value is 128 MB. If you specify a value below the current minimum supported
size, DP2 automatically uses the current minimum value. This minimum value might not be
sufficient to perform even moderately complex queries, so you should avoid using it unless it
is appropriate. If you specify a value above the current maximum supported size, DP2
automatically uses the current maximum value.

NOTE: The default, minimum, and maximum SQLMXBUFFER sizes listed are subject to
change. The amount of total memory available to the DP2 data cache and SQL/MX buffer
space might even be reduced.

• As a general rule, try to set SQLMXBUFFER to the lowest size possible that achieves acceptable
plan reuse failure rates. Try not to set the size above 512 MB.

• You cannot specify a value that is too small. For example, if you specify 0 (zero), the default
value of 128 MB is used. However, if you specify a buffer size that is too large, SCF rejects
the request.

• DP2 automatically rounds any positive value you specify to the modulo16 value.

• There should be sufficient physical memory in both the primary and backup DP2 CPUs to
accommodate the altered buffer configuration.

For more information, see the SCF Reference Manual for the Storage Subsystem.

Strategies for Reducing Reuse Failures
After you have confirmed that the SQL/MX buffers on one or more disks are experiencing a large
number of reuse failures, you should investigate these strategies for reducing them:

• “Verify Sufficient CPU Physical Memory” (page 299)

• “Increase SQL/MX Buffer Space” (page 300)

• “Reduce the Number of Client Processes Accessing Each Disk” (page 300)

• “Perform Data Routing at the Application Level” (page 300)

Verify Sufficient CPU Physical Memory
Check that sufficient physical memory has been provided for the system CPUs. Both the SQL/MX
buffer and DP2 data cache must be configured with adequate physical memory in both the primary
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and backup CPUs for the data volume. While both are contained within virtual space, and clean
pages can be stolen by the memory manager, over-configuration can lead to excessive page
swapping and performance loss. In the worst-case scenario, an over-configured data cache can
cause insufficient physical memory to meet the demand of pages, which can contribute to a variety
of failures.

NOTE: The backup DP2 CPU for a given disk does not use the SQL/MX buffer space unless it
becomes the primary DP2. Still, you should always plan and prepare for a smooth transition to
the backup CPU and backup physical memory should a takeover occur.

For more information about CPU memory requirements for NonStop SQL/MX, see SQL/MX
Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Increase SQL/MX Buffer Space
A common contributing factor for high reuse failure rates is an SQL/MX buffer that is too small to
effectively store all the plan fragments that are repeatedly executed by applications, particularly
larger fragments. After you confirm a high reuse failure rate in a buffer, use the SCF ALTER command
to increase SQLMXBUFFER size, starting with 128 MB and increasing it, as required, in increments
of 128 MB.
To preserve proper data cache function, try not to increase the SQL/MX buffer size above 512
MB. If high reuse failure rates persist, consider implementing the other strategies described in this
subsection.
For more information, see “Using SCF ALTER DISK to Resize the SQLMXBUFFER Attribute” (page 299).

Reduce the Number of Client Processes Accessing Each Disk
Another factor that contributes to reuse failures is when too many client processes attempt to access
affected disks. To reduce this client process load, repartition tables so that fewer are partitioned
across each of your disks running NonStop SQL/MX. For example, if all your 100 tables (T1
through T100) are partitioned across each of your ten disks, repartition them so that T1 through
T50 are partitioned across one set of five disks and T51 through T100 are partitioned across the
other set of five disks. This new configuration produces half the plan fragments for the DP2 process
and SQL/MX buffer on each disk as the original configuration.

Perform Data Routing at the Application Level
Another strategy for reducing the number of client processes that access a given disk is the use of
data routing at the application level, whereby a running application depends on a key value to
determine which process communicates with any given table row. The result is that each application
accesses a much smaller number of DP2 processes.
For more information, contact your support representative.

Managing DP2 Data Cache Memory Size
The DP2 process for each disk running SQL/MX sessions uses a buffer in memory to keep copies
of the disk blocks that have been accessed most recently. This area of memory is called DP2 data
cache. If the DP2 process finds a requested block in cache, it can satisfy the request immediately
without requesting a physical I/O operation.
DP2 data cache size has an important effect on performance. The larger the DP2 data cache, the
more likely that a block need be read only once. However, because the DP2 data cache and
SQL/MX buffer contend for the same virtual space, both must be sized with consideration for the
size requirements of the other. For more information, see the “Managing SQL/MX Buffer Space”
(page 294).
To see if a DP2 data cache is operating efficiently, use the SCF STATS DISK, CACHE command.
If CACHE READ HITS are less than 90 percent, consider increasing the cache size. If the ratio of
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CACHE FAULTS to CACHE CALLS is even one or two percent, consider reducing the cache size,
adding more physical memory to the CPU, or processing to other CPUs.
DP2 data cache size is controlled through the Subsystem Control Facility (SCF). For more information
on using SCF to set cache size, see the SCF Reference Manual for the Storage Subsystem.

Maximizing Disk Process Prefetch Capabilities
NonStop SQL/MX can enhance performance by reading blocks of data into the DP2 data cache
asynchronously before they are needed. This disk (DP2) process prefetch operation works best
when you request long sequential scans through data or when your access plan has a low selectivity
value (as described in the SQL/MX Query Guide).
The optimizer requests sequential prefetch for all scan operations expected to read sequentially
for more than a few blocks.
When sequential prefetch is used, the DP2 process attempts to read a group of several consecutive
blocks with a single I/O operation. The successive read operations do not have to wait for physical
I/O and can be satisfied from DP2 data cache, in parallel, while the DP2 process performs other
I/O operations. To determine if your query uses sequential prefetch, look for the words sequential
cache in the EXPLAIN output for the query.
You can perform a prefetch operation for forward processing; for certain types of operations such
as scans, updates, and deletes of subsets; and for disk operations using virtual sequential block
buffering (described in the SQL/MX Query Guide).
To maximize DP2 process prefetch operations, use:

• Large cache

• Mirrored disks

• Well-organized key-sequenced tables (physical sequence closely maps to logical sequence).
The FUP RELOAD operation can help reorganize an existing table. Use the Tandem Reload
Analyzer to determine when FUP RELOAD needs to be run.

• Multiple PINs. DP2 automatically increases the number of PINS to six when an SQL/MX query
is started and read ahead (prefetch) is used.

Optimizing SQL/MX Memory Management
Certain embedded SQL/MX programs can use very large portions of the process flat segment
address range for:

• Application-addressable memory

• Memory space for the master executor to execute SQL/MX statements
The memory space requirement for the master executor can be minimized by using parallelism to
distribute the work to other processes, as explained in the discussion of parallelism in the SQL/MX
Query Guide.
SQL/MX processes can consume large amounts of addressable memory space as a result of:

• Parallelism among a large number of ESPs

• The execution of plans that use sort and grouping operators

• The optimization of complex plans
The heavy consumption of addressable memory space by SQL/MX processes can lead to insufficient
swap file space. As a result, you should provide more kernel-managed swap space on each CPU
by increasing the size of existing swap files or adding new swap files.
You should periodically monitor your kernel-managed swap files while SQL/MX programs are
being compiled and executed to ensure that adequate swap file space is available. If the required
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amount of swap file space is not available, an SQL/MX compilation might fail, or an executing
statement might return an “insufficient memory” error.
See the discussion on managing kernel-managed swap files in the Kernel-Managed Swap Facility
(KMSF) Manual for more information on how to use NSKCOM to monitor kernel-managed swap
file use, how to monitor swap file usage by process, and how to change your KMSF configuration.
To identify and avoid possible memory contention between either the application or the master
executor and other system components in process space such as QIO, see the discussion on
configuring the QIO subsystem in the QIO Configuration and Management Manual.

Optimizing Index Use
An index on a table provides an alternate access path that differs from the inherent access path
(clustering key). Indexes improve application performance for data retrieval operations. When
compiling a statement, the SQL/MX optimizer selects the execution plan for a statement by choosing
the best access path to the data. If an index exists, the SQL/MX optimizer evaluates using the
index.
Indexes can also improve performance by eliminating the need for the DP2 process to access the
underlying table. If the query can be satisfied by the columns contained in the index, the underlying
table will probably not be accessed.
When evaluating whether to use an index or a table scan, NonStop SQL/MX compares the number
of base table scan I/Os and the I/Os for index access. The use of sequential cache for a scan
increases the performance of the scan and increases the likelihood of its use.
Index-only access is faster than a table scan. A sort prevented by index access must be looked at
closely, however, because the cost of a scan plus a sort might be less than the cost of index and
base table access. For more information, see the SQL/MX Query Guide.
For more information, see “Understanding and Planning SQL/MX Tables” (page 28).

Maximizing Parallel Index Maintenance
Indexes are automatically updated whenever you insert a row into the underlying table or whenever
you change a column of the index. You can update multiple indexes in parallel.
NonStop SQL/MX performs index maintenance on multiple rows (not individual rows, as in NonStop
SQL/MP), making the process faster but also allowing indexes and their tables to temporarily
diverge by multiple rows. The consequences are:

• READ UNCOMMITTED ACCESS queries might obtain different data, depending on the access
path.

• Errors that occur during index maintenance might require a more complicated cleanup of the
index.

To take maximum advantage of parallel index updates, put a table’s indexes on separate volumes
and configure them on separate CPUs to eliminate contention of parallel operations on indexes
serviced by the same DP2 process.

Using Co-located Indexes
NonStop SQL/MX supports co-located indexes, where an index is partitioned across the same
disk volumes as its underlying table.
The primary advantage of co-located indexes is reduction in message traffic. To perform index
maintenance, a single message can be sent to the DP2 process for the disk volume on which both
the index and table partition are located.
The primary disadvantage of co-located indexes is the increased disk arm movement and resulting
latency from accessing all index and table data on the same physical disk, especially if the index
and table partitions are large. This issue might not exist for small index and table partitions located
on the same disk volume.
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Another disadvantage of co-located indexes is that if a table partition is moved to another disk,
you must remember to move its corresponding index partition.

Performing FUP RELOADs to Generate More Accurate Query Plans
As tables and indexes are subjected to repeated INSERT and DELETE operations, they become
more fragmented and less efficiently organized. Over a period of weeks, it can become impossible
for MXCMP to accurately estimate the costs for different query plans for those tables. In effect, the
B-trees for the tables become too deep and asymmetrical.
Performing a FUP RELOAD on a table or index reduces data fragmentation and other structural
inefficiencies and considerably decreases the duration of subsequent table and index queries.
Also, FUP RELOAD is the only method available for inserting or altering slack space into SQL/MX
files.
To improve the SQL compiler’s ability to generate accurate cost estimates and improve table
performance:

• Perform a FUP RELOAD on each table and index at regular intervals (for example, once a
month), depending on the number of updates performed on them and other site-specific
considerations. Use the Tandem Reload Analyzer to determine when FUP RELOAD needs to
be run.

• Perform FUP RELOADs on tables and indexes after an unusually large number of INSERT,
UPDATE, and DELETE operations have been performed on them.

Checking Data Integrity
NonStop SQL/MX provides data integrity checking when constraints are defined for a table. When
a row is added or altered, NonStop SQL/MX verifies that the new data satisfies all constraints.
You can check data integrity within program code or with the SQL/MX constraint mechanism.
Each method has benefits and performance issues you should consider for your application. For
more information, see “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72).
Evaluate your application to determine the best use of data checking: constraints versus program
code.
The issues involved in having data integrity checks in program code or defined in the database
through constraints are:

• Data integrity checking in program code

Data checking performed in the requester before sending the data to the server is the
quickest method of data checking and reduces unnecessary server calls. The requester

◦

checks data upon input to ensure the data conforms to certain ranges coded into the
requester.

◦ Data checking can be performed within an application program or server program before
the data is sent to NonStop SQL/MX. This checking reduces unnecessary SQL calls, but
still requires the program code to have the data range values.
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◦ Maintaining programs, requesters, or servers to programmatically check data input can
require additional programming time. In addition, your site must have methods or programs
to verify that the existing tables conform to the new data checks.

◦ Programs with hard-coded validity checking cannot move as easily from one set of users
to another as programs without hard-coded values.

• Data integrity checking by constraints

Constraints can greatly enhance the flexibility of programs so that applications move
easily from one set of users to another.

◦

◦ Constraints simplify the change process to a simple, online process. If you add one
constraint, the system immediately applies the constraint to all subsequent transactions.
The constraint creation process also checks the existing table to ensure that all existing
rows conform to the new constraint.

◦ When NonStop SQL/MX verifies the constraints on the input data, the potential message
traffic between servers and requesters might be increased when error messages are
generated on invalid data.

Creating Logical Views of Data
Logical views of the database are groupings of data different from the physical database. NonStop
SQL/MX is efficient at presenting data in logical views, joining tables or other views to create a
new window into the data. These logical views can specify only those columns or rows of data
that meet given criteria. NonStop SQL/MX returns only the subset of data, if any, that meets the
criteria, thereby reducing message data transfer between the DP2 process and your program.
You can predefine and name logical views with the CREATE VIEW statement, or you can create
views logically with a SELECT statement. The performance of these two methods to obtain the same
data is equivalent.
For more information, see “Creating an SQL/MX Database” (page 72).

Adding and Dropping Partitions
For performance improvement, consider partitioning a table or index so that the table or index
spans multiple volumes or multiple nodes. As the number of rows in the table or index increases,
consider redistributing rows across partitions to balance the distribution of rows. For
range-partitioned tables and indexes, you can use the MODIFY TABLE and MODIFY INDEX
statements to split partitions, move partitions, and move partition boundaries. For hash-partitioned
tables and indexes, you can use MODIFY to add, drop, or move partitions. For range-partitioned
tables, you can use the REUSE option.
When all information in a partition becomes obsolete, or when a database design deficiency
leaves a partition continually empty, a reference to a table or index defined across this partition
results in an unnecessary message to the partition. This message, in turn, results in a correspondingly
longer access time to the table or index. In such circumstances, you might want to drop this partition
while leaving the others defined for the object intact.

Avoiding Automatic Recompilations
Automatic recompilation can become a significant performance concern. In most cases, you should
attempt to run valid programs at all times to ensure the best possible performance.
Automatic recompilation makes it possible for application programs to continue to perform when
invalidating events occur or when access paths are unavailable. The time required to perform the
recompilation, however, can noticeably add to the initial response time of the application program
that contains the SQL statements.
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Matching Block Split Operation to Table Usage
In a table with key-sequenced organization, when an INSERT operation causes a data block to
overflow, the DP2 process must make room for the new row by splitting the block in the middle
and transferring some of its contents to a newly allocated block.
Because NonStop SQL/MX does not support the SEQUENTIAL BLOCKSPLIT option for the CONTROL
TABLE statement, you cannot split the block at the insertion point when rows are being inserted in
sequence.
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A Using Guardian Names with TMF, RDF, and Measure
The TMF, RDF, and Measure subsystems provide important infrastructure and management support
to NonStop SQL/MX. Currently, however, the user interfaces to these subsystems require Guardian
physical file names, whereas SQL/MX tables can be referenced by their ANSI logical names:
• Guardian physical file name format:

[\node.][[$volume.]subvolume.]filename

• ANSI logical file name format: [[catalog.]schema.]name
For subsystems that do not currently support ANSI names and do not use the MXGNAMES utility,
use the SHOWDDL or SHOWLABEL commands to return Guardian names for the SQL/MX objects.
Conversion from ANSI logical to Guardian physical names is semiautomated by the MXGNAMES
utility. You can use the MXGNAMES utility (for example, in OBEY command files) to generate the
physical file names required by these subsystems from the ANSI logical names of SQL/MX tables.

Using the MXGNAMES Utility
The MXGNAMES utility is a Guardian program run from a TACL prompt or OBEY command file.
Use MXGNAMES to generate the portions of the subsystem command lines that contain Guardian
file names. These portions can then be used directly to form complete subsystem commands, without
additional editing that might be cumbersome and error-prone.
For example, to use TMF RECOVER FILES without MXGNAMES, you would have to:
1. Run SHOWDDL and capture output in an OSS edit file.
2. Use MXCI to obey the file and re-create the table.
3. Execute the RECOVER FILES command.
You can specify table names either on individual MXGNAMES command lines or in an input file.
In either case, one or more tables might not be found. If you specify a list of table names,
MXGNAMES processes valid table names in the list and returns a warning to standard output for
those not found.
For more information, see the SQL/MX Reference Manual.
For detailed descriptions of MXGNAMES error messages, see the SQL/MX Messages Manual.

MXGNAMES Input Files
MXGNAMES uses the same information that is provided by SHOWDDL, which always includes
all partitions of the base table and all implicitly and explicitly defined indexes on the table. This
information constitutes the entire set of files that would have to be recovered or restored to replace
all objects described in the SHOWDDL text.

General Characteristics of EDIT Files
The inputs and outputs of MXGNAMES are standard Guardian EDIT files with:
• Guardian file code of 101
• Maximum line length of 239 characters
For readability, MXGNAMES limits output lines to 80 characters.
Other tools or programs can be used to capture data for later use with MXGNAMES. Any such
file to be used as input to MXGNAMES might have to be converted to the Guardian format to be
compatible with MXGNAMES. Tools such as CTOEDIT can be used in these conversions.

SQL Names File
The input SQL names file is an EDIT format file used in conjunction with the -SQLNames
command-line option. It consists of a list of fully qualified ANSI table names, one per line.
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NOTE: Because of the 239-character limit for EDIT files, MXGNAMES cannot support table names
in the input file whose overall length is greater than 239 characters, including the dots separating
the catalog, schema, and table name portions. Such names have to be specified individually on
the MXGNAMES command line.

SHOWDDL File
SHOWDDL output is commonly saved to an OSS format text file, which has to be converted using
CTOEDIT before being used as input to MXGNAMES.

NOTE: The SHOWDDL file cannot be converted to an EDIT file if it contains an ANSI table name
whose overall length is greater than 239 characters, including the dots separating the catalog,
schema, and table name portions. Such names have to be removed from the file, and submitted
individually to MXGNAMES by the command line.

MXGNAMES Output Files
If MXGNAMES generates multiple output files, duplicate file names can result. To help avoid such
problems:
• Specify shorter file names so that extra digits can be appended without overwriting characters

from the original name.
• Avoid using digits at the end of the output file name.

Using Output Files With RESTORE to Create an RDF Backup Database
For the RESTORE command of Backup and Restore 2, LOCATION clauses contain both the source
and target file names. For RDF backup database creation, the source and target file names must
match in the volume, subvolume, and file name portions. Only the node names can differ.

Using Output Files With TMF
The output format for TMF is designed to meet the definition of the file set command line argument.
TMF defines certain limits for a specified file set:
• TMF limits the size of a command file and the number of files that can be specified. The

maximum size of a command file is 28000 bytes. You can use the -length option to control
the size of the output file, while allowing for other text to be manually added to the command
file without exceeding the 28000 byte limit.

• TMF commands allow a maximum of 900 file names. If a -length option is specified,
MXGNAMES starts a new file when either that length or 900 file names is reached, whichever
comes first.

Resource forks must be explicitly dumped and recovered, so file names are listed as wild cards
that include the resource forks.

Non-Local File Names With TMF
If you use the -nocomment option with the -TMF option, nonlocal file names are included as
comments in the output file, and the relevant nodes are displayed as warnings to standard output.
For example, if the local node is called \PNODE, any files on node \XNODE are listed as
comments.
Regardless of the -nocomment option, and whether -TMF or -RDF is specified, the standard
output will receive a list of all remote nodes that were encountered during the processing of the
command.

MXGNAMES Examples
For these MXGNAMES examples, suppose that these SQL/MX tables and indexes exist on the
system:
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create table cat.sch.t126a
  (c1 int not null
   , c2 timestamp default current_timestamp not null
   , c3 char(4) default 'abcd'
   , c4 smallint not null
   , primary key (c1,c2))
  location $vol1.zsd0126a.bxnl1r00
  partition
   (add first key (1r00) location $vol2.zsd0126a.bxnl2r00
   , add first key (2r00) location $vol3.zsd0126a.bxnl3r00
   , add first key (3r00) location $vol4.zsd0126a.bxnl4r00
   , add first key (4r00) location $vol5.zsd0126a.bxnl5r00
   , add first key (5r00) location $vol6.zsd0126a.bxnl6r00)
  store by primary key;
  create index t126a_ndx1 on cat.sch.t126a(c4)
  location $vol1.zsd0126a.qdxwg100
  partition
   (add first key (100) location $vol2.zsd0126a.qdxwg200
   , add first key (500) location $vol3.zsd0126a.qdxwg300
   , add first key (700) location $vol4.zsd0126a.qdxwg400)
  ;
  create table cat.sch.t126b
   (c1 timestamp default current_timestamp not null
   , c2 int not null
   , c3 varchar (30)
   , primary key (c3, c1))
  location $vol1.zsd0126b.bxnw1r00
  hash partition by (c4)
   (add location $vol2.zsd0126b.bxnw2r00
   , add location $vol3.zsd0126b.bxnw3r00
   , add location $vol4.zsd0126b.bxnw4r00)
  ;
  create unique index t126b_ndx1 on cat.sch.t126b(c2, c1)
  location $vol1.zsd0126b.qdx1g100
  hash partition by (c2)
   (add location $vol2.zsd0126b.qdx1g200
   , add location $vol3.zsd0126b.qdx1g300
   , add location $vol4.zsd0126b.qdx1g400
   , add location $vol5.zsd0126b.qdx1g500)
  ;

TMF Example 1: Input Is a List of SQL/MX Table Names
MXGNAMES -SQLNames=$VOL1.SQLSTUFF.SQLNAMES -output=NAMELIST -TMF

In this example, the input is a file list of fully qualified SQL/MX table names. If the contents of the
file SQLNAMES is:
CAT.SCH.T126A
CAT.SCH.T126B

Output would be:
(-- Table CAT.SCH.T126A --&
$vol1.zsd0126a.bxnl1r*,&
$vol2.zsd0126a.bxnl2r*,&
$vol3.zsd0126a.bxnl3r*,&
$vol4.zsd0126a.bxnl4r*,&
$vol5.zsd0126a.bxnl5r*,&
$vol6.zsd0126a.bxnl6r*,&
&
-- index T126A_NDX1 on CAT.SCH.T126A--&
$vol1.zsd0126a.qdxwg1*,&
$vol2.zsd0126a.qdxwg2*,&
$vol3.zsd0126a.qdxwg3*,&
$vol4.zsd0126a.qdxwg4*,&
-- end of Table CAT.SCH.T126A--&
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&
-- Table CAT.SCH.T126B--&
$vol1.zsd0126a.bxnw1r*, &
$vol2.zsd0126a.bxnw2r*, &
$vol3.zsd0126a.bxnw3r*, &
$vol4.zsd0126a.bxnw4r*, &
&
-- index T126B_NDX1 on CAT.SCH.T126B-- &
$vol1.zsd0126a.qdx1g1*,&
$vol2.zsd0126a.qdx1g2*,&
$vol3.zsd0126a.qdx1g3*,&
$vol4.zsd0126a.qdx1g4*,&
$vol5.zsd0126a.qdx1g5* &
-- end of Table CAT.SCH.T126B--)

TMF Example 2: Input Is SHOWDDL Text
MXGNAMES -Showddl=$VOL1.SQLSTUFF.SHOWD123 -output=NAMELST -TMF
Given the file SHOWD123:
CREATE TABLE CAT.SCH.T126A
(
  CC1 INT NO DEFAULT -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
  , C2 TIMESTAMP(6) DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP -- NOT NULL NOT
  DROPPABLE
  , C3 CHAR(4) CHARACTER SET ISO88591 COLLATE DEFAULT
  DEFAULT_ISO88591'abcd'
  , C4 SMALLINT NO DEFAULT -- NOT NULL NOT DROPPABLE
  , CONSTRAINT CAT.SCH.T126A_106009919_0001 PRIMARY KEY (C1
  ASC, C2 ASC)
  NOT DROPPABLE
  , CONSTRAINT CAT.SCH.T126A_106009919_0000 CHECK
  (CAT.SCH.T126A.C1 IS NOT NULL
  AND CAT.SCH.T126A.C2 IS NOT NULL AND CAT.SCH.T126A.C4 IS NOT
  NULL) NOT DROPPABLE)
)
LOCATION \NSK.$VOL1.ZSD0126A.BXNL1R00
NAME PART_A_Z_1
PARTITION
(
  ADD FIRST KEY (1000)
  LOCATION \NSK.$VOL2.ZSD0126A.BXNL2R00
  NAME PART_A_B_C
  , ADD FIRST KEY (2000)
  LOCATION \NSK.$VOL3.ZSD0126A.BXNL3R00
  NAME PART_D_E_F
  , ADD FIRST KEY (3000)
  LOCATION \NSK.$VOL4.ZSD0126A.BXNL4R00
  NAME PART_J_K_L
  , ADD FIRST KEY (4000)
  LOCATION \NSK.$VOL5.ZSD0126A.BXNL5R00
  NAME PART_M_N_O
  , ADD FIRST KEY (5000)
  LOCATION \NSK.$VOL6.ZSD0126A.BXNL6R00
  NAME PART_P_Q_R
)
STORE BY (C1 ASC, C2 ASC)
;
CREATE INDEX T126A_NDX1 ON CAT.SCH.T126A
(
  C4 ASC
)
LOCATION \NSK.$VOL1.ZSD0126A.QDXWG100
NAME PART_V_W_X PARTITION
(
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  ADD FIRST KEY (100)
  LOCATION \NSK.$VOL2.ZSD0126A.QDXWG200
  NAME PART_S_T_U
  , ADD FIRST KEY (500)
  LOCATION \NSK.$VOL3.ZSD0126A.QDXWG300
  NAME PART_Y_Z_1
  , ADD FIRST KEY (700)
  LOCATION \NSK.$VOL4.ZSD0126A.QDXWG400
  NAME PART_A_Z_1
)
;

The resulting contents of file NAMELST would be:
(-- Table CAT.SCH.T126A -- &
  $vol1.zsd0126a.bxnl1r*,&
  $vol2.zsd0126a.bxnl2r*,&
  $vol3.zsd0126a.bxnl3r*,&
  $vol4.zsd0126a.bxnl4r*,&
  $vol5.zsd0126a.bxnl5r*,&
  $vol6.zsd0126a.bxnl6r*,&
  &
  -- index T126A_NDX1 on CAT.SCH.T126A -- &
  $vol1.zsd0126a.qdxwg1*,&
  $vol2.zsd0126a.qdxwg2*,&
  $vol3.zsd0126a.qdxwg3*,& $vol4.zsd0126a.qdxwg4* &
-- end of Table CAT.SCH.T126A) --

TMF Example 3: Input Is an SQL/MX Table Name
MXGNAMES CAT.SCH.T126A -output=NAMELSTX -TMF

In this case, the contents of NAMELSTX would be identical to the output file of the previous example.

TMF Example 4: Input Is a List of SQL Names with File Length Specified
MXGNAMES -SQLNames=$VOL1.SQLSTUFF.SQLNAMES -output=NAMELIST –TMF –length=28000

The -length option specifies that output files should be limited to a length of 28000 bytes or
900 names, whichever comes first. If the output exceeds 28000 bytes, the first additional file
generated would be called NAMELIS2. If ten output files are needed, the tenth output file would
be called NAMELI10. If an output file reaches a total of 900 file names, output to that file stops,
and output to another file is started, regardless of the specified output file length. Each additional
output file name is displayed to standard output as that file is started.
The file length can be used to allow additional text to be added to the TMF command file (in
addition to the text generated by MXGNAMES), without exceeding TMF’s 28000-byte limit.
Additional files will or will not contain comments, depending on the use of the -nocomment option.
If comments are present, each continuation file will contain one additional comment, indicating
what object’s partitions are being displayed. For example:
(-- index T126A_NDX1 on CAT.SCH.T126A continued -- &
  $vol1.zsd0126a.qdxwg1*,&
  $vol2.zsd0126a.qdxwg2*,&
  $vol3.zsd0126a.qdxwg3*,&
  $vol4.zsd0126a.qdxwg4* &
-- end of Table CAT.SCH.T126A) --

Restore Example 1: Input Is a List of SQL/MX Table Names
MXGNAMES -SQLNames=$VOL1.SQLSTUFF.SQLNAMES -output=NAMELIST –BR2 –node=\BNODE

In this example, the input is a file containing a list of fully-qualified SQL/MX table names,
SQLNAMES:
CAT.SCH.T126A
CAT.SCH.T126B

Assuming the local node is called \PNODE, the output of the command would be:
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LOCATION
(
  \pnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.bxnl1r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.bxnl1r00,
  \pnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.bxnl2r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.bxnl2r00,
  \pnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.bxnl3r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.bxnl3r00,
  \pnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.bxnl4r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.bxnl4r00,
  \pnode.$vol5.zsd0126a.bxnl5r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol5.zsd0126a.bxnl5r00,
  \pnode.$vol6.zsd0126a.bxnl6r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol6.zsd0126a.bxnl6r00,
  \pnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.qdxwg100 TO
  \bnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.qdxwg100,
  \pnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.qdxwg200 TO
  \bnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.qdxwg200,
  \pnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.qdxwg300 TO
  \bnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.qdxwg300,
  \pnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.qdxwg400 TO
  \bnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.qdxwg400,
  \pnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.bxnw1r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.bxnw1r00,
  \pnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.bxnw2r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.bxnw2r00,
  \pnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.bxnw3r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.bxnw3r00,
  \pnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.bxnw4r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.bxnw4r00,
  \pnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.qdx1g100 TO
  \bnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.qdx1g100,
  \pnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.qdx1g200 TO
  \bnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.qdx1g200,
  \pnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.qdx1g300 TO
  \bnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.qdx1g300,
  \pnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.qdx1g400 TO
  \bnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.qdx1g400,
  \pnode.$vol5.zsd0126a.qdx1g500 TO
  \bnode.$vol5.zsd0126a.qdx1g500)

Restore Example 2: Input Is SHOWDDL Text
MXGNAMES -Showddl=$VOL1.SQLSTUFF.SHOWD123 -output=NAMELST2 -BR2 –node=\bnode

Suppose that the contents of the file SHOWD123 are as indicated previously. The contents of output
file NAMELST2 would be:
LOCATION
(
  \pnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.bxnw1r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.bxnw1r00,
  \pnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.bxnw2r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.bxnw2r00,
  \pnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.bxnw3r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.bxnw3r00,
  \pnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.bxnw4r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.bxnw4r00,
  \pnode.$vol5.zsd0126a.bxnw5r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol5.zsd0126a.bxnw5r00,
  \pnode.$vol6.zsd0126a.bxnw6r00 TO
  \bnode.$vol6.zsd0126a.bxnw6r00,
  \pnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.qdx1g100 TO
  \bnode.$vol1.zsd0126a.qdx1g100,
  \pnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.qdx1g200 TO
  \bnode.$vol2.zsd0126a.qdx1g200,
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  \pnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.qdx1g300 TO
  \bnode.$vol3.zsd0126a.qdx1g300,
  \pnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.qdx1g400 TO
  \bnode.$vol4.zsd0126a.qdx1g400)

Restore Example 3: Input Is an SQL/MX Table Name
MXGNAMES CAT.SCH.T126A -output=NAMELST3 -BR2 –node=\bnode

In this case, the contents of NAMELST3 would be identical to the output file of the previous example
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